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Preface
By LIEUTENANT GENERAL ERVIN J. ROKKE, USAF

President, National Defense UniversityThe United States faces a world full of instability and uncertainty--a world in which

threats to U.S. interests can emerge rapidly, often from unexpected quarters. At the
same time, the resources at the military's disposal are declining. If we hope to mas-
ter the challenges that lie ahead for U.S. foreign and security policy, we must be at
the very least well-informed about the shape that the security environment may

take in the next few years.
This report represents an effort by the National Defense University to meet this de-

mand for information about the evolving global environment in which Washington must
make security policy decisions. It offers a comprehensive overview of this environment, fo-
cusing on specific trends, U.S. interests, and issues of concern to those who frame U.S. secu-
rity policy. We hope that it will prove to be of interest not only to policy makers, but also to
all readers with an interest in security policy.

The Strategic Assessment 1995 applies the research expertise of the National Defense

University's interdisciplinary research arm, the Institute for National Strategic Studies, to
the task of defining and analyzing the emerging global milieu. Offering such analyses, in
both general and more specialized areas of interest to the national security community, is
one part of NDU's educational mission. That mission, as defined by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, is to educate senior military and government officials on issues related to national
strategy, security policy, resources management, and warfare in the information age. It is
our hope that this report is both authoritative and informative, and that its influence will
extend beyond the narrowly-defined national security establishment.

We wish to thank all those who contributed to the success of this project, particularly
the many analysts both inside and outside the military who wrote or reviewed chapters of
the Assessment. We hope that this report will stimulate further thinking, discussion, and re-
search on the issues treated in its pages among both policy makers and policy analysts.
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1Foreword
By HANS BINNENDIJK, Editor-in-Chief

The U.S. government has been refining strategy to guide its national security policy
in the post Cold War period. The Institute for National Strategic Studies (INSS)
hopes that Strategic Assessment 1995 will contribute to this effort by offering a thor-
ough analysis of the evolving global security environment and its implications for
U.S. policy and strategy.

The Strategic Assessment is aimed at policy makers, analysts, or informed members of
the public who want a serious summary statement of the challenges facing the U.S. and the
environment in which policy is being made. It does not provide novel interpretations or de-
tailed specialized research. Specialists in one topic or region are unlikely to find much new
material on that subject here, although we hope they will find a useful, succinct statement
of the trends, U.S. interests, and key issues for U.S. policy in that area. For coherence, each
chapter is divided into three subsections dealing with these trends, interests, and issues.
Our focus is on the next few years, not the next few months or the next few decades.

Three factors distinguish this product from some other reviews of the world security
environment. The first is its strong focus on U.S. interests. Rather than offering a neutral
analysis of global trends, we have attempted to identify and analyze those trends that are of
most concern to the United States, and to discuss the specific policy questions and debates
that will face the U.S. government.

The second is its depth. Some other global overviews offer useful examinations of U.S.
interests, but without the level of detail provided by our disaggregated analyses of trends
and issues facing U.S. policy makers.

Third, although Strategic Assessment 1995 strives to assess various options on key na-
tional security issues, its primary intent is not to advocate particular policies or approaches
to policy. It is neither a statement nor a critique of U.S. government policy. Rather, it is the
product of a group of scholars, most of whom work for a university funded by the U.S.
government. We research questions of concern to the U.S. government, but we do not tailor
our conclusions to fit any preconceptions about U.S. interests or government policy.

The responsibility for any errors in this document rests wholly with me as Editor-in-
Chief and Patrick Clawson as Editor, who worked under the guidance of Stuart Johnson,
the INSS Director of Research. The credit for any insights belongs to the able team at INSS
that wrote the contributing papers. The authors of each chapter were:

Asia Pacific Ronald Montaperto; Europe James Morrison, Jeffrey Simon, Charles Barry; Russia
and Neighbors James Brusstar; Greater Middle East Jed Snyder, Phebe Marr, Patrick Clawson;
Western Hemisphere Jay Cope; Sub-Saharan Africa James Woods1; Oceans and the Law Ann
Hollick; Weapons of Mass Destruction Douglas Mang; U.S. Force Structure Stuart Johnson;
Arms Transfers and Export Controls John Eisenhour; Information Technologies Martin
Libicki; Peace Operations William Lewis; Transnational Threats Patrick Clawson; Trends in
the Sovereign State Brian Sullivan; Economics Theodore Moran.'

We would also like to express our thanks to the many military officers, civilian govern-
ment officials, and outside analysts who gave us thoughtful comments on papers prepared
as contributions to this report. Thanks also to James Smith, who edited the writing and
managed the graphics, and the team at the Government Printing Office without whom this
document could not have been produced so quickly.

I Mr. Woods is an independent consultant and a Senior Associate at the Center for Strategic and Interna-

tional Studies; Mr. Moran is at Georgetown University. We are grateful for their assistance in the preparation of
this report.
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CHAPTER ONE

e Strategic
Setting

n each chapter of this report, we exam- Napoleonic period, the Congress of Vienna
ine a particular region or issue of in- system, Germany's drive to become a lead-
terest to U.S. security. We identify in ing power (concurrent with the division of
each case important trends, U.S. inter- Africa and Asia among colonial powers),
ests in priority order as we see them, the League of Nations era, and the Cold

and the key policy issues relating the two. 1  War (concurrent with the end of coloniza-
Our primary purpose is to explain the chal- tion). We are now entering a sixth period,
lenges and opportunities facing the United one in which European concerns may not
States, not necessarily to propose or evalu- dominate the world as they have for the
ate specific policies, past several centuries.

In this overview, we set out our view Transitions between periods have typi-
of the emerging world order; important cally lasted several years. The transition
world trends from a security perspective; now under way is likely to take longer than
the principles regarding U.S. involvement most because there was no definitive, cata-
abroad that we believe command broad clysmic end to the old order: the Soviet
support at home; the priorities that we Union disintegrated on its own, rather than
think should govern national security deci- being defeated in war and occupied. The
sion-making; and the implications of this emerging order may not fully reveal itself
analysis for the U.S. military, until after the end of the decade. The fluid

character of that order is a major reasonThe Emerging why recent administrations in Washington
have had such difficulties articulating a

World System U.S. policy vision.
The final shape of the emerging world

The Global Order order will depend crucially upon such fac-

Remains in Transition tors as:

There have been five world orders U The degree of U.S. involvement in world af-

since the U.S. became an independent state. Thprs s
M The progress of European integration, both

These have been defined by the character within the European Union and through the
of relations among the great powers: the expansion of Western institutions to include

all of Europe;

INSTITUTE FOR NATIONAL STRATEGIC STUDIES 1
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"* Developments inside Russia and in its rela- tively low levels of prosperity. It is clear
tions with neighboring states; that the future of the transitional states will

"* The extent to which Japan assumes new in- be one of the most important determinants
ternational obligations; of the new system.

"* The ability of China to hold together and re- e The troubled states, primarily located
main on a peaceful path to prosperity; and in Africa, the Greater Middle East, and

"* The control of nuclear proliferation. parts of Asia, are falling behind the rest of

The World is Dividing the globe economically, politically, and eco-
logically. Many of these states are plagued

into Market Democracies, with rampant ethnic and religious extrem-

Transitional States, and ism. All have inadequate quality of gover-

Troubled States nance; some are "failed states" that are
slipping into anarchy. A few-particularly

At the height of the Cold War, there Cuba and North Korea-are decaying die-
was a generally industrialized and free First hard communist dictatorships. Some are,
World, a communist Second World, and an or threaten to become, rogue states.
underdeveloped, largely non-aligned Third Some very important countries com-
World. By the late 1980s, these divisions bine characteristics of two or even three
were beginning to erode, as some commu- groups. For instance, China can be consid-
nist lands began to develop freer institu- ered a transitional country; economically,
tions and some underdeveloped nations it is evolving in the direction of the market
evolved into industrial democracies. democracies. On the other hand, its poli-

The emerging order also involves a di- tics still resemble those of a troubled state,
vision of the world into three parts. Those and many analysts fear that political dis-
parts, however, differ from the three Cold array after the death of Deng Xiaoping
War worlds in important ways. Ideology is could push much of China back into the
no longer the basis of the division. The non- troubled camp. Likewise, India, which ap-
aligned states are no longer an important pears to be in transition economically, in-
category. Some countries of the Third World corporates elements of both the market
have become prosperous market democra- democracies (parliamentary democracy)
cies, such as South Korea and Chile. and the troubled states (explosive ethnic

The emerging lines of division appear and religious hatreds).
to be the following: Despite the indefinite character of the

* The market democracies comprise a dividing lines, the general trend is for a
growing community of free and prosper- growing gap between market democracies
ous-or at least rapidly developing-na- and troubled states. The gap shows up in
tions that is expanding from North Amer- differences in economic growth, political
ica, Japan, and much of Europe to include stability, and adherence to international
large parts of Latin America, the newly in- human rights standards.
dustrialized nations of East Asia, and Cen-
tral Europe (Poland, the Czech Republic, Some See the World Splitting
Hungary). Along Lines of Economic/

e The transitional states include ex-au- Political Blocs, Spheres of
thoritarian and ex-communist lands that Influence, or Civilizations
are working toward democracy and free
markets, as well as countries such as India Three other lines of division are em-
that seem to be making progress toward phasized by national security thinkers. In
freedom and prosperity from a low base- what we see as decreasing order of impact,
line. Many states in this category run the they are:
risk of backsliding into political chaos and Economic/political blocs. Regional
economic decline. It is not clear if this will blocs based on trade and political coopera-
be a purely transitional category, or if some tion seem to be emerging in Europe, the
of these states will establish enduring sys- American hemisphere, East Asia, and to
tems marked by authoritarian politics,
heavily politicized economies, and rela-

2 INSTITUTE FOR NATIONAL STRATEGIC STUDIES
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some degree in the Commonwealth of In- As with economic blocs, the implica-
dependent States (CIS). In the early 1990s, tions of this development depend upon
there was a burst of enthusiasm for eco- how open or closed the system is. If a great
nomic integration and political cooperation power accepts responsibility for acting in
in both Europe and the Americas, resulting the common interest of the world commu-
in the Maastricht Treaty and two American nity, then its involvement in troubled states
trade organizations (the North American within its area of historic and strategic in-
Free Trade Agreement [NAFTA] and Mer- terest can help those states develop more
cosur), as well as tentative steps in the Pa- normal relations with all countries, includ-
cific (with the Asia-Pacific Economic Coop- ing the other great powers. But if a great
eration [APEC] summits). Russia is power seeks to exclude the influence of
strengthening its economic and political other powers and to compel its weaker
ties with the sometimes reluctant states of neighbors to act against their own inter-
the CIS. ests, then neo-empires could develop, and

The implications for the world order great powers could clash over the bound-
of such blocs, were they to be consolidated, aries between their exclusive spheres.
depend upon the extent to which they are The U.S. public has historically not ac-
open to trade and political cooperation cepted a national security policy based
with states outside of their region. Open simply on great power geostrategic ma-
blocs can contribute to reducing global neuverings. U.S. policy has been most suc-
trade barriers and improving world politi- cessful and acceptable when it is based on
cal cooperation-for example, facilitating both U.S. values and interests. Although
international negotiations by reducing the the U.S. must be watchful for the develop-
number of players. ment of spheres of influence, U.S. security

The danger of tensions, possibly esca- policy for the present is more likely to be
lating into conflict, is greatest in the case of linked to values and broader interests than
blocs that jealously guard themselves from to spheres of influence politics per se.
outside influence and that see world trade Civilization. Centuries-old divisions
and politics as zero-sum games. With the among cultures and religions seem to have
possible exception of the CIS, we do not retained more of their political importance
see such closed blocs emerging in the next than many would have suspected a few
few years. Therefore, at this time we do not years ago. The thousand-year-old fault line
judge the development of economic and between Catholicism and Orthodoxy very
political blocs to be as important for under- nearly approximates the line of conflict be-
standing national security interests as bilat- tween the warring parties in the former Yu-
eral relationships and the split among mar- goslavia and, more generally, the line of di-
ket democracies, transitional states, and vision between the East European states
troubled states. that are doing well economically and polit-

Spheres of influence around a great ically and those that are floundering. In
power. Closely related to the emergence of many regions where the Islamic world
economic and political blocs has been the runs up against other civilizations and cul-
concentration of military attention by the tures-northern India, the Levant, the
great powers in their own neighborhoods Balkans, North Africa, the Caucasus-vio-
and areas of historic and strategic interest, lent conflict has erupted.
Peacekeeping operations provide a good il- Cultural and religious factors seem to
lustration of this trend. For example, U.N. primarily exacerbate and lend emotional
Security Council debates on Rwanda, depth to strife caused by concrete historical
Haiti, and Georgia in mid-1994 made clear grievances, political disputes, socio-eco-
that the major powers are beginning to ac- nomic imbalances, and geostrategic factors.
cept that each should take responsibility In many instances, these factors are delib-
for its areas of historic and strategic inter- erately exploited by elites to bolster their
est, with France, the U.S. and Russia taking own ambitions. Furthermore, some of the
the lead. Similarly, Japan played a major deepest cultural-political splits are within
role in Cambodian peacekeeping. civilizations. Witness the vigorous debate

at the September 1994 Cairo U.N. Interna-

INSTITUTE FOR NATIONAL STRATEGIC STUDIES 3
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tional Conference on Population and De- * Conflict among regional powers, mainly
velopment: the issues of abortion and re- involving transitional or troubled states.
productive rights are at least as divisive Conflicts not involving major powers will
within civilizations and individual coun- occur periodically, often as the result of ag-
tries as they are between civilizations. gressive moves by states seeking regional

In addition, civilizations generally lack hegemony. The proliferation of weapons of
central decision-making bodies, and are mass destruction, particularly nuclear
therefore unlikely to displace states as the weapons, could increase the propensity of
key actors in international strategic mat- aggressive states to threaten their neighbors
ters. A state's appeals for the defense of the and increase the risks for the U.S.
civilization to which it belongs can be a * Conflict involving troubled states,
powerful instrument for mobilizing sup- nearly always starting out as conflict
port at home and abroad, but the key actor within a country. This type of conflict is
remains the state and its politics, not the likely to be most prevalent but least threat-
civilization. We are therefore skeptical ening to U.S. interests. The great powers
about using civilization divisions as a pri- are often willing to provide humanitarian
mary basis for understanding the emerging and political support for troubled states.
world order. They are increasingly reluctant to intervene

Moreover, to emphasize differences militarily, however, unless a particular cri-
among civilizations could create the im- sis threatens to escalate to engulf other
pression that those with different cultural states, create a humanitarian disaster, or
and historical backgrounds are enemies, or otherwise affect great power interests.
at least cannot be our allies. That could be-
come a self-fulfilling prophecy, thereby cre- Defining Trends
ating new enemies or losing current allies
among countries culturally profoundly dif- The new world system is being
ferent from the U.S. but now friendly to it. shaped by a number of trends rooted in

The Most Likely Conflicts technological change and the diffusion of
liberal values. Eight of the most important

in the Emerging World System economic, political, and military trends are

are the Least Dangerous the following:

to the U.S. Proliferation is Increasingly a
Within this system of market democra- Current Rather than a Future

cies, transitional states, and troubled states, Concern
three main types of conflict that corre-
spond loosely to the three groups of states Nuclear weapons programs under-
can be distinguished: taken by rogue states have proven difficult

e Conflict among the major powers. The to stop, despite the Nuclear Non-Prolifera-
great powers-the U.S., Japan, China, Rus- tion Treaty Acquisition of nuclear weapons
sia, and the major states of Western Eu- by a few of these states could destabilize
rope-are all cooperating, not preparing whole regions and severely complicate U.S.
for conflict with each other. Almost un- power projection operations. The problem
precedented in history, this cooperation is a is likely to get worse on the supply side.
powerful force for peace so long as it lasts. More countries are developing the indus-
Yet if the powers were to consolidate trial base to produce nuclear weapons (by
around themselves political and economic now a fifty-year-old technology), and con-
blocs that were exclusive rather than open, tinuing economic problems in the former
tensions could emerge at the edges of the Soviet Union are making criminal diver-
blocs, especially between Russia and West- sion of its nuclear material and know-how
ern Europe. Of the three types of conflict more likely. Access to chemical and biolog-
discussed here, a clash among great pow- ical weapons may prove even easier.
ers (directly or through proxies) would be Reducing the demand for weapons of
the greatest threat to the U.S., but it is the mass destruction requires constructing a
least likely scenario, world order in which such weapons confer

4 INSTITUTE FOR NATIONAL STRATEGIC STUDIES
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DOD Outlays as Percent of GDP, FY 1974-94 The Domestic Focus is
Limiting National Security

7 Capabilities
The end of the Cold War and the peace

6 among the major powers has made foreign
policy seem less pressing to peoples in
many nations. The public is more preoccu-
pied by domestic travails, in part due to the
perception that social problems are worsen-
ing and in part due to the lower economic
growth rates of the last twenty years.

The focus on domestic policy in the
U.S. draws support from across the political
spectrum. The political center generally be-

2 lieves that the United States must reinforce
its economy before it asserts itself interna-
tionally. The left is sympathetic to the argu-
ment that military and foreign expenditures
are a drain on resources that could be better

0 80 used at home (the theory of "imperial over-
stretch" as the cause for national decline).
The right tends to believe that the triumph

SOURCE.:DOD Budget Estimates, 1995 of democratic and free market ideals re-

moves the rationale for active intervention

little military or political advantage to pro- abroad (building upon the thesis of the

liferators. One element of such an ap- "end of history"). As one pundit noted, the

proach is to reduce the regional tensions left does not want to inflict the U.S. on the

that lead states to worry about their neigh- world, and the right does not want to inflict

bors' intentions. Another part of the the world on the U.S.

process is to build an international consen- As a result of this emphasis on domes-

sus against proliferators and in favor of re- tic problems and the realization that the

ducing existing nuclear stocks. greatest danger to world peace-the Soviet

Arms control efforts have focused on threat-is gone, public opinion in many

countering the proliferation of weapons countries now insists on lower defense

of mass destruction. U.S. goals in this spending. In the U.S., Northern and East-

area include: ern Europe, and Russia, force sizes are de-
clining, and weapons procurement is

"* Securing and dismantling nuclear stockpiles falling even faster. U.S. cuts are hitting the

in the former Soviet republics of Ukraine, Be-

larus, and Kazakhstan; assets that allowed the United States to

"* Freezing existing programs as a first step to- maintain a global presence: foreign base in-
wards creating the conditions for rolling back frastructure, the intelligence services, mili-
nuclear programs (South Asia, North Korea); tary aid, and military-to-military coopera-

"* Using a combination of denial of technology tion programs.
(Iran and Libya) and highly intrusive inspec- The trend towards declining forces is
tion regimes (Iraq) to deny nuclear capabili- by no means universal. Forces are being
ties to rogue states; maintained in areas where perceived threats

"* Managing nuclear proliferation where it has havntaned fo ea mple in thrn
already taken place (South Asia); and have not waned, for example in a southern

"* Developing counterproliferation measures Europe worried about the situations to the
against recalcitrants, including the ability to south and east of the Mediterranean. Mili-
defend against weapons of mass destruction. tary spending is increasing in Southeast

The proliferation agenda also includes Asia, as larger economies make generous

eliminating chemical and biological defense budgets easier to support.

weapons, plus strengthening agreements The priority given in most industrial

on control of missile technology, countries to domestic policy translates into

INSTITUTE FOR NATIONAL STRATEGIC STUDIES 5
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International Organizations
Are Assuming an Important
Legitimizing Role, Despite
Their Limited Capabilities

Partly because some nation-states are
failing and partly because world public
opinion shares more and more values in
common, international organizations are
becoming more accepted, even when
they may limit national sovereignty in
various domains.

The increasing weight given to inter-
national organizations is felt most strongly
in the desire by the market democracies to
seek authorization for the use of force. Al-
though the Cold War legitimized the Free
World alliance and rendered the U.N. sys-
tem largely impotent, the passing of the
Cold War has brought new life to the

Defense Satellite Communications U.N.'s role in legitimizing the use of coer-

System (DSCS til). cive force.
However, the first blush of enthusiasma reluctance to deploy forces. Particularly for multilateral action has faded in light of

unwelcome are sustained commitments, as for experienction he faded in wht of

distinct from emergency responses. At the the experience of the early 1990s, when in-
dsametinctefr emergency oeraionse. athe i ternational organizations proved less thansame time, emergency operations are im- effective in orchestrating responses to hu-
peded by increasing public sensitivity to manitarian disasters and civil wars. The

casualties, especially those incurred during Clinton administration's attitude under-
military operations that are not considered Citnamnsrto' tiueudr
miitay toperationsl inthares nwent a sea change from its early embrace

of assertive multilateralism to the cautious

Information Technology Is approach of the spring 1994 Presidential
Displacing Heavy Industry a Decision Directive (PDD) 25. Multilateral

aas action has proven difficult because of dif-
the Source of National Power fering political objectives among states and

Mastery of information technology is organizations; problems in making deci-
surpassing mastery of heavy industry as the sions in a timely manner; the limited mili-
primary source of national power, whether tary capabilities of multilateral organiza-
exercised through commercial or military tions and ad hoc coalitions; public
channels. The industries growing most sensitivity to casualties from multilateral
rapidly are in the computer and communi- operations; and the high financial costs of

cations fields, and they continue to intro- operating in a multilateral fashion.
duce new technologies at breathtaking rates. The entire world community need not

The extension of this trend to the bat- become involved with every crisis. Re-

tlefield suggests that information-based gional organizations are playing the lead-
warfare will become more widespread ing role in resolving some local problems
within a decade or two. Defense require- that affect members most directly (al-
ments will demand more investment in in- though such organizations may sometimes

formation systems and less in industrial- lack the resources and cohesion to inter-
era configurations of tanks, planes, and vene effectively, thus requiring outside as-
ships. The nature and conduct of informa- sistance). The U.N. has delegated its role to

tion warfare is becoming a subject of in- the powers most interested in some partic-

tense interest to defense analysts.

6 INSTITUTE FOR NATIONAL STRATEGIC STUDIES
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ular problems, in what has been called and communications are all becoming
"spheres of influence multilateralism." global. Computers, faxes, fiber optic cables,

Recent events have shown that multi- and satellites speed the flow of information
national organizations such as the U.N. across frontiers, as illustrated by the explo-
Secretariat, International Atomic Energy sive growth of the Internet.
Agency (IAEA), International Monetary Most of these flows across frontiers are
Fund (IMF), and General Agreement on beneficial. Not only is prosperity en-
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) have their own hanced, but so is freedom, as governments
institutional interests. These interests are lose their ability to control the exchange of
not always congruent with the goals of ideas. That brings the concepts of human
U.S. foreign policy. No matter how much rights and democratic government to the
influence the U.S. may have over an orga- furthest reaches of the globe. Some of what
nization, that organization will always flows across borders is, however, perni-
have its own procedures, its own staff, and cious. For example, terrorists can now in-
its own agenda. Thus, U.S. respect for in- stanteously share technical information
ternational organizations does not neces- with their comrades far away. Both pro-
sarily translate into automatic acquiescence democracy activists and promoters of eth-
in their judgments. nic cleansing can more easily disseminate

their views to the public.
Globalization is Creating Transnational threats take various
Transnational Threats as forms. One of the most worrying is the in-
Well as Benefits ternationalization of crime. Organized

criminal groups and international terror-
The pulse of the planet has quickened, ism could endanger governments. Smug-

and with it the pace of change in human gling of plutonium and enriched uranium
events. Technological advances and open could become a serious threat to national
societies are allowing unprecedented free security as the sophistication of criminal
movement of goods, people, and ideas. enterprises increases and barriers to ob-
These trends are likely to continue as com- taining and transporting these deadly
munication costs fall and the new World metals fall.
Trade Organization facilitates the disman- Another type of transnational threat is
tling of obstacles to trade. Trade, finance, the international diffusion of health and

environmental problems. With increasing

U.S. soldiers in U.N. operation in
the former Yugoslavia.

UN
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travel and migration, epidemics like AIDS cially India and the Muslim lands, reli-
have become global rather than local gious extremists with considerable popular
scourges. As the planet's resources are appeal continue to reject governance based
used more intensely, environmental prob- on democratic principles in favor of gover-
lems spill over from one nation to another, nance based on the divine will as they in-
and dangers to the global commons multi- terpret it.
ply. All nations are affected by global
warming, loss of endangered species, and The Sovereign State Faces
the depletion of the ozone layer. Fragmentation Challenges

A third type of transnational threat is The sovereign state is losing its unique
disruptive migration. Many industrial soci- role as the fundamental unit of organiza-
eties feel that immigration is already at in- tion within the world system. As globaliza-
tolerable levels. Deteriorating conditions in tion proceeds, governments lose some
troubled states and increased access to in- measure of control and are less able to de-
formation about the industrialized world liver solutions to problems felt by their citi-
will stimulate more migration. Mass exo- zerustrotel by the irn-
duses resulting from political strife or nat- zens. Frustrated by the inability of govern-ural disasters will sometimes require mobi- ments to help, people may turn away from
lizing the military for emergency relief, the sovereign state and embrace smaller,
laringthe nmbeiars fof ref geesculdver- more effective groups. Thus, fragmentation
Large numbers of refugees could over- pressures are often related to the decreas-
whelm attempts to control their move- ing ability of the state to respond to its citi-
ments, thus requiring military force to con- zens' needs.
tain them. Fragmentation pressures take a variety

Democracy is Becoming of forms. One is a wave of lawlessness. An-

the Global Ideal, if Not the other is extremist ideologies, like those es-
poused by radical and intolerant funda-

Global Norrn mentalist religious groups, which

The world has been experiencing a challenge social harmony. The decline in

wave of democratization since the late national cohesion also affects the caliber of

1970s. In Latin America and Central Eu- public servants and politicians: the quality

rope, democracy has become the norm, not of governance deteriorates, with corrup-

the exception. Even in Asia and Africa, tion growing at the expense of disinter-
where many governments remain auto- ested public service.

cratic in practice, most feel compelled to Sovereign states face no greater threat
present themselves as either democratic or than fissiparous minorities, whose desire

in transition to democracy. The overthrow to break away from a larger state is some-

of democratically elected governments has times justified by their treatment at the

become an unacceptable practice in the hands of intolerant majorities. The ideal of

eyes of the world community, bringing op- national self-determination is increasingly
probrium or worse to the perpetrators. invoked to validate the fragmentation of

But elections are no guarantee that multiethnic states-sometimes into units
freedom will prevail. In several transitional that more closely approximate legitimate

states, neo-communists have made a come- nation-states, but sometimes into mono-

back at the ballot box, in reaction to the ethnic mini-states determined to exclude

slow progress made by reformers in im- minorities from political life.

proving the lives of ordinary people. In Democracy is not necessarily a

some places elections have been held pre- panacea for intra-state ethnic tensions. It is
maturely, before the emergence of a free difficult to reconcile the principles of ma-
press and other basic institutions of civil jority rule and national self-determination

society, resulting in the fear that some of when a cohesive minority wants to opt out
these nations will experience "one person, of a larger state. In fact, in the absence of

one vote, one time." In other nations, espe- guarantees of liberty against the tyranny of
the majority, democracy can exacerbate
ethnic problems. When people vote sys-
tematically along ethnic lines, those elected
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often pursue the interests of their narrow cerns. It is likely to put concerns about the
group rather than compromising when the budget deficit, low levels of national sav-
common good calls for it. ings, and investment needs ahead of wor-

The sad results of such intra-state ten- ries about the long-term impact of current
sions can be seen in many places. Violent reductions in military expenditures.
nationalist, ethnic, and ethno-religious con- A broad consensus has emerged that
flicts are becoming more common and open economies perform best. Despite op-
more bloody, in Africa (Angola, Burundi, position from protectionists, the Clinton
Nigeria, the Sudan, Rwanda), the Middle administration has made progress towards
East (the Kurds), South Asia (Sri Lanka, an open multilateral economy. It secured
India), the former Soviet Union (Georgia, Congressional ratification for NAFTA and
Azerbaijan, Moldova, Tajikistan), and even for replacing GATT with a World Trade Or-
on the doorstep of the European Union ganization. It has also elevated the profile
(the former Yugoslavia). of APEC, institutionalizing annual head-of-

state summits.
Governments are Giving More
Weight to Economic Interests Possible Principles
Relative to Traditional
National Security Interests For U.S. Involvement

Concerns about the economic founda- President Clinton, in his July 1994 Na-
tions of national power are increasingly tional Security Strategy of Engagement and

voiced in the industrial nations. East Asian Enlargement, stated:

states take satisfaction in the rapid growth Our national security strategy is based on
enlarging the community of market democraciesthat is propelling them into the forefront, while deterring and containing a range of threats

while Europe and North America are con- to our nation, our allies, and our interests.
cerned about growth rates that have been The Strategy stressed three primary
much lower in the two decades since the objectives to that end: enhancing security,
oil shock of 1973 than in the preceding promoting prosperity at home, and pro-
post-war decades. moting democracy.

Concerns about prosperity and em- Our analysis of world trends and U.S.
ployment are playing a greater role in interests tends to confirm the importance of
shaping international affairs and U.S. pol- these goals. We would explain the goals of
icy. The U.S. is increasingly prone to place engagement and enlargement as follows:
economic concerns at least on par with, if
not ahead of, military and diplomatic con- Engaging Selectively

Guerillas in Nagorno-Karabakh. It is no longer necessary, as it was dur-

ing the Cold War, for the U.S. to dedicate
its resources to achieving one overriding
goal, and the country is free to turn more
of its attention to secondary goals. But not
all of those goals are worth pursuing si-
multaneously, given their costs and the

competing domestic demands for re-
sources. A good rule of thumb is to engage
only in those cases that enable the United
States simultaneously to promote its na-
tional interests and its principles.

However, defining those principles for
which the U.S. will act is no easy matter, as
recent administrations have found; the old
Cold War standards are no longer so clear-

Scut. For example, one quandary is how to
-reconcile potentially conflicting principles
, such as:
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E U National self-determination versus the invio- Proposed Priorities
" s r lability of internationally recognized borders;

that i ff•> w The right to refuge versus protection from For The U.S.
can b hieved ad excessive immigration; and

then it should be - The protection of human rights versus non- In the traditional security realm-setting

defended otherwise intervention in internal affairs. aside other national interests such as econom-

deterrence fails." Defining U.S. interests is also no easy ics-four priorities flow from this analysis.

-Harold Brown matter. Our analysis argues that the most We discuss them in order of importance:
December 7, 1994 important U.S. ties are with the other major Ensuring Peace

powers, both in Europe and increasingly in Among the Major Powers
rapidly-growing East Asia. To be sure, the
U.S. also has several vital ties in other parts The most important U.S. interest is
of the world, based on access to key re- maintaining peace among the major pow-
sources (the Persian Gulf), historic interests ers. The health of the alliances with Japan
(the Korean peninsula and the Arab-Israeli and the major powers of Europe is pri-
conflict), and concern about problems in mary. The U.S. also wants good working
the U.S. backyard (the trans-Caribbean relations with Russia and China, which
basin). In addition, transnational threats will be easier to the extent that the transi-
and humanitarian disasters will sometimes tions to democracy and free markets ad-
demand a response from Washington. vance in those countries. Besides having

good bilateral relations with each of the
major powers, the U.S. should also seek the

Whereas during the Cold War the pri- peaceful resolution of disputes among
ority was to contain communism, the new other major powers-for example, the
focus of U.S. foreign and security policy is Kurile Islands dispute between Russia and
on enlarging the community of market Japan. Seen in this light, the 1994 Russian-
democracies. Enlargement has a role to Chinese accord is good for U.S. interests.
play in each of the three areas of the emerg- Creating mechanisms for non-violent
ing world order. Some of these tasks are conflict resolution will become all the more
more vital than others: urgent if the world divides into distinct

* Sustaining democracy and free mar- great power spheres of influence, because
kets in what we call the community of history suggests that great powers tend
market democracies. Although of vital im- eventually to fight over the boundaries of
portance to the U.S, this task does not re- their spheres of influence. To date, the
quire urgent efforts, because free institu- spheres are too amorphous to clearly iden-
tions usually face little challenge in the tify potential conflicts over them. New con-
market democracies. flicts could arise, for example, in Asia,

* Promoting the transition from to- where the pattern of influence remains
talitarianism or authoritarianism in what muddled, or over Central Europe, which
we call the transitional states-for exam- lacks clear lines separating possible spheres
ple, Russia, South Africa, and China. This of influence.
task is both vital and time-consuming for This interest in peace among the great
policy makers. powers is unlikely to attract the continued

* Encouraging the development of close attention devoted to troublesome re-
democracy and free markets in what we gional crises, but the deterioration of rela-
call the troubled states. This difficult task is tions among the major powers would be
important from the perspective of promot- more threatening to the U.S. in the long
ing U.S. values and serving long-term U.S. term than any regional crisis. When con-
geostrategic interests. Nevertheless, en- sidering how far to press principles like
largement to encompass the troubled states democracy and human rights in China or
is not in our view at the top of the list of free markets in Russia, Washington will
short-term national security interests, need to carefully evaluate the risk that

such efforts might damage relations with
the country in question, with negative con-
sequences for the peace among the great
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In defending its vital interests and
principles, the U.S. must be prepared to
use decisive force. It must also be prepared
to act alone, although acting as part of a
coalition is preferable as long as the U.S.
leads that coalition.

Responding to
Transnational Threats

Problems like drug trafficking, terror-
ism, and pollution are increasingly becom-
ing transnational in character, as criminals
operate across borders and environmental
problems arise on a global scale. These
problems have become an important part
of the national security agenda because
they affect the well-being of so many

SAmericans. That said, it remains unclear
Show much the military will become in-

Briefing by Russian Defense volved in the growing problem of transna-
Minister General Pavel Grachev tional threats.
to NATO Defense Ministers, powers. In responding to regional crises, as Some threats of this kind seem to call
May 1994. well, the U.S. should place among its most for military forces to back up police forces

important considerations the question of that are orced and utmaneuvereshow ts ctios wll ffec tht pece.For t are outgunned and outmaneuvered by
how its actions will affect that peace. For international criminal syndicates. Quasi-
instance, a danger in any Korean crisis is police operations have been normal for
the possibility that different perceptions of armed forces in many nations and for U.S.
the danger in Tokyo and Washington could armed forces in times past. They have not,
strain the U.S.-Japanese alliance. however, played a major role since World

Engaging Selectively in War II in the activities of most of the armed
Regional Conflicts forces, other than the Coast Guard and Na-

tional Guard. There may well be resistance
It is neither desirable nor possible for within the military to the use of increas-

the U.S. to engage in every regional con- ingly scarce resources for quasi-police
flict. It is to be hoped that Washington will functions. The natural inclination of the
choose to exercise leadership primarily in military is to concentrate on preparing for
those situations in which both U.S. inter- major conflict rather than be drawn into
ests and principles are at stake, rather than areas for which military force is less obvi-
where only its principles are tested. Prior- ously needed.
ity should be given to traditional commit- On the other hand, a reason to give pri-
ments and to those cases in which action is ority to such transnational threats is the risk
needed now to prevent a greater danger that if these problems are left unattended,
later, particularly in the case of rogue states they could escalate to affect vital U.S. inter-
that refuse to fit peacefully into the world ests or to create massive humanitarian dis-
system and are acquiring weapons of mass asters, which would then demand U.S. in-
destruction. The most likely arenas for in- tervention on a much larger scale.
volvement are in areas of traditional U.S.
concern: the Korean peninsula, the Persian Assisting Failed States
Gulf, the Levant, and the nations around The U.S. public is likely to support as-
the Caribbean. This list is by no means ex- sistance to failed states in those cases
haustive, because the U.S. could decide to where the military can respond construc-
fight almost anywhere if sufficiently im- tively and at relatively low cost. One exam-
portant interests were at stake and because ple would be the provision of relief after
the U.S. could make new commitments, for
example in parts of Central Europe.
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humanitarian disasters. Likewise, when a A danger in nation-building is that restor-
local conflict threatens to spill over into ing political institutions often requires
neighboring states, border monitors and choosing sides in an ongoing conflict. The
military aid to the neighbor can often be ef- side not chosen may then see U.S. forces as
fective. Similarly, when clashing parties the enemy and attack them, leading to ca-
agree on a political solution but are suspi- sualties that erode public support for the
cious of the willingness of the other side to operation. Of course, humanitarian opera-
live up to its promises, peacekeepers can tions can also have a downside: underlying
make a difference. problems that were suppressed when U.S.

Messy domestic conflicts create prob- *forces were present often re-emerge after
lems for military intervention. Yet U.S. those forces have departed, leading to ques-
public pressure to prevent humanitarian tions about the efficacy of intervention.
disasters and genocide may encourage in- Forming coalitions for crisis response
tervention in countries where the United will be difficult. No state, including the
States has few direct and immediate inter- U.S., wants to take the responsibility of
ests, as was the case in Somalia. No other leadership in those cases where history
issue has created a more difficult set of for- and common sense suggest that interven-
eign policy problems for the last two ad- tion will be lengthy, costly, and compli-
ministrations. cated. When U.S. interests are not directly

In general, the U.S. military's role in at issue, Washington may choose to be
failed states will probably be to provide hu- marginally involved or to press for a clear
manitarian aid, protect non-combatants, exit strategy should intervention go badly.
and prevent conflicts from spreading to
other countries. The U.S. military is less Implications
likely to play a major role in nation-build-
ing, at which its success record is spotty at For The U.S. Military
best. But the military is unlikely to avoid all
nation-building responsibilities, as the Combiing these trends and priorities,
1994-95 intervention in Haiti demonstrates. certain implications can be drawn for how

the military can prepare today for the con-
flicts it may encounter in the coming years.

Haitian refugees at encampments
at Guantanamo. -
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Balance Forces Among • Engaging selectively in troubled states.

Four Fundamentally The military may prefer to minimize this
mission, both to husband resources for

Different Missions major conflicts and because of problems

The U.S. military will be expected to with "mission creep," which happens

accomplish four fundamentally different when a humanitarian operation begins to

missions, flowing from the four priorities take on aspects of nation-building. The

listed above. Resources may be insufficient hard reality, however, is that failed states

to accomplish all of these missions equally are becoming more common and the U.S.

well. Thus, Washington is likely to face dif- public often insists on intervention in the

ficult choices about how to allocate avail- face of massive humanitarian disasters.

able resources to respond to these mis- Adjust to Higher
sions. In order of descending priority, these
missions are: Operational Tempos

Hedging against the emergence in the U.S. forces will be engaged in more op-
next one or two decades of a military peer corn- erations even as their numbers decline.
petitor from among the major powers. This Forces will be committed simultaneously on
mission requires developing capabilities for numerous fronts. At the time of this writing
leading edge warfare. The U.S. military in late 1994, U.S. forces are involved in Haiti
wants to be in a better position than any to restore democracy, deployed to the Per-
potential rival to exploit new commercially- sian Gulf to deter Iraq, air-dropping hu-
developed technologies for military pur- manitarian supplies in Bosnia, deterring an
poses. Taking advantage of the revolution attack by North Korea, and maintaining
in military affairs requires new doctrines as thousands of Cuban and Haitian refugees in
well as new equipment. Although easy to camps (see map on the following page).
overlook in the short run, this mission may The higher operational tempo takes a
well be the most vital in the long run. toll on several fronts. Less time is available

e Preparing for major regional conflicts for training, which can cut the edge U.S.
with rogue states. This mission requires the forces have in the use of the most ad-
successful stewardship of a ready force vanced technologies. Morale and re-enlist-
with superior warfighting abilities and a ment rates can suffer from the human toll
significant counter-proliferation capability, on those separated from their families.
Much current military analysis, including
the Bottom Up Review, focuses on this chal- Expect Ad Hoc Coalitions
lenge. The nightmare scenario is two nearly Rather Than Alliances
simultaneous major regional conflicts, such
as one in the Persian Gulf and one on the There is no overpowering threat that

Korean peninsula. Given likely budgetary will create enduring alliances the way the

constraints, success in such a situation may Soviet threat brought NATO into being.

well require coalition partners. Like-minded states, including the NATO

* Developing a cost-effective response for states, will not always agree on which re-

quasi-police missions in order to meet transna- gional crises deserve attention, so coalitions

tional threats. Operations such as picking up will shift from case to case. Public opinion,
illegal Haitian or Cuban immigrants, inter- in the U.S. and internationally, will usually

cepting narcotics shipments, and fighting insist on intervention by a coalition rather

western forest fires will be one part of the than by U.S. forces alone, even when coali-

military's vigorous engagement throughout tion partners add nothing to-or even com-

the world in support of U.S. values and in- plicate-the military effort. Most impor-

terests. At the same time, such missions do tant, as defense spending declines, the U.S.

not require multibillion dollar equipment will increasingly need to rely on coalition
designed for combat. Nor should they be partners to complete the four missions dis-

allowed to tie up personnel with special- cussed above. Programs like International
ized combat skills for extended periods. Military Education and Training (IMET),

aimed at increasing the ability of foreign
forces to work with the U.S. military, will
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U.S. Overseas Military Operations Since Desert Storm

1 March 91 -Present: Operation PROVIDE 13 August 92-Present: Operation
COMFORT, humanitarian assistance to SOUTHERN WATCH, in which coalition
Iraqi Kurds. forces established a "no-fly" zone in

2 May-June 91: Operation SEA ANGEL, southern Iraq (below the 32d parallel)
humanitarian relief in Bangladesh. for all Iraqi aircraft.

3 June 91: Operation FIERY VIGIL, 14 April 93-Present: Operation DENY
Philippines volcanic eruption. FLIGHT, enforcement of the UN-

4 September-October 91: Operation OUICK sanctioned no-fly zone over Bosnia-
LIFT, airlift support to transport French Hercegovinia.
and Belgian troops and equipment in 15 June 92-December 92: Operation
support of noncombatant evacuation MARITIME MONITOR, surveillance of
operation, Zaire. cargo being transported through the

5 October 91-July 93: Operation GTMO, Adriatic to the Former Yugoslavia
humanitarian assistance to Haitian Republic.
migrants at Naval Base Guantanamo 16 December 92-June 93: Operation
Bay, Cuba. MARITIME GUARD enforcement of the

6 February 92: Operation PROVIDE HOPE, UN-sanctioned embargo against the
to airlift excess DoD medical supplies former Yugoslavia Republic.
and food stuffs to the Commonwealth 17 June 93-Present Operation SHARP
of Independent States. GUARD, enforcement of the UN-

7 May 92: Noncombatant evacuation sanctioned embargo against the Former
operation, Sierra Leone. Yugoslavia Republic (amended November

8 July 92-Present: Operation PROVIDE 94 to exclude Bosnia) conducted in
PROMISE, to airlift excess DoD food conjunction with WEU forces.
and medical supplies to Sarajevo, 18 July 93-Present: Operation ABLE 22 September 94: Operation RESTORE
Bosnia. SENTRY, approximately 500 U.S. DEMOCRACY, restoration of elected

9 August 92: Operation PROVIDE military personnel in Macedonia as DermORC re saitio e
TRANSITION, airlift support to military observers under operational 23 government in Haiti. A I
demobilized Angolian soldiers for control of UNPROFOR. migrant interdiction in the Florida

repatriation and preparation for 19 October 93-September 94: Operation Strait by the U.S. Coast Guard and
Angolian elections. SUPPORT DEMOCRACY, maritime supported by OoD.

10 August 92-December 92: Operation interdiction of arms and oil off the coast 24 August 94: Operation SAFE HAVENo
PROVIDE RELIEF, to airlift food supplies of Haiti to force military government tomigrant operations in the Republic of
to Somalia and Somali refugees in step down and allow duly elected Panama.
Kenya. government to return to power, 25 September 94: Operation DISTANT

11 December 92-May 93: RESTORE HOPE, 20 May 94-Present: Operation SEA HAVEN, Safe haven facilities for
to establish security to facilitate SIGNAL, Haitian migrant interdiction at Haitians on Suriname.
humanitarian relief in Somalia. sea. Haitians transported to safe haven 26 September 94: Operation UPHOLD

12 May 93-March 94: Operation CONTINUE at Guantanamo Bay. DEMOCRACY, restoration of democratic
HOPE, conducted under UN auspices to 21 July 94-Present: Operation SUPPORT government in Haiti.
continue humanitarian relief in HOPE, U.S. humanitarian relief and 27 October 94: Operation VIGILANT
Somalia. relief support operations in support of WARRIOR, defense of Kuwait against

Rwandan refugees. renewed Iraqi threat.

NOTE: Some operations are managed, coordinated, or authorized by the U.N. or NATO.

become more useful militarily, in addition to Give Continued Weight to
their political impact. In some situations, the Forward Presence
U.S. may decide the most appropriate re-
sponse to a security problem is to encourage During the Cold War, U.S. forward
a coalition in which it does not participate. presence was primarily for deterrence,

with U.S. forces abroad at times acting as a
Plan Based on Tasks, trip wire that assured U.S. commitment to

Not Threats respond vigorously in the event of an at-
After fifty years of being able to easily tack. In the new environment, a continuing

identify the chief threat to the United U.S. forward presence, albeit at a lower
States, the U.S. military may have to return level, provides reassurance in Europe, East
Stoatolde, sthle U.S mltarying my wha toret Asia, the Middle East, and Central America
to an older style of planning in which the that regional stability remains important to
world is full of dangers but no one knows the United States. A U.S. presence also de-

where or how the U.S. military will get in-

volved in combatting those dangers. The ters regional powers from jockeying for po-

best way to plan in a world with unknown sitions of dominance. Forward presence

enemies is to identify the sorts of tasks that also provides staging areas for operations

the military will be called upon to do, not elsewhere, which becomes more important

to guess about the specifics of where and
whom the military will be asked to fight.
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as the U.S. is called upon to intervene in tems-the military technological revolu-
disasters that could break out anywhere in tion-is increasingly the key to success in
the world, including areas far removed war. This has two effects. First, large battle
from the usual theaters of U.S. military op- platforms are becoming more vulnerable to
erations. This staging area role may create precision-guided munitions. Second,
problems in those cases in which the host weapons are getting smaller, so they can be
country does not see eye-to-eye with the carried on smaller platforms. In less tech-
U.S. about its intervention in some third nologically advanced nations, success in
country crises, limited warfare against major powers may

be possible through deployment of "silver-
Anticipate Declining bullet" weapons systems that can acm
Importance of Main plish one particular task well (for example,

Battle Platforms brilliant mines for blocking straits or
portable anti-aircraft weapons). With the

Classical military formations, with proliferation of weapons of mass destruc-
their planes, ships, and tanks, are no tion, dispersion of forces becomes more at-
longer the sole pillars of military might. tractive relative to concentrations of main
For the militaries of the advanced indus- battle platforms.
trial countries, the integration of advanced
weapons and communication/ sensing sys-
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constituent elements of the unified corn-
U.S. Military Personnel in Foreign Areas, FY 1988-93 manditu s a c the unise rol A

(in tousads) otalmand, thus affecting the CINCs' role. At
609 the same time, the punch packed by the in-

Other dividual soldier is increasing, eroding the
541 51 Europe role of field commanders and resulting in

East Asia/Pacific flatter command and control structures.

448 The fluidity of the political scene also com-

plicates the formation of stable command

344 divisions, because crises may flow across
308 the areas of responsibility fixed during the

286 Cold War.

0 Avoid Further Reductions
2 in the Defense Budget

It will be impossible to meet all four
military missions and deal with the other
changes discussed above if current trends

88 89 90 91 92 93 94 in budget cuts continue. By the end of the
decade, defense spending is projected to

SOURCE: Department of Defense. fall to the lowest level relative to national
NOTE: Figuresareasoftheendofthe Fiscalyear(September30).Thus, totalsfor1990 donot include maximum Desert income since 1950, and military personnel

Storm deployments, which peaked between the close of FY 1990 and FY 1991. to the lowest level since 1939. In the short

term, it is possible to maintain readiness by

Adjust to a World of cutting force structure and reducing invest-
ment in research and procurement, espe-

WMD Proliferation cially because the U.S. has such a large in-

Every effort must be made to prevent ventory of advanced weaponry. However,
the proliferation of weapons of mass de- if this trend continues, the United States

struction. Experience in the Indian subcon- will be forced to make a clear choice. Either

tinent indicates, however, that nations will it will have to skimp on research, develop-

sometimes acquire such weapons despite ment, and procurement of new weapons

U.S. efforts. Counterproliferation policies systems and risk being unready for a major

are needed to deal with these contingen- peer competitor several decades from now.

cies. Anti-tactical ballistic missile systems, Or it will be forced to abandon its two

for example, will be needed to protect U.S. major regional conflict strategy due to cuts

forward deployed forces and allied na- in current force structure and reduced

tions. New tactics, with an emphasis on readiness. It will also have to reduce its

dispersion of forces, will be needed. And current operations other than war and risk

new confidence-building measures to sta- abandoning peace operations. These are

bilize regions affected by proliferation will choices no U.S. administration should be

become important. forced to make.

Consider What are the NOTES
Most Appropriate Command1 We use the term "policy" to mean a course of

action selected from among alternatives. We do not

Structures use the term in the sense favored by many military
analysts, namely, a high-level overall plan embracing

The trend in the U.S. military has been the government's general goals and procedures. We
use the term "strategic" in a broad sense, relating to

towards more power for the unified the government'soverallaims.

CINCs. However, new information and
communications technologies are shifting
power to those with the most powerful
computers and most effective sensors. De-
pending on how the new technologies are
introduced, national level commanders in
Washington could be tightly linked to the
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CHAPTER TWO

Asia
Pacific

he Asia Pacific region presents a prospect of a nuclear-armed North Korea,
paradox. Despite the threat of con- whose unpredictable leadership sees itself

flict on the Korean Peninsula, con- as besieged on all sides.
flicting claims in the South China But the most troubling uncertainty of
Sea, and the low boil in Cambodia, all concerns the presence and role of the

the region is more stable and more peaceful United States. Despite high-level assurances
than at any time in this century. On the and continued forward deployments, there
other hand, there is a pervasive sense of exists a broad perception in Asia that U.S.
uncertainty about the future. power is declining, at least in relative terms,

A number of factors contribute to the and that the U.S. military presence in Asia is
sense of regional unease. Owing to the col- bound to decline as well. This raises doubts
lapse of the Cold War framework, regional about the future of the U.S. role as the re-
powers now compete more directly than in gion's strategic anchor and balancer. More
the past. (Russia is years away from exert- important, it raises questions about a new
ing an influence even approximating that regional balance of power.
of the former Soviet Union.) Record-setting
achievements in national economic devel- Defining Trends
opment have brought with them a new de-
sire on the part of regional powers to gain The national security policies of the
the strategic depth required to safeguard major regional powers increasingly reflect
their growing prosperity, efforts to come to terms with these and

More specifically, Beijing's obdurate other uncertainties. During the next few
pressing of its territorial claims in the South years, as these policies continue to evolve
China Sea provokes a measure of anxiety, in response to regional and global develop-
particularly in light of China's growing air ments, a new regional security order will
and naval power. There is also fear that a emerge. The new system will be shaped by
halt in China's economic growth or a hitch five major trends that define the Asia Pa-
in the transfer of power after the death of cific region today.
Deng Xiaoping could threaten China's po-
litical stability, and with it, the stability of
the whole region. The region also faces the
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The Strategic Importance of (on a purchasing power parity basis). The
the Region Will Continue to region is also a major source of the invest-

ment capital required to spark and sustain
Increase in Line with the the global economy. Current official re-
Increase in its Economic serves in the region now exceed $250 bil-
Importance lion, equal to those in all of Europe; more

than three quarters of those reserves are
Since the mid-1970s, many Asian na- held by China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.

tions have taken advantage of a stable re- The ultimate effect of the Asian eco-
gional political order to implement market- nomic miracle on intra-regional relations is
and trade-oriented economic policies that not clear. On the one hand, economic suc-
have produced the most rapid rates of eco- cess creates forces for divisiveness. The
nomic growth in history. A number are need for raw materials and access to mar-
now poised to join the community of pros- kets breeds competition, which is intensify-
perous market democracies. ing as the interests of individual nations

By the next century, the global center expand. Often, as in the case of China and
of economic gravity may well have shifted Japan, competition is complicated by his-
to this region. In 1992, regional GNP ac- torical animosities and conflicting territor-
counted for 25 percent of the Gross World ial claims. Also, such powers as North
Product (calculated on a purchasing power Korea, Burma, Laos, Vietnam, and Cambo-
parity basis or at official exchange rates). dia, which do not yet share in the general
Japan and China represented the world's prosperity, remain sources of tension.
second- and third-largest economies, re- On the other hand, the positive re-
spectively. Barring some political calamity, sponse of Japan, South Korea, and the
the region will produce approximately one ASEAN nations to Beijing's efforts to re-
third of the Gross World Product in 2001 construct and expand relations illustrates

that Asia's economic coming of age is also
producing an impulse toward stability
and integration. This principle is increas-

Gross World Product by Region, 1992 ingly evident in efforts to develop re-
($ billions) gional frameworks for economic and secu-

rity cooperation, ranging from the Asia
Purchasing Power Parity Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) ac-

$ 8,260 Europe • cord to the ASEAN Regional Forum
7,438 Asia Pacific -(ARF), to South Korean proposals for a
5,896' United States conference on security and cooperation in
1:475 Russia and Neighbors •Northeast Asia.
3,162 Greater Middle East Regional Powers Will
3,089 W estern Hem isphere --- --

780 Sub-Saharan Africa Continue to Focus on
$30,100 World Total Domestic Agendas

Domestic economic, political, and so-
cial problems have become the primary

Official Exchange Rates concerns of regional leaders. In Japan, a
$ 7,980 Europea succession of weak governments has had

5,607 Asia Pacific little success in developing policies to deal

5820 Ussiatand Naeighrseffectively with a stubborn recession, while
582 Grusater MiddlNeght in China the leadership continues to grap-

1,776 Western Hemisphere ple with the political consequences of mar-
177 Stern Hemise ket economics. Beijing is also concerned270 Sub-Saharan Africa about goigdsatesin income levels

$23,007 World Total aotgrowing disparities i noelvl
among the nation's different regions, which
may eventually threaten the unity of the
People's Republic. Both China and Japan

SOURCE: World Bank, World Development Report 1994
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are experiencing a slow transition to a new, Regional Leaders Will
younger generation of political leaders. Intensify Efforts to Develop a
China already faces significant social un-
rest, which may well increase as the succes- More Permanent Structure of
sion unfolds. In both cases, completing the Security Relations
transition will require a number of years. Doubts about the future U.S. role and

On the Korean Peninsula, the real test presence, the absence of any external mili-
of Seoul's still-new democratic political in- tary threat to replace the former Soviet
stitutions will not be passed until the suc- Union, and the persistence of potential
cession to Kim Young Sam is completed by flashpoints all contribute to a desire to
constitutional means. In the North, a new achieve a new structure of regional secu-
leadership is emerging. The outcome is un- rity relations. At present, however, the
certain, and much depends upon the final rityreltios Atpe ev ereissu. Plitial mploionin te Nrth characteristics of the evolving regional
issue. Political implosion in the North order are unclear. Whether there will be
would be destabilizing at the very least, system, o
and could result in a conflict that would one r one for Northeast Asia anddestoy mny f th reent oliicaland one for Southeast Asia (and, if the latter, •

destroy many of the recent political and the nature of the relationship between the
economic achievements of the region. two) is a major uncertainty.

This concern with domestic mattersmean tht, fr te net fw yers t lestThe end of Chinese stonewalling on re-
means that, for the next few years at least, gional security dialogue, the Clinton admin-
Asian political leaders will, more than ever, istration's call for a New Pacific Community,
tend to view foreign and national security and the achievements of APEC and ARF all
policy needs through the prism of pressing suggest that, in principle, multilateralism is
domestic political requirements. Domestic a preferred approach to dealing with re-
political preoccupations and internal politi- gional security problems. This, in turn, raises
cal weakness have been known to result in gionabsut p re T, turn, aie
destabilizing behavior in other times and questions about the fiture of the present ap-
places. Considering the stakes, however, it is proach, which relies upon a network of bilat-
more likely that the regional leaders most af- asecurity ties between the United Statesfected by these conditions will seek to avoid and Japan, South Korea, Australia, the

ectentiaytdestabondi corntions .willseektPhilippines, and Thailand, as well as agree-
potentially destabilizing confrontations. ments providing the U.S. with access to sup-

port facilities in Malaysia and Singapore.

Regional Powers Will
Annual Real GDP Growth Rates, Try to Sidestep
1986-94 Confrontational Issues
10 Because of domestic economic and po-

9 / Developing Asia litical priorities, no nation-with the possi-

8 ble exception of North Korea-has an in-
terest in disrupting the overall stability that

7 prevails in the region. For example, despite

6 A strains in U.S. relations with China (over
human rights and trade issues) and Japan

5: Japan (over market access), all three countries
4 continue to cooperate in order to avoid any

3 Eserious disruption of their bilateral ties.
"The possibility of conflict in Taiwan,

2 the South China Sea, and especially the Ko-
1 , rean Peninsula will, of course, continue to

affect the security planning of every re-
03 -gional power. Given China's strong interest

-1 in maintaining stability, however, Beijing is
86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 likely to remain conciliatory. Conflict

would be likely to occur only if Taiwan
SOURCE: IMF, World Economic Outlook, Oct 94
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were to declare its independence, or if one fense. Nations with the highest rates of
or more parties to the territorial dispute in economic growth also showed the largest
the South China Sea were to directly chal- increases in spending for defense. Overall,
lenge China's sovereignty claim. Asian defense spending grew at about 22

Nor is a conventional conflict between percent. This exceeds the rates for the Mid-
India and Pakistan likely to create instabil- dle East and the rest of the less developed
ity beyond South Asia. Even though China world, and almost matches European lev-
would face pressure to assist Pakistan in els for the same period-although since
such a conflict, Beijing would almost cer- 1992, European defense spending has de-
tainly prefer to avoid direct involvement clined, while Asia's has not. As might be
and work with other major external pow- expected, Northeast Asian defense spend-
ers to promote a diplomatic settlement. If, ing is the highest, owing to the size of the
however, such a conflict were to escalate to economies of China, Japan, and South
the nuclear level, the impact on the region Korea, and to the scale of the strategic chal-
would be much more difficult to manage. lenges they face. During the next few

The Korean Peninsula will be the years, Chinese and South Korean expendi-
major source of concern, particularly if the tures will probably continue to show the
isolation and inaccessibility of the North largest increases, while the rates of increase
Korean regime persists. The major priority for Japan and North Korea can be expected
of all of the regional powers will be to to hold steady or decline slightly. Expendi-
avoid the outbreak of conflict, and the tures by Southeast Asian nations also may
powers most directly concerned will wish be beginning to level off.
to avoid taking any actions that might pro- Acquisition patterns reflect a desire to
voke the North Korean leadership. At the modernize forces in order to deter or prose-
same time, secondary attention will be di- cute any limited regional conflicts that
rected toward achieving a smooth and might arise. Regional powers are seeking
gradual process of reunification, even if the kinds of high technology systems and
this means tolerating some ambiguity capabilities that proved effective during the
about North Korean nuclear capabilities Gulf War. Areas for improvement include
and intentions. air and naval capabilities; command, con-

trol, and communications systems; tactical
Regional Powers Will intelligence systems; electronic warfare ca-

Continue to Adjust Their pabilities; and rapid deployment forces.

Military Strategies and China is actively engaged in improv-

Improve Their Military ing the quality of its nuclear forces. Evi-
dence available at this time suggests that

Capabilities Beijing is committed to modernizing its

The emphasis on domestic priorities small strategic force, rather than mounting

and a region-wide desire to maintain sta- an effort to substantially increase the size
bility will not prevent regional security of that force. Because Beijing still has some
planners from re-examining and redefin- distance to travel on this path, it is likely
ing their military strategies and improving that China's testing program will continue.

their force structures. This is illustrated by North Korea's nuclear intentions continue

China's relatively new focus on limited re- to be a subject of serious regional and

gional conflict and its ongoing program of global concern.
military modernization, Japan's recently There is much discussion about

completed re-evaluation of its National whether these developments constitute an
Defense Program Outline, South Korea's arms race or not. Citing the generally good
defense modernization plan, and the con- political relations among Asian nations,
tinuing efforts of the ASEAN nations to most observers believe that regional secu-
modernize their military equipment and rity planners are not basing their force
capabilities, structure improvements on the need to deal

Between 1985 and 1992, increasing with a particular "threat," and there is no
prosperity made it possible for regional
powers to increase their spending on de-
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Military Expenditures, indication of an action-reaction dynamic at Deterring Conflict by
1985 and 1993 work. Excepting the Korean Peninsula, it is Maintaining an Effective
(95ad1993 billitherefore probably misleading to think in
(1993 $ billions) terms of a regional arms race. Security Presence

United States In virtually every case, doubts about An effective U.S. security presence re-

1985 339.2 the fure U.S. role and military presence mains key to maintaining the peace in
19932 973 i t gion are a major factor stimulating Asia. A credible U.S. commitment to the se-

chan4. With the obvious exception of curity of both Korea and Japan helps to
NorthV orea, most nations view the deter conflict on the Korean Peninsula. A
prospi of a diminishing U.S. military perceived diminution of the U.S. military
presen , with varying degrees of dismay. commitment to Japan, including the nu-
Coii ring Beijing's worries about future clear umbrella, would encourage a more
e ns with its historic competitor Japan, independent Japanese military, which

en China probably would prefer that would cause alarm throughout the region,
such a decline occur only after the Chinese given vivid memories of apan's brutal ag-

Asia Pacific have achieved considerable improvement gression earlier in this century. The U.S.
1985 99.0 r in their own military capabilities. Regional military presence has helped to make the
1993 144.7 .. powers that have hitherto relied to some ASEAN region peaceful, and regional ac-

"extent upon U.S. security guarantees are tors expect that the U.S. will remain en-
beginning to develop "hedging strategies" gaged for the foreseeable future.
to prepare for possible future contingen-
cies, designing and deploying more self- Expanding U.S. Access to Asia

Europe sufficient forces capable of operating with Pacific Economies, and
1985 231.9 less direct U.S. support. Supporting Their Growth
1993 201.7

"U.S. Security The United States has a vital national
interest in maintaining access to the region's

Interests vibrant economic systems. The Asia Pacific
region is emerging as the center of global

With the exception of the Korean flash- economic activity, and the economic welfare
point, none of the trends that presently de- of the United States is deeply intertwined

Russia and neighbors fine the region is necessarily threatening to with the economic future of this region.

1985 1577 U.S. interests. They do, however, indicate Continuing strong economic growth in this

1993 86.3 that a new security order is emerging to re- on serves US9 p•,•lace the Cold War system--an order that reiS.ntessbpovdgex
rlae ts C W - panding markets for U.S. exports, new in-
ref lt the rising economic power and po- vestment opportunities and sources of capi-
lithcal aspirations of the major regional tal, and a stimulus to the development of

Greater Middle East powers. South Korea and the ASEAN coun- new technologies and marketing strategies.... ":, tries--and perhaps China as well--are ex- nw tcn lge n aktn taeis
tries per Chi natasnwellar More important, such access is also a posi-

1993 57.9 amples of former Third World nations that tive indicator of a long-term U.S. commit-
are well on the way to joining the market ment to expanding its regional presence.
democracies. Meanwhile, Japan, which has

Western Hemisphere long been numbered among the ranks of Preventing the Domination
1985 28.8 market democracies but has refrained from of the Region by Any
1993 26.1 exercising leadership, is making an effort to Hostile Power

come to terms with the responsibilities of
Sub-Saharan Africa its position. The rise of a hostile hegemon in Asia
1985 9.8 The challenge for the United States is would threaten vital U.S. interests. If China,
1993 8.8 to maintain a stabilizing presence in the re- India, Japan, or Russia were to make such

gion during this time of transition, and an effort, the effect would, at a minimum,
World thereby to secure its interests for the future. be destabilizing. It would also threaten con-
1985 967.4 Because of its past actions, its high stand- flict, potentially degrade the material qual-
1993 823.0 ing within the region, and its national ity of U.S. life, and undermine the ability of

power, the U.S. remains well-positioned to the U.S. to maintain its position globally.
meet this challenge.

SOURCE: International Institute for Strategic

Studies
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Although there is no possibility that destroy the Nonproliferation Treaty on the
any hostile power will achieve hegemony eve of its scheduled 1995 re-evaluation and
in the region in the next few years, the situ- possible renewal.
ation in the future might be different.
Whether the U.S. is challenged by a hostile Promoting the Growth of
or potentially hostile power at some point Democratic Political Systems
in the future depends, in part, upon U.S. It is in the long-term U.S. interest to
actions in the next four to five years. promote the development of governments

Preventing the Proliferation that share its democratic values and mar-
of Weapons of Mass ket-oriented approach to economics. The

nations of the region are only beginning to
Destruction and the Systems come to terms with the issues that divided

for Delivering Them them in the past, and a shared democratic

At present, the major challenge to U.S. orientation and commitment to market
economies would promote their willing-

interests and regional stability resides in nes wo uld p omot t eir winess to take measures to offset years of
the Korean Peninsula, where North Korea mistrust. Also, such a commitment can
now faces the need either to fish or cut bait
with respect to its nuclear program. A help to establish a basis for restructuring

North Korean nuclear capability would civilian/military relations, which contin-

raise the stakes of war on the peninsula, ues, despite progress, to be a problem in

and increase the pressure on Japan and many Asian states.

South Korea to mount nuclear weapons
programs of their own. Either of these
events would threaten the global interests
of the United States, and would probably

Asia Pacific Defense Expenditures By Country North Korea
(1993 $ millions)

1993 5,300Japan ! I• ' China !t! ;

1985 2 1985 26,083

1993 1993 27,

1993 2,700
? ~ ~~1993 3,160 :...

Taiwan South Korea
1985 8,461 FOR:NA19T8N5 8,268; 1993 12,100 ý:i 993 13,400

S. .... ~ ~Australia ,•:i
S1857,55 ;;,Malaysia , • ;,

S~1993 7,340 • 1985 2,318

• ..... 1993 -2,700

SOURCE: IISS
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Key U.S. Security Clarity is probably years away. In the
meanwhile, the U.S. and its allies will have

Policy Issues to make decisions on the basis of uncertain
information.

The Korean Peninsula The Nuclear Issue. Efforts to come to

The Korean issue is perhaps the most terms with the nuclear problem, which

challenging and important of all of the is- have the highest priority for all interested

sues facing the United States in the region. parties, have two components: to secure a

U.S. interactions with Pyongyang have a freeze on all North Korean nuclear activity,

direct impact on the vital interests of Japan, and to evaluate-and, if necessary, roll

China, and South Korea. Therefore, Wash- back-any progress the North may have

ington will be challenged to consider the made towards developing nuclear

positions of these powers very carefully. weapons. If, as appears likely, the purpose

Leadership Succession. The death of of the nuclear program is to secure the ex-

Kim I1 Sung, and the uncertainties sur- istence of the North Korean regime in some

rounding the succession of Kim Chong I1, form, Pyongyang can be expected to make

affect every aspect of the Peninsula's secu- every effort to sustain the ambiguity that

rity; the fate of North Korea's nuclear pro- surrounds its nuclear accomplishments.

gram, the dynamic of North/South rela- Further, there is some tension between ef-

tions, and the future U.S. role in Korea will forts to learn about and roll back the pro-

all be influenced by events now unfolding gram on the one hand, and the process of

in Pyongyang. The policies of the U.S. and maintaining a freeze on the other. The ef-

the other concerned powers-mainly fort to accomplish the former could well

China, Japan, and of course South Korea- impact negatively on the latter, as North

are of crucial importance in shaping future Korea makes cooperation on a freeze con-

events in ways that may channel North Ko- tingent upon a reduction in demands for

rean behavior in more positive directions. clarification of past activities.
Like so much about the North, the final The August 1994 Geneva agreement

outcome of the succession remains full of provides some ground for optimism. In ef-

uncertainty. Some analysts hold that plan- fect, the North agreed to freeze its nuclear

ning and preparation for the succession, program, and observe NPT/IAEA commit-

which began as early as the mid-1970s, was ments. Pyongyang also promised it would
Singapore essentially complete by the time of Kim 11 not reprocess the eight thousand fuel rods1985 1,561 Oesnilycmlt ytetm fKmI
1985 1,56 Sung's death. Indeed, the absence of early now in storage or refuel its reactors. In re-
1993 2,680 signs of real opposition suggests that the turn, the U.S. offered to facilitate North Ko-

younger Kim may be well on the way to rean acquisition of light water reactors and
Indonesia consolidating his position as leader. But eventually to consider steps towards some
1985 3,076 questions about the longevity of his tenure form of diplomatic recognition of the
1993 2,000 and the direction of his policies remain. North. Pyongyang now has positive in-

Some observers believe that, because ducements to move ahead in expanding re-

Philippines Kim Chong II is dependent upon the ex- lations with Washington and Seoul, and

1985 623 tremely conservative elites of the Korean with the region in general. The agreement

1993 1,217 People's Army (KPA) and Korean Worker does much to defuse concerns in Beijing,
Party (KWP), there will be no major policy Tokyo, and even Southeast Asia about the

Other changes in the short term. Others note that potentially divisive course of events before

1985 5,282 the younger Kim is well connected with the meeting in Geneva.

1993.3,456the technocratic circle in the North that has Prior to Geneva, the U.S. tended to
long argued for greater flexibility in eco- part ways with China, Japan, and South
nomic and foreign policies, and that is now Korea on the question of priorities in deal-

Total Asia-Pacific poised to regain the ascendancy it enjoyed ing with the nuclear issue. Washington's
1985 99,010 at the end of the last decade. In this view, stance, in which deterrence was central, re-
1993 144,729 the regime change holds some promise for flected a deep concern about the interna-

the future. tional proliferation dimensions of the prob-
lem, particularly the potential impact on
the future of the Nonproliferation Treaty
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Korean Peninsula regime. Japan, China, fort be made to foreclose the North's mili-

and South Korea also ap- tary option for achieving its goals. This, in

1 1 SI• preciated the prolifera- turn, argues for adopting an array of diplo-
tion threat, but, as the matic and military measures designed to

powers that stand to lose enhance deterrence without undercutting
,,N.. ,. the most in the event of the negotiations.

* •; .Ha conflict, were more con- South Korean Confidence. In the
*.apo cerned than Washington to longer run, the major uncertainties on the

K..ggy. avoid antagonizing the regime in Korean Peninsula concern the questions of
Pyongyang. The Geneva agree- North/South dialogue and reunification.

NORTH ment has relieved some of the im- There is a firm regional consensus in favor
# SnuIN •uJ

K....g *Hu ,.g mediate pressures engendered by of preserving stability. Part and parcel of
Y.ogby , .. the thaKoR these differences. However, the differ- that conviction is the judgement that an in-

S-7.YON,. YANG ences remain, and in the future, Tokyo, cremental approach to reunification is best.
K , ..... Beijing, and Seoul will probably con- All concerned parties agree their interestss- ... P •,o :•.-•o0o0/, ....... tinue to be more willing than Wash- would be best served by gradual, peaceful

ington to tolerate the ambiguity sur- progress towards reunification-the so-

rounding nuclear activities in the called "soft landing."
S'~ EOUL K~~g

,North. Since the election of President Kim
* ... .< J Even though some aspects of Young Sam in December 1992, South Ko-

' SOUTH the problem may be easier to rean politics has evolved in ways that have
. °- . manage after the Geneva agree- surprised many observers. By implement-

KOR EA .'....g ment, others remain undimin- ing a series of adroit domestic measures
r,* C. Tag ished. For example, while verifi- and holding the line on foreign policy,

Na-a,. .... cation of the North's agreements President Kim has managed to project an
gu" : "9.. on reprocessing are verifiable, as- air of competence. Most notable in this re-

° Asessing compliance with NPT/ gard have been the twin success of con-
TM AEA standards ultimately requires vincing the public that he is willing to deal

investigation of two waste facilities, with corruption and winning acceptance
which North Korea adamantly rejects. by the military. Combined with the general
Solving this problem through negotiation perception that South Korea's economic fu-
will be difficult. Another source of diffi- ture is bright, this has created considerable
culty, which directly affects U.S.-South Ko- confidence about the effectiveness of South
rean relations, is that Seoul does not want Korean political and economic institutions.
U.S. negotiations with Pyongyang to im- There is also a general feeling that, if a
pinge upon its own prerogatives in dealing smooth constitutional transfer of power
with the North. One way in which it mani- follows President Kim, South Korean poli-
fests this concern is by raising the issue of tics will have turned an important corner.
"challenge inspections" (demanding, in ef- Further, the Republic of Korea Army
fect, that Pyongyang open virtually all of has begun to address historical problems re-
its military bases to ad hoc inspection) in lated to intelligence, command and control,
the process of North/South dialogue. Fi- air defense, and air and naval capabilities.
nally, Pyongyang retains a card it has Scheduled improvements and air and naval
played with success in the past: the ability procurement programs will eventually help
to use the ambiguity surrounding its past to remove remaining weaknesses, and very
nuclear accomplishments to influence the probably give the South an overall military
pace and content of the negotiation advantage. In the short term, however, U.S.
process. assistance will continue to be necessary. It is

Pyongyang's high stake in its nuclear increasingly likely that the outcome of a
program, when coupled with the uncer- North Korean attack would be the destruc-
tainties surrounding the leadership succes- tion of the Pyongyang regime. However,
sion, make for a tense situation. Internal such a victory would be achieved only at
political instability in the North still carries the cost of the temporary loss of Seoul and
with it the possibility of an attack upon the
South, and prudence dictates that every ef-
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Destination of U.S. Merchandise widespread destruction tween the center and the provinces. In-

Exports, 1975-93 throughout the peninsula, deed, since his "Southern Journey" at the

($ billions) The South Korean ap- beginning of 1992, Deng and the propo-
proach to reunification re- nents of market-oriented reform have
mains optimistic. The pre- staked much on the gamble that continued

140 dominant view is that the economic growth will guarantee both sta-
Asia-Pacific goal of a united Korea is bility and the continued leadership of the

120 best achieved by using Chinese CommunistParty.

South Korea's increasing A third view, related to the second,
100 diplomatic, economic, and emphasizes the possibility that pressures

military strength to en- engendered by China's experience with

80 hance deterrence, and by market economics will ultimately result in
patiently encouraging the greater pluralism, which will in turn be

60 political and economic evo- manifested in more democratic political in-
EU lution of the Pyongyang stitutions. Most proponents of this view

40 andaregime. Seoul's belief that hold that a more democratic China will
time is on its side influ- emerge as a force for regional stability.
ences its stance in the dia- Earlier this year, Beijing acknowl-

Japan logue with the North, be- edged the intensity of the problems it faces
cause it feels less pressure by announcing a shift in national priorities

0 to make concessions than from pursuing economic growth to main-
75 77 79 81 83 85 87 89 91 9 in the past. This view, taining social stability, which had previ-

along with Seoul's concern ously been merely a corollary of economic
SOURCE: [MF; Dept. of Commerce that it not be marginalized, development. Under the new formulation,

contains the potential for however, stability takes precedence, even if
some friction with the it means that some growth must be sacri-

United States. The challenge will be for ficed in the short run. The threat to stabil-
Washington to find the proper overlay be- ity in China has two basic sources: uncer-
tween its dialogue with Pyongyang and tainties surrounding the leadership
the process of North-South dialogue, succession, and fissiparous pressures en-

gendered by uneven economic develop-
Preparing for an Unstable or ment in various areas.

Assertive China A successful transfer of leadership re-

The Stability Question. The course of quires the emergence of an individual who,

economic and political evolution in China like Deng Xiaoping, can forge an authorita-

is of concern to U.S. policy simply because tive consensus among divergent interests.

China's size, resource base, and growing The impending succession will also in-

national strength mean that its influence volve the empowerment of a younger gen-

extends into every corner of the region. eration of leaders who owe their positions
Some observers, citing a marked rise in more to mastery of technical skills than to

strikes, peasant protests against govern- associations developed in the revolution-

ment inefficiency and corruption, and ary environment of the past. Most impor-
urban discontent over inflation and cor- tant of all, a successful succession will re-

ruption, judge that Beijing will not be able quire the restoration of a measure of

to both sustain economic development and legitimacy to the rule of the Chinese Com-
munist Party.

maintain a stable unitary state, making At this time, it is not clear whether

China a potential source of considerable re- Jiang Zemin will be able to consolidate his
Others hold that, despite obvious position after Deng passes from the scene.

problems that are characteristic of all de- Although he now holds all of the most im-

veloping societies, China's leaders will in portant official leadership positions, a sig-

the long run successfully use sustained nificant number of Party and government

economic growth to offset dissenting officials regard him as more of a passive re-

voices, buttress their position, and eventu-
ally forge a new, effective relationship be-
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spondent to emerging events than a strong voice in creating the new regional structure
leader who actively defines the policy en- of security relations. Although China's re-
vironment. cent economic growth has been spectacu-

It is more likely that Deng's passing lar, the economy may be reaching the point
will usher in a period of collective leader- at which deficiencies in its legal, energy,
ship that will persist for a number of years, transportation, and communications infra-
and during which individuals will jockey structures will begin to inhibit future
for position until one is able to gain power. growth. In the late 1980s, similar deficien-
Most observers consider it unlikely that cies in the rural infrastructure brought a
this process will produce changes in the virtual halt to increases in agricultural pro-
basic direction of domestic or foreign poli- ductivity, raising problems that have yet to
cies. More than 80 percent of prices in be overcome.
China are now set primarily by market Beijing's firm declaratory positions on
mechanisms, and it would be nearly im- Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the South China
possible to reverse course without major, Sea, and its military modernization pro-
regime-threatening dislocations. Similarly, gram (with its emphasis on force projec-
domestic imperatives will encourage China tion), provide concrete manifestations of
to pursue moderate foreign policies de- Beijing's commitment to have a strong
signed to avoid confrontations that might voice in the region. In light of this, U.S. re-
upset regional stability. Moves toward a lations with Beijing assume critical impor-
more aggressive or confrontational foreign tance. If U.S.-China relations remain stable,
policy would endanger economic progress, it will provide a force for stability in the re-
again with dire consequences for the Bei- gion. If the relationship were to deteriorate,
jing regime. However, U.S. policy makers on the other hand, then other powers
must be prepared to face the possibility would face pressure to choose sides, thus
that the imperatives of succession politics making it difficult to avoid tensions. Wash-
may motivate China's leaders to harden ington's 1994 decisions to restore military-
positions on sensitive U.S.-China issues to-military ties with China and to separate
such as Taiwan, trade, and human rights, economic and trade issues from human

China's Growing Assertiveness. The rights concerns may have set the stage for
main long-term Chinese foreign policy ob- a recovery from the deterioration of Sino-
jective will be to secure what Beijing sees American relations that occurred after Bei-
as China's rightful position as a leading jing's violent suppression of the student
force in regional and global affairs. To that democracy demonstrations of 1989.
end, Beijing faces a challenge with two di- However, there are politically power-
mensions, one immediate and tactical, and ful constituencies within China, most no-
one strategic and future oriented. tably within the military, who feel that

In an immediate and tactical sense, China may be paying too high a price for
Beijing will focus on the national interests Washington's favor. According to this view,
that are most pressing and keep potential the U.S. is anxious to prevent the rise of a
challenges to those interests under control, powerful China as a new peer competitor
Specifically, the Chinese leadership seeks in the region. This judgment that Washing-
to use diplomatic means and the specter of ton has tacitly adopted the view of China
improving PLA military capabilities to put as an enemy clouds Beijing's evaluation of
teeth into Chinese claims in the South other aspects of U.S. China policy.
China Sea. Beijing also seeks to deploy mil- Taiwan is potentially the most disrup-
itary forces that are capable of reinforcing tive issue in bilateral relations. China's se-
Chinese demands on Taiwan, even though nior leadership already judges that contin-
the Chinese remain fairly sanguine about uing U.S. political, military, and economic
future developments in both of these areas, support fosters the increasingly indepen-

The second, more strategic dimension dence-minded political culture that charac-
is the challenge to create an economy that terizes the island today. Anti-U.S. factions
is capable of supporting the wide range of among the Chinese leadership portray
economic, political, and military options Washington's Taiwan policy as the means
that will guarantee that China has a major
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by which the U.S. perpetuates the division Moreover, it is most unlikely that this will
of China, prevents the integration of the change dramatically in the next few years,
two economies, and retards China's eco- since China has so much to lose. However,
nomic development. They hold similar anti-U.S. forces are already a potent factor
views with respect to U.S. human rights in policy deliberations, and may enjoy in-
policies, Washington's position on China's creased influence in the future. Much,
entry into the GATT/World Trade Organi- therefore, will depend upon the evolution
zation, Beijing's military technology trans- of U.S. policies in particular areas of fric-
fer and arms control policies, and the U.S. tion. As the dominant regional power, the
position on the Spratly Islands/South United States faces the challenge of accom-
China Sea question. In each of these cases, modating to China's rise in ways that do
concerns about a putative U.S. effort to not threaten its own economic position or
constrain China has had a crucially impor- its relations with its friends and allies.
tant influence on Beijing's assessment of
the situation. Dealing with a

Thus far, economic and political con- Changing Japan
siderations have prevented Beijing from Political Weakness and the Domestic
taking the openly confrontational stanceadvoate bytheproonens o ths vew. Focus. During the next few years, Japanese

leaders, like their counterparts elsewhere in
the region, will be focused primarily on do-
mestic issues and problems. Overcoming

-K Japan's stubborn economic recession is the
d most immediate problem facing the fragile

RUSSIA coalition of Socialist Prime Minister Tomiichi

L *Murayama. Neither former Prime Minister
MONGOLIA -/1 Miyazawa's 13-trillion Yen Package, passedSv~oi,,o,•. / •in the spring of 1993, nor the 6-trillion Yen

Shenyang._• •ShVnan plan proposed by former Prime Minister
NORTH`1` Hosokawa in September of that year pro-PA STN BEIING KOREA

PA STOAGYANG JKA P duced any significant economic upturn.
Lnh SO• 1Q.• aTOIn the opinion of many observers, the

AAS ort b fact that Japan's economic performance
N Delhi 

ý aci iNew AL Lhasa CHINA Shanghai C remains sluggish despite such initiatives
KALhasaNNt,ý,,TA 0 c e a n signals that nothing short of basic re-

BANGLADE H form-involving market opening and a
DHA T'aipei

INDIA Calcuttaj Guangh TAIWAN dramatic loosening of regulatory stric-
BURMA HANOI M-aug Kong tures-will be sufficient to achieve results.

viNTIAN LA EPhilipp i n e This view is reinforced further by continu-
RANGO N K S e? a ing pressure from the United States, Eu-

Madras "BAGKOK C', IA NILA

..... EA -.. PHILIPPINES rope, and China to be more forthcoming
S. EHA in market access, technology sharing, and

(S'ICOLOMBO C oh i investment practices. And yet, despite the

BRUNE outcome of the Framework Talks with the

KU LA LUMPUR United States, Tokyo apparently remains
01c e Ma AL NAPO /AE unwilling, and probably unable, to imple-

ment such a program.
n This is a result of a second problem"•J JAARTA •j• now confronting the Japanese political sys-

"INDONESIA.,, tem: the political vacuum created by the

end of the 38-year reign of the Liberal De-
ewi mocratic Party (LDP) in early 1993. Unless

the Japanese are able to forge a new con-

AUSTRALIA
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sensus of political forces to replace the de- sertive Japan could feed worries in the re-
funct LDP-based system, it is highly un- gion that Tokyo seeks to fill the power vac-
likely that any government will be able to uum created by U.S. withdrawal.
undertake thoroughgoing economic reform Shifting Security Priorities. Tokyo is
measures. Even with the benefit of a new also facing a number of major decisions
electoral reform law that reduces the num- about its defense and national security
ber of candidates that any party might policies. Although Japanese defense plan-
field, that process will require a number of ners have been slow to acknowledge it
years, as conservatives, socialists, and mid- publicly, the collapse of the Soviet Union
dle-of-the-road forces all compete for ad- removed the need to include a specific mil-
vantage. Political weakness is likely to re- itary threat in Tokyo's unspoken defense
main a feature of the Japanese political calculus. Although relations with Russia
landscape for the next two or three years at continue to be a source of tension, there is
least. In the meantime, Tokyo will find it little expectation that these will be ex-
difficult to respond to the pressure for pressed in military terms. Concerns about
change emanating both from within and a possible Chinese military threat remain
without. Washington should expect Japan- similarly unconvincing with the Japanese
ese movement on issues of concern to the public. In fact, depending on events in
U.S. to proceed in a frustrating series of North Korea, Japan may face no military
starts, stops, and reversals, threat at all in the next few years. In these

Foreign Policy Aspirations. In foreign circumstances, the need to structure the
policy, Japan is seeking to acquire a role in Self Defense Forces for the "defense of
international affairs that is commensurate Japan" rings increasingly hollow.
with its economic strength and influence. No serious consideration is given to
Tokyo's campaign to gain a permanent seat ending Japan's Mutual Security Treaty
on the U.N. Security Council, its willing- with the United States. However, within
ness to participate in U.N. peacekeeping Japanese defense circles, there is a lively
operations, and the opening of its rice mar- discussion about defining a new rationale
ket to better prepare for participating in for the alliance, one that will replace the
GATT and the WTO all illustrate this aspi- imperatives of Cold War containment strat-
ration, as well as a willingness to begin to egy with a formulation more in tune with
change established customs in order to present and future realities.
achieve it. Such thinking is based upon two con-

Another possible indicator of things to siderations, one positive and one more
come is the effort begun during the negative. On the positive side, there is a
Hosokawa administration to expand and feeling that Japan must be more responsi-
solidify political and economic ties with ble for safeguarding its own prosperity and
Asia. Japan now surpasses the United interests. On the negative side, there is a
States in trade and investment in China. sense that the United States will have nei-
Also, Tokyo was quick to distance itself ther the capability nor the political will to
from the U.S. position on Chinese human come to Japan's aid in any but the most ex-
rights policies. In a similar way, Hoso- treme circumstances. For example, while it
kawa's apology to South Korea for the in- is accepted that the U.S. would do its part
justices of Japanese colonial rule have to defend Japan from any actual attack,
paved the way for an improved relation- and that the U.S. nuclear umbrella remains
ship between the two powers. Such actions, effective, there is considerably less confi-
along with Prime Minister Murayama's dence that Washington would provide mil-
September travels in Southeast Asia, repre- itary support to Japan if Tokyo had to deal
sent an attempt by Tokyo to create options with a crisis in the South China Sea or the
as it confronts regional uncertainties. Senkaku Islands. In other words, the al-

Japan's foreign policy aspirations pro- liance may not be useful to Tokyo's efforts
vide the U.S. with opportunities, such as to deal with the military contingencies
obtaining a more-active Japanese role in Japan is most likely to face.
peacekeeping and disaster relief operations. Irrespective of the path traveled,
At the same time, a more internationally as- whether positive or negative, the end point
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is the same. Increasing numbers of Japan- of the past, will be concerned about any
ese officials believe that, while Tokyo changes in Japan's defense posture.
should continue to cooperate with Wash-
ington and other regional powers to main- Defining the Place of
tain the peace and stability of the region, Multilateralism in the
Japan should develop a force that is able Regional Security Order
operate more independently of the United
States, in order to deal with the military Washington's bilateral security al-

contingencies Tokyo is most likely to face. liances and access agreements form the

Much of this thinking is reflected in backbone of the U.S. presence in East Asia.
the report of the Prime Minister's Advisory Whether this system will continue to offer
Group on Defense Issues, published in Au- the best guarantee of regional security, or
gust 1994. Convened by former Prime Min- whether the security environment would
ister Hosokawa and accepted, albeit with be improved if a larger degree of multilat-
reservations, by Prime Minister Mu- eralism were to evolve, is a major question
rayama, the Blue Ribbon Panel affirms the now confronting the United States. How-

centrality of the alliance to Japan's defense ever, extreme caution is required in ap-
posture, but also calls for upgrading con- proaching this issue, as U.S. efforts to assess
sultation mechanisms, improving joint the advantages of multilateralism could

training and logistics mechanisms, and en- raise additional questions in the region
hancing cooperation in command, control, about the durability of U.S. security com-

and communications. More significantly, mitments, and thus encourage speculation

the report calls for Japan to play an active about a diminishing U.S. role and presence.
role in shaping the new regional security The Trend Toward Multilateralism.

order by participating in cooperative secu- Since 1980, eight multilateral organiza-
rity efforts, and for allowing regular Self tions, associations, or agreements have de-

Defense Force units to participate in U.N. veloped or been concluded. Although lev-
peacekeeping operations. Finally, the re- els of institutionalization vary and are in
port in effect advocates reducing force size some cases quite rudimentary, all of these
in order to permit qualitative improve- new institutions appear to have achieved
ments in weapons systems, including the- permanent status. Multilateralism has be-
ater missile defense. come a fact of regional political life, espe-

It is extremely unlikely that the pre- cially on economic issues, and to a lesser
sent socialist-led coalition has the strength degree in security matters. The interest in
or the inclination to effect a wholesale multilateralism provides the U.S. with an
change in Japan's defense posture. How- opportunity to become an integral part of
ever, defense policy eventually could be an emerging Asia Pacific community.
the issue that separates the socialists from Among the factors accounting for the
their LDP partners in the coalition. More- rise of multilateralism, two stand out as
over, as new coalitions evolve, this new being most important. Both have direct im-
view of defense issues is likely to persist, plications for U.S. policy.
and there is reason to believe that it will be The first is the broad perception that
reflected in acquisition and R&D policies, the U.S. military presence is likely to be re-
If events in fact do develop in this direc- duced significantly before the end of the
tion, the United States will face the neces- decade. Regional analysts assess that the
sity of making some hard decisions of its force of approximately 100,000 U.S. troops
own about the way the alliance operates, in East Asia envisioned by the Bottom-up
and especially about channels of communi- Review will not become a reality. It is also
cation between the alliance partners and generally perceived that even if U.S. forces
new roles, missions, and capabilities for were to remain present in some numbers,
the Self Defense Force. Dealing with the the domestic focus of the Clinton adminis-
North Korean nuclear issue will test this tration, the U.S. Congress, and the U.S.
capability. Also, it will be necessary to con- public will reduce Washington's willing-
sider very carefully the reactions of other ness to become involved in disputes in
regional powers who, mindful as they are Asia, with the possible exception of Korea.

In this context, multilateralism becomes, in
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is centered where it began, in Southeast
Asia and ASEAN. At its core, it retains the
original focus on consultative mechanisms
and economic concerns. Indeed, there is
surprising unanimity about the potentiali-
ties and limits of this approach. For exam-
ple, most nations, including the U.S., agree
that multilateral activity should continue
to emphasize economic issues. They also
feel that, where security issues are con-
cerned, multilateralism is most appropri-
ately viewed as a means of enhancing com-
prehensive security by consultation and
cooperation. Although some players, such
as Australia and Canada, argue for more

A U.S. F-16 and a F-i fighter of rapid progress towards institutionalization
the Japanese Self Defense Force. the view of some regional powers, a means of security cooperation, and have offered

of placing limits on the influence of any plans for building such institutional frame-

potential hegemon such as China or Japan works, this call is regarded with consider-

by enmeshing them within a larger consen- able skepticism elsewhere in the region as

sual framework. The challenge for Wash- being premature. Nor does any participant
ington is to convince the region's leaders see multilateral approaches to security as

that the U.S. commitment to the security of an immediate replacement for the present

East Asia is not in doubt. system which centers on the United States

Second, the momentum generated by and its network of bilateral security al-

success in the economic sphere will con- liances. Even China, which may embrace a

tinue to spur the growth of organizations different view in the future, recognizes that

devoted to expanding and managing trade, for the present, the U.S. forward military

and success in economic coordination may presence provides an essential component

encourage efforts to adopt multilateral ap- of regional stability. Virtually all regional
proaches to security issues as well. As eco- analysts agree that multilateral approaches
nomic and national security concerns con- to managing security concerns must be
tinue to converge, multilateralism in based upon a reliable U.S. military pres-

economic affairs will naturally tend to ence manifested in strong bilateral security
move into the security sector. Issues such relations.
as overlapping Exclusive Economic Zones, One explanation for this "least com-
technology transfer regimes, arms sales, ac- mon denominator" approach is that it is

cess to trade routes, and environmental se- difficult for nations to agree on any specific
curity all have both an economic and a se- agenda for consideration by multilateral

curity dimension requiring multilateral fora. For example, with respect to the two

consultations. Officials in Singapore, major regional flashpoints-the Korean

Malaysia, and Thailand were frankly sur- Peninsula and the South China Sea-nei-
prised at the alacrity with which partici- ther China nor North Korea is willing to ac-

pants joined discussions at the just-con- cept multilateral management. On the con-

cluded ASEAN Regional Forum. As a trary, China defines its claims in the Spratly
result, the organizing committee is report- Islands as a sovereignty issue, while North

edly considering a more specific agenda Korea, for reasons of its own, remains com-

for the next session, which may well con- mitted to dealing directly with the United

vene with an expanded ASEAN member- States. Because of such limitations, bilateral

ship including Vietnam and Laos. If this relations between the region's nations and
occurs, the momentum of the impulse to- the U.S. are likely to remain the most im-

wards multilateral security cooperation portant factor in the Asia Pacific security

will continue its increase, scene for the rest of this decade.
The Limits of Multilateralism. At pre-

sent, the effort to promote multilateralism
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CHAPTER THREE

Europe

With the end of the abnormal Significant changes are underway in
stability that the Cold War Europe and NATO; some changes predate

imposed on Europe, the di- the end of the Cold War but many flow
verse nature of the continent from its termination. The perceived threat
has once again come to the of a massive Soviet military attack has been

fore. Europe has some of the world's most replaced by new challenges from turmoil in
modern societies, well-established democ- the East and the South. Allies are dis-
racies, advanced economies, and coopera- cussing a new trans-Atlantic relationship
tive international systems. At the same reflecting a reduced U.S. military presence
time, it is home to many relatively poor in Europe and an enhanced European pil-
states, states in which democracy and mar- lar. Western Europe is increasingly integrat-
ket economies are struggling to gain a ing, and Central and East European states
foothold, and regions with ethnic tension are pressing for integration with the West.
and conflict. Differences in security perspectives

This chapter deals with Western, Cen- have emerged. Northern and Central Euro-
tral, and Eastern Europe, as well as the pean states tend to focus primarily on the
North Atlantic Alliance, to which the U.S. threat of instability in the East, while
and Canada belong. The chapter's cover- Mediterranean states worry more about de-
age extends to the Baltic States and Turkey. velopments to the south. States in Central
Russia, Ukraine, and other former Soviet and Eastern Europe seek security assur-
Eurasian states are addressed in Chapter 4. ances from the West, primarily out of con-
Dividing the Eurasian area into separate cern about actual and potential develop-
chapters may tend to restrict discussion of ments in Russia and other states of the
broad issues such as those dealt with by the former Soviet Union. Conflict in the
53 states in the Conference on Security and Balkans raises the specter of European na-
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), but it tional conflicts so familiar in the past.
breaks up what would otherwise be an in- There is a range of perceptions of the
ordinately long chapter. situation in Europe. Some optimistically

see Europe as the wealthiest, most progres-
sive, cooperative, and secure region in the
world. They see no real threat to Europe
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Union (EU) states, limit assistance to the
East, and increase pressure for reductions
in defense budgets and forces. They per-
ceive a lack of leadership within Europe it-
self and fear the U.S. is no longer as inter-
ested or willing to lead the Alliance. They
point to a number of problems within indi-
vidual countries and in their bilateral and
multilateral relations, often focusing on
the roles of Germany and France. They see
the continuing conflict in the former Yu-
goslavia as calling into question the credi-
bility of the EU and NATO and fear ethnic
conflict may spread.

The analysis in this chapter acknowl-
edges the difficulties faced in Europe but
is relatively bullish on the ability of insti-
tutions such as NATO, the EU, the West-
ern European Union (WEU), and the
CSCE to address the problems success-

5 o a sfully. This web of security-related institu-
tions with overlapping memberships is in-

ýpf ps NATOcreasingly reaching out to states in the
SNfEast as well as to European states for-

N Vmerly viewed as "neutral."

o of Defining Trends
NATO Is Adjusting Better

Sthan Expected
FK w)Peanu! itpeh1 Some observers maintain that NATO is
______________USSRtoloo_ eroding or that it is an anachronism that

i- W t r Turkey becomeassociate members should go the way of the Warsaw Pact.
Most observers, however, believe that the

utVVEF Denw,0-rind ifrland beaofw obserVers lin VEL).
W.'FI-t crea rrumroof Consultation, inviting most Cent.& E. European states. Alliance has been adapting itself-some

would say admirably-for a new era,
NATO announcesPatnership for Pg and other CSCE states to partici- steadily transforming its political focus, se-
pate. WE! offers associate partnership to nearly all Cent.& E. European states, including Baltic curity agenda, and military structures. In
states but excluding Albania and other states of former Soviet Union. NATO's forty-five year history, there have

been a dozen summits involving heads of
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxemb~ourg, Netherlands, NoRway, Portugal, United Kingdom, sae a d g v rm n;h l ftee h v

United state and government; half of these have
Albania Bulgara Czechoslovakia, German Dem. Rep, Hungary, Poland, Romania, USSR. occurred in the last seven years, launching

major initiatives that demonstrate NATO's
desire to stay relevant in a rapidly evolving

and believe that NATO no longer has a security environment.
mission and will or should fade away. NATO has developed a substantial

Other analysts are relatively pes- outreach program through the North At-
simistic. They point to the difficulties in lantic Cooperation Council (NACC) and
achieving European unity. They empha- the Partnership for Peace (PFP) program,
size continuing economic problems in in which NATO's 16 members have en-
Western Europe, such as low economic gaged in cooperation with more than 20
growth and high unemployment, which states in Central and Eastern Europe, West-
adversely affect relations among European ern Europe, and the Commonwealth of In-

dependent States. While some people have
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pean Security and Defense Identity (ESDI),
which is to strengthen the Alliance's Euro-
pean pillar while reinforcing the trans-At-

A o a Clantic link and enable European allies to
intere i c l atake greater responsibility for their com-

rductns tseek hancements mon security and defense. NATO has also
o rlaunched an initiative to develop a concept

eof fward dfor Combined Joint Task Forces (CJTF).
natnuclearweapons ap ons st re and i m e xb Wa r esawPa sersies tMore will be said later about each of these.

eslab dipf lomeatic relations wapn NATO. aThe Alliance has also moved from a near-

nJune1991 dogmatic belief that it must never tread

Agreementon NATO's core security functions in a new Europe: to provide one of the indispens- outside of NATO territory, to the conviction
able foundations for European security; serve as a trans-Atlantic forum on common vital interests; that to remain relevant it must be prepared
deter and defend against any threat; and, preserve the strategic balance within Europe. to operate out-of-area. The experience in
Rome Summit, November1991 the former Yugoslavia, however, may

Approval of new Alliance Strategic Concept characterized by dialogue, cooperation and collec- dampen allies' enthusiasm for out-of-area
tive defense. The new Concept declared a shift to a more politically active Alliance, spelled out roles operations.
for NATO's military in peace and crisis, and called for much smaller, more flexible active force struc- The Alliance's 1991 new Strategic Con-
tures. Further, the Alliance created the North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC) to deepen the ties
to Eastern states begun by the London initiatives for diplomatic relations. cept and related declarations lay down a
OsoMnseilMetnJn 92whole new set of missions. NATO's mili-SOslo Ministerial Meeting, June 1992

NATO agreed to support CSCE peacekeeping activities on a case-by-case basis. tary was told to expand its horizons to in-

Brussels Ministerial Meeting, December 1992 clude roles in peacetime and in crisis man-

NATO agreed to support UN peacekeeping operations, particularly in the former Yugoslavia. agement, as well as to retain the ability to

Brussels Summit, January 1994 go to war. In 1992, NATO declared itself

NATO materially expanded its ties to the rest of Europe through the Partnership for Peace (PFP) ini- prepared to support peacekeeping under

tiative; took steps to create a more responsive military structure with approval of the Combined Joint the auspices of the CSCE and the United
Task Force (CJTF) concept; strongly supported the concept of a European Security and Defense Iden- Nations. By 1994, NATO was heavily in-
tity by offering to make CJTFs and other assets available to the WEU; and, gave approval to begin a volved in peace operations in the former
major NATO effort to prevent proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Yugoslavia and had drafted a new doctrine

for peace operations that is to provide the
foundation for future training, exercises,

advocated immediate NATO membership and planning.

for the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, NATO's intervention in the former Yu-

and Slovakia, it became apparent at the goslavia has been criticized by some as too

NATO summit in January 1994 that the little and too late, and serious policy differ-
NATO alliesummitinot rean y i994etatee ences have emerged among allies. None-
NATO allies were not ready immediately theless, NATO has had limited success
to accept new members into NATO, that and, more importantly, has gained valu-
further work was needed to develop the able operational experience in crisis re-

NATO relationship with Russia, and that sper ational ex ten e duty

the ground had not been laid for NATO ex- sponse. NATO has been on extended dutythe roud hd nt ben lid or ATOex- in the Adriatic blockade Operation SHARP

pansion with the U.S. Senate and European GUARD and in Operation DENY FLIGHT

parliaments. An evolutionary, step-by-step over Bosnia. The Alliance's military opera-

process leading to the point where NATO tions in the former Yugoslavia mark the

expansion seems only natural may stand first time NATO has engaged in combat

the best chance of success. f t

The expectations raised in 1991 by the operations since its founding in 1949.
rhetoric ofthexp ei NATOisummi t 1991cby e NATO forces were largely responsible for

rhetioric o the Romew ATOia e Sumtdegica- the lifting of the siege of Sarajevo in Febru-
ration and the new Alliance Strategic Con- ary 1994. While developments in late fall

cept, calling for NATO to promote stability 1994 make it more problematic, were a

throughout the trans-Atlantic region, have pea ke it more reac, were's

yet to be fulfilled. NATO, however, now peace agreement to be reached, NATO's

supports the initiative to establish a Euro- military leaders have developed contin-
gency plans for Operation DISCIPLINE
GUARD which would deploy a peacekeep-
ing force to Bosnia.
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As NATO's military missions have Finally, NATO is making a concerted
changed, forces and command structure drive to address emerging tensions and
have been reduced, reflecting the de- crises before they erupt into military con-
creased threat of general war. NATO itself flict. Evidence of this broader political and
has few assigned forces, and the militaries economic focus can be found in the NACC
of nearly all its member states are shrink- workplans. The NACC has set out an am-
ing. This indicates a strategy of anticipat- bitious agenda for activities related to de-
ing and managing crises and a growing re- fense conversion, privatization, environ-
liance on reserve forces. NATO's integrated mental reclamation, economics, and other
military structure has reduced both the issues. NACC meetings have issued posi-
number and size of its commands, consoli- tion statements on conflicts and situations
dating areas of responsibility and stream- far removed from NATO itself, such as the
lining command links, armed confrontation along the Tajik-

The focus on political tasks and, for the Afghan border and the nuclear crisis in
military, the shift to peace operations and cri- North Korea. The respective roles of
sis intervention and smaller, more flexible NACC and PFP are still evolving.
forces are intended to improve NATO's capa-
bility for effective crisis management and Defense Budgets
prevention of war. There is, nevertheless, Are Declining in Most
growing concern that the continued reduc- NATO Countries
tions in defense budgets of the allies may
forestall the technological modernization In real terms, defense budgets in the
necessary to give these smaller forces the U.S. and most other NATO member states
needed flexibility and mobility. Such a devel- peaked in the latter half of the 1980's and
opment would have serious repercussions have been in steady decline since. The U.S.
for the path NATO has committed to follow, defense budget began its decline early (in

1986) and since 1990 has fallen faster (13
percent versus 10 percent) than the aggre-
gate budgets of other NATO countries. De-
fense budgets of NATO member states
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CIS Commonwealth of Independent States (1991)

S NATO members and states that signed a PFP Framework 2 'Yugoslavia" has been suspended.
Agreement but not necessarily an Individual Partnership Program. Austria and Sweden are not members but, together with Finland
'Includes Cyprus, the Holy See, Liechtenstein, Malta, Monaco, (which has observer status), participate in the NACO Ad Hoc
and San Marino.
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have followed measured, deliberate reduc- growing realization that there are greater
tions, and many expect reductions to con- and more costly demands for military power
tinue for several more years, with some ex- in the post-Cold War era than initially per-
ceptions. While the aggregate of the allies' ceived. For the U.S., the many post-Cold
real spending on defense is in decline, some War contingencies, both outside and inside
countries-Turkey, Norway and Luxem- the NATO region, and the costs of all-volun-
bourg-for differing reasons have actually teer forces have imposed great strains on
increased their defense budgets in recent U.S. military manpower and equipment.
years, and some states may strive to main- The trend in declining budgets in
tain current real levels of defense spending. NATO is most evident in the area of active

The reasons for declining budgets are force reductions. Generally, the forces of
not surprising: the lack of a threat of attack NATO nations have declined by 15 percent
by hostile forces; competing domestic de- since 1990, although in some force indica-
mands long subordinated to Cold War de- tors (e.g., maneuver brigades, fighter air-
fense priorities; the economic recession; craft, and combatant ships) those states
and a perceived urgency to invest in re- with the most modern forces have taken
structuring and "re-invention" of govern- reductions of up to 30 percent (Germany)
ments and industries in preparation for and 40 percent (U.K. and U.S.). Percentage
greater economic competition in the future. reductions in major force indicators of
Of these reasons, the first-the absence of a NATO forces are projected through 1998 on
visible threat-is the basic rationale that al- the accompanying chart.
lows consideration of all the rest. A less visible yet telling effect of re-

At the same time, reductions are un- duced budgets and smaller forces is the
likely to gain greater momentum due to con- reduction in opportunities for NATO
cerns over defense industry job losses, the forces to train together. Exercises now are
time necessary to effect defense conversion fewer and smaller and often rely on simu-
to commercial enterprise, the recent ebbing lation technology.
of recessions (especially in the U.S.), and the
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Group on Cooperation in Peacekeeping. Membership pending ratification. 11/94)

4 Signed "associate agreement."
5 Signed "partnership and cooperation agreement."
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Decline in Major Force' The arsenal of NATO integrated forces As the EU pursues deeper internal in-

Indicators, 1990-98 infrastructure, which has been ready tegration, it is also broadening its geo-
for Europe's defense and often tapped for graphic reach. The 12 members in 1994 will(percent) contingencies from the Middle East to become 15 in 1995, with the addition of

Africa to the Falkland Islands, is dwindling Austria, Finland, and Sweden. Six coun-
Ground Non-U.S. NATO significantly, and NATO's superior multi- tries from Central and Eastern Europe have

national experience from decades of collec- signed association agreements and could
tive training is waning even more quickly. start entering the Union by the beginning

SU.S. in Europe of the next century. How effectively the EU
Western Europe Is Deepening could coordinate its activities with in ex-

Air and Broadening Its Integration cess of twenty members is a major ques-
tion, but the Union does seem committed

The transformation of the European to further expansion.
Community into the EU is the most recent The accession to the EU of Austria, Fin-
achievement of a long, often tedious, and

Naval yet persistent integrative process that has land, and Sweden will increase the eco-
Sbeen underway since shortly after World nomic power of the EU. On the other hand,bit will also take some adjusting to accom-

War II. Before 1991, integration in Europe modate the three new "neutral" states; with

was confined to trade and related economic current member Ireland, more than a quar-l
-L -60 -40 -20 0 policies. With the creation of a single mar- tereU member wla more than a

ket-which was officially inaugurated on ter of EU membership will comprise states
-January 1, 1993, although not all aspects formerly described as "neutral." The EUSOUnCE: Report to U.S. Congress, Secre- Jnay1193alhuhotllspcs will also share a new long border with Rus-

tary of Defense,April 1994. have yet been fully implemented-eco-
NOTE: It is important to note that this nomic integration reached a new plateau sia in Scandinavia. If East European states

chart, in focusing on percentage changes, and now appears to be all but irreversible, are eventually admitted, this will have even
does not reflect the comparative size of U.S. greater implications in the context of ad-
and non-U.S. NATO forces nor their quality, though the tendency to suffer occasional
which is affected by such things as length of setbacks can be expected to continue, dressing issues beyond those traditionally
service and training. In the early 1990s, the integrative discussed by NATO allies.In te erly 990, th inegraiveParallel to integration in the EU, the

process spread to the social, political, secu- WEaine 17 hasegradull expande

rity, and defense arenas. With the signing of WEU, since 1987, has gradually expanded

the Treaty on European Union-the Maas- its activities, both operationally (participat-

tricht Treaty-in December 1991, integra- ing in the Persian Gulf War and operations

tion was broadened to include both Coop- (movin its headquarters to Brussels and

eration on Justice and Home Affairs and

development of a Common Foreign and Se- absorbing the functions of the defense-ori-

curity Policy, with provision for an eventual ented Eurogroup and the armaments coop-

defense component. A Common Defense eration-oriented Independent European

Policy is now envisaged. How deep such Program Group). The WEU has also ex-

integration will go and how quickly it will panded its membership from the seven

progress are matters for speculation. While states that founded it in 1954 to nine mem-

few expect Europe to stop at the single bers (with a tenth-Greece-awaiting

market stage, progress is likely to be cau- membership ratification), two observers,
mtious tandgeprogres with perikelyodb ofap- three associate members, and nine associ-tious and evolutionary, with periods of ap- ate partners. At half the WEU's meetings,
parent backsliding, as EU members strug- when all are invited to attend, there are 24

gle to compromise on the way forward. The

unexpected delays in ratifying the Maas- states represented.

tricht Treaty in 1992-1993 and the weeks of The WEU is now the most visible em-

public debate over a new successor EU bodiment of the E SDI and the strengthen-

Commission President in spring 1994 are ing of the European pillar within the Al-Commssin Prsidnt i sping 994are liance. Most observers expect ever-closer
examples of the difficulties faced in integra- WEU ties with both the EU and NATO.

tion. The most important challenges for the

EU in the next several years will be ad- The trend in U.S.-EU relations is to-

dressed at the Intergovernmental Confer- ward increased ties and greater collabora-
ence set for 1996. tion on global issues. Potentially, the EU hasthe collective strength to be Washington's

most significant partner, and the U.S. and
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NATO and Partnership for Peace Initial Euphoria: In 1989-90, Central and
Eastern Europeans experienced euphoria,
stemming from their successful revolutions

a_ •and optimism about establishing democra-
cies and market economies and joining
NATO and the EC. This period saw

"I , I ELAN German unification and NATO's extension

- --. of a "hand of friendship" to the East.
SW.D.N 'Return to More Cautious Optimism: In

1991 came the disintegration of the War-
NATO members FINLAND saw Pact, withdrawal of Soviet forces from

SCountries that have joined the - -; Hungary and Czechoslovakia, the failed
Partnership for Peace NORwAY

RUSSIA coup in the Soviet Union, and a NATO

S; ESTONI A Summit which resulted in the new NATO
CC - `1 •Strategic Concept, the creation of the

NACC to engage the East, and the initia-
tion of military ties with the East. Central

.E,.... .and Eastern Europe's initial euphoria
IR .AND. PL.. 'AR...IA. turned to more cautious optimism.

,. OwI,- Increasing Skepticism: By 1992 and 1993,
1,FGERMANY VPOL AND KYRGYZS) AS h noisnertd

TURKMENISWAN the Soviet Union had disintegrated, and
CZG. II UKRAINE UZEEKISUAB Boris Yeltsin initially acquiesced in but

subsequently opposed the bids of several

I F RAN CE ..AUSTRIA HUNGARY/' % % OL°V nations in Central and Eastern Europe to
SWITZE ,AND_ _<ý - ROMANIA...... z I ...... join NATO. NATO and EU hesitancy toS\,SLOVENIA .-

SCROATIA,, embrace Central and Eastern Europe con-
" 'IALY R ,SEA1RBIA(

H HERZ. BULGARIA tributed to pessimism about the prospects
MONTNEGR0 for the extension of Western security insti-

IRA A 7EN TURK• E Y-- tutions and economic support to the East,

S-GRE , while Russia's domestic turmoil and entan-
glements in the "near abroad" led to in-

- ---- 7 0 • creased skepticism about Russia's democ-
ratic development. Greater realism about
the time frame for a successful economic

transformation began to set in. Voters in
Lithuania and Poland in 1993-and in

EU already work together on many security Hungary, Slovakia, and Bulgaria in 1994-
issues. In 1990, the U.S. and the EU agreed expressed their frustration at the ballot
to establish high level bilateral contacts, and box, returning ex-communists to power.
there are indications that both sides would Testing NATO: The fourth period, be-
like to see cooperation grow after the 1996 ginning in 1994, has seen Central and East
EU Intergovernmental Conference. Europeans reluctantly resigned to a slower

process of integration than they wish but
Central and East Europeans willing to participate in cooperative

Are Struggling for Internal arrangements, testing Western intentions.

Reform While Seeking NATO's Summit in Brussels in January

Integration With the West adopted the PFP program, suggesting pos-
sible eventual membership in NATO

Events in Central and Eastern Europe through PFP participation and the possible
have been in fast-forward over the past inclusion of forces of PFP partners in the
five years. Having experienced three dis- newly conceived Combined Joint Task
tinct periods since the revolutions of Forces (CJTFs) presumably for out of area
1989-90, the region is now poised for an- contingencies. Central and East Europeans,
other shift. increasingly skeptical about Western inten-

tions, are pressing NATO to clarify
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Ethnic Homogeneity whether participation in the alliance's new Baltics, in the mitigation of problems be-

of Eastern European PFP program is truly considered a step to- tween Slovakia and Hungary, and in Mace-

Nations ward NATO membership. donia. The French initiative on stability
If NATO (and the EU) appear to defer talks also seeks to use diplomacy to pre-

Natioal.Oth" indefinitely membership for new entrants vent conflicts between states.
ail from the East, Central and East Europeans In Central and Eastern Europe, three

Poland (Germans) could become disillusioned and seek some types of ethnic minorities can be distin-
Hungary (Germans) alternative security arrangements, al- guished:

though working out such arrangements U National minorities in border regions where
Czech Republic (Slovaks) would not be easy. Poland, for example, boundary lines separate elements of a group

Slovenia (Croats) 7 has been establishing ties with Germany from the main body of their ethnic nation
A and France, which could provide the basis (such as Hungarians in Vojvodina, Transyl-

Albania(G for a trilateral security group. Poland has vania, and Slovakia);Romania (Hungarians) also been developing ties with Ukraine; if U National minorities separated by great dis-Romana ( s atances from their home country (such as Ger-
Slovakia (Hungarians) Ukraine remains' independent, a Polish- man minorities in Romania);

Ukrainian relationship could provide secu- U Exceedingly mixed ethnic populations in cer-
Bulgaria (Turks) rity assurances in the future vis-a-vis larger tain regions (such as the former Yugoslavia).

Serbia • neighbors. Finally, a strong pan-Slavic pull• :• within the Polish military could provide Teetretpso iutosgv
Lithuania (Russians) witinthe b orisome comm dation ith rise to different problems and conflict reso-••• the basis for some accommodation with

Croatia (Serbs) Russia, depending on what happens there. lution approaches. The problem of frontier
Y ................. Abns minorities can be addressed by special

FYR Macedonia (albg iV Ethnic Tensions Are agreements between neighboring states or
Estonia (Ru•s anS) Widespread But Largely negotiated revisions to existing frontiers,
Latvia Under Control Except in the although the latter are politically difficult.

a............... UnerCntroExcTensions arising from the presence of iso-

Bosnia (Serbs) Former Yugoslavia lated minorities can be reduced by provid-

SnunCE: CIa Europe has a mixture of ethnic situa- ing adequate legal protection for minority

NOTE: After the titular nationality group, tions, including states that are nearly eth- rights. In mixed regions, guarantees of mi-
the group in parenthesis is the largest nically homogenous and states with a high nority rights from the government in con-
minority group. degree of ethnic heterogeneity. Many Eu- trol of the region are also crucial, as is pro-

ropean states also have increasing num- moting peaceful coexistence among the

bers of immigrants, some coming from for- groups that consider the region their home.

mer colonies but many increasingly Although several areas of ethnic ten-

coming from Southern and Eastern Europe sion remain in Central and Eastern Europe,

seeking jobs and relief from ethnically- violence has generally been avoided, with

based conflict, the glaring exception of the former Yu-

Ethnic tensions are, in general, being goslavia. In most areas, the interests of eth-

managed peacefully in Western Europe. The nic minorities have been accommodated by

German government has been able to re- peaceful means.

duce domestic violence against immigrants Poland exemplifies a twentieth-century

and foreigners. In Northern Ireland, the Central European trend toward ethnic ho-

ceasefires announced in late August by the mogenization within national borders.

Irish Republican Army and in October by When Poland achieved independence in

armed Protestant militants are promising, 1918, Poles comprised only 60 percent of the

although it remains to be seen whether this population. By 1990, as a result of border ad-

signals the beginning of the end of 25 years justments and mass migrations, they com-
of sectarian violence there. prised nearly 98 percent. A good-neighbor

CSCE has been helpful in developing treaty with Germany has addressed the con-

conflict-prevention mechanisms focused cerns of the 1.3 percent German minority.

on diplomatic measures to keep potential The January 1993 division of Czecho-

conflicts from erupting into violence. The slovakia into a generally ethnically ho-

fruits of these efforts can be seen in the mogenous Czech Republic and a some-
what less homogenous Slovakia took place
on peaceful, if perhaps not entirely amica-
ble, terms. However, ethnic tensions could
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smaller minorities. Official discrimination
Map of Distribution of Ethnic Groups in Former Yugoslavia, against Turks was terminated under a new
Pre-conflict Bulgarian government, and this has con-

tributed to warming of Turkish-Bulgarian
AUSTRIA relations. However, Bulgaria risks being

drawn into conflict in the ex-Yugoslavia
SLOVENIA over ethnic issues, particularly if hostilities

lana HUNG..... ARY-extend to Macedonia.
*Zagreb

VOJVODINA Sizable ethnic Albanian populations
COTAlan°in exist in states neighboring Albania, in-

cluding Serbia and Montenegro (where 14ROMANIA

percent of the population is ethnic Alban-
SBBlOradeIA ian, concentrated in the Kosovo region),

E"R.EGr NAN ..- and Macedonia (which is 21 percent eth-
SERBIA nic Albanian).

•Sarajevo Finally, the treatment of large ethnic
=1 Albanian -Russian minorities in the three Baltic states
=1E3 Croat ,-\,was a major issue in negotiations on Russ-

= Montenegrin • ian troop withdrawals from that region, es-
m Muslim MOTNGO
_K O pecially in Latvia and Estonia.

No majority (ogrc Autfonomous province)
present ogrc

Sb BULARI Europe's Southern Region
- t n Skopje -Son-j. "Faces Increasing Instability

,MACEDONIA Instability in and near Europe's south-
ern region is an increasing security con-
cern. Of immediate and primary concern is

"GREECE the conflict in Bosnia and the danger that it
will expand. Beyond this, instability in

S0URCE: CIA North Africa and terrorism from the Mid-

evolve concerning the Hungarian and dle East pose a number of risks to Europe.

Czech minorities in Slovakia. Tensions between Greece and Turkey have

Hungary is also nearly ethnically ho- also increased significantly.
Former Yugoslavia. The bloody three-

mogenous. Tensions arise, however, over yea r Yugosla vic h e amody and

the status of Hungarian minorities in year conflict and ethnic hatred among and

neighboring states-notably in Romania within the successor states to Tito's Yu-

(2.3 million Hungarians), Slovakia (600,000 goslavia present a major challenge to post-

ethnic Hungarians), and the former Yu- Cold War Europe. Not since World War II

goslavia (400,000 ethnic Hungarians pri- has Europe experienced the types of hor-

marily in the Vojvodina autonomous re- rors seen in the former Yugoslavia-ethnic

public of Serbia). Hungary and Romania cleansing, indiscriminate shelling of civil-
ian centers, concentration camps, orga-

have not yet signed a good neighbor treaty, nized rape as an instrument of intimida-

and Hungarian relations with Slovakia and tion, and as stmvment of refugees.

Serbia have not always been cordial. tion, and mass movements of refugees.

RomaniaBeyond what has already been experi-

Romanian but also has a relatively large enced, there is the potential that the con-

ethnic Hungarian population (8.9 percent). flict could expand across borders.
Issuestinv i Hungarian s p aion (the Transyl- The institutions created by the interna-Issues involving Hungarians in th rny- tional community during the Cold War to

vania area have been the most contentious.
Bulgaria has potential ethnic problems manage crises have failed to end the vio-

with the 8.5 percent of its population who lence in the former Yugoslavia, although

are ethnic Turks, as well as with several they have helped to moderate it. The in-
ability of the EU and its Atlantic and
Eurasian partners to stop the violence casts
a shadow over the concept of a new Euro-
pean security order.
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North Africa and the Near East. The U.S. Security
risk of civil war in Algeria, instability else-
where in North Africa, and the security Interests
risks posed by the irresponsible Libyan Europe is of vital importance to the
regime have serious implications for secu- U.S. and has been a central focus of Ameri-
rity in Southern Europe. To the east, the Uand ha s Becaus of Ameri-
Middle East peace process has lessened the can defense efforts. Because of the strategic
threat of full-scale war in the Levant but importance of Europe and its resourcesand the close ties between America and
has increased the threat of terrorist reac- Europe, the U.S. three times in this cen-
tions by opponents of the peace process. Europe, the War th r ld War in and
The situation in Iraq remains a major con- tury-hin World War I, World War II, and
cern to neighboring Turkey and others. fre to Euro ent h ren are

This instability poses risks in the forces to Europe to help prevent aggressive

Mediterranean basin and to Southern Eu- powers from dominating Europe by force.

rope itself. The safety of Americans, Euro- Europe includes many of the most po-

peans, and others in the North African litically, economically, and militarily ad-

states is an increasing concern, as is the vanced countries in the world, countries

waxing potential for terrorism emanating fully engaged and influential at the high-

from this part of the world. Many coun- est levels in international politics, trade

tries in Southern Europe rely on natural and commerce, assistance programs, and
gas and oil from North Africa and would defense and security collaboration. Euro-

be seriously affected by any disruption. pean states outnumber any other region of

Major conflict or civil war in North Africa the world in the UN Security Council and
could also result in a massive flow of the two institutions of the most advancedcoul alo rsultin masiveflo of economic states--the G-7 economic sum-
refugees to Southern Europe; there are al- mit str teanthe Organiz for

read hunred of housndsof Nrth mit structure and the Organization forready hundreds of thousands of North EcnmcCoeainndDvlp nt

African immigrants in Southern Europe, Economic Cooperation and Development.

and some estimate that a major conflict in The U.S. has strong political, eco-

North Africa could lead to 500,000 to nomic, social, and cultural ties to Europe.

1,000,000 refugees. In many areas of economic activity, Europe

Greece and Turkey. Tensions between is of greater importance to the U.S. than

Greece and Turkey have increased lately; if any other region of the world; trade is a

not moderated, these could pose signifi- notable exception, as U.S. trade with Asia

cant problems for cooperation in NATO. now exceeds U.S. trade with Europe.

Activity by each nation's air and naval ele- The majority of Americans claim Euro-

ments in the Aegean are cause for concern, pean ancestry or ethnic origin. In the 1990

and the situation in Cyprus continues to be U.S. Census when 249 million people were

a source of tension. The conflict in the for- counted, 164 million indicated specific for-

mer Yugoslavia, with the potential for eign ancestries or ethnic origins; 143 mil-

Turkish support for Muslim elements in lion of these-87 percent of those indicat-

Bosnia (in tension with Greek ties to Ser- ing specific foreign ancestries and 57

bia), has made it increasingly difficult to percent of the total population-indicated

moderate the tensions between Greece and European ancestries. Moreover, historical

Turkey. Efforts by NATO allies and others and political-philosophical ties between

to persuade Greece to drop its blockade of the U.S. and Europe are obvious, deep, and

the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedo- too numerous to mention.

nia have been unsuccessful to date. Many European states have modern,

Turkey also faces instability in neigh- deployable militaries capable of contribut-

boring Iraq under Saddam Hussein, as ing to collective security in NATO and out-borig Irq uder adda Husein as side the NATO area. In the Persian Gulf
well as from terrorists among its own size- War, for exampleaEuropean NATOiallies
able Kurdish minority. War, for example, European NATO allies

and friends in Europe contributed signifi-

cantly to coalition efforts. Many countries
in Europe provided rights for coalition
partners to overfly their territory en route
to and from Southwest Asia.
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cited as goals "a free and undivided Eu-
U.S. Population Claiming Sole or rope" and "an integrated democratic Eu-Primary European Ancestry or Ethnic
Origin rope cooperating with the United States to

rilio n t keep the peace and promote prosperity."
(millions/percent) Trends in trans-Atlantic cooperation,

millions percent integration in Western Europe, and outreach

German 45.6 4183 to the East are favorable to these interests,
while the continuation and possible expan-Irish .... 27 9.0

Ii22 9.sion of conflict in the Balkans and growing

English 22.7 9.0 instability to the east and south are not.

Italian 11.3 4.5 Maintaining Mutual Security
Polish 6.5 2.6 Commitments and a Strong,
French 6.2 2.5 Adaptive NATO

Scot-Irish 4.3 1.7 Commitments to the security of Europe

Scottish 3.3 1.3 and the North Atlantic area are enshrined in

Duatch 3.5 1.4 the North Atlantic Treaty, in which the U.S.
and its NATO allies have agreed that an at-

Swedish 2.9 1.2 tack against one would be considered an at-

Norwegian 2.5 1.0 tack against all, and that each ally would

~Welsh 1.0 0.4 take whatever action it deemed necessary,
including the use of force, to restore and

Other West European 5.1 2.1 maintain security. The U.S. has a strong in-
S3 Baltic state groups 0.6 0.2 terest in maintaining support among signa-

tory countries for the security commitments
SFormer Yugoslavia 0.8 0.3 reflected in the NATO treaty, as well as in

Other East Europeans 3.5 1.4 other security instruments.

Totals 142.6 57.3 The continued U.S. military presence
in Europe reflects Washington's commit-

SOURCE: US Census, 1990 ment. At the end of Fiscal Year 1993, of
308,000 U.S. military personnel deployed

At least six key U.S. security interests in foreign areas, nearly half-149,000--

can be identified for the Europe and were stationed in Germany or elsewhere in

NATO area: Europe. President Clinton has made a com-
mitment to maintain approximately

Ensuring a Free, Secure, 100,000 U.S. military personnel in Europe

Peaceful, and Cooperative for as long as the European allies want
them there. (There are additionally some

Europe 17,000 personnel afloat in the Europe area.)

The U.S. has a vital interest in a free, Critical to these wider interests is

secure, peaceful, and cooperative Europe maintaining the viability and vitality of

and North Atlantic area. Ancillary to this is NATO as an institution which is able, as

a Europe that is democratic and prosper- necessary, to deter and defend against any

ous, open to U.S.-European trade and in- attacks on its members. NATO has been a

vestment opportunities, and supportive of key element in maintaining general peace

political, economic, and military coopera- in Europe for the last 45 years, unprece-

tion with the U.S. in Europe and other im- dented in modern times. A strong NATO

portant parts of the world. The U.S. wants can also play a critical role in promoting

a Europe that abides by international law peace and security beyond NATO's bor-

and humanitarian principles endorsed by ders. Invaluable for this are NATO's inte-

the UN and the Conference on Security grated command structure, its forces which

and Cooperation in Europe. The U.S. seeks
an expanded zone of peace and security
throughout Europe. The President has
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Economic Importance of Europe for the U. Encouraging European

Europe has more of the Gross World Product Integration, Consistent with

than any other region-in 1992,35% at market Open Relations with the U.S.
exchange rates and 27% at purchasing power and a Strong NATO
parity exchange rates. The U.S. has long supported European

Europe was the U.S.' second-largest customer economic and political integration. With
in 1993, taking 31% of U.S. exports of goods and the January 1994 NATO Summit, the U.S.
services exports (exceeded only by Asia with 33%). convinced the European allies that it fully

Europe was the U.S.' second-largest supplier and firmly supported both an ESDI that
in 1993, providing 29% of U.S. imports of goods could be "separable but not separate" from
and services, (exceeded only by Asia with 41%). NATO and the role of the WEU as em-

Europe provides the U.S. with relatively bodying the European pillar of NATO.
balanced trade, with a $7 billion U.S. merchandise Concerned that if not managed correctly
trade deficit in 1993 (compared to $115 billion European integration could freeze out the
for Asia). U.S. and Canada and undercut NATO, the

About 50% of U.S. direct investment abroad is U.S. encourages European integration
in Europe, and over 60% of foreign direct invest- through a transparent process that permits
ment in the U.S. is from Europe. continued close relations and collaboration

Nearly 3 million Americans are employed in between Europe and the U.S. and Canada.
the U.S. by European-owned firms, and 1.5 million The U.S. supports establishment of an
American workers are supported by U.S. exports ESDI that is consistent with maintaining a
to Europe. strong NATO.

Close cooperation on security issues
between NATO and the WEU, including
transparency of planning and activity and

cooperate in areas of intelligence and reciprocal access to information on such is-

warning, command and control, doctrine, sues as development of concepts for CJTF,

equipment and joint training, and the base will be critical.

structure in Europe and the Atlantic. Maintaining Access to
The general trend in maintaining the

Alliance's viability and vitality is favorable Military Facilities in Europe
to U.S. interests, although differences and the North Atlantic
among allies on issues such as policy re- About 70 percent of all the military
garding former Yugoslavia can sometimes sites used by U.S. forces in foreign territo-
challenge Alliance cohesion. Programs to ries are located in Europe and the North
reach out to the East, promote European Atlantic. These facilities have played im-
integration and ESDJ, develop new secu- portant roles supporting U.S. forces in Eu-
rity concepts such as CJTF, engage care- rope and operations outside Europe. For
fully and effectively within policy limita- example, in the Persian Gulf War, 16 states
tions in the Balkans, and pursue arms in Europe provided en route staging sup-
control and counter-proliferation initiatives port at 90 airfields as the buildup acceler-
can help to maintain a strong NATO, if ated. More than 95 percent of flights to
managed properly. An unfavorable trend is Southwest Asia were staged through Eu-
the increased tension between Greece and rope, consisting of about 2,200 tactical and
Turkey, which diminishes the cohesion and 15,402 strategic airlift sorties. Additionally,
strength of the Alliance in its strategically tanker aircraft operated from ten airbases
important southeast corner. Alliance inter- in seven European countries. Coalition
ests would be served by efforts to amelio- forces operating from Turkey used NATO-
rate relations between these two allies and developed bases there; bases in the U.K.
promote their sense of security, and elsewhere supported B-52 bomber op-

erations. More recently, bases and facilities
in Europe have played indispensable roles
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U.S. Military Personnel in Europe (Excluding Afloat), 1988-98 It is also in the U.S. interest to encour-
(thousands--end fiscal year) age countries of Central and Eastern Eu-

rope to pursue, as a way of improving se-

350 curity, increased bilateral and multilateral
ties-a web of contacts extending to the
U.S., other NATO members, and regional
neighbors and institutions.

300 On balance, the trends are favorable,

with the exception of developments in for-
mer Yugoslavia.

250

Helping to Prevent, Contain,
and Resolve Ethnic Conflicts

200 The U.S. has an interest in helping to

Potential Future prevent, contain, and resolve conflicts in
Base Force, Europe, with particular emphasis now on

150 - approximately 100K ethnic quarrels which are most prevalent.
Interests can best be served by early diplo-
matic efforts to defuse tensions before they

100 - r erupt into violence; once lives are lost, it is
far more difficult and costly to contain or
stop a conflict.

50 Trends are generally favorable in both
Western and Eastern Europe, with the no-
table exception of Bosnia.
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Developing NATO's
in U.S. humanitarian and other peace oper- Partnership For Peace Program
ations in areas of the former Yugoslavia, NATO began its outreach program to
the Middle East, Africa, and even the for- the East in July 1990 with a declaration is-
mer Soviet Union. sued at the NATO Summit in London, fol-

As the U.S. reduces its forces in Eu- lowed by the establishment of the NACC
rope, it has been reducing the number of at the November 1991 Summit in Rome.
facilities used there. While the NACC had laudable goals of es-

Promoting Successful Reform tablishing security contacts and providing
technical assistance to Eastern states, its

and Increased Security for limitations immediately became apparent.

Central and Eastern Europe The immense diversity among NACC
partners (say, between Poland and

It is in the U.S. interest to promote Uzbekistan) led to calls for a more differ-
within Central and Eastern Europe democ- entiated approach and to increasing de-
racy, market-based economies, and effec- mands for membership in NATO by the
tive, defensively-oriented militaries respon- westernmost NACC members. At the
sible to duly-elected civilian governments.

Democracies and defensively-oriented mili- same time, disagreements among the allies
over how far NACC should go in satisfy-

taries tend not to fight each other, and mar- over atonar resu ld o in sat-

ket economies offer the best chance for ing operational requirements of the part-
prosperous and peaceful societies. ner states (as opposed to serving mainly as

a consultative body) further limited the
scope of NACC activities.
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NATO's most recent response came in have responded to a perceived need to pla-
U.S. Forward Based January 1994 when NATO Summit leaders cate Russia and support Yeltsin and re-
Forces Available in in Brussels adopted the PFP program, the formers in that country. NATO must work
Europe goals of which are to: (1) enhance opera- now to ensure that PFP also supports de-
Approximately 100,000 tional cooperation between NATO and the mocratic reformers in Central and Eastern
Shore Based Forces partner states; (2) develop defense trans- Europe and does not have the unintended

USAREUR parency among partner states; (3) advance effect of undermining their political bases
Credible Corps the development of democratic means of of support, thereby undermining the credi-
2 Heavy Div W/2 Bdes each control over the military in the newly bility of the U.S. and NATO in Central and
Combat Support/Service emerging democracies; and (4) provide a Eastern Europe.

Support vehicle to help the partners realize that Russians and Central and East Euro-

USAFE (unlike NACC, where NATO foots the bill) peans have traditionally seen security as a
2.33 Fighter Wing Equivalent participation in NATO activities has oblig- zero-sum game where one side wins and
Composite Wings ations as well as benefits. the other loses. To the extent that Central
Theater Airlift, Tankers Since January, more than 20 states and East Europeans perceive the PFP as the

USNAVEUR & MARFOREUR have become PFP partners, including the West succumbing to Russian pressure in

Sixth Fleet in Mediterranean Central and East European states, Sweden, terms of PFP being used as a stalling de-
Carrier Battle Group Finland, Slovenia, Russia, Ukraine, and vice against NATO membership, the West
Amphibious Ready Group several other ex-Soviet Eurasian states. Of- will lose credibility and influence.

fices have been constructed at both NATO If the PFP does not soon generate
JointSpecialOperationsTask Headquarters in Brussels and at the highly visible programs that bolster sup-

Forces Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Eu- port for the region's reform-oriented lead-
Land, Air, Naval Elements rope in Mons, Belgium, to accommodate ers, then the prestige, influence, and sup-

SUPPORT AND REINFORCE- representatives of these states. Exercises in- port that NATO presently enjoys may be

MENTINFRASTRUCTURE volving forces of NATO members and new lost on future Central and East European
PFP partners have been planned, and some leaders and publics. For such projects to be

Source: U.S. EUCOM have already been conducted. successful and visible, financial resources
Implementation of PFP, if not han- will be necessary. President Clinton recog-

dled carefully, could, to one degree or an- nized this when he announced on a trip to
other, have some unwanted, unintended Poland in July 1994 that he would request
consequences. $100 million for Fiscal Year 1996 to support

Sub-Regional Cooperation. Rather PFP programs, of which $25 million would
than encouraging forms of sub-regional co- go to Poland and $10 millon to the Baltic
operation and stability-such as that estab- states. The challenge for the U.S. is to ener-
lished by the Czech Republic, Hungary, gize other NATO allies and partners to
Poland, and Slovakia (the so-called "Vise- commit resources to PFP programs, and to
grad" states)-the PFP program could work with those allies to initiate coopera-
have an unintended, unfortunate effect of tive programs with PFP partners, as Great
transforming the region's potential security Britain and Denmark have done with the
partners into competitors, diverting atten- Baltic states.
tion from cooperation with neighbors and Civil-Military Relations. Military
toward a race to see which nations are rather than political forms of cooperation
most willing and able to meet the West's have been emphasized in PFP. As a result,
standards and expectations. PFP could have a number of unwanted and

NATO could minimize the potential unintended consequences. First, states with
negative consequences of its bilateral ("16 stronger military traditions and institu-
to 1") agreements with each PFP partner by tions could have an advantage. Second,
encouraging partners to cooperate directly pushing the military to the forefront in the
with their neighbors, ensuring that each East-West partnership could work against
agreement remains transparent to neigh- efforts in Central and East European states
bors, and supporting Visegrad, Balkan, and to establish control over their militaries.
Baltic common security activities. Emphasizing the political dimension of

Democratic Reformers. By deferring
the NATO membership question in devel-
oping PFP, NATO leaders appear partly to
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PFP and working to ensure a civilian Min- any immediate military threat to the East;
istry of Defense component would moder- whether NATO expansion will be counter-
ate this potential negative effect. productive in terms of drawing new divid-

Security Perceptions-Ideals and Re- ing lines in Europe and isolating states left
ality. By intentionally leaving vague any out; whether expansion will cause adverse
detailed criteria and timeframe for NATO reactions against NATO and against re-
admission in order not to exclude anyone, formers in those states not included; and,
PFP suggests an undifferentiated Europe, what demands expanding NATO defense
which does not have much credibility in commitments will place on Western forces
Central and Eastern Europe. Many Central and defense budgets, which are now being
and East Europeans believe that democra- reduced.
tic reform has already failed in most of the NATO will want to proceed carefully,
former Soviet Union, and that some form balancing the desires of Central and East
of authoritarian rule there is likely for the European states to be fully reintegrated
foreseeable future. They also fear that Rus- into Europe and the desire of NATO allies
sia is moving toward an imperial foreign to project security eastward, with concerns
policy that threatens their security and about the seriousness of extending new se-
their democratic governments. curity guarantees. NATO will also have to

PFP, if provided adequate resources balance the view that NATO expansion can
and implemented properly, may reinvigo- help keep NATO vibrant and alive, with
rate NATO and herald a new European se- the view that NATO expansion will be a di-
curity architecture. If it is not provided ad- visive issue in an Alliance of 16 members
equate resources and is implemented already seriously troubled over Bosnia and
carelessly, however, PFP could undermine in need of clarifying a new trans-Atlantic
European security and widen the gulf that (West-West) relationship. NATO will need
separates East from West. also to balance its intent to control its own

destiny and not be subject to a veto by out-
Managing the NATO side states such as Russia, with its concern
Expansion Issue not to undercut reformers and promising

Though NATO has resisted the Cen- developments in countries that are not in-

tral and East European nations' desire for vited immediately or even eventually to

immediate membership in the Alliance, the join NATO. Russian President Yeltsin has

PFP proposal has expressed NATO's long- warned of a "cold peace," and much will

term commitment to expand. Active partic- rpend here on the nature and strength of

ipation in PFP is seen as a necessary-al- restieshis th NATO and other inst-

though not sufficient-condition for West establish with Russia and other East-

eventual NATO membership. NATO has ern states.evenualNATOmemersip. ATOhas To balance these interests, NATO is

left vague the time frame for possible ex- Toking care anterests, TO

pansion and has not provided any detailed ta ful and measured steps to

criteria for determining qualification for strengthen PFP. NATO is also moving to

membership beyond the NATO Treaty's address what internal steps are required inmembrshp beondthe ATOTreay's NATO to eventually expand membership
Article 10 reference to a state being in a po- and to assess the implications of expanded

sition to further the principles of the Treaty membess NATO will also help

and contribute to security in the North At- members underst hat
lantic area. prospective members understand what

Anthcaea. AlacNATO membership entails. Consultations
Ats sthey Aliancetmoves forwNArd w - will be required to determine how to frame

its study on implications of NATO expan- the expansion debate in NATO publics and
sion and what it takes for a state to join how eventually to decideNATO, and as it eventually makes deci- parliaments, hweetal odcd

which interested states should be admitted
sions on NATO expansion, it will face sev- to NATO and when, and how to advance
eral key questions, such as: why NATO ex- NATO relationships not only with those
pansion is necessary when few perceive states that may initially join NATO but also

with other PFP partners not expected to
join NATO at the outset or even eventually.
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Developing Combined While the geographical areas in which
Joint Task Forces NATO would deploy a CJTF is first of all a

political question, military capabilities and
The CJTF initiative, approved at the limitations will also shape the decision. In

January 1994 NATO summit, is intended to contemplating the regions where NATO
provide NATO a powerful, new organiza- CJTFs might be deployed, it can be as-
tional concept for responding to crises by sumed that any mission will aim to protect
rapid deployment of forces. This initiative Alliance interests. Likely interests include
is designed to: (1) satisfy the requirements preservation of peace in the lands and wa-
of the NATO Strategic Concept for more ters immediately adjacent to NATO terri-
flexible and mobile forces; (2) provide a ve- tory. Similar security interests might ex-
hicle for NATO participation in crisis man- tend to distant areas where conflict could
agement and peace support operations; (3) threaten European security and stability.
facilitate operations with non-NATO na- CJTF logistical support will be a major
tions such as the PFP partners; and (4) per- challenge for an alliance that has known
mit the use of NATO infrastructure and only interior lines of communication, fixed
forces to support the evolution of ESDI. bases, and a wealth of host nation support.

While no official definition of a CJTF NATO will have to adjust to rapid deploy-
has been adopted, NATO Summit language ments, long and potentially unsecured
suggests that the term refers to a multina- lines of supply and communication, and
tional, multi-service task force consisting of minimal base facilities.
NATO-and possibly non-NATO-forces Another major challenge will be the
capable of rapid deployment to conduct cri- creation of requisite communications and
sis management and peace operations of information systems. A deployed CJTF
limited duration under the control of either headquarters must have not only the tra-
the NATO military structure or the WEU. ditional rearward, lateral, and forward
There is a presumption in NATO that CJTF military linkages, but also links with local
operations would be beyond NATO's bor- governments, non-government organiza-
ders. NATO CJTFs are expected to be a hy- tions, and international agencies. For the
brid capability that combines the best at- time being, CJTFs will be heavily depen-
tributes of coalition and alliance forces: dent on U.S. national assets for strategic
rapid flexible crisis response and a trained, and operational support in communica-
ready, multinational, multi-service force tions and intelligence.
backed by an in-place infrastructure. Many questions surrounding the im-

The WEU is also working on the CJTF plementation of the CJTF concept are virgin
concept and appears to envisage CJTFs that territory for NATO military planners,
are smaller than what NATO has in mind among them the division of labor among
but employed for similar missions. The Major NATO Commands (MNC), Major
WEU may want to address early on the Subordinate Commands (MSC), and a CJTF
possibility of working with NATO and during operations; the degree of interoper-
seeking the use of NATO assets, such as the ability of on-hand communication; the
SHAPE Technical Center, for its own CJTF availability of intelligence; training and ex-
planning. NATO insistence on fully devel- ercise requirements and their costs; and the
oping the CJTF concept would help guard need for a detailed assessment of move-
against NATO's slipping into the role of ment requirements of a CJTF. NATO mili-
"Europe's military hardware store." Fully tary staffs have begun to tackle these issues.
developing the concept would require re- A special aspect of adapting a rapid
solving the thorny issue of command and development capability to a consensus-
political control over operations involving based alliance is the case in which a nation
NATO forces in operations beyond the di- assigns personnel to a CJTF headquarters
rect defense of NATO territory addressed in in peacetime but withholds consent to de-
Article 5 of the NATO Treaty or under ploy them to a certain out-of-area crisis.
WEU. Systematic cooperation between This and other issues will require time to
NATO and the WEU in assembling and de-
ploying CJTFs will be crucial to preserving
the trans-Atlantic nature of the Alliance.
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operations and humanitarian relief. Forces
Operations In and Around Former Yugoslavia such as the ACE Rapid Reaction Corps, the

Standing Naval Forces, and the ACE Mo-
PROVIDE PROMISE: bile Forces need to be trained and
An operation, controlled by a joint task force headquarters, that provides humanitarian assistance via equipped to perform new tasks. Deploying
military aircraft to people of Bosnia.

As of 20 September 1994, the U.S. had flown 3,746 sorties into Sarajevo where they delivered and sustaining forces in out-of-area opera-
46,482.5 metric tons of cargo (NATO allies had flown an additional 6,632 sorties); U.S. had also air- tions require significant planning and
dropped to needy people in Bosnia 17,482.4 metric tons of food, 220.4 metric tons of medical supplies, training.
as well as several thousand tons of non-food supplies. Another area where further modifica-

SHARP GUARD: tion of NATO may be on the agenda is bal-

NATO-led, U.N. Chapter VII peace-enforcement operation, with WEU participation, to enforce U.N. sanc- ancing burdens and responsibilities be-
tions in the Adriatic Sea. tween the European and North American

Operation has involved two U.S. surface ships and a submarine and 18 other ailed surface ships pillars of the Alliance. This requires the de-
from 10 countries.As of 15 September 1994, allied ships had challenged 39,051 ships, stopped or velopment of effective political and mili-
boarded 2,955, and diverted and inspected 778. tary ties with the WEU and the emergence

The U.S. ceased enforcing the arms embargo with respect to Bosnian government forces in mid- of an ESDI that works in tandem with the
November.

U.S. and Canada. The task of crafting an
DENY FLIGHT: ESDI that is a partner and not a competitor
NATO-led, U.N. Chapter VII peace-enforcement operation using airpower to deny military flights to war- to NATO has fallen on the WEU. Trans-
ring parties, protect U.N. Protection Forces on the ground in Bosnia, and enforce U.N. exclusion zones. parency will be essential to building a

trusting and productive relationship. It willi ABLE SENTRY: not be enough for WEU and NATO repre-

U.N. Chapter VI peace operation deploying forces into Macedonia as a preventive deployment to help ntave to hol occana me e -

deter the spread of conflict. sentatives to hold occasional meetings; sys-
More than 500 U.S. troops participate in this operation, along with Nordic troops. tematic coordination and information shar-

ing is needed. The U.S. and Canada will be
the only NATO allies not routinely seated
at the WEU table to deliberate security is-

resolve, among them the dearth of English- sues. The WEU must take care that its posi-
speaking commanders and staff officers in tions are not presented in NATO fora as
East European militaries. faits accompli. In turn, Washington must

demonstrate trust in its European allies in
Modifying NATO Structures order to allow the ESDI to develop.

and Activities Finally, NATO's increasing political
role suggests a new approach that seeks to

Although from 1991 to 1994 NATO identify and resolve tensions that may af-
made a number of bold decisions at its fect the Alliance before they become crises,
summit meetings, many of those decisions as well as to employ the Alliance's formida-
have yet to be implemented, and more ble infrastructure and resources to respond
changes will be required as the security sit- to unexpected contingencies. For example,
uation evolves. NATO's Senior Civil Emergency Planning

One area for possible further change is Committee, Civil Emergency Planning Di-
the NATO integrated military structure. rectorate, and Committee on Challenges of
Although NATO staffs have already been Modern Society might be chartered to plan
streamlined, many have called for another for responses to natural and man-made dis-
review to ensure that the command struc- asters. While initial planning could concen-
ture is fully oriented toward the new mis- trate on the NATO and NACC regions, the
sions. A number of questions arise. Are all Alliance could eventually tackle similar is-
the current headquarters still necessary? sues in regions beyond Europe. The associ-
Have they been reduced in active strength ated requirement to move from reactive to
to the minimum necessary? Are they mo- proactive planning would not be easy for a
bile, flexible, and kept up-to-date by essen- consensus-based organization like NATO.
tial investment in modern command-and-
control and information equipment?

A second issue is preparing for the
new missions of the Alliance, such as peace
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such as non-intervention in the internal af-Bosnia Map of Control, Fall 1994 fairs of sovereign states, the right of national

self-determination, and the inviolability of
Hungary -borders.

Slovenia * ZAGREB . U It underscores the limitations of existing Eu-
ropean institutions to deal with the interna-

C R O A T I A tional fall-out of such conflicts and the need
C> to develop institutions for effective and

, aVotvoinoa timely conflict prevention and management.
,(aunom povuce) U It poses fundamental questions about the vi-

•- / .... Federation• \ability of a Euro-Atlantic community based2 ') ) •> -@ Prijedor 8 ed rtion' -. - • -
" Federatio." \.> -- upon a system of nation-states and dedicated

, Baia Lkerb to democratic values and open societies.
. . Proposed Joint Croat/.-4 Doboj Serb

Serb Muslim ;The efforts of European institutions
(.{ \,h\ •'•, ,•, • control•Tz• _' .

., K-.. \ Serbea ul ,----. , ,;< failed to avert conflict in former Yu-

' ,Jal.e Proposed <2. Serbia goslavia. Indeed, early European diplo-c- •.. ..t \ . .. , --,,, Serbia
B os n I•aand ed eraton Sbrenca. matic recognition of secessionist states may

",, Herzegovina A , "' ) have exacerbated the situation. The efforts

Sarajevo d SREVO \ Federation of other countries and international organi-
uadrer , zations similarly failed.Sc'eI"Si.l - Involvement of the U.S. and Others.

titl• (\'\ o A sThe U.S. and other powers have been
A dtiattc Sea Ser/.Ser-Mo caught in a dilemma. They feel a moral

I • obligation to assist victims and to help re-
. .solve the conflict. Yet they are well aware

.Serb-controld area Montenegro of the long history of bloody ethnic conflict
[Croa -controlled area , in the Balkans and are leery of sending
[L Musli -controlled area

-- MuslCim separaoti......trolled area .. C their military forces to the area, especially
tiS letters ,di....e ..o.t..t r.op, " PODGORICA when warring factions doggedly continue
Re etrosl inor cares ofContac ro up's
proposalforareasofcontrol, ..... to fight and do not appear interested in a

" rK -' • Albania peace arrangement.
"J- The U.S. and other states are thus cau-

SOURct: CIA tious about their involvement. They have
pursued four courses of action: humanitar-

Resolving or Containing ian relief, containment of the conflict, diplo-
Conflict in the Balkans matic initiatives to resolve the conflict, and

making plans to help maintain the peace
Precipitated by a lethal mixture of eco- with military forces once a peace agreement

nomic backwardness, historical animosity, is reached. All of these measures aim to
exploitative leaders, and the suppression of moderate the damage caused by the con-
human and minority rights, the conflict in flict while limiting exposure of U.S. or other
the former Yugoslavia has become a case foreign military forces to hostilities.
study of the local consequences of the The U.S., under Operation PROVIDE
breakdown of the Cold War international PROMISE, and some allies have flown hu-
system and the pains associated with the manitarian assistance to people in Bosnia.
emergence of another: The U.S., NATO allies, and members of the

"* It has highlighted the complexity of ethno- WEU under Operation SHARP GUARD
national conflicts and the interconnections have been willing to commit maritime
among the political, economic, social, cul- forces in the Adriatic to maintain U.N.
tural, and security problems associated with sanctions, and these and other states have
the end of communism. taken other measures to restrict trade with

"* It raises serious questions about the interna- certain of the parties. In late November
tional ramifications of intra-state conflicts.

"* It presents challenges to a number of well-es- 1994, in response to Congressional interest
tablished principles of international order, in lifting the embargo on arms for the

Bosnian government forces and Croatia,
the U.S. ceased enforcing the arms em-
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bargo with regard to Bosnian government forces could help these forces defend
forces. Under Operation DENY FLIGHT, against attacks by Serbian forces, it could
the U.S. and NATO allies have also been raise a number of problems. It is not clear
willing to commit air power to deny mili- whether the Bosnian Government would
tary flights to warring parties, to protect be better or worse off. The U.K. and France
U.N. Protection Forces (UNPROFOR) on and perhaps others might pull their forces
the ground in Bosnia, and to enforce U.N. out of UNPROFOR, Serbia might feel less
exclusion zones. Coordination with the inclined to restrict its support for Bosnian
U.N. of the employment of these forces has Serbs, and the fighting could escalate and
had some difficulties. The naval forces are be prolonged. It could give the appearance
now operating under the NATO integrated of committing those who lift the embargo
military command structure, as are allied to supporting the Bosnian government,
forces involved in the airpower operations, with all the implications that could have,
demonstrating the value and capability of including impact on efforts to negotiate a
the NATO command structure. settlement, relations with allies and others

Some states have committed ground such as Russia who now oppose lifting the
force units to UNPROFOR in Bosnia, which arms embargo, and efforts in other areas of
have been used to help ensure humanitar- the world to provide unified international
ian relief is delivered and to keep certain sanctions or embargoes.
equipment from being used by warring A strategy has been considered that
parties. The U.S. has been leery of deploy- would set a future date for a general lifting
ing American ground forces into the former of the embargo for Bosnian government
Yugoslavia. Under Operation ABLE SEN- and Croat forces if Bosnian Serbs continue
TRY, U.S. and Nordic ground forces have attacks and do not agree to a peace settle-
been deployed in Macedonia to help deter ment, but, as mentioned, the U.S. has uni-
the spread of conflict. The U.S. has indi- laterally ceased enforcing the arms em-
cated it will deploy ground force units into bargo on Bosnian government forces.
Bosnia only when a peace agreement has Kosovo and Macedonia. Develop-
been negotiated and put into place. ments in the Kosovo autonomous province

Following earlier unsuccessful inter- of Serbia and in the Former Yugoslav Re-
national efforts to negotiate a settlement in public of Macedonia could trigger an esca-
the former Yugoslavia, an International lation of conflict in the Balkans and even
Contact Group, consisting of representa- beyond. In Kosovo, Serbian repression con-
tives from France, Germany, Russia, the tinues, and an increasing number of people
U.K., and the U.S., has launched a diplo- appear to believe that moderation in resist-
matic initiative to reach a peace settlement ing Serbia is achieving few if any results.
in Bosnia. This initiative proposes that the Conflict in Kosovo could lead to a scenario
Muslim-Croat Federation in Bosnia be that involves massive refugee flows and a
given control of 51 percent of Bosnia's ter- spillover of conflict to many states in the
ritory, and the Bosnian Serbs-who now region, with implications far beyond. In
control about 70 percent of Bosnia-be Macedonia, the economic situation is disas-
given 49 percent. The Muslim-Croat Feder- trous, given disruption of trade with em-
ation has reluctantly accepted this pro- bargoed Serbia and the Greek economic
posal, but the Bosnian Serbs have not. blockade of Macedonia. Some 25 percent of

Lifting the Arms Embargo for Bosnia. wage earners in Skopje have not been paid
Some have called for lifting the arms em- for months, and labor troubles could lead
bargo on the Bosnian government, so that to ethnic strife.
Muslims and Croats might better resist the The West has taken some steps such
Bosnian Serbs, who have dominated the as the deployment of troops into northern
conflict with support from Belgrade. Those Macedonia under Operation ABLE SEN-
who advocate lifting the embargo cite the TRY. Efforts by the U.S. and the European
right of a state to defend itself. community to provide greater assistance

Others point out that, while lifting the
embargo on arms to Bosnian government
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and help develop an east-west infrastruc- broader Balkan area and possibly beyond.
ture for Macedonia, so it is not so depen- NATO states are concerned that violence in
dent on north-south commerce and ties, one area of Europe can reduce inhibitions
would help alleviate the pressure on to violence elsewhere.
Macedonia; encouraging Greece to end its Implications for U.S. Relations with
blockade would be even more immedi- Allies and Friends. Differences between the
ately significant. U.S. and allies, especially the U.K. and

The Future in Former Yugoslavia. If the France, on such issues as deploying
International Contact Group's proposal suc- ground forces in Bosnia in current condi-
ceeds in stopping the fighting and achieving tions and lifting or enforcing the arms em-
a peace settlement, and if post-settlement bargo on the Bosnian government and
the U.S. deploys 25,000 military personnel Croatia have led to much speculation
to the area as part of a peacekeeping force of about the implications for U.S.-allied rela-
50,000, a question will then be whether tions and even the future of NATO. These
peace can be sustained and the lives of differences may add to other incentives Eu-
peacekeepers protected. On the other hand, ropean allies have to pursue close defense
the failure of the Euro-Atlantic community cooperation in Europe; the U.K. and
to force a settlement in Yugoslavia's ethno- France, for example, reportedly are creat-
national conflicts and to help establish an ing a joint air command for peacekeeping
arrangement through which the successor missions. The U.S. appears to recognize the
states may live in security would cast a priority a strong NATO has in U.S. national
shadow on the notion of building a collec- security interests and the need to relate
tive security system to manage change and policy on the former Yugoslavia to this
crises in Europe and beyond. higher interest in maintaining a cohesive

At best, some form of collective secu- Alliance.
rity may be able to stop the conflict, or at
least manage it and prevent expansion or
escalation of the conflict. At worst, conflict
in the former Yugoslavia could continue
for a long time and spill over into the
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CHAPTER FOUR

Russia
and Neighbors

in its wake fifteen successor states, of the Soviet successor states to re-evaluate
each struggling to cope with the their future in the international system.
demands of statehood and the This in turn challenges the West to reassess
need to define a role in the interna- its own policies regarding these states.

tional system. After three years of indepen-
dence, it is by no means certain how many Defining Trends
of these entities will be viable states within
their present borders. Nor is it clear Russia is Intervening in the
whether the two largest, Russia and Security Matters of Other
Ukraine, will seek integration with the
Western security system. Major factors un- Former Soviet States
derlying these uncertainties include: In 1992, Russia was reluctant to inter-

"* Growing doubts in the region about the wis- fere in the security problems of other Coin-
dom of the December 1991 decision to dis- monwealth of Independent States (CIS)
mantle the USSR, countries. Russian Foreign Minister Andrey

"* The failure of many new leaders in the region Kozyrev initially established a policy of
to gain legitimacy in the eyes of their citizens; non-interference, in an apparent effort to

"* Uncertainty within many of the new states curfaowihteWs-n hc,
regarding their potential to achieve economic curfaowihteWs-n hc,
independence and political sovereignty (a Kozyrev believed, Russia was critically de-
trend bolstered by a growing backlash pendent for economic assistance. Kozyrev
against economic hardships and rampant believed that the foremost threat to Rus-
corruption); sia's security was economic and political

"* Conflicts in the Caucasus and Central Asia; isolation, and that Russia could overcome
and this threat only through economic and

"HA general awakening to the fact that the dilmtcitgainit*h etr
major Western countries may not be able to dilmtcnegaonnothWser
reduce the dislocations associated with the dominated international system.
transition from a Soviet-style command econ- This policy, however, was soon chal-
omy to a market system. lenged by those who believed that Russia

had to rely upon itself for its security and
place in the international community. This
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group argued that Russian security policies Moldova
should focus on protecting Russia's vital

interests-especially in the area they called Mohyliv-

the "near abroad" (that is, the former So- Bc o.... U K R A I N E

viet Union)-rather than on integrating /c %rdiy K I
into an international system controlled by
the West. .iscane

The debate between Kozyrev and the 0B&I ti: Ribn Ta s 0 Region*Bolotlno • .. / Rgo

advocates of a foreign policy based on de- *Feti

fending Russia's own vital interests contin- O

ued for almost two years. It ended abruptly i* Drgnp

early in the morning of October 4, 1993, sgheni C , 0 $

when President Yeltsin rushed to the Min- * , po

istry of Defense to implore the military to Sndn Nr

put down the rebellion in the streets of '-, Cu.. ni . 0 Kran

Moscow. In exchange for the military's sup- ROMANIA

port, Yeltsin evidently made several conces- 0

sions-including acceptance of a security Comr,•

policy based on Russia's vital interests.
Despite the Ministry of Foreign Af- Candi Losneg

fairs' position prior to October 1993, how- flcdnen _k r

ever, many of Russia's policies regarding *

the CIS during that period were apparently 0 f L

made by individual ministries based on
bureaucratic interests and proclivities, not SOURCE: CIA

official state policy. At the same time,
moreover, Russia displayed a tendency to the Russian forces of the 14th Army sta-
provide military support throughout the tioned in the Trans-Dniester region. On
region in a manner that weakened the au- July 29, Russian peacekeeping forces were
thority of the other Soviet successor states. deployed to the Trans-Dniester region in

It is important to note, however, that accord with a Moldovan-Russian agree-
Russia's determination to be involved in ment. Russian forces remain in the region,
security matters throughout the "near and negotiations between Russia and
abroad" has not been entirely unwelcome. Moldova indicate that they will remain

Many Soviet successor states in the Cauca- there for several more years.
sus and Central Asia are having major Georgia. In June 1992, President
problems in establishing their sovereignty Yeltsin and Georgian leader Eduard She-
and look to Moscow for support. This is re- vardnadze signed an agreement on settling
flected in the fact that Russia has sought conflicts in the region. A month later, they
and achieved troop stationing agreements agreed to send Russian, Georgian, and Os-
with most of the states in the "near setian peacekeeping forces into South Os-
abroad," and in the increased interest setia, where they remain today.
within the CIS in new forms of political, In August 1992, Russia also sent forces
economic, and security cooperation. into Abkhazia, a former autonomous re-

Moldova. Immediately after the disso- public under Moscow's control that has re-
lution of the Soviet Union in December sisted integration into an independent
1991, former Soviet armed forces stationed Georgian state, in order to evacuate Russ-
in the Trans-Dniester Region of Moldova ian tourists caught between Georgian and
began to actively support Dniester activists Abkhazian warring factions. After the
seeking independence from Moldova. In evacuation, Russian forces remained in
May 1992, Russia asserted its control over Georgia, ostensibly to keep the peace, after
these units, and in June, Major General Georgia and Russian signed an agreement
Aleksandr Lebed was placed in charge of on September 3, 1992, calling for the com-

plete neutrality of Russian forces and
pledging Moscow's respect for Georgia's
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Georgia sought Russia's help in overcoming inter-

nal armed opposition to the Georgian gov-

R USS IA ernment. This led to a treaty between the
two countries regarding Russian basing

-LI- rights in Georgia, which in turn paved the-- •L.,Abkhaza J •, JN.1or Ossetia "Abkhai North O•sst way for Russia to perform peacekeeping
functions along the Georgian-Abkhazian

South Ossetia border. Russia's role as peacekeeping "fa-
B u '":: .... T

's ,v 8 , ) ( c ilit a t o r " w a s r e c o g n iz e d b y t h e U .N . S e c u -

GEORGIA rity Council on July 21, 1994, in UNSC Res-
* T'BIISI olution 937.

K 'Tajikistan. Russia also became involved
.. in Tajikistan's conflicts after anti-Islamic,

TURKEY ARMENIA old-guard political forces achieved victory in
AZERBAIJAN Athe Tajik civil war in December 1992. On Jan-
AZEBAIANuary 22, 1993, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzs-

Yerevan * tan, and Uzbekistan agreed at the Minsk CIS
_ __ _Summit to send primarily Russian troops to

SOURCE: CIA CIS border between Tajikistan and
Afghanistan, in order to defend against Tajik

borders. Nevertheless, the Russian military opposition attacks from Afghan territory. In
reportedly provided support to Abkhazian a separate operation, the CIS authorized
forces throughout late 1992 and 1993. Russian forces to perform peacekeeping
Moreover, Russia actively sought to broker functions within Tajikistan.
a negotiated settlement to the Georgian- Armenia and Azerbaijan. Russian mil-
Abkhazian conflict during the winter of itary activities in Armenia and Azerbaijan
1992-93, and even refused to finalize a have been limited. In accordance with CIS
friendship treaty with Georgia in the agreements, Russia turned over Soviet mil-
spring of 1993 until progress was made in itary equipment to both countries, and has
settling the Abkhazia conflict, not become actively involved in their dis-

Russian involvement in the conflict pute over the Nagorno-Karabakh region.
took a turn in October 1993, when Georgia

Tajikistan Nagorno-Karabakh
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and naval forces-to a CIS military com-
mand responsible to the collective heads of
state of the Commonwealth. In January
1992, Russia even went so far as to pro-
claim that it would not establish its own
army, but would rely on forces controlled
by the CIS to defend Russian territory Po-
litical leaders in Moscow believed that
Russia's political and economic weight
would give it the strongest voice in CIS se-
curity decisions. Moreover, they feared that
the creation of a separate Russian military
would upset and alienate the other Soviet
successor states.

Moscow was not ready for the Soviet
Union to break up so quickly and com-
pletely; Russia had merely wanted to re-
place the mechanism by which the re-

Russian peacekeeping troops in publics were joined together with

Abkhazia. something less objectionable. Ukraine's de-
In late January 1994, Russia offered to pro- claration in January 1992 that all military
vide peacekeeping forces to patrol a secu- forces stationed on Ukrainian territory be-
rity zone between the two countries. This longed to Kiev-and its subsequent efforts
offer was not accepted, however, and while to convert these forces into an Ukrainian
Russia continues to express concern over army and navy-came as a surprise to
the conflict, it has limited its involvement, many in Moscow, and presented a major

challenge to Moscow's plans for the CIS. In
Domestic Pressures and May 1992, Moscow countered by creating

Mutual Apprehensions Impair its own army, which included many Russ-

Russia-Ukraine Relations ian forces stationed in other CIS states.
Moscow also challenged Ukraine's claim to

On December 1, 1991, 76 percent of nuclear forces and the Black Sea Fleet sta-
Ukrainian voters supported Ukrainian in- tioned in the Crimea.
dependence from the Soviet Union, as Good Russian-Ukrainian relations re-
urged by the newly elected Ukrainian pres- quire mutual trust on security matters,
ident, Leonid Kravchuk. The primary ob- which has been in short supply. Ukraine's
jective at the time was to wrest control of unilateral demands for independence in se-
Ukraine's political and economic destiny curity matters have hurt communications
from the Soviet central government. Russ- and understanding. This distrust has nearly
ian and Belorussian political leaders shared turned into open rancor during the negotia-
this desire to do away with the Soviet cen- tions over ownership of the Black Sea Fleet.
tral government mechanism. As a result, In particular, the disruptive behavior of the
agreements were signed that abolished the fleet's Russian commanders-such as Ad-
Soviet Union and established the much miral Kasatonov, who openly resisted the
more amorphous CIS in its place. efforts of Moscow and Kiev to divide the

Russian political leaders who pushed fleet in a mutually acceptable way-has
for the formation of the CIS had intended prevented negotiations from taking place in
for the Commonwealth to succeed the So- a calm and conciliatory environment.
viet Union as a confederation of states. It Agreements regarding the fleet reached in
was not their intention that the successor August 1992, April 1993, and June 1993
states should go their own ways on secu- were quickly repudiated by at least one of
rity matters. Rather, Russia advocated a the parties to the dispute.
CIS military structure that would subordi-
nate a major portion of the old Soviet mili-
tary-including all of the strategic nuclear
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The Rukh political party, based in
western Ukraine, spearheaded the drive
for independence and had a major influ-
ence on Ukrainian politics immediately

St -after the break with Soviet Moscow. How-
ever, a large number of Ukrainians, partic-

.. ularly in the central and eastern parts of
the country, soon began to question the

"0:T .wisdom of policies designed to sever
Ukraine from Russia. In November 1992,
USIA polls showed 52 percent of all
Ukrainians agreeing with the statement
that it was "a great misfortune" that the
Soviet Union no longer existed.

Russian concerns about possible
Ukrainian entry into Western economic

, and security circles have led it to take steps
Sthat undermine Ukrainian independence,

____ _ • such as maintaining economic and political
Russian parliament burning after pressure on Kiev as Ukraine struggles with
military attack, October 1993. In short, relations between Russia and its domestic problems. A prominent exam-

Ukraine have been strained since soon ple of this economic pressure has been

after the CIS agreement was signed in De- Russia's frequent interruption of oil and

cember 1991. Many Russian leaders have gas deliveries to Ukraine, which has re-

not reconciled themselves to the breakup sulted in major production problems

of the Soviet Union. They believe that their within Ukrainian industry. Moreover, some

own security will be placed in jeopardy if political groups within each country have

Ukraine moves out of Moscow's sphere of sought to gain political advantages for

influence on security matters. their cause by pitting the grievances of eth-

Fure mone domestic problems have nic Russians in the Ukraine against the re-Furthermore, soetcpolm a e nmnmayehiUkiinsaro
distracted them from the task of building sentment many ethnic Ukrainians harbor

good relations with Ukraine. Throughout against Russia.

1992 and 1993, Yeltsin clashed repeatedly Further, controversial boundary deci-

with the more conservative Russian legis- sions made during Soviet times-when
lathutre overpolicynssuesvandtiv e Rsia isin borders were often drawn without regard
lature over policy issues and the division to historical and geographic logic-have
of political power between the branches of been revisited, fueling mutual distrust. Of

government. This confrontation, which b

was punctuated by threats to close down particular note in this regard is the issue of

the legislature and counter-threats of im- Crimea's political status. Historically a part

peachment, practically paralyzed the Russ- of Russia, Crimea was arbitrarily removed

ian government. Moreover, the struggle for from Russia's jurisdiction by Khrushchev
pnowernmpreadnt.oreove the pr est hefre in 1954 and made part of Ukraine. Thepower spread to the provinces, where population, however, remains largely

many locally elected officials were re-cy- Russiand h ere has sto gesi

cled communist party leaders who resisted Russian and the region has strong ties with
the efom efort puhed y te prsidnt. Russia. The peninsula is also the historic

the reform efforts pushed by the president, home of the Black Sea Fleet, and as such
Ukrainian leaders, on the other hand, has major naval bases and support facili-

have been hesitant to compromise with has ar navalue to supportrili-

Russia, fearing this might open them to the ties that are of value to both countries.

charge of diminishing Ukrainian indepen- Crimean political activists who favor in-

dence. They tend to blame Russian inter- creased autonomy and even independence

ference for domestic problems that have gained a major victory in the local Crimean

not been resolved. And they are paralyzed presidential elections of January 30, 1994,

by major differences within the country re-
garding how closely Ukraine should be
connected to Russia.
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Ukraine's East-West Political Split their largely obsolete industries in the di-
rection sought by the Ukrainian national-
ists of the west.

BELARUSResistance in the eastern part of
RUSSI Ukraine to the economic reforms and na-

tionalism favored in the west led to the
POLAND openly stated suspicion that Moscow was

using ethnic Russians in the east to sabo-
"<-hnKharkiv ! tage Ukrainian independence. Political in-

fighting between the nationalists of west-
N-,- ... -ern Ukraine and the pro-Russian and

Kirovohrad Dnipropetrovsk reform-resistant population of central and---- 1_4 Donetsk

ROMANIA eeastern Ukraine have stymied policy mak-
dessa Mykolaiv •- "- Zaoorizhzhie ing in Kiev, leading to economic stagna-Regions that voted for: •.• -i P

Leoni , Pero tion, domestic strife, and the diplomatic
M, Leonid Kchm a suspension of Ukraine between Eastern

Bi= Leonid Kravchuk • f- Seao zo ,

and Western Europe-without a clear
-nnea foothold in either.

) I\-,On July 10, 1994, Leonid Kuchma won
\_J .Ukraine's presidential run-off election,

SOURCE: The Economist, July 16th, 1994 gaining 9.8 million votes to Leonid
Kravchuk's 8.9 million. Kuchma, who

when Yuriy Meshkov-an outspoken advo- stood for closer relations with Russia, won

cate of Crimea's return to Russian control- in all regions of eastern, east central, and

won with 73 percent of the vote. Those fa- southern Ukraine, while Kravchuk, who
ran as a nationalist, won in all western and

voring increased autonomy also easily won west central regions. While this outcome

the parliamentary election conducted on may cel to ns. te th oscow
may help to defuse tensions with Moscow

March 20. Crimea's new parliament voted y s
on May 20, 1994, to restore the controversial creased internal tension if Ukrainian na-
Crimean constitution of 1992, which hadbrimeen pu nstasidetbecausetKie objec the h tionalists push to the fore the issue of as-
been put aside because Kiev objected to the serting their country's independence
degree of autonomy it claimed for Crimea. vis-a-vis Russia. External tensions with
Crimean regional leaders tend to look to Russia may also increase if the nationalists
Moscow, not Kiev, as their protector. turn their y

The split between the western part of spotigh onRsiainr cin Ukrainian domestic affairs.
the country and the central and eastern
parts has plagued Ukrainian politics since Leaders Supporting a
independence, causing policy gridlock and Strong Russia are Gaining
hamstringing Kravchuk's administration.
The western part of the country has been Power in Russia
primarily concerned with establishing The results of the December 1993
Ukrainian independence from Moscow Duma elections were a severe political
and moving the country into Western Eu- blow to President Yeltsin, decreasing his
rope's sphere of influence to the greatest ability to exercise the powers he gained
extent possible. In contrast, the eastern part under the new constitution and forcing
of Ukraine, in which most of Ukraine's eth- him to make major concessions to more
nic Russians live, has been more willing to conservative forces. Russia's more-open ac-
cling to Russia for economic as well as cul- tions in the "near abroad" and increased
tural reasons. The economic base of the role in the former Yugoslavia are a direct
eastern part of Ukraine was strongly con- result of these concessions.
nected to Russia-and heavily subsidized Since 1992, conservative and even
by Moscow-in the Soviet Union. Thus, moderate Russian politicians had loudly
managers in this part of the country have
been unprepared and unwilling to reorient
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complained that the Russian Foreign Min- Eastern Europe, the Soviet-and now Russ-
istry was allowing the U.N. Secretary Gen- ian-military has experienced a series of
eral and NATO to exclude Russia from major redeployments, re-organizations, and
playing a role in resolving the civil war in reductions. The completed force with-
Bosnia. On February 15, 1994, Yeltsin an- drawals from Germany and the Baltic states
nounced that Russia would no longer tol- at the end of August 1994 did not end the
erate exclusion, and unilaterally injected process. Russia is still involved with inter-
Russia into the negotiating process by nal redeployments and troop reductions.
sending a special envoy, Vitaliy Churkin, to The reductions in nuclear arms called
Serbia. Churkin's immediate success in for by the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks
getting the Bosnian Serbs to withdraw (START) Treaty are being implemented on
heavy weapons from Sarajevo not only ob- schedule, considerably reducing the num-
viated the need for NATO air strikes ber of deployed strategic nuclear missiles
against Serbian positions, but inaugurated under Moscow's command. The reduction
a new era of Russian involvement in the has also been accompanied by re-targeting
Bosnian peace process. Russia's subse- agreements with the United States that
quent participation in the Contact Group eliminate peacetime targeting of U.S. sites
addressing the Bosnia problem reflects an and reduce the combat alert status of some
apparent intention to act in concert with units. Russia and China have also agreed
the other major powers, rather than as an not to target each other in peacetime.
independent force. General purpose forces, whose train-

During the last three years, Russian ing has been severely reduced, have expe-
military leaders-particularly Major Gen- rienced considerable degradation in their
eral Lebed-have also spoken out on re- combat readiness. Those units that have
gional politics, expressing political views maintained a high degree of readiness
at odds with those of the Russian leader- have been used to conduct domestic and
ship, even when ordered not to by the international peacekeeping missions.
Russian president and minister of defense Moscow also lost control of some of
several times since July 1992. the Soviet Union's best military equipment

when Ukraine and Belarus declared their
Force Redeployments, ownership of all general purpose forces
Reorganizations, and stationed on their territory. For the most

Reductions are Affecting the part, these forces had been formed from

Readiness of Russian Forces equipment evacuated from Eastern Europe
in accordance with the 1988 Soviet unilat-

Starting with Soviet President Mikhail eral reduction announcement and the 1990
Gorbachev's December 1988 announcement Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) treaty.
at the U.N. of unilateral force reductions in

Strategic Nuclear Assets On Hand and Accountable Under START 1

Kazakhstan Russia Ukraine Belarus

ICBMs 92 861 176 54

Strategic Bombers 0 120 42 0

SLBMs 0 788 0 0

Warheads H92Q 7199 1576 54

SOURCE: DOD
SData shows weapon locations as of summer 1994.
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Additional, newer items of equipment were completely understood in most of the new
removed and stored east of the Ural moun- states. Moreover, the drive for political and
tains in order to meet the CFE limits, con- economic independence from the former
siderably diminishing the military forces Soviet central authorities has started to give
west of the Urals under the control of Rus- way in some areas to serious thoughts of
sia in comparison with its Soviet predeces- political and economic reassociation.
sor of a few years before.

The current Russian active duty mili- Preventing a Military Threat
tary force, while capable of protecting Rus- While the development of democracy
sia's borders from any short-term threat, and market economies is the long-term so-
no longer has the ability to project force lution to the region's instability, the U.S.
into the heart of Europe. Russia's navy has has an interest in preventing the re-emer-
also lost much of its power projection and gence in the region of a military threat to
sustainability capabilities. U.S. interests. The risk of a new Soviet-

Russia is, however, fully capable of re- type military-ideological threat, fortu-
building a force that could threaten its nately, appears to be small, since Russia-
neighbors. With four or five years of deter- which would have to be the nucleus of
mined mobilization, Russia could reassem- such a threat-is making progress with po-
ble a force capable of threatening other litical and economic reforms, thus reducing
countries located near its borders. Remobi- the possibility that it will re-emerge as an
lization, however, does not appear to be adversary.
high on the agenda of any of Russia's pre-
sent political leaders. Reductions in Rus- Encouraging the Growth
sia's active duty military force do not of Democracy
threaten Russia's stated defensive goals,
even though the Russian general staff un- In the long term, the success of democ-
doubtedly feels a need to improve combat ratic reforms-particularly in Russia and

training. Moreover, shifts in Moscow's mil- Ukraine-will enhance U.S. security. In

itary intentions would undoubtedly be turn, the establishment of democratic val-
preceded by perceptible changes in politi- ues will profoundly reduce the chances of
cal leadership. conflict. Democratic reforms are the best

long-term answer to the aggressive nation-
U S alism and ethnic hatreds unleashed at theU.S. Security Interests end of the Cold War.

In the former Soviet Union, numerous Promoting Economic Reforms
political and ethnic entities have declared
their independence and have started the Promoting economic reforms in the
process of nation building. Some of these former Soviet Union will significantly in-
states appear to be successful, while others do crease the chances that democracy will take
not. Boundaries and political affiliations have root in the region. Additionally, economic
been settled in some regions, but not every- reforms in the region, undergirded by po-
where. Instability plagues the region, and will litical reforms, will open foreign markets
likely continue to do so for several years. for the U.S., as secure, democratic, market-

The process of political and economic oriented nations are more likely to support
reform in many of the new states has been and engage in free trade.
characterized by indecisiveness, acrimony, Promoting Regional Stability
and open conflict. Democracy and market
economies were originally the goals of all Ethnic and border disputes present a
states in the region, but little or no progress real threat to the stability of the former So-
has been made towards these goals in many viet Union. Many of the Soviet successor
of these nations. In some cases, the banner states-including Ukraine-are having
of democracy has simply been hoisted over problems establishing their sovereignty, are
traditional forms of government by the few
for the few. The principles of the market
economy are not universally accepted or
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began to change in early 1994, when Russia
inserted itself into the situation in Bosnia.

Consequently, Washington has started
to consult more with Moscow on a variety

.. ... of problems. In the spring of 1994, the U.S.
welcomed Russia as a fifth member of the

•: ji: Quadripartite Contact Group addressing
A' the Bosnia problem. Similarly, it consulted

with Russia on the North Korea nuclear

Council to acknowledge Russia's peace-
keeping role in Georgia after Russia
showed a readiness to conform to interna-
tional norms.

The U.S. approach towards security
cooperation with Russia is best represented
by the Partnership for Peace program,
which envisions broader European cooper-Russian troops on the Tajik-Afghan ation on security matters, while at the same

border. time hedging against the appearance of a

embroiled in violent conflict, or are ignor- new threat to European security. The U.S.

ing democratic reforms. It is in the U.S. in- encourages Russia's contribution to inter-
terest that ethnic feuds and the uneven de- national security, but at the same time rec-
velopment of reforms throughout the ognizes that Russia is not yet ensconced in
region not be allowed to threaten positive the democratic and market traditions, and
developments within the former Soviet a Russia turned hostile or unstable would
Union or other parts of Central and East- present a major challenge for European se-
ern Europe. curity. Nevertheless, security cooperation

between Russia and the West will continue
to expand as political and economic re-

Key U.S. Securiy forms take root in Russia and other areas of

Policy Issues the former Soviet empire. At least six fac-
tors will affect future cooperation between

Future Security Cooperation the states of the former Soviet Union and

with the West the West on security matters:
Security cooperation within the CIS.

Late 1993 proved to be a watershed There is a growing acceptance in most of
year in shaping the U.S. attitude towards the non-Russian states that their security
Russian participation in post-Cold War in- depends on cooperation-even alliance-
ternational security problems. Russia's de- with Moscow. This has led to a number of
cision that securing its own vital interests bilateral military cooperation treaties be-
had to take precedence over cooperation tween Russia and the other successor
with the West, and the specter of ultra-na- states. Russian security cooperation with
tionalists rising to power in Moscow, made its neighbors, as a rule, will come with a
it clear that the West was incorrect in its as- stipulation that those receiving Moscow's
sessment that Russia was too preoccupied assistance or guarantees will not allow
by domestic problems to be interested in other major military powers to station
international affairs, troops on their territory without approval

While always acknowledging that from Moscow. Consequently, non-Russian
Russia was a major power, the U.S. and the states of the region-with the possible ex-
rest of the West often tended to address in- ception of Ukraine-will tend to shy away
ternational security problems without fully from forms of cooperation with the West
taking stock-or advantage-of Moscow's that might meet with Russian disapproval.
interest in such matters. The situation Ukraine's position. Ukraine has coop-

erated with the U.S. and with Russia on
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1 and the Western powers talked of mediat-
ing conflicts within the Caucasus and Cen-

tral Asia. President Yeltsin's strong objec-
tion to additional NATO eastward
expansion plans reflects Russia's continued
extreme sensitivity to proposals or policies
that appear to be aimed at isolating Russia
or decreasing Russia's influence in the re-
gions along its borders.

Russia will continue to promote Euro-
pean security agreements that boost Rus-
sia's role while devaluing the role of
NATO. Russia's decision to join the Part-
nership for Peace program should be
viewed as a tactical step in Moscow's long-

term plans for re-organizing and expand-
ing Europe's security structures.

The West's willingness to treat Russia
as a partner. Russia's leeriness of WesternGrussanDefensejMinite Ge-rus al intentions will be also affected by the

Grachev at joint U.S.-Russian
military exercises. some nuclear issues, especially the U.S.- West's willingness to include Russia as an

Russian-Ukrainian trilateral agreement fa- equal partner in resolving international
cilitating Ukraine's denuclearization and problems of interest to Moscow. If
ratification of the Nuclear Non-Prolifera- Moscow's participation is sought early in
tion Treaty. On the other hand, Ukraine future planning processes, the West can ex-
could seek a security position that is inde- pect Russia to cooperate as long as the
pendent of Russia, in which case Kiev will West is not pushing a position at odds with
want to cooperate as much as possible with Russia's vital interests. However, if the
the West on security matters. A Ukraine West is seen to be excluding Russia from
that is fully independent of Moscow on se- the planning process-as Russia believed
curity matters and cooperative with the was the case in Bosnia in 1993-then
West will likely increase strains and de- Moscow may obstruct Western activity,
crease cooperation between Russia and the using its veto authority in the U.N. Secu-
West in the near term. rity Council if necessary.

Russia's vital interests. Cooperation The power of ultra-nationalists. The
with the West will also hinge on Russia's ascent to power of ultra-nationalists in
assessment of its vital interests. Moscow's Russia would for all practical purposes end
new policy of defending its vital interests any possibility of cooperation between the
regardless of the West's attitude on a given West and Russia. Ukraine, on the other
problem may well lead to situations in hand, would be even more eager to coop-
which cooperation between Russia and the erate with the West under such circum-
West is not possible-even to situations stances, assuming it still believed that its
where confrontation is possible. security depended on its ability to remain

The West's intentions in the "near free of Moscow's domination.
abroad." Another key factor is Moscow's The Possible Rise of
perception of the intentions of other major
powers towards the area of the "near Ultra-nationalism in Russia
abroad" and Russia itself. Like the West, The results of the December 1993 par-
Russia comes out of the Cold War with lin- liamentary election in Russia raised the
gering doubts about the trustworthiness of specter of ultra-nationalists gaining politi-
its former opponent. This inclination to cal control in Moscow, followed by Russian
distrust the West was heightened in 1993 soldiers marching south and west to re-es-
when NATO first seemed ready to expand tablish the old Tsarist and Soviet empires.
to the borders of the former Soviet Union, The statements of Vladimir Zhirinovsky
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Ethnic Russians/Russian Troops in the CIS

,J- BELARUS \. * Fighting during 1994
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SOURCE: DOD
NOTE: First Figure-Percent of population that is ethnic Russian/Second Figure-Number of Russian troops.

were well known in the West before the seats in the Duma, centrists-who support
elections, but were of little concern because continued reform but at a slower pace-
he had no power base in government. But gained a sufficient number of seats to en-
the vote in December-and the efforts by sure that reform will be continued, albeit at
several states in Central Europe to use the a slower pace and under more direct con-
ultra-nationalists' election success to add trol by the government.
urgency to their pleas to gain entry into Combined with the fact that advocates
NATO-changed the West's perception of of a foreign policy based on Russia's vital
the ultra-nationalist threat, making it a interests who are not ultra-nationalists
major topic of discussion. gained the upper hand in the executive

The possibility of an ultra-nationalist branch, this indicates that, while Russia
government in Russia does exist-and has will be more independent of the West on se-
for two to three years. The appeal of the curity matters, it will not necessarily be re-
ultra-nationalists can be traced to several actionary or confrontational. There is, to be
factors: resentment over the loss of super- sure, support for a stronger Russia in inter-
power status, alarm over the growth of national affairs, but not necessarily support
crime, and dissatisfaction with the growing for an aggressive foreign policy that risks
gap between the upper and lower eco- confrontation with another major power.
nomic classes in Russia. In the minds of the The ultra-nationalists will, however,
ultra-nationalists and their supporters, be able to influence both Russian policies
these problems can be traced either to West- in the "near abroad" and, indirectly, the ac-
ern schemes or to the actions of Russian tivities of other Soviet successor states in
leaders acting in the interests of the West. the region. The ultra-nationalists are sure

However, ultra-nationalists are not on to create trouble wherever there are Russ-
the verge of taking charge in Moscow. The ian populations living under the control of
vote for the ultra-nationalists in the Decem- other ethnic groups-both inside and out-
ber 1993 election was at least in part a side of Russia itself. This, in itself, will
protest against the dislocation caused by likely cause the Russian government to
the erratic reform policies of Yeltsin and make national security decisions in an en-
Gaidar. Moreover, while the election re- vironment that is highly emotional and
sulted in ultra-nationalist and traditionalist confrontational.
parties gaining close to 40 percent of the Moreover, the ultra-nationalist groups

will try to portray U.S. international actions
as inherently anti-Russian. Thus, relations
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between Washington and Moscow will be throughout the spring of 1994, Russian and
conducted in an environment in which Ukrainian leaders exchanged a series of
ultra-nationalist forces seek to use U.S. ac- low-key threats based primarily on reports
tions to attack the legitimacy of the Russian of troop movements around the Crimea.
regime in power. Many of these reports proved to be false

The U.S. has sought to counter the provocations originating from local politi-
specter of ultra-nationalism by supporting cal factions.
reform efforts designed to improve the ma- The leaderships of both countries ap-
terial well-being of the average Russian pear to be trying to prevent increased ten-
and enhance the likelihood that Russia will sion over the Crimea. However, political
play a positive role in international affairs. conflicts between Crimean Russians and
However, because of the prolonged deteri- Ukrainians may continue to occur quite
oration of the Russian economy and the often-resulting in bellicose charges and
ability of ultra-nationalists to take political counter-charges, illegal seizures of prop-
advantage of that deterioration, U.S. policy erty, and threatened troop deployments by
makers increasingly must consider how Kiev and Moscow.
their actions toward Russian domestic mat- The situation is complicated by the
ters and international issues of interest to fact that neither the Russian nor the
Russia will be perceived by the average Ukrainian government can afford politi-
Russian-whether that perception seems cally to be seen as giving in to the other.
reasonable or not. Russia's leadership must be seen by its citi-

zens to fully support the rights of ethnic
Ukrainian Stability Russians abroad, especially in the Crimea,

The fact that Ukraine's internal differ- which many Russians view as rightfully a

ences over economic and international part of their country. Ukraine's leadership,
policies corresponds to an east-west ethnic on the other hand, cannot afford to accept
and geographic division within the coun- any agreements regarding the Crimea that

try presents the possibility of domestic in- convey the impression that Kiev is ceding

stability. Labor problems in eastern part of its territory to Russia-the country

Ukraine and the political battles between that has historically dominated Ukraine

Crimean officials and the government in and now looms as Kiev's most serious mil-

Kiev may foreshadow increased turmoil. itary threat. While the outcome of the

Of the two, the Crimea problem has the Ukrainian parliamentary and presidential
greatest potential for creating international elections of 1994 may allow the political
repercussions. leaders of the two countries to discuss the

The elected government in Crimea is problem in a spirit of good faith, domestic

now actively seeking to loosen its ties to political pressures on both groups of lead-
Kiev. While it is unclear as to how much ers will remain.

autonomy the Crimeans are willing to set- The problem is further aggravated by

tle for, many politically active Crimeans the dispute over the Black Sea Fleet, which
demand nothing less than reunification is supported by extensive facilities located
with Russia, or independence. Crimean ap- on the Crimean peninsula. Russia is deter-
peals for Russian support have resulted in mined to maintain access to these facilities
the dispute becoming international in na- to support the part of the fleet that will go

ture, with both Kiev and Moscow reacting to Moscow. Specifically, Russia wants ex-
to the provocations of local Crimean offi- clusive access to the facilities in Sevastopol,
cials. Anti-Ukraine Crimeans-with the and is attempting to get Kiev to base its

support of Russian ultra-nationalists and portion of the fleet in Odessa, which is not

even many moderate Russian political ele- located on the peninsula. While Kiev has

ments-have engaged in activities that been willing to let Russia have the majority

have threatened to bring Russia and of the fleet's ships, and even recognizes

Ukraine into military conflict. For example, Russia's need for an extensive support sys-
tem, acceptance of Russia's exclusive ac-
cess to support facilities in the Crimea is
probably more of a concession than Kiev is
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Nevertheless, the international corn-
munity may have to play a role in the
Crimea problem if a peaceful solution is to
be achieved. The possibility of Russia and
Ukraine accepting international arbitration
would be greater if the problem were rede-
fined as an international issue resulting
from the inadequately prepared and
hastily signed CIS agreement. Such arbitra-
tion might be welcomed by the political
leaders involved, although not by Russian
ultra-nationalists, who would likely inter-
pret it as Western encroachment into
Moscow's historic sphere of influence.

The Future of
SEconomic Reforms

The status of economic reforms varies
. throughout the region, but in no state can

Ukrainian President Leonid the economy be considered strong. During
Kuchma (left); Crimean President 1992 and 1993, Yeltsin alternated between
Yuriy Meshkov. willing to make, in light of its current ef- enacting radical economic reform measures

forts to assert control over the Crimea. advocated by the West and watering down
Because the leaders of Russia, Ukraine, those measures in order to limit public and

and Belarus were interested in disbanding political opposition. The result is that nei-
the central Soviet government as quickly as ther the market system envisioned by ad-
possible when they established the CIS in vocates of "shock therapy" nor the cen-
December 1991, they ignored many such trally managed reform approach
contentious issues that would eventually advocated by economic moderates has ma-
have to be addressed. Agreements by the terialized. The inflation rate in Russia re-
Commonwealth signers to recognize each flects the results of the government's see-
other's borders may have been politically saw policies. During 1992 and 1993, the
expedient, but the capricious manner in monthly rate was never lower than the July
which some of these borders were estab- 1992 rate of 7.1 percent, and it reached a
lished are now being challenged by ethnic high of 31.1 percent two months later. (In
groups that are disadvantaged by the re- January 1992, the rate hit 296 percent when
sults. The Crimea will no doubt remain a the government lifted price controls, but
problem for a long time, primarily because this figure was an anomaly.)
the leaders of both Russia and Kiev lack the The problem was aggravated by the
political confidence and public support to fact that Russian legislatures during this
offer the concessions that are necessary to time failed to create the legal basis for an
resolve the situation. investment-friendly environment. More-

For its part, the international commu- over, there has been little progress in con-
nity has tended to view the Crimea prob- verting the vast military industrial complex
lem as an internal Ukrainian issue, and to the production of consumer goods-a
Russia as an external troublemaker seeking problem of major importance, since the
to take land that belongs to another nation. most effective production elements of Rus-
This position has tended to limit the West's sia are in the military industrial sector.
potential to contribute constructively to the The Ukrainian economy is in even
resolution of the problem. The West's view worse condition. Virtually no effort has
of the situation suggests that it should sup- been made by the Ukrainian government-
port Kiev; yet it cannot afford to antago- or the governments of the other Soviet suc-
nize Russia on an issue of such importance. cessor states, for that matter-to convert
Consequently, the West has relegated itself
to the sidelines.
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from a command to a market economy, in an effort to balance the dislocations
Consequently, Ukraine has a small and un- caused by market reforms with compen-
stable market sector and a huge, unproduc- satory social programs. It has also increased
tive, and outdated state-controlled sector. efforts to reduce economic crime-includ-

The dismal economic performances of ing that by growing organized crime orga-
the two largest states of the region have re- nizations-the prevalence of which tends to
sulted in growing dissatisfaction with the undermine public support for reform.
political leadership of both countries, to Ukraine and the other successor states,
the point that a further downturn in their on the other hand, have yet to take major
economies could provoke major political measures to reform their economies. A
unrest and a downfall of the leadership. major reason for this appears to be that
Payment of wages routinely lags for these countries have historically been more
months in Russia and Ukraine-in August dependent on Russia than vice versa. To
1994, Russia reported that wage arrears some extent, most had grown accustomed
amounted to 3.5 trillion rubles and were to this dependence, and were genuinely un-
increasing by 15 percent a month, resulting prepared for what came next when the car-
in numerous regional strikes and public pet of Russian support was pulled out from
protests. In mid-1994, Russian opposition under their feet. In the fall of 1994, the
groups called repeatedly for universal newly elected president (Kuchma) and par-
strikes in the transportation and oil indus- liament passed a series of reform measures,
tries in hopes that they would cause the but it is too soon to assess their success.
downfall of the Yeltsin government. This economic relationship between

As a result, some political leaders in Russia and the rest of the CIS is becoming
the region have started to pay increased at- more evident to the political leadership of
tention to the social consequences of their the region, and may well lead the non-
economic reform policies. Since at least the Russian states, including Ukraine, to seek
beginning of 1993, the Russian government closer economic ties with Russia. As the
has devoted increased attention to allevia- dominant partner in any such economic re-
tion of economic hardship and prevention lationship, Moscow will be able to choose
of social unrest. Unfortunately, these mea- and mold these economic ties on the basis
sures have not proven very fruitful. of the advantages they offer to Russia.

Nevertheless, economic reform mea- The U.S. has been a strong supporter
sures continue to be enacted. During 1994, of economic reform in the region. More-
the government made great and much- over, while the U.S. has advocated an ag-
needed strides in controlling government gressive approach to market reform, it rec-
deficits and inflation. In February 1994, the ognizes that success requires that states
inflation rate dropped to 9.9 percent from themselves take the initiative. Washing-
22 percent the month before, and remained ton's policy has been that U.S. support
in the single digits for several months. must follow the initiation of reform by in-

Additionally, Prime Minister Viktor dividual states. Consequently, even in Rus-
Chernomyrdin successfully resisted pres- sia, which has undertaken the greatest re-
sure from the uniformed military and mili- form efforts to date, U.S. support has been
tary-industrial leaders to approve a 1994 provided in a series of stages correspond-
military budget of almost 90 trillion rubles, ing to the reforms undertaken by Moscow.
rather than the 40 trillion cap favored by U.S. bilateral economic support activi-
the government, which may reduce de- ties have been concentrated on the more
fense orders by 80 percent. Moreover, in rapidly reforming regions of Russia, in
July 1994, Chernomyrdin started the long- order to develop the fundamental building
awaited bankruptcy program for unprof- blocks of a market system and to provide
itable state-supported industries, models at the local level. Initial efforts in-

In an effort to minimize social fallout volved primarily technical assistance pro-
from such reforms, the government has in- grams. In FY 1994, Congress increased as-
creased its control over the reform process, sistance to $2.5 billion.

In FY 1995, U.S. activities will shift to
support for trade and investment. In order
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General Purpose Forces Military Equipment in the CIS'

Ownership
(Country) Tanks APC/IFV Arty Tac SSMs Aircraft Helicopters

Armenia 120 300 220 0 6 30

Azerbaijan 380 720 165 0 47 15

Belarus 3,400 3,300 1,590 30 271 95

Georgia 50 70 60 0 15 0

Kazakhstan 1,100 2,200 2,000 0 32 100

Kyrgyzstan 240 465 135 0 200 0

Moldova 0 127 96 0 31 3

Russia 19,500 35,000 24,000 600 3,000 2,400

Tajikistan 200 420 200 0 0 0

Turkmenistan 900 1500 800 12 160 0

Ukraine 5,300 5,175 3,600 132 534 0

Uzbekistan 125 700 465 4 100 50

I Includes only Armed Forces. Does not include Border Guards and Internal Troops
SOURCE: DOD.

to lay the groundwork for this stage, Vice association" with the IMF and World Bank
President Gore has met with Prime Minis- shortly after the failed August 1991 coup at-
ter Chernomyrdin in a series of meetings tempt in Moscow. Russia became a member
since 1993. The U.S. hopes that, as a result of the IMF in June 1992; it has the ninth-
of these efforts, capital flowing from the largest IMF quota (which determines coun-
U.S. private sector will play a larger role in tries' voting and borrowing rights), ranking
the economic renewal of Russia. behind only the G-7 countries and Saudi

At the same time, the U.S. is actively Arabia. As of May 1994, Russia's quota al-
pressing the international business commu- lows it to borrow approximately $4.1 billion
nity and international financial institutions annually-if it meets its IMF budgetary and
to assist Russia's efforts to move to a mar- macroeconomic reform targets, which so far
ket economy. The urgency of such interna- have posed major problems.
tional support increased after the Russian In April 1993, the G-7 deputies an-
parliamentary elections of December 1993, nounced a $43 billion aid package to Rus-
which reflected the growing disillusion of sia. Because of Russia's problems with
the Russian people with the reform efforts. meeting IMF performance targets, the G-7
It is primarily through international chan- countries also agreed to create a new loan
nels-particularly the International Mone- facility within the IMF- the Systemic
tary Fund (IMF)-that meaningful financial Transformation Facility (STF)-which is in-
and long-term technical support can be tended to address criticisms that the rigor-
provided to Russia and the other newly es- ous conditionality of the IMF does not per-
tablished states of the region. mit it to be sufficiently responsive to the

The IMF has been designated by the needs of Russia and the other former So-
U.S. and the other Western industrial na- viet republics. As of April 1994, Russia had
tions as the main agent for steering Russia received $3 billion in loans under the STF.
and the other Soviet successor states
through the reform process. The IMF pro- Russia's Challenge on
vides loans to states only after they agree to the CFE Flank Agreements
undertake macroeconomic policy changes The CFE Treaty signed by members of
and establish economic performance tar- NATO and the Warsaw Pact in 1990 called,
gets. The IMF turned its attention to the for- among other things, for limits on the num-
mer Soviet Union in 1991, inviting the So- amon other thig for lmt on the
viet republics to enter into a "special ber of forces that could be deployed on the
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northern and southern flanks of the former Since 1992, a Russian military build up
Soviet Union. These limits are to be in the southern flank region has occurred,
achieved by November 1995. with the transfer of troops and weapons

However, since 1992, Russia has previously stationed in the Baltic states
sought to have the flank limits revised up- and East Germany. In 1994, Russian de-
ward to account for its assessments of new ployments in the flank regions exceeded
security threats to Russia in the wake of the November 1995 limits by approxi-
the Soviet Union's demise. Russia believes mately 2,000 armored personnel carriers,
that increased turmoil in regions like the 400 tanks, and 500 artillery pieces.
Transcaucasus and the possibility of a The flank limits were negotiated at the
"Muslim threat" from the south requires it behest of Turkey and the nordic NATO
to have more forces deployed on its south- countries out of concern that force reduc-
ern flank. On September 5, 1994, Minister tions in Central Europe would be rede-
of Defense Pavel Grachev emphasized this ployed on the flanks and create an increased
point by stating that the limits were against threat to those countries. They retain these
Russia's "vital interests." concerns, and oppose Russia's request to re-

Currently, agreements call for the vise the limits upward. There is also con-
Russian military to have no more than 580 cern that if the CFE flank limits are revised,
armored personal carriers, 700 tanks, and further revisions are bound to follow until
1,280 artillery pieces in its northern and the treaty is of little or no value. Addition-
southern flanks by the deadline in 1995. ally, some suspect that Russia is really seek-
The agreement does, however, allow the ing revisions in the flank agreement in order
Russians to transfer unlimited numbers of to enhance its military capability to impose
armored personnel carriers to internal secu- its will in the "near abroad."
rity forces (as opposed to the Russian army) Although some Russian officials have
in the flank regions, as long as "such orga- stated that they intend to be in full compli-
nizations refrain from the acquisition of ance with the flank region limits by the
combat capabilities in excess of those neces- deadline of November 1995, pressure to re-
sary for meeting internal security require- vise the limits will probably exist through-
ments." Moreover, the treaty offers Russia out the year. Moreover, the other signatories
the possibility of addressing its flank con- to the CFE treaty will have to decide what
cerns without breaking the limits through actions to take, if any, should Russia fail to
storage rules, temporary deployments, comply with the limits by the deadline.
non-limited equipment, and other means.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Greater
Middle East lia _

his chapter covers developments These and related currents present
Marrakesh to Bangladesh-North gion, as well as for the U.S. and the West.

Africa, the Levant, the Persian Population pressures, reduced export rev-
Gulf, Central Asia, and South Asia. enues, urban environmental problems, and

The region is not a cohesive whole; in par- growing economic and social needs are tax-
ticular, U.S. policy issues in South Asia ing government capacities. Where the chal-
often differ from those in the rest of the re- lenge is not met, messianic religious move-
gion. Nevertheless, there are some impor- ments that espouse anti-secular and
tant common threads from the point of anti-Western themes are gaining popular
view of U.S. security interests, favor and threaten to become a destabiliz-

ing force. Islamic revivalism is the most
Defining Trends pronounced of these, but extremist move-

ments also include Arab nationalists and

The political-military landscape of the Hindu revivalists in India. In Turkey, Iraq,
Greater Middle East region has undergone and some of the newly established states of
a far-reaching transformation since 1990. the former Soviet Union, ethnic separatism
Three major events have had a direct im- has emerged to threaten the foundations of
pact upon the region: the retreat of Moscow the nation-state. Even more portentous
from its previous role as a major power have been decisions by some governments

broker; the initiation of an Arab-Israeli in the region to acquire weapons of mass
peace process at Madrid in October 1991; destruction (WMD); particularly worri-

and the victory of the Western coalition in some is the situation in South Asia, where
the Gulf War. In their wake, traditional the nuclear forces of India and Pakistan
strategic relationships have begun to shift. have developed effective delivery systems.
A new and more fluid balance of power is Emerging Security Concerns
emerging in the region as the unifying no-
tion of pan-Arabism gives way to national Are Encouraging Proliferation
interests, the Arab-Israeli conflict ebbs, and in the Middle East Region
new states emerge on the rim of the former Weapons of Mass Destruction. In the
Soviet Union.WepnofMsDetcin.nth

post-Cold War Greater Middle East, the
decline of regional deterrence previously
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Changing Pattern of World provided by superpower se- U.S. to intervene again in the region on a mas-
Military Spending curity guarantees has caused sive scale;

many nations to turn toward U The attraction of WMD for radical regimes
(Percent of GDP) doctrines of greater self-re- seeking instruments of revolution; and,

liance in security. The 1991 U A desire by regional states to increase their po-
Mideast GulfWar mayhavedeep- litical-military clout, gain international pres-

e-eGulf War may have deep- tige, divide coalitions, or intimidate neighbors.
S• ened, rather than amelio-

rated, regional security con- In virtually every case where WMD

cerns, and the result has been programs have been initiated, the financial

_ 5.5 an increase in regional de- burdens have been greater than antici-

fense budgets and arms pur- pated. Some governments, particularly
us chases. The Middle East has, Iraq's, have made the investment eagerly,

of course, seen arms races even though this has involved sacrificing
before, but what is new and their populations' standard of living to

5 6.55.3 3.2
World Avg.disturbing in the current rear- some extent.
World Avg. mament cycle is the escala- In the final analysis, the acquisition of

tory danger of weapons of an indigenous capability is not likely to
3.5 3.9 3.1 2.3 mass destruction (WMD) ac- bring long-term savings over reliance on

Dev. Asia quisition. States that de- sophisticated conventional arms, since

pended on security guaran- building and sustaining the necessary in-
.. 0 2.4 2.1 tees by superpower allies and frastructure is expensive. On the other

Europe are now compelled to rely on hand, acquiring biological, chemical, and
themselves are likely to re- even nuclear arms and their delivery sys-

2.4 1.8 gard WMD acquisition as an tems from outside suppliers may indeed be
Latin America urgent priority, regarded as a bargain by states looking for

1.1 1.0 1.1 1.1 Increasingly, Middle East- a relatively inexpensive force multiplier.

Japan ern political and defense While nuclear weapons acquisition
0 09 0.9 0.9 elites are coming to see has been a clear priority for some Middle
80 86 92 98 WMD as uniquely suited to East states, other countries have pursued

filling the emerging security chemical and biological weapons develop-
SOURCE: IMF, World Economic Outlook, October 1993. vacuum. WMD acquisition in ment with as much fervor as nuclear

the Middle East has been en- weapons. While little officially confirmed

couraged by many factors: data exists on production or possession of

"* The search for deterrence and for affordable chemical weapons outside of the U.S., Rus-

alternatives to conventional arms; sia, and Iraq, at least eight governments in

"* The increased availability of nuclear technol- the region are suspected of pursuing chem-
ogy, fissile material, WMD infrastructure, ical weapons-Syria, Libya, Iran, Egypt, Is-
and delivery systems; rael, Saudi Arabia, India, and Pakistan.

"* The example of regional NPT signatories Chemical weapons have been used by both
(particularly Iraq) developing covert nuclear Iraq and Iran during the Iran-Iraq war, and
programs without incurring sanctions, at by Iraq against its own population.
least initially; Despite initial optimistic assessments

"* The political impact of chemical weapons of damage to Iraq's WMD infrastructure
use during the Iran-Iraq war; (pamage to Ira les W m pon entruct

"* The probable growth of the Israeli nuclear (particularly the nuclear component), it
stockpile and the modernization of its deliv- now seems clear that little of that capabil-
ery capability; ity was destroyed during the Gulf War. In

"* Fears of the emergence of another rogue regime addition, efforts to locate and destroy mo-
that could threaten moderate governments; bile missiles were wholly unsuccessful,

"* Insecurities generated by the seemingly and relatively little of the deeply buried
permanent state of hostility among Iran, bunker system that houses Iraq's weapons
Iraq, and the Gulf Cooperative Council and their command-and-control support
(GCC) states;(CDoubtsa tthes was found or targeted. This was a function"• Doubts about the willingness--and, given

U.S. force structure cuts, the ability-of the
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Greater Middle East Proliferation Profile
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of both poor tactical intelligence and the as deterrents in the Middle East because
unavailability of munitions for deep pene- distances between urban centers are rela-
tration strikes. tively short. Missiles such as SCUDs can

Iran's WMD ambitions are the subject also be effective weapons of terror against
of wide speculation. Economists point to an opponent who lacks a retaliatory capa-
the fragile state of the Iranian economy and bility or is politically constrained. Iraq's
question whether sufficient resources can use of SCUDs against Israel during the
be committed to a nuclear program, as dis- Gulf War is an example.
tinct from a chemical weapons program. The lack of precision guidance on
On the other hand, given a tight resource most of the earlier generation of weapons
constraint, Iran might find the pursuit of that comprise the bulk of current Middle
nuclear weapons to be an attractive alterna- Eastern missile inventories makes these
tive to a higher cost acquisition of large missiles relatively ineffective for use
numbers of modern conventional weapons. against dispersed targets, such as military

Missile Proliferation. Surface-to-sur- units. However, they are effective against
face missiles (SSMs) have already been em- concentrated targets, such as air bases, port
ployed in several regional conflicts, no- facilities, above-ground command-control
tably by both parties during the Iran-Iraq facilities, and headquarters.
war, by Iraq during the 1991 Gulf War, and The acquisition of SSMs by a number
during the Yemen civil war. SSMs are the of Middle Eastern states attests to the diffu-
platform of choice for WMD weapons, as sion of low as well as high technology
they can carry nuclear, biological, or chem- weapons throughout the region. The re-
ical payloads with minor modification to gional arms race casts doubt on the efficacy
the missile's configuration. Longer-range of supply-based strategies of denial pur-
ballistic missiles, like the Chinese CSS II sued by the Western industrialized powers.
purchased by Saudi Arabia, are likely to Indeed, some Western countries continue
prove most attractive. India, Pakistan, and to supply dual use technologies to the Mid-
Israel already have longer-range systems dle East, while SSMs are sold by Russia,
under development. But even shorter- China, and North Korea.
range and generally less-sophisticated mis-
siles such as Soviet-built SCUDs are valued
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After Remarkable Progress, ministered zone is not improving as quickly

the Arab-Israeli Peace as the population hoped, in part because aid
flows have been delayed by ongoing dis-

Process Turns to agreement between donors and the PLO.

Israeli-Syrian Negotiations The new authority will face continuing chal-

Three events-the October 1991 lenges in negotiations over the extension of
its zone to the rest of the West Bank andMadrid peace conference, the September over the territories' final status.

13, 1993, signing of the Declaration of Prin- Security policy is a politically charged

ciples between the PLO and Israel, and the issue. Some Palestinians are determined to

July 1994 Jordanian-Israeli accord-may continue attacks on Israelis, while some Is-

mark the beginning of the end of the Arab- rae sttlers a re erminedhto sop the

Israeli confrontation. Progress has also Paletinias fro exerting tority ove

been made in the multilateral talks, which PalestiBank Palestining authority over

involve the industrial states and a number wil be wang each ote c sely d

of Middle East states, though not Syria or will be watching each other closely to de-

Lebanon. Several proposals, including for termine how vigorously such lawbreakers

confidence-building measures, are being are pursued by the other side. The Palestin-

discussed in the Arms Control and Re- ian security forces, most of which are
dionalScuse inte Arms Cntrolk. drawn from the ranks of the PLO, will begional Security (ACRS) talks.

In the bilateral talks, attention has under pressure to perform police tasks forwhichhmanylmemberstaresnotttrained.hTh
now turned to Syria, but it is by no means which many members are not trained. The

clear if a Syrian-Israeli peace accord can be Palestinian leaders are under domestic po-

reached before the June 1996 deadline for litical pressure not to pursue too vigor-

the next Israeli election. On the Syrian side, ously terrorists from Hamas, which at least

the most common interpretation is that in Gaza has strong popular support. On

President Hafez al-Asad is genuinely inter- the Israeli side, public opinion about the

ested in a deal but is proceeding cau- peace process will be strongly affected by

tiously. He wants to recover the Golan, but terrorist episodes, and the government
tiouly.He wntscould come under pressure to suspend ne-

as a member of the small Alawite minority, co ns com e PLO in to event of
Asad must be sensitive to charges from gotiations with the PLO in the event of
Syria's Sunni majority that he has sold out more terrorist episodes like the October
the Muslim cause in Palestine. 1994 Jerusalem shootings and the death ofa soldier.

Any Israeli-Syrian agreement will re- The expectation of 1993-94 that the
quire compromises that each side will be improvement in Israeli-Arab relations
reluctant to make. Both sides regard the would transform the region into a zone of
Golan Heights as militarily valuable terri- would tas then into aone oftory, which provides an intelligence listen- prosperity has given way to more realistic
ing post, dominates Israeli territory 600 expectations. Mistrust will not disappear
feet below, and provides easy access to overnight. Nor will protectionist govern-
feetsculowhich is only thirty miles away. ments in the region quickly agree to open
Damascus, ost is expec t an away up their economies. Ten years after Camp
Most analysts expect an Israeli-Syrian David removed all formal barriers to Is-
agreement patterned on the Camp David raeli-Egyptian trade, Israel sells less than
accord: Israeli withdrawal and full diplo- $10 million a year in the Egyptian market.
matic relations between Syria and Israel, There will of course be some economic
with both phased in over a period of years. benefits from the peace-for example, in-
Thisvestors will be more willing to risk their
tional peace force separating the two sides. funds in the region now that it is seen as

On the Palestinian-Israeli and Jordan- less volatile-but the benefits are unlikely
ian-Israeli fronts, the key issue in the peace to have a discernable short-term effect on
process will be implementation of the Sep- most national economies. The Palestinians
tember 13, 1993, accord and the May 4, 1994,
Cairo Agreement. The transition from fight- are an exception. They are well positioned
ing to governing is proving difficult for the to serve as a bridge between Israel and the
PLO and for the activists in the Israeli-occu-
pied territories. Life in the Palestinian-ad-
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Muslim Predominance in the Greater Middle East
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Arab world, and their economy is already foundations-that constitutes a semi-alter-
highly dependent on trade. native government. Mainstream Islamic

parties, when allowed to run in open elec-
The Islamic Revival Is A tions, do well but usually do not have a
Growing Challenge to majority. In Jordan's 1993 election, Islamic

Regional Regimes candidates secured one fifth of parliament's
seats, down from forty percent in 1989; in

Following the overthrow of the Iranian Pakistan, the same year, they got four per-
shah in 1979, a politically oriented Islamic cent, down from eight percent in 1990.
revival has gained strength in Iran, Egypt, Nor are revival movements in the
Sudan, Algeria, and Lebanon. This revival Greater Middle East limited to Islamic pop-
rejects most Western models of moderniza- ulations. The Bharativa Janata Party (BJP)
tion and secularism, seeks to establish gov- has arisen in India to challenge India's tra-
ernments based on traditional Islamic law, dition of secular rule. Israel has both reli-
and in its most militant form works for the gious parties that seek to make Israeli gov-
overthrow of governments tied to Western ernment and society conform to religious
interests. Such movements are increasing in law, and outlawed extremist movements
influence, intensity, and reach. such as Kach. But Islamic movements, be-

One must be careful, however, to dis- cause of their breadth and intensity, pre-
tinguish extremists who practice violence sent the greatest challenge to U.S. security
from mainstream revival movements and interests in the region.
parties that work openly for the gradual Is- While the Islamic revival does not con-
lamization of their societies. In much of the stitute a region-wide, monolithic move-
Middle East, mainstream Muslim move- ment, cross-border cooperation among in-
ments that work openly for gradual Is- dividuals and groups-particularly among
lamization have put down deep roots and extremist organizations such as the Sunni
are unlikely to be easily displaced. In Hamas in the West Bank and Gaza and the
Egypt, the Muslim Brotherhood operates a Shi'ite Hizballah in Lebanon-is growing.
network of grassroots institutions-includ- Increasingly important factors in providing
ing schools, clinics, banks, and charitable linkage among extremist factions are the

return to their homelands of Muslims who
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fought against the USSR in Afghanistan have been put on the defensive lately by
and the training and support given to ex- growing extremism in their own ranks and
tremist groups by Iran and Sudan. increased repression from governments. In

However, Islamic movements exhibit Tunisia, for example, all Islamic activists are
several weaknesses that inhibit their effec- in jail or have been exiled; in Egypt, the gov-
tiveness. First, movements have displayed ernment has begun cracking down on the
a tendency to splinter. The mainstream Muslim Brotherhood, as well as the radical
Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, with a extremists, but violence continues. In Gaza,
membership estimated at two million, has radical militants in Hamas threaten the
produced numerous extremist offshoots, peace process.
such as the Jihad, which assassinated However, demographic pressures,
Sadat, and the Gama'at, which is currently failed economic programs, and disillusion-
conducting a guerilla war against the gov- ment with the quality of governance in
ernment. Algeria's Islamic Salvation Front many Middle Eastern states ensure that
(FIS) has virtually disintegrated into nu- pressure for political change will continue to
merous, highly localized groups. Islamic build. Where governments are reluctant to
movements lack a unifying, charismatic recognize moderate Islamic groups, domes-
leader to give them coherence and direc- tic politics is likely to become increasingly
tion. As a result, they are unlikely to forge polarized, to the detriment of existing secu-
a coordinated region-wide threat to West- lar regimes and the benefit of extremists.
ern interests.Second, Islamic groups that have Regional Governments Face

taken power have been unable to create Challenges to Their
stable governing institutions. After fifteen Continuance in Office
years of rule in Iran, the clergy have nei-
ther overcome divisions in their own ranks In addition to the Islamic revival, gov-
nor adequately addressed social and eco- ernments confront mounting challenges to
nomic problems. In Sudan, a bitter civil the status quo in a number of key states.
war continues as the north tries to press Is- Many regimes, under pressure for poor
lamic law on the non-Islamic south. past performance, face rising expectations

Despite these disabilities, violence- and declining resources. A better-informed

prone Islamic movements in a number of public and burgeoning civic groups are de-

countries still have the capacity to destabi- manding greater participation in govern-
lize regimes and to raise the political and ment and less authoritarian rule. Leader-

economic costs of containing them. ship changes in several countries may
Most threatening in the short term are hasten the process of transition. Challenges

militant extremists who pursue their aims to existing regimes are likely to keep the
through violence and terrorism. Such area volatile and unpredictable.
groups have increased in size, militancy, A New Generation of Leadership is In-

and sustainability in recent years. The in- evitable in Many States. Many political
creased reach and sophistication of Islamic systems in the region face challenges to

terrorist groups are illustrated by the their continuity from leadership succes-
bombings of the World Trade Center in sion. There are few well-established mech-
New York and of Jewish targets in Buenos anisms for leadership change, and even
Aires and London. where such processes exist, it is not clear

While extremist movements will proba- that they will work well.
bly increase their activities, they are unlikely A number of the monarchies and one-
to unseat any regimes in the near term, ex- party states on which the West relies for
cept possibly in Algeria. Should the Algerian support have aging or ill leaders, some of

government fall, reverberations would be whom are likely to be replaced within the

felt throughout the region. Extremist move- next five years. King Hussein of Jordan is
ments will continue to challenge the legiti- 59 and has recently been hospitalized for
macy of existing governments, draining sup- cancer; King Fahd of Saudi Arabia is 73;
port from mainstream movements, which
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World Oil Output Some of these changes (Iran, Iraq)
could be favorable to U.S. interests in the

(barrels per day, thousands) longer term. The regime in Iraq could be

replaced by one that is less repressive and
Rest of more willing to abide by international

60,000 - World norms. A change in Iran might put an end
0,0rUSA to that nation's support for anti-Western

50,000 policies and international terrorism. How-50,0USSR ever, leadership changes in key regional
40,000 m Non-Mideast states now supporting U.S. objectives-

OPEC Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Pak-
30000 Mideast

30OPEC istan-are a more worrisome prospect.

2000 *Resource Pressures. The greatest natural
2000 -resource of the Middle East is its oil wealth.

100 The region has about 75 percent of the
world's oil reserves, and in 1994 produced

0 5 3 73% 21% 30.3% 30.% 317% 322%: about 25 percent of the world's oil. The eco-
85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 nomic fortunes of the region are closely

linked to the state of the world oil market,

Mideast OPEC as percent of world output. which the oil-producing states are no longer

SOURCE: Petroleum Economist. able to influence to any great extent; OPEC's
effects on markets are generally limited in
size and in duration. The paradox is that the

King Hassan II of Morocco is 65; and Presi- lower the price of oil, the more dependent
dent Asad of Syria is 64 and suffers from the world becomes on Middle East oil, be-
heart trouble. In some cases (Jordan, Saudi cause it is by far the cheapest to produce.
Arabia), the lines of succession have been Therefore, low oil prices increase the impor-
delineated. In others (Egypt, Syria), change tance of the Middle East to the economy of
could produce a struggle for power that the U.S. and its allies.
may weaken the regime. The demise of Both the Middle East and South Asia
King Hussein could adversely affect the face population pressures. In particular,
peace process. King Fahd's successor finding employment for those joining the
might be less accommodating to the U.S. In labor force is a serious problem in many
almost all cases, leadership is likely to be countries at a time when unemployment
assumed by a younger generation, often is high and job creation is constrained by
educated at home and with less exposure low economic growth. The most likely
to the West. This could lead to greater in- scenario is rising youth unemployment,
dependence in foreign policy and more re- which may translate into political unrest,
luctance to cooperate with the West. and add to pressures on weak and ineffec-

Where leadership changes intersect tive governments. Recruits for Islamic
with imploding political and social forces, movements are often drawn from this
a change of leadership could have pro- pool of unemployed youth.
found implications for a state's foreign and Middle East economies have done
domestic policy. In Algeria, a regime poorly in the last decade. For the region as
change, should it occur, is likely to be ac- a whole, per capita GNP fell an average of
companied by domestic upheaval with the 2.3 percent annually from 1980 through
potential for the disintegration of the state. 1992, a cumulative 25 percent drop. Three
In Iraq, Saddam's removal could occasion factors explain this fall in income. First,
serious instability, renewed ethnic and sec- 1994 oil prices, while fluctuating, average
tarian violence, the flight of refugees, and about a fifth of the 1980 level, when ad-
political or military intervention by its justed for inflation. Second, population has
neighbors. Iran could experience a replace- doubled since the 1973 oil price rise. Third,
ment of its clerical leadership, unable to
satisfy economic demands or overcome
diplomatic isolation.
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governments in most countries have fed Allocation of scarce water resources,
unrealistic popular expectations about especially from rivers flowing across state
their ability to continue high expenditures boundaries, is a source of tension. The
and low taxation. Middle East has the least water per capita

Economic problems are felt most in the world-1,070 cubic meters per capita
keenly in the poorest countries of the re- per annum, compared to the world aver-
gion. Income disparities remain glaring: age of 7,700. At the same time, it has the
the most populous Arab country, Egypt, highest water consumption per capita in
has a per capita income that is 3 percent the developing world, at 1,000 cubic me-
that of the richest, the United Arab Emi- ters per capita per annum-about twice the
rates. On the other hand, the Western-ori- developing country average of 510. Fric-
ented poor Arab states-Egypt, Jordan, tions between states over water allocation,
Morocco, Tunisia-have all had relatively such as occurred among Turkey, Syria, and
good economic growth in 1993 and 1994, Iraq in the 1970s, can contribute to domes-
thanks to better economic policies and con- tic as well as regional instability. Water
tinuing debt relief. scarcity contributes to increasing food im-

The oil producing nations will not be ports, which puts additional pressure on
able to achieve the level of per capita in- scarce funds.
come that they enjoyed during the oil The outlook for India is more opti-
boom of 1973-1985. After postponing mistic. Thanks to an opening of the econ-
painful adjustment as long as possible omy to market forces, India's per capita
while continuing with inappropriately GNP grew 3.1 percent per annum from
large state-sector investments, Algeria and 1980 to 1992. Western and southern India
Iran have run into serious external debt seem poised on the edge of an East-Asian-
problems. Both have been forced to cut style economic miracle. The less educated
spending, endangering social stability and, north, however, is still bound by rigid sta-
in Iran's case, curtailing military ambitions. tist policies and inadequate investment in
Saudi Arabia is borrowing heavily abroad education, and risks stagnation. The poor
to finance budget deficits. It has taken performance of the Hindu heartland could
some measures to reduce the deficit, in- feed pressures from political-religious re-
cluding stretching out arms purchases vival movements as well as tensions with
from the U.S. However, continuing expen- the more prosperous regions. However,
diture reductions and new taxes will be India's overall economic growth will make
needed in order to avoid unsustainable for- it increasingly attractive for U.S. invest-
eign debt in the long run. In the meantime, ment and trade, although from an admit-
Saudi Arabia has ample resources and bor- tedly low base. (U.S. trade with India was
rowing capacity to continue its current pol- $6 billion each year from 1989 through
icy path. 1993, or less than one percent of total U.S.

Israel provides a contrast to this trend. trade and about 15 percent of Indian
Israel's per capita GNP is about $12,000, 75 trade). India's economic boom is not, how-
percent above the Saudi level. Furthermore, ever, likely in the 1990s to change the gen-
Israel's economy is growing at 3-4 percent eral U.S. perception that India is not central
per annum on a per capita basis. Much of to U.S. interests.
the reason for this is that economic policies Difficult Circumstances and Poor
have helped correct the chronic budget Governance May Produce Some Failed
deficits and overregulation that caused States. The most extreme manifestation of
triple-digit inflation and stagnant output in government collapse is the failed state, the
the early 1980s. In addition, progress in the regional exemplar of which is Lebanon,
peace process is likely to give a boost to in- where a civil war allowed local militias
vestment. After absorbing close to one mil- and extended families to dominate politics
lion immigrants in 1989-94, Israel's unem- while the governments of neighboring
ployment rate has been brought below 7 Syria and Israel extended their influence
percent. In short, Israel's economic lead into the country Such states provide a fa-
over Arab states is likely to widen. vorable environment for radical move-

ments and terrorist activities.
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Israeli Prime Minister Rabin, PLO remained in power. Georgia and Azerbaijan
Chairman Arafat, and President are torn by ethnic violence. In Georgia,
Clinton at the White House signing Abkhazian and south Ossetian separatists

Principles, September 1993. refuse to acknowledge the authority of the
P Georgian government in Thlisi. In Azerbai-

J jan, the continued fighting over the pre-
doinantly Armenian enclave of Nagorno-

SKarabakh has heightened tensions between
Armenia and Azerbaijan. In the North Cau-

Scasus, Russia has intervened militarily
i against the breakaway government of

Chechnya, which declared its indepen-
dence from Russia in 1991.

There is a risk of additional failed
states in the region. Extremist movements Regional Fragmentation
already seek to overthrow the existing gov- Makes the Establishment
ernments in Algeria and, to a lesser extent, of a Stable Security
in Egypt. In Algeria, state disintegration
colud occur. Elsewhere, dissident ethnic or Framework Unlikely
sectarian groups desire secession from ex- The removal of Cold War constraints
isting states. The Sudanese government has encouraged the fragmentation of the
faces continuing civil war with non-Mus- Middle East into regional subgroups, a
lims in the south. Both Turkey and Iraq face trend that will intensify. The Maghreb, the
challenges from Kurds seeking to change Levant, the Persian Gulf states, South Asia,
the distribution of power within these the Caucasus, and Central Asia are each
states. (A U.S. military mission, Provide likely to follow separate paths.
Comfort 2, is currently engaged in protect- The emerging regional blocs are pri-
ing the Iraqi Kurds in territory now under marily driven by economics, and coopera-
their control.) Tensions have increased be- tion within and among regional groups for
tween Sunnis and Shi'ites in Iraq, and be- security purposes is likely to be limited at
tween Berbers and Arabs in Algeria. best. Competition for scarce resources, the

In Central Asia and the Caucasus, absence of a common security threat, do-
eight new states face the daunting task of mestic tensions, and pressure on the re-
creating nations from ethnically diverse gion's governments all serve to focus the at-
populations. Of the five predominantly tention of regional states on their own
Sunni Muslim Central Asian states, four are national interests, rather than security coop-
headed by former senior officials of the So- eration. The Arab Maghreb Union is un-
viet Communist party, while one (Kyrgyzs- likely to survive if Algeria collapses, while
tan) is run by an individual who professes the eastern Mediterranean states still have
admiration for the democratic process. The tremendous problems to overcome in the
anticipated collapse of these societies has Arab-Israeli peace process before security
not occurred in large part because of the cooperation can become a reality. However,
continuing hold on central political author- miltilateral peace talks are moving the re-
ity by semi-rehabilitated Soviet officials, gion toward more cooperation. As a result,
whose expertise in central management is the Levant may become is one of the more
valued by populations seeking to prevent promising areas for building future regional
the implosion of fragile economies and eth- cooperation in economics, water control,
nically-divided societies. In addition, Soviet arms control, and conflict resolution.
rule tended to have a strong secularizing ef- The collapse of the six-plus-two for-

fect, blunting the influence of religious mula designed to unite Egypt and Syria
forces. In the Caucasus region (Georgia, Ar- with the GCC states as a deterrent mecha-
menia, Azerbaijan), only one of the original nism in the Gulf is emblematic of the diffi-
post-Soviet governments (in Yerevan) has culties of establishing a stable framework

for regional security cooperation. The re-
gion is returning to a checkerboard pattern
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of balancing power, while looking to the Preserving and Protecting
U.S. as the defense of the last resort. This the State of Israel
may increase feelings of insecurity in the
near term, particularly on the part of key From the date of Israel's founding, the
U.S. partners. Turkey, rejected for member- U.S. has been committed to protecting the
ship in the EU and increasingly alienated territorial integrity of that state from the
from Europe over Bosnia, feels cut adrift, threat of aggression. The context for this
Pakistan faces a dramatic change in its rela- commitment is changing as the Arab-Is-
tionship with the U.S. after the Afghanistan raeli peace process progresses and rede-
war, and remains bitter over the Pressler fines the extent of Israel proper (as op-
Amendment (which prohibits U.S. assis- posed to the occupied territories), and as
tance to Pakistan, to punish Islamabad for the Arab rejectionist community is re-
its nuclear weapons program). duced. Israel's pursuit of the peace process

is dependent upon U.S. guarantees of its
U.S. Security Interests security, including the annual appropria-

tion of significant levels of military and

Ensuring the Free Flow of Oil economic assistance.

at Reasonable Prices Maintaining a Regional
The U.S. wants to ensure that Persian Balance Favorable to

Gulf oil flows without supply disruptions U.S. Interests
that could inflict considerable cost on the
U.S. economy. The U.S. also wants the Maintaining local military and politi-

price of oil to be relatively stable at a level cal balances of power favorable to U.S.

that does not throw the world into reces- friends and allies can help prevent the out-

sion. Finally, the U.S. seeks to prevent any break of major regional conflicts that could

restraints on free shipping of oil along the entangle U.S. forces, and will also provide

sea lines of communication to the U.S. or some leverage in containing transnational

its allies, threats, such as massive refugee flows.
One way of achieving this goal is to

prevent the emergence of a hostile regional
hegemon in any sub-region of the area.
Any domination of the Persian Gulf by one
state, especially a hostile state like Iraq or
Iran, would threaten vital U.S. interests, be-
cause that state would be in a position to

Recipients of U.S. Security Assistance in the Greater Middle East manipulate oil prices and to use its en-

(FY 95 request, $ millions) hanced oil revenues to develop weapons of
mass destruction-even if high oil prices

Israel could only be sustained for a few years
3,000 815 until alternatives were developed. The

domination of the Arab Fertile Crescent
Egypt (Iraq, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon) by one state
2,116 1,200 could endanger the Arab-Israeli peace

process. The domination of North Africa
by a radical Muslim regime could produce

Turkey large-scale emigration to Western Europe
136 *100

I and threaten a key U.S. ally, Egypt.
Total Of which, economic assistanceAll Others'~i Controlling WMD Spread

48.2 132.7 The spread of WMD and the technolo-
gies to support them is inimical to U.S. se-
curity interests. With the exception of the

Of which: Jordan ($15.5M), Oman ($5M), Pakistan ($5M), Lebanon ($4.4M), Morocco ($0.8M), Tunisia ($O.8M). Israeli program, the U.S. has not condoned
SOURCES: INSS, from various sources, including Depts. of State and Defense; IISS; CIA. the acquisition of nuclear weapons by any
NOTE: Totals include democracy training.
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Highest Defense Expenditures in the the U.S. has an interest in fostering democ-

Greater Middle East, 1993 racy and supporting adherence to interna-

($ billions) tionally accepted standards of human
rights. However, the Greater Middle East

Saudi Arabia 16.5 has little tradition of Western-style democ-
israel .6.8 racy, except in India. Experiments in

democracy could be short-lived, as was the
India 6.3 case in Algeria, if elections are held before

Turkey 5.0 the establishment of a solid foundation of
civic institutions and respect for human

Pakistan 3.5 and minority rights.

Iraq. 2.5 The U.S. faces a delicate task in keep-

Kuwait 2.5 ing these two interests-containing radical-
ism and supporting democracy-in bal-

Libya 2.0 ance. Pressure on friendly regimes to

Egypt 2.0 improve their records on human rights and

Iran 2.0 to move toward democratic processes must
be handled with sensitivity, lest it con-

Oman 1.6 tribute to destabilizing fragile governments

United Arab Emirates 1.6 on which the U.S. relies. On the other
:Algeria 1.2 hand, turning a blind eye to the domestic

abuses of such governments can leave the
Syria 1.2 U.S. open to charges of supporting repres-

Morocco 1.1 sive regimes, thereby reducing U.S. credi-
bility in the region.

11992 figure. Promoting Stability in
SOURCES: INSS, from various sources, including U.S. Depts of State and Peripheral Areas

Defense; ISS; CIA; Anthony Cordesman, After the Storm..

The destabilization of the Caucasus re-
publics of the former USSR could spill over
into Turkey, a NATO ally. Increased Russ-
ian control over the Caucasus or Central
Asia could become a point of friction be-

Middle Eastern state, and has universally tween Russia and the U.S., undermining a
condemned the spread of biological and key U.S. global interest. The U.S. therefore
chemical arms. In pursuing a policy of has an interest in helping to defuse ten-
nonproliferation, Washington will also sions among outside powers interested in
have to balance worries over the destabiliz- exercising influence in these regions, and
ing effect of uncontrolled WMD spread supporting the stability of the newly-inde-
with sensitivity to the security concerns of pendent states.
Middle East countries, whose leadership is
increasingly convinced that weapons of
mass destruction enhance security. Key U.S. Security
Containing Radical Policy Issues
Movements and Fostering Maintaining a Pro-Active
Human Rights and Democracy U.S. Policy Toward

The U.S. has a security interest in Regional Proliferation
countering extremist movements- In the past, the WMD threat was not
whether religious or secular-that can regarded by U.S. policymakers as a pri-
destabilize states that currently support mary regional security concern, either in
U.S. goals in the region. At the same time, the Levant or in South Asia. Overriding

Cold War global security issues took prece-
dence, making Washington reluctant to
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Rabin, Clinton, and Jordan's King Finally, Washington must balance its
Hussein at the signing of the commitment to curbing regional arms pro-
Israeli-Jordanian accord, July
1994, at the White House. liferation with continued support for con-

ventional arms transfers to key Middle East-
ern allies, some of which exacerbate security
concerns among states that do not have

o such relationships with the United States.

Providing Resources
Sfor the Peace Process

Recent successes in the Arab-Israeli
peace process offer the prospect for the first

pressure Pakistan or Israel on their nuclear time of transforming the security environ-

programs. More recently, however, both ment of the Middle Fast. In the 1970s and

the Bush and Clinton administrations have 1980s, the Arab-Israel front had one of the

proposed ambitious regional nonprolifera- world's highest concentrations of advanced

tion proposals for the Greater Middle East. weaponry. If the peace process broadens to

The states in the region have not re- include a Syrian-Israeli accord and deepens

acted enthusiastically to arms control ini- with a final status agreement between Is-
tiatives. Although the use of chemical arms raelis and Palestinians, the Levant states are

in the Iran-Iraq war and the fear that chem- likely to move towards smaller militaries

ical or even nuclear arms would be used in with older weapons. Furthermore, security

the 1991 Gulf War refocused concern on cooperation patterns could change, as Israel

the issue of controlling WMD, formidable ceases to be a pariah. However, even under

obstacles remain to achieving arms control the best of circumstances, changes will
measures. They include: come slowly. One short-term difference,however, could be a change in Israeli atti-

"* Arab insistence that Israel sign the NPT tudes towards U.S. arms sales to Arab
and bring its program under the scrutiny states, as indicated by the end of Israeli ob-
of the IAEA;

"* A conventional arms race-with the U.S. as jections to Jordanian purchases of weapons
the main arms exporter-that discourages systems like the F-16.
WMD arms control; and In the event of an accord between Is-

"* Outstanding bilateral disputes that have rael and Syria, the U.S. may be asked to
hobbled progress on nonproliferation, such provide the main component for a new
as Pakistan's insistence on the repeal of the multinational force on the Golan Heights
Pressler Amendment. in addition to the 1,200 U.N. forces now

The Greater Middle East does not lend stationed there. The new force could be
itself easily to region-wide proposals, be- similar to the multilateral forces and ob-
cause of the distinct identities of the com- servers now in the Sinai Peninsula, which
ponent sub-regions. Further, U.S. nonpro- include 1,000 U.S. soldiers. Such a force
liferation policy must be balanced against might be asked to monitor a demilitarized
overall U.S. interests. Clearly, U.S. interests zone, a broader weapons control zone, or
are not affected equally by Israel's and restrictions on military operations. It may
Iran's acquisition of nuclear weapons. also establish listening posts that provide

Another issue is whether continued re- intelligence to each side on the other's
liance on global mechanisms such as the movements. The force is unlikely to be
NPT is appropriate. How should Washing- asked to enforce the peace agreement. Since
ton respond, for example, if India and Pak- both sides keep substantial armored forces
istan were to create a new regional nonpro- nearby, the Golan would pose a difficult
liferation regime? Could Washington military challenge for any international
accommodate such an initiative with its force charged with repelling an attack.
public insistence on NPT adherence, which In one important way, an Israeli-Syrian
both parties have rejected? agreement is likely to differ from Camp

David: there is not much prospect of U.S. se-
curity assistance to Syria. However, in the
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. •T Gulf. Further, Egypt's domestic unrest
-W O•"- r140" makes this an awkward time to reduce the

size of the armed forces, because of both

their internal security role and the employ-
ment they provide for Egyptian youth.

S" Responding to Resurgent Islam
The growing Islamic revival raises im-

portant questions. Is Islam's resurgence a
by-product of a search for spiritual mean-
ing by alienated publics, or is it a politically
motivated attempt to remove Western in-
fluence from the region? Will such move-
ments make room for secular influences
and peaceful dissent, or do they wish to es-

... ".. .................... .. .tablish an all-embracing ideology and au-
thoritarian regimes? Western analysts are
divided on these issues. Some view resur-
gent Islam as an ideological, xenophobic
challenge to the Christian West, with con-

.. p frontation and conflict the inevitable out-
V: come. Many base this view on the fact that,

in its most extreme form, resurgent Islam
seeks to overthrow moderate regimes in the

,- "Middle East, endorses anti-Western strate-
gies, and advocates Islamic supremacy.

l I The countervailing assessment is that
Islamic groups are not necessarily or pri-

,.. marily anti-Western in orientation. Rather,
, F much of their animosity is directed toward

. .,ineffectual governance at home. While the

.: W OIL e social practices that many Islamic groups

Pilgrimage to Mecca. wish to see enforced-strict dress codes for
women, harsh penalties for theft, and so

aftermath of any accord with Syria that re- on-are not congruent with Western val-

quires redeploying forces off the Golan, Is- ues, they do not pose a threat to Western

rael will want to modernize its military security interests. Saudi Arabia, whose

equipment. Further, while Israel may be government enforces the strictest interpre-

more at peace with its immediate neighbors, tation of Islamic law in the Middle East,

Tel Aviv worries about dangers from more has been a political-military partner of the

distant adversaries like Iran and Iraq. To U.S. for over half a century.

meet such needs, Israel may therefore re- Two schools of thought have also

quest additional security assistance from the emerged concerning appropriate strategies

U.S. beyond the existing $1.8 billion a year. to deal with Islamic movements. One, led

Any demands for more U.S. forces and by a number of secular Middle East states

more U.S. money after an Israeli-Syrian such as Tunisia, Algeria, Syria, and Iraq

agreement could bring a reexamination of that have been ruled by a single party or

the $1.2 billion per annum in military aid the military, sees little distinction between

Egypt now receives. Cairo will argue that a mainstream and militant movements, and

strong Egyptian force is useful for the U.S. has dealt harshly with both. In essence,

in the event of instability in the Persian such governments have drawn a line be-
tween religion and state, and refused par-
ticipation by the former in the latter.
Tunisia, for example, does not permit reli-
gious parties to run for election, and has
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thoroughly cowed a previously active Is- U.N. Security Council resolutions insti-
lamic movement. But Tunisia has also tuted after the Gulf War, which is inter-
countered Islamic activists by vigorous, preted by many as tantamount to seeking a
ameliorative economic and social actions. regime replacement. The U.S. relies on
Algeria abruptly halted moves to open its drastic import and oil export restrictions
political system when Islamic movements and no-fly zones in the north and south of
appeared on the verge of electoral victory, the country as instruments to that end. In
The result has been an isolated and dis- Iran, a change of regime behavior on six
credited government struggling to gain key points is sought, among them cessa-
control in an underground civil war tion of terrorism, overt opposition to the
against a number of Islamic groups. peace process, and attempts to destabilize

A second school of thought advocates neighboring states. To this end, the U.S.
opening the political door to mainstream seeks to deny credit and military technol-
but not extremist Islamic groups. Political ogy to Iran.
participation, in this view, will compel Dual containment has generated de-
movements to become more pragmatic, bate on several grounds. Some argue that
and will tend to separate moderates from the oil export embargo on Iraq has penal-
militants. Such an approach requires a con- ized its people without producing a regime
ducive political environment and shrewd change, while measures taken to protect
handling. Jordan, where Islamic forces re- the Kurds in the north could result in Iraq's
ceived 42 percent of the vote in 1989 and fragmentation. This would dramatically
three cabinet seats, has tried this strategy, upset the Gulf balance of power in favor of
thus far successfully. The Egyptian govern- Iran. Hence, these critics argue for less se-
ment, under enormous pressure from Is- vere measures that would allow some eco-
lamic groups, is at a crossroads, but is nomic recuperation and assure Iraq's terri-
wary of making Algeria's mistake of open- torial integrity.
ing the system too widely and too quickly. Supporters of the policy point to Sad-

Policy analysts are at odds over the dam's October 1994 military posturing on
utility of a dialogue with Islamic move- Kuwait's border as evidence of the need to
ments. Algeria is on the cutting edge of this continue, and perhaps to intensify, contain-
policy debate. The U.S. has favored a polit- ment of the Baghdad regime. They cite suc-
ical solution and a dialogue with FIS ele- cess in compelling Saddam Hussein to sub-
ments that favor peaceful change. The mit to international inspection of WMD
French, on the other hand, have been more facilities and to recognize Kuwait and its
reluctant to talk to Islamic activists. How- borders. Moreover, his regime has been
ever, the Algerian and French governments gravely weakened by rampant inflation,
have been moving toward a more flexible drastically lowered living standards, and a
position on dealing with moderates in the shrinking power base, making future Iraqi
FIS, while still steering clear of terrorists aggression less likely. The question is
who target foreigners. whether more of the same will produce his

overthrow or whether his security appara-
Maintaining Dual tus will enable him to hold out longer than
Containment and the the West is willing to maintain sanctions.

Regional Balance of Power In regard to Iran, some have argued
that Tehran's objectionable behavior might

Enunciated by the current administra- better be modified by less restrictive eco-
tion, the policy of "dual containment" nomic measures that would open the coun-
identifies both Iran and Iraq as hostile try to Western influence and strengthen
states and rejects the previous policy of tilt- pragmatic elements. They favor dialogue,
ing toward one to contain the other as the normalization of relations, and Iran's grad-
need arises. Instead, the U.S., with help ual integration into a regional security
from its European allies, will strive to pre- framework. However, there is not much ev-
vent either from achieving Gulf hegemony idence that those who determine policy in
or attacking its neighbors. In Iraq, the pol-
icy officially demands fulfillment of all
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Tehran are interested in discussions with
the U.S. or that Iran would be an acceptable i

regional partner until its behavior changed. F I

Also, a nettling issue is how to prevent Iran
from using increased access to credit to fi-
nance additional military expenditures. An-
other is the question of what instruments of
deterrence against renewed aggressive be-
havior could be used should a more concil-
iatory policy fail. Advocates of the current
policy point to some success in curtailing
Iran's military expenditures through con-
straints on credit: Iran's annual military ...

purchases have declined from $2 billion in
1989-1991 to $800 million in 1993-1994.

Also at issue is whether the U.S. will
be willing to shoulder the burden of dual
containment as it draws down its forces.
The Gulf is already the most heavily
armed region in the less developed world,
and the arms race there is becoming ever
more lethal and burdensome to the coun-
tries involved.

The October 1994 Gulf crisis demon-
strated the growing expense of the policy
to the U.S. and the Arab Gulf states. The
cost of sending U.S. troops and equipment
to the Gulf to compel a withdrawal of Iraqi
troops from Kuwait's border may reach
one billion dollars. The crisis brought
home the need to contain Iraq more effec-
tively and at lower cost. The most critical
issue connected with dual containment,
however, is how long it can be maintained.In te Guf, he US. ust elyfor up- equipment, training, doctrine, and joint co-In the Gulf, the U.S. must rely for sup- ordination.

port on the weakest Gulf element in the ordinaton.
triad of powers-Saudi Arabia and its The second tier consists of integrated
GCC partners. While economically well- defense mechanisms constructed by the
off, these states lack the manpower to de- GCC which can act as a force multiplier.
fend themselves. The GCC states combined These are also minimal. The GCC jointhave about one fifth of the population of force, the Peninsula Shield, consists of
Iran and Iraq and about one fourth the about 10,000 men, which may be doubled

an andeIraq ans ain the next few years. The GCC plans
men under arms. rae rgestwr nertdcm

Protection of the GCC is based on a greater progress toward integrated com-

four-tier strategy. The first tier consists of mand and control as well as joint opera-

the military forces each GCC state can con- tions; however, progress has been slow.

tribute. These forces are limited. Saudi Ara- The third tier is U.S. and allied capac-

bia possesses a reasonably effective air ity to defend the GCC, which depends on

force and air defense system, but no other prepositioned stocks in the region, local

GCC state has indigenous air, ground, or willingness to host such forces, and U.S. lift

naval assets that could do more than act as capacity. All have improved greatly in the

a tripwire in a military assault by Iran or wake of the Gulf War, although the U.S.

Iraq. However, in the wake of the Gulf military drawdown in the Europe may

War, GCC forces are improving their weaken this tier. Governments may also be
less willing to host U.S. forces as domestic
dissent in the Gulf rises and as local voices,
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including Islamic militants, demand more Seeking Stability in South Asia
government accountability.

The fourth tier is the wider base of India and Pakistan, both de facto nu-

support for the U.S. in the Middle East, clear weapons states, have been unable to

particularly from Turkey, Israel, and Egypt. resolve territorial disputes-or even to sus-

These countries are important for: tain a negotiating process-on issues that
"have created strong nationalist feelings in[] Logistic support (Turkish air facilities are es- both countries. For example, there seems

sential to Provide Comfort, the mission to litt prosp tha exissue ofeKashmi

protect the Kurds in northern Iraq); little prospect that the issue of Kashmir can

"* Intelligence, particularly of incipient terror- be settled to the satisfaction of both sides.
ism and sabotage; Escalation of the Kashmir crisis has, in

"* The contribution of local forces to any mili- turn, poisoned the environment for
tary conflict, which is necessary to broaden progress in discussions between New
the coalition and secure its regional accept- Delhi and Islamabad on controlling the
ability; and spread of WMD. Ironically, this inability to

*] Political support, improve their external relationship comes

Regional states may be less willing to at a time when both countries are enjoying
support robust containment of Iraq and improved prospects for economic growth
Iran than the U.S., for example, because and political stability at home.
Iraq and Iran are still their neighbors with The U.S. relationship with both na-
whom they must still do business on many tions is at a crossroads. India is eager to re-
bilateral issues. Turkey and Egypt are more habilitate its bilateral ties with the United
willing to remove sanctions from Iraq than States, which deteriorated during the Cold
is the U.S. War. Pakistan is anxious to improve its se-

There has also been serious erosion of curity links with the U.S., but its efforts are
support for dual containment among Euro- frustrated by Washington's overriding con-
pean countries. Russia, France, and Italy cern with Islamabad's nuclear program.
are clearly preparing to do business with The Pressler Amendment has brought to a
Baghdad after sanctions, and are anxious halt nearly all U.S. assistance to Pakistan,
to see the export restrictions lifted once yet the government of Benazir Bhutto be-
Iraq has fulfilled the provisions of U.N. Se- lieves that its security dependence on the
curity Council resolution 687 concerning U.S. is likely to increase.
WMD and Kuwait. However, they are pre- A key policy question for Washington is
pared to support limitations on Iraq's re- whether India and Pakistan can be per-
armament. Many states have not agreed to suaded that the perception of nuclear capabil-
the credit restrictions the U.S. would like to ity-acknowledged possession of fissile ma-
see imposed on Iran. In 1994, seventeen terial, a scientific infrastructure, technical
states agreed to $9 billion of debt resched- proficiency, and means of delivery-is a suf-
uling for Iran. ficient deterrent against attack and that actu-

Iraq's threat to Kuwait in October 1994 ally arming is unnecessary and destabilizing.
highlighted these uncertainties, revealing Virtually all Indo-Pakistani disputes
fissures in the international coalition and are affected to some degree by the nuclear
differences on how to deal with Iraq. These question, which has in turn inflamed ten-
vulnerabilities will make it a challenge for sions between New Delhi and Islamabad
the U.S. to be able to continue the strict and increased the cost of precipitous politi-
containment measures now applied to Iran cal action. Further, the state of bilateral rela-
and Iraq through the next two to five years. tions between the U.S. and these two states

depends to a large degree on reaching a set-
tlement of the regional nuclear issue.
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Westem
Hemisphere

long depression as an important trine, has been exclusion-using diplomacy
and dynamic economic zone. A and on occasion military might to keep
sweeping shift to market econom- rival powers from the hemisphere. During
ics, the formation of cooperative the Cold War, this view led the U.S. to try

sub-regional trade regimes, and a dramatic to limit the influence of the Soviet Union
turn to democracy have not only stimulated and its Cuban surrogate. Such concerns, es-
international trade and investment, but pecially in the Caribbean basin, have re-
have promoted an unprecedented sense of sulted in a number of U.S. diplomatic, eco-
community based on common values and nomic, and military interventions.
interests. The United States has reinforced Neighbors have long regarded Wash-
these trends by ratifying the North Ameni- ington's approach to the region as fixed
can Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) with upon U.S. goals, with little concern for the
Mexico and Canada, joining the General interests and priorities of other American
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), states. In years past, Latin and Caribbean
and organizing the trade-oriented Summit leaders often complained about the United
of the Americas in Miami, Florida. Of both States' tendency to see the region through
symbolic and practical importance, these North American eyes and to impose its
historic events have broken through a long- views on regional issues unilaterally with-
standing U.S. and Latin American mental out consultation. Confrontation and distrust
barrier against regional cooperation. between the United States and its southern

Despite the noble sentiments of the neighbors became the norm. These days,
Good-Neighbor Policy of the 1930s, the however, relations across the hemisphere
1947 Rio Pact, and the Alliance for Progress are more positive as shared interests pro-
in the 1 960s, economic integration and se- mote mutual confidence and cooperation.
curity cooperation have never been domi-
nant aspects of U.S. strategic thought for
the region. Rather, the central aim, with
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Venezuela, and the Commonwealth Carib-
U.S. Military Interventions in the Western Hemisphere bean, and the situation was deteriorating.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Military or quasi-military regimes of both
1903 Marines sent to Santo Domingo. the left and right dominated the political
1916-24 U.S. forces invade in wake of unrest, establish a constabulary that comes under the control of landscape. Nicaragua's Sandinista revolu-
Rafael Trujillo and paves the way for him to establish a brutal dictatorship after U.S. withdrawal. tion overthrew Anastasio Somoz a and
1965-66 President Lyndon B. Johnson sends almost 25,000 troops to stop bloody civil war, fearing promptly abandoned promises to hold free
that one faction is controlled by Cuba.
PANAMA elections; the communist New JEWEL
1903 President Theodore Roosevelt sends ships to prevent landing of Colombian troops as Panama Movement forcibly took power on the is-
secedes from Colombia, ensuring construction of Panama Canal. land of Grenada; and what would become
1989 U.S. invades Panama, seizes Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega after years of increasing alarm at his a twelve-year civil war began in El Sal-
growing army and reports of drug trafficking and money laundering. vador. Prospects for free societies did not
HONDURAS look encouraging.
1903-26--Marines land on numerous occasions to safeguard interests of U.S. banana growers and Over the next ten years, however, dra-
property owners, matic ideological changes took place on
CUBAbohsdsoth poiiaspcrmth e
1906-17 United States sends 7,600 troops to back up provisional government against uprisings and revolt. both sides of the political spectrum; these

1961 U.S.-supported Cuban exiles, operating from Guatemala, invade Cuba at the Bay of Pigs. The were accelerated by the end of the Cold
exiles are defeated by Fidel Castro's forces after President John F.Kennedy declines to provide air War. Modernizing Latin American and
cover or military backup. Caribbean societies began to repudiate both
NICARAGUA dictators and guerrillas, signalling their
1909,1912-25 Marines land periodically to restore stability preference for the uncertainties of represen-
1926-33 U.S. sends troops totsustain conservative Nicaraguan leaders allied with Amencan business tative government over the violence and
interests, paving the way foralenghty dictatorship by the Somoza family, abuses of both leftist and rightist extremes.
MEXICO~ Democracy is now almost universally ac-
1914-17 President Woodrow Wilson launches military expeditionis agalinst Veracruz and border areas
to protect U.S. buiness interests during fighting by Mexican revolutionaries cepted throughout the hemisphere as the

HAITI political ideal, although in practice it re-
1915-~34 PresidentWoodro Wilsonsends U.S. ma rinesk e rm Haiti mains fragile in many countries.
1994 UýS uln Arii~d i etopow. U.S. assistance for this transition has

COSTA RA ranged from voicing public support for
99 Marinesa 1pi~ tu US ;newly-elected governments to dispatching

GUATEMALA qualified election observers when re-
quested to providing technical and mater-
ial assistance to sustain elected govern-
ments. The Organization of American
States (OAS)-in its 1991 Resolution 1080,
approved by the twenty-first General As-
sembly in Santiago, Chile-declared that
the interruption of legitimately elected
government in the region was grounds for
collective action. Significantly, the OAS
member states, overcoming their fixation

.efininl g Trends on questions of national sovereignty, have
acted on this commitment on three occa-

A "Silent Revolution" sions. Their prompt condemnation and fol-
of Constitutional Democracy low-up actions helped to bring an end to

Has Taken Place attempted coups in Peru (April 1992) and
Guatemala (May 1993); only in Haiti (Sep-

A remarkable political transformation tember 1991), where OAS mediation and
has taken place in the Western Hemisphere sanctions proved unsuccessful, was it nec-
over the last fifteen years. Of the thirty-five essary to seek U.N. involvement.
American states, thirty-four now have rep-
resentative governments. Only Cuba re-
tains an authoritarian political system. In
1979, the region's democratic community
included only Costa Rica, Colombia,
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The Primacy of Economics and reduction. The region as a whole has been

its Effect on Security Policy are able to raise an average of $12 billion in
eing E ectognizeu y bond and stock offerings in the interna-

Being Recognized tional markets during 1991 and 1992, corn-

Latin American and Caribbean elected pared with an annual average of less than

political leaders have realized that the re- $1 billion throughout most of the 1980s.

gion's economic recovery depends on turn- Free market adjustments have caused

ing from a discredited import substitution nations to scrap or modify protectionist

model to free markets and export-oriented laws, unilaterally lower tariffs, and lift non-

growth. Many countries have endured-or tariff barriers. For instance, Mexico, Chile,

are enduring-several years of painful re- Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela, and Bo-

form and adjustment in order to effect this livia now have an average external tariff of

change of direction. But the emphasis in 9 to 12 percent. A few years ago, tariffs av-

most of the hemisphere's countries has eraged 100 percent. These and many other

now clearly shifted to achieving macroeco- examples of the region's new economic

nomic stability, dismantling institutions of promise and investment potential have en-

protectionism and statism, stimulating pri- couraged a parallel move toward a more in-

vate initiative, attracting foreign invest- tegrated hemispheric economy.

ment, and accepting closer collaboration Many Latin American leaders have

with the United States, which many neigh- long argued that trade, not foreign aid, is

bors had resisted for years. the key to building mutually advantageous

Structural economic reforms are show- relationships and making tangible progress

ing varying degrees of success. Bolivia has toward a secure American neighborhood.

reduced inflation from 25,000 percent in Their view is becoming reality. Not only are

1985 to about 9 percent in eight years. Ar- restructured economies in Latin America

gentina's recent sale of state-owned com- and the Caribbean more compatible with

panies has brought the Menem Govern- one another; they are also more compatible

ment almost $8 billion in cash and debt with the United States and Canada. In this
environment, intra-regional integration has
begun to proceed in tandem with inter-
American integration into the global econ-
omy. The Southern Cone, Central Ameri-

The Santiago Resolutions of the OAS can, and Caribbean Common Markets-
MERCOSUR, CACM, and CARICOM, re-

REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY spectively-are moving to dismantle inter-

(Resolution adopted at the fifth plenary session, held on June 5, 1991) nal trade barriers and stimulate greater in-
tegration. Mexico, Colombia, and VenezuelaWHEREAS: have announced their intention to establish

The Preamble of the Charter of the OAS establishes that representative democracy is an indispensable

condition for the stability, peace, and development of the region; a free trade pact. Chile already has signedsuch an accord bilaterally with Mexico, as
Under the provisions of the Charter, one of the basic purposes of the OAS is to promote and consolidate
representative democracy, with due respect for the principle of non-intervention;.., have several Central American countries.

NAFTA is the most recent and most ambi-S:THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
H tious effort to encourage further integrative

RESOLVES: efforts in the hemisphere. The business of
1.To instruct the Secretary General to call for the immediate convocation of a meeting of the Perma- the continent today is business.
nent Council in the event of any occurrences giving rise to the sudden or irregular interruption of the
democratically elected government in any of the Organization's member states, in order, within the While notable economic progress has
framework of the Charter to examine the situation decide on and convene an ad hoc meeting of the been made in several countries despite the
Ministersof ForeignAffairs, oraspecial session othe GeneralAssembly, all of which must.take place disastrous recession of the 1980s, the re-
Wtthin a.tenday perod. gion's economies are not yet out of the

tateahe pose ofthe adhoc meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs orth special session woods. The relative success of Chile and
SaIIeto look into tevMexico is not necessarily indicative of how

the whole region will evolve. Many Latin
Indard i n i a perv'anl tn ýAmerican and Caribbean states still face

Sarthe pressures of relatively high inflation,
fiscal deficits, overvalued currencies, large
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debt burdens, inadequate internal invest- prosperous neighboring country-even
ment, and weak government leadership. from countries like Brazil, where this has

not previously occurred. Both evangelical
Sustained Political and religious sects and insurgent movements
Economic Progress Demands are gaining appeal as citizens lose faith in

Government Reform the established institutions.
One way to reduce political instability

Political and economic liberalization, would be improvement in the state's com-
which have yielded democratic elections petence, honesty, responsiveness, and ca-
and free market economies, also nurture pacity to provide crucial public services.
anxiety within impatient electorates. The Trends in this area offer some grounds for
perceived or actual inability of govern- hope. In three countries-Brazil, Venezuela
ments in the region to reduce poverty and and Guatemala-presidents have been
correct long-standing social inequalities has forced from office for malfeasance and re-
led to urban and rural violence in a number placed through constitutional means.
of nations. According to U.N. estimates, Elected leaders in a number of nations are
about 45 percent of Latin America's people moving to improve civil justice systems,
live in poverty, up 3 percent from ten years eliminate the de facto special legal status tra-
ago. After a decade of recession, austerity ditionally enjoyed by elites, and provide for
programs, and structural adjustments, per public order, health, and education to the
capita income for the region in 1992 was extent that the resources at their disposal
still 7 percent below the figure for 1981, and allow. The Inter-American Development
the disparity between wealth and poverty Bank has adopted "modernization of the
is greater than in any other area of the state" as one of its guiding principles.
world. The gulf in wages, decline in living "Making Democracy Work: Reinventing
standards, and loss of hope for the future Government" is one of the three themes on
have become more apparent-and politi- the agenda at the December Summit of the
cally volatile-as a result of rapid urbaniza- Americas in Miami.
tion, chronic narco-corruption, and in-
creased general access to means of mass Peace is Prevailing Across
communication. Frustration is building in the Hemisphere
groups, sectors, and even regions (such as
Chiapas in Mexico or the Santiago de Es- Traditional Threats of Regional Con-

tero area in Argentina) that are not prosper- flict Subside. Defense of sovereignty and
ing in the new economic environment. As a the national honor are strong traditions
result, someturn to petty crime or emigrate throughout the Americas. The region's his-
to find a better life in a seemingly more tory, as recently as the 1980s, provides ex-

ample after example of tension and conflict
between neighboring states over disputed
territorial boundaries, the possession of is-

Inflation and Growth in Major Latin American Economies lands, or the use of common waterways.

in the 1980s and 1990s (See regional map.) Neither the hemi-

(in percent) sphere's collective-security treaty, the Rio
Pact, nor the pressures of Cold War secu-

Inflation Average GDP Growth rity concerns had much of an effect on
1989 1993 1981-90 1991-93 these historic national rivalries. In fact,

- - ---- - ----- n-- when the Rio Pact was invoked by Ar-
Argentina 4,923 8 -. 9 8.5 gentina in its 1982 war with Britain over
Bolivia 15 9 .1 3.6 the Falklands-Malvinas Islands, it proved
Brazil 2,960 2,250 1.6 1.5Chzile 10 10 3.3 19 ineffective in rallying diplomatic and mili-Chile 17 13 3.3 7.9
Colombia 26 21 4.4 3.4 tary support. In Peru during the height of
Mexico 20 9 1.8 2.4 its recent internal struggle with the Maoist
Peru 3,399 41 -1.1 1.9 Shining Path insurgents, the government
Uruguay 80 52 .3 4.2 continued to garrison a large percentage of
Venezuela 84 44 .4 5.5

SOURCES: ECLAC, Dec. 1993; Inter-American Development Bank
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its military units along its contested border to consider recognizing Belize. El Salvador
with Ecuador. and Honduras are implementing the World

Tensions over boundaries have eased Court's decision on their boundary dispute.
somewhat in the 1990s as domestic politi- A Central American Security Commission,
cal and economic transformations have established in 1990, provides a forum for
taken hold in the region. Although old en- negotiations on arms control and verifica-
mities retain their symbolic importance tion. Chile and Argentina have made un-
and timeworn suspicions persist, most are precedented progress in eliminating fric-
gradually becoming rhetorical. However, tions over their borders. Security- and
Latin American claims to a 200-nautical confidence-building sessions between old
mile national territorial sea and airspace, adversaries Argentina and Brazil, initiated
which Washington does not recognize, re- in 1987, have expanded to include
main a source of friction. Uruguay, Paraguay, and Chile. Perhaps the

A favorable hemispheric security envi- most important developments have been
ronment has been developing for several the following:

S>-.. years. Guatemala, for example, hasy Gl e e The decisions of Argentina and Brazil to set
(UK) FALKLAND/MALVINAS shown an uncharacteristic willingness up a nuclear safeguards regime in cooperation

ARGENTINA 0 with the International Atomic Energy Agency.
U Argentina's dismantling of its Condor II mis-

""I DV silC program; and
PARAGUAY Uf C The decisions of Argentina, Brazil, and Chile

to join the region's other republics in making
BRI BLatin America and the Caribbean a chemical,

biological, and nuclear free zone (Mendoza
DV D" -\ CORRIDOR TO THE SEA (BOLIVIA) Accord and Treaty of Tlatelolco);

j L ' ! PERU

PERU. There are several explanations for the
. ECUADORDVhemisphere's movement to reduce inter-

• ECUADOR •10[W state tensions. One view stresses the neces-
S - - -------- EQPANAMAUATOR-- sity to adapt to emerging global political

FRENCH GUIANA OLOMIA NICARAGUA C RC and economic pressures by exploiting the
DV SURINAME 4 V SI NCARGU power of regional groupings. A second in-

VEaE,_-- - EL SALVADOR e h sp u
GUYANA /- iv , . . • terpretation emphasizes domestic pressure

HONDURAS j UTML 3F~
DV TRINIDAD JAMAICA BELIZE -G-UATEMALA t.. ..... on national leaders to focus on social and

-:) -CUBA /MF-CO economic problems at home rather than se-
PUERTO RICO DV Pa c ifi c curity issues. The result has been a signifi-

[DV DOMINICAN REP. 0- C e a n cant reduction in the average Latin Ameri-

HAITI E3 UNITEDSTATES can nation's military spending, from
A I la U Ii c,• ,iOcean D V c around 3.3 percent of GNP in 1987 to

around 1.6 percent. This trend suggests a
third explanation for the easing of regional

T ransition to Democratically-Elected security tensions: the armed forces of most
overnment Since 1979 (date of transition) Latin American countries lack the military

Authoritarian ovenment t.ANADA capability-particularly in terms of train-
SContinuing International Boundary Dispute • ing and readiness-to in sustained

(Not Shown: Antarctica Territorial Claims engage
among Argentina, Chile and the United Kingdom).. ALAS offensive cross-border operations.
Sustained Insurgent Challenge None of this, however, means that the

[•] Contained Insurgent Challenge possibility of interstate conflict has been
[M Domestic Violence with Ethnic or eliminated in the hemisphere. Population

Solaecondmic ond so(Sinmed 19) growth, increased migration to neighboring
Islands claimed by Colombia states, and internal instability could lead to

heightened border tensions. A government
Democracy, Historic Boundary Disputes, and Recent under extreme duress at home might try to
Internal Violence ease pressure by diverting popular attention

to historic threats to national sovereignty.
NOTE: This map emphasizes the difference in size between the United States and the rest otthe hemisphere. The other Americas are larger than the The Potential for Internal Conflict Re-

United States and Canada combined: 9 million versus 7.4 million square miles. Viewed frem the sluth, the geography of Latin America and the m ains. W hat m ost elected leaders in the
Caribbean, and by extension the geopolitics, history, and culture, take on a different dimension.
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Americas fear most is social conflict within a growing awareness of the likely eco-
their borders. The most serious threats to nomic costs of secession and a desire to re-
national stability, even in the U.S. and main Canadian among most of the Eng-
Canada, are generated by domestic vio- lish-speaking population of Quebec (about
lence and common crime, which are in- 20 percent of the total) and perhaps half of
creasingly intertwined with international the French-speaking population suggest
drug trafficking, ethnic divisions, poverty, that a majority in favor of independence
and unresponsive political systems. Persis- does not exist at this time. Popular support
tent insurgencies exist in Guatemala, for independence is widely believed to
Colombia, and Peru. A nascent rebellion in hover around 40 percent.
southern Mexico waged by the Zapatista However, nationalism in Quebec will
National Liberation Army (EZLN) could not simply disappear, even if the present
expand beyond its base of support among referendum is defeated. Should Quebec
the indigenous population of the state of ever sever its ties with Ottawa, most ob-
Chiapas. Greater internal violence could servers believe that the parting will be rela-
lead to the temptation to resort to authori- tively amicable, and that both Quebec and
tarian solutions in a number of Latin Canada will remain partners and allies of
American nations where the democratic the United States. However, the cohesion
process remains fragile. of the remaining federation of Canadian

Nationalist and Secessionist Move- states may prove problematic, and Wash-
ments Appear. A small number of national- ington might have to press hard to ensure
ist movements dot the American region, that major accords-such as the St. Lawer-
but only recently have they been able to ence Seaway, NAFTA, the North Atlantic
mobilize sufficient support to become po- Air Defense System (NORAD) and many
tentially destabilizing forces. Some are others-remain in effect.
comprised of indigenous minorities seek-
ing economic and social justice through po- The Role of the Military
litical actions and sometimes armed vio- Remains Uncertain
lence. Examples of such minorities include The political transformation over the
Mayans in Guatemala and southern Mex- last fifteen years is usually remembered
ico, Quechua-speaking Indians in the An- las fitee n y rs islus al y rememerdean region, the Inuits of Canada--none of only as a transition from military regimes
which openly advocates secession at the and dictatorships to freely elected govern-
mhhoment. In vothe cpaces, teressexist po- ments. Often forgotten is the fact that most,moment. In other places, there exist popu- if not all, of this century's military entan-
lations united by geography and relative ifmnt al ofehi ment ma ry entan-
prosperity who no longer wish to "subsi- glements in goven mentha been encour-
dize" disadvantaged compatriots in poorer aged, even driven, by domestic instabilityregins.Suc a ecesionst oveentex- or by politicians who courted security
regions. Such a secessionist movement ex- forces in the interest of removing unac-
ists in the southern panhandle of Brazil. corce, in admin istremons.The ongstaningsepratit mve- countable, failing administrations.

The long-standing separatist move- Most Latin American constitutions
ment in Quebec presents the most serious written this century have assigned to the
challenge to the stability of a country of armed forces the corporatist mission of
major importance to the United States. The presiding in a nonpartisan manner over
desire of French-speaking Quebec to pre- the destiny of the nation by deciding when
serve its identity became a burning ques- politicians have violated the constitution. It
tion in Canadian politics in the mid-1980s, is no surprise that these military establish-
and the possibility of Quebec seceding ments have long regarded themselves as
from Canada is more realistic now than autonomous institutions. Today, military
ever before. The separatist Parti Quebecois institutions are trying to reconcile tradi-
has assumed power in Quebec City; its tional corporatist thought and the rela-
leader, Prime Minister Jacques Parizeau, is tively new liberal thinking. The process is
committed to provincial referendum on proceeding, but slowly. The future para-
sovereignty before August 1995. However, digm in each democracy undoubtedly will

be a unique blend of both traditions, tai-
lored to each country's circumstances.
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and Venezuelan society's supportive reac-
tion to two failed coup attempts led by ju-
nior officers in February and November
1992 suggest a significant lack of confi-
dence in civilian leadership. In contrast to
the perceived disarray with in state institu-
tions, military establishments in most
countries have modern internal managerial
capabilities and, frequently by default,

- support remote, often ignored sectors of
civil society by participating in nation-
building activities and providing govern-
ment services.

The U.S. Agenda of Inter-
American Security Relations
is Shifting

The U.S. has traditionally seen its se-
The U.S. Coast Guard picking up curity tied to stability in the region. More
Haitian refugees specifically, since the end of Second World

The principle of democratic rule ap- War, the United States has consistently de-
pears to have almost universal military ac- fined six strategic interests in Latin Amer-
ceptance. Most officers recognize that their ica and the Caribbean:
past forays into politics, even if successful, U Protecting access to and transit across the re-
have diluted their professionalism and un- gion, including unrestricted use of the
dermined their standing in society. The Panama Canal;
majority appear to agree that, with an ab- N Preventing hostile powers from gaining a po-
sence of credible external threats and seri- sition of strength in the hemisphere;
ous budget constraints, each military de- U Maintaining a small military presence at sev-
partment must reorganize into a eral bases in the region (naval and air facili-
streamlined, more modern, professional ties at Guantanamo in Cuba and Roosevelt

Roads in Puerto Rico; Army, Navy, and Air
force. Two important issues over which of- Force installations in Panama's Canal Zone;
ficers are deeply divided, however, are the and joint use of the Honduran Air Force base
roles and missions that will guide the re- at Soto Cano);
structuring of the armed forces and the ac- U Preserving the ability to obtain essential raw
ceptance of subordination to civilian lead- materials (particularly bauxite and petroleum);
ership that they have long distrusted. E Protecting U.S. government and commercial

While the military accepts democratic investments; and

rule in principle, there is a widespread lack E Getting hemispheric solidarity for U.S. posi-
tions in international fora.

of confidence in civilian leaders to govern However, Washington has never com-

effectively. Disrespect for legislatures, po- m otted ay si inton of nationa

litical parties, current constitutions, and mitted any significant amount of national
treasure to achieve these interests. More-legal institutions are common in many oetersrtgcsgiiac a

Latin American countries. The attitude of over, their strategic significance has

the armed forces seems to reflect the view steadily declined over the last fifteen years

of a majority of the civilian public. Opinion as it has become increasingly apparent that

polls in Ecuador, for example, show strong there are no credible military threats to

domestic support for the military stepping U.S. domestic security within the inter-

in again in times of crisis, and for military American region. The hemisphere today is

pressure to correct the failings of elected important for a different set of reasons:
0 Economic Interests. Neighboring

government. Popular sympathy in Peru for c econ omi tere ess ghoring
President Fujimori's military-supported countries have become the fastest growing
"self-coup" against the legislative and judi- market for U.S. export trade and invest-
cial branches of government in April 1992, ment at a time when this is essential for ahealthy U.S. economy. Several states con-
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tinue to provide petroleum and other im- mestic political interests, advocacy groups,
portant raw materials needed by U.S. in- and lobbies are tied to regional rather than
dustry. The region's economic potential is strictly national interests and concerns.
increasingly being recognized by extra-
hemispheric economic competitors from Encouraging Democracy
Japan and the European Union. in the Hemisphere

* The possibility of confrontation The United States sees the rising tide
over issues related to economic sovereignty of democratic reform promoting stability
is real. Three areas of friction today include
the protection of offshore claims out to 200 and peaenternal chne Representanautcalmile, te eforcmen of ntena- tive governments share core values, tend to
nautical miles, the enforcement of interna-disagreements with neighbors with-
tional regulations governing fisheries, and out conflict make better artners in tradethe transfer of sensitive technologies. ou'ofit aebte atesi rd

* New transnational security threats and diplomacy, and reduce the desire of cit-
in thew regonsuhasnaseurcoti threaf g izens to migrate. It is therefore in the U.S.

in the region, such as narcotics trafficking interest to encourage and consolidate
and environmental degradation, cannot be democracy in the hemisphere. Only Cuba is
addressed effectively without the coopera- out of the fold at the moment, but the dura-tion of other American states. u ftefl tte oet u h ua

* Massive and sustained migration bility of democracy in many other Latin
mal frMCarsibeand btasined c atrie, i American and Caribbean countries will de-

mainly from Caribbean basin countries, is pend upon the character of governments
reshaping the United States in such areas as and their ability to effectively deal with
employment, public health, and educationt long-standing internal political, economic,
The political importance of immigrants-eal- and social problems. This is especially true

ready powerful in Florida, Texas, in Haiti.
and California-is growing on the

In conversations with many of the national level as well, creating new Expanding Access to Regional
region's national leaders in Decem- links with northern Latin America Economic Markets
ber 1992, President-elect Clinton and the Caribbean.
provided the broad outline of his vi- Tightly intertwined with the U.S. de-
sion of U.S. interests. "Together we sire to encourage democracy is its economic
can advance our shared agenda," he U . interest. The U.S. wishes to see trade liber-
emphasized, "not only of economic
progress and political democracy, Interests In The alized in the Western Hemisphere, in order
but also of protecting our environ- to build a free trade area, in President
ment, resolving regional conflicts, Bush's terms, "from Alaska to Patagonia."
strengthening and promoting democ- In identifying U.S. interests in the The Latin American and Caribbean re-
racy where it does not yet exist, and Western Hemisphere three points gion boasts a large and growing market
ridding our hemisphere of the with a population of over 470 million thatS scurg ofdrgtrffikig.Tgeter need emphasis. First, the United
scourge of drug trafficking. Together States has long placed global inter- may exceed 750 million by the year 2010.
wspherc commu nity o em ie ests ahead of purely regional ones. Over one-quarter of that number live in

one where open markets and ac- However, the changing economic Mexico and one-third reside in Brazil. Two-
countable governments provide the demands that produced NAFTA way trade with Latin America and the

foundations of freedom and prosper- may portend a more important role Caribbean has already more than doubled
ity." The Administration believes the for regionalism. Second, the twenti- since 1983, from $67 billion to roughly $153
December 1994 Summit of the Amer- eth-century U.S. approach to secu- billion last year. The U.S. is already a sig-
icaswillacceleraethedevelopment rity has combined principle with nificant partner, with 37 percent of its
ofthismisphiccommnityand pragmatic calculation. Concern for global exports going to the hemisphere,
laythefounation egionaoop- democratic forms of government, with 25 percent of those to non-NAFTA

tiointo the nextchuman rights, self-determination, markets. The U.S. sells as much to Brazil as

and free-market capitalism have to China, and more to Venezuela than to
been balanced with the necessity to Russia. Ecuador is a larger export market

defend the nation and retain freedom of ac- for the U.S. than Poland and Hungary
tion in world affairs. Third, the line be- combined. Since 1985, U.S. exports to the
tween domestic and hemispheric policy is hemisphere have generated approximately
becoming harder to define. There are few 900,000 jobs in this country. Continued

other areas of the world where so many do-
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Legal Migrant- growth in trade is expected to generate 2 gion or country. The challenge to national
Producing States for million jobs by the year 2003. governments and the U.S. is to limit this

To achieve this progress, Washington flexibility, find their vulnerabilities, and as-
exitis focusing on reducing trade barriers in sist each other in attacking them.

946,167 the hemisphere and fostering more eco-946,167 ... Controlling Migration
(51.80%) nomic integration, including greater finan-

cial, telecommunications, transportation, Into the U.S.
Philli and energy linkages, forward-looking in-

63,5 vestment agreements, and financial market and illegal immigrants from the south that
(3." reform. The implementation of NAFTA-S' • efom. he mplmenttio ofNAFA-- has increased steadily over the last forty

and the prospect of broadening it to in- hsicesdsedl vrtels ot
duade other prsttesnthe ofrodegion-i the in- years, often with U.S. encouragement. Theiii!i;;,,:•clude other states in the region-- is the sin- United States 1 sn wt efft ag s p n

Sovi gle most important incentive to economic iteatin o the ifth larges an
Sreform in the Americas, and is a ish-speaking country in the world. This has

sto980refof enmicase at h ome. created daunting, destabilizing political
(3.1%) stone of economic security at home. and socioeconomic problems-public

Responding to the Criminal health, education, smuggling, street vio-

Drug Trade in the Hemisphere lence-in several southern and southwest-
ern border states. One estimate of the cost

V ienaThe illegal narcotics industry repre- of illegal immigration to California was be
Viea sents a serious threat to representative gov- $2.3 billion for 1993. In response, Californi-

55,307 ernment in many Latin American and ans approved in November 1994 Proposi-
(3o.0%) Caribbean nations. Its most destructive ef- tion 187 by a 3 to 2 ratio barring illegal im-

fect is the way it undermines a democratic migrants from receiving publicly funded
society's core institutions-the legislative health services, except in emergencies, and

Haiti branch, the judiciary system, the forces of preventing their children from attending
47,527 law and order, and the political parties- the state's public schools.

(2.6% which in turn erodes a society's hope for The number of undocumented aliens

justice. It also hinders economic develop- in the U.S. ranges between two and four
ment. "Laundered" drug money distorts million-a majority from the hemisphere.

El Salvador local and national economies, and the trade In addition, more than 22 million Hispan-
47,351 in coca displaces traditional crops and dis- ics legally live in the continental United
(2.6%) rupts labor patterns, as poor farmers are States, according to the 1990 census-a 53

lured by the false belief that this industry percent increase over 1980. "Latinos" are
will lead to financial security. Another im- now the largest non-English-speaking im-
pact is ecological. The demand to grow migrant group in the country.

India more coca leaves or poppies encourages While some of the Mexican, Central

45,064 unsound slash-and-burn farming tech- American, and Caribbean migrants are dri-
(2.5%) niques that destroy forests, and invaluable ven by political violence, most are influ-

watersheds are polluted by the runoff of enced by U.S. economic wealth and this
the precursor chemicals needed to manu- country's seemingly insatiable demand for

S R facture the finished product. labor. The U.S. market still demands the
D a RepbThe afflicted nations across the Ameri- sort of low-wage labor in fields, factories,

(2.3%) cas, particularly Colombia, Peru, and Bo- and service sectors that U.S. citizens are
livia, cannot defeat this scourge alone, generally unwilling to provide. The com-
They desire U.S. assistance to develop their plement to a free trade agreement, from a
limited law enforcement and judicial capa- Mexican perspective, would be an agree-

China3 bilities. Their opponents are enormously ment on freer movement of people. The

33,025 wealthy and sophisticated narco-criminal ground swell of opposition to new mi-
syndicates that are adept at using propa- grants, however, is based less on concerns

Korea ganda, bribery, and violence to attain their about competition for jobs, and more on

26,518 ends, and that recognize no national the skyrocketing costs of the social pro-
(1.5%) boundaries. Should the need arise, they grams associated with them.

can quickly shift their manufacturing oper-
ations or smuggling patterns to another re-

SOURCE: US Immigration and Naturalization
Service
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Key U.S. Security reign in the armed forces, police, and para-
military groups. This use of U.S. military

Policy Issues power in an effort to restore a democrati-
,United States policy to- cally elected president was the first such

Historically,mUnitegiontespo ly operation in the Western Hemisphere ever
ward the inter-American region, especially authorized by U.N. resolution. It came al-
with regard to military and security issues, most a year after the Governors Island Ac-

has stopped in northern South America. Ex- cord failed, and it followed more than six
ceptions do occur--anti-narcotics policy in cr ald n tfloe oeta i
chephemiospher, d our-exanti-ncotcus pc i months of intense consultations with Latin
the hemisphere, for example, focuses on American neighbors and unusually trans-

drug production and trafficking in several parent military contingency planning.

Andean nations. Washington also has had The Clitontinistrating.

concerns about such diverse South Ameri- The Clinton Administration has de-
fined the U.S. mission in Haiti during thecan issueas national insurgencies and nu- initial, U.S.-dominated phase of the opera-

clt eareapons development. These have tion to be the removal of the illegal govern-
not eased completely. As in the past, how- metprecinoAeianiizsad

ever, situations in the Caribbean Basin-af- ment, protection of American citizens and

fecting Cuba, Haiti, the Dominican Repub- days of the intervention, and then helping

lic, Venezuela, Colombia, Panama, toyestablishiatclimateoof security untilna
Guatemala and Mexico--tend to command to establish a climate of security until a
Gthemaublac' attend eio-nd d ito tscom n U.N. force is in place. The reconstruction of
the public's attention and delimit the scope Haiti's failed institutions is the responsibil-

of Washington's interest in the hemisphere. ity faile initutions is a spond

Three controversial issues facing today's ity of the United Nations during a second

policy makers appear to dominate the U.S. phase, which begins about six months after
agedaks athe invasion. The foundations for the
agenda. U.N.'s efforts, however, are to be laid dur-

Practicing Pragmatism in the ing the first phase by U.S. civilian agencies:

Promotion of Democracy beginning to rebuild and retrain the mili-
tary and police; providing adequate sup-

The Clinton Administration's goal, as plies of food, medicine, and gasoline to
articulated in A National Security Strategy of overcome shortages; and repaying the na-
Engagement and Enlargement, is to "preserve tion's debts to facilitate new investment.
the dominance of civilian elected govern- What ultimately is envisioned is the recon-
ments and promote their evolution into struction, almost from scratch, of Haiti's
functioning democratic societies... com- shattered economy, agriculture, military
mitted to free markets and respect for and police forces, civil institutions, electri-
human rights," targeting "states that affect cal system, and infrastructure to fit a fun-
our strategic interests, such as those with damentally different vision of Haiti under
large economies, critical locations, nuclear a democratic government. To this end, the
weapons, or the potential to generate U.S. Agency for International Development
refugee flows into our own nation or into (USAID) has worked for months with Pres-
key friends and allies." The U.S. faces a ident Aristide's staff in exile on a first-year,
need to balance the idealism of its goals $550 million package.
with the stark realities of constrained re- The presence of the U.S. military to
sources, limited public support, partisan stabilize the country and restore law and
politics, and enduring suspicion acrosss order is creating an environment con-
the hemisphere. Three immediate chal- ducive to realizing the administration's
lenges currently confront the United States. goals. But beyond early 1996, when a re-

Restoring an Elected President in duced U.S. military's peacekeeping pres-
Haiti. In September 1994, the U.S. entered ence (3,000 troops) will end, the outlook is
Haiti peacefully to oversee the return of not as rosy, but the United States cannot
the country's popularly elected govern- simply disengage. Inherent in the adminis-
ment, ending President Aristide's three- tration's decision to intervene is an ex-
year exile. In the process, Operation Up- tended commitment to Haiti's future, a
hold Democracy overthrew the nation's de commitment that will continue even after
facto military rulers and began an effort to
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the U.N assumes control. During 1995, sev- force loyal to him, as President "Papa Doc"
eral potential problems, foreshadowing the Duvalier had done with brutal effective-
difficulties ahead, could adversely affect ness in the 1960s. This perceived threat to
U.S.'s ability to help strengthen democracy the military was one of the catalysts that
in Haiti. precipitated the September 1991 coup.

* Funding for Haitian reconstruction Even if the U.S. and U.N. successfully ad-
programs is uncertain. The Administration dress the technical side of educating new
has start-up money for FY 1995 (over $100 military and police leaders, efficiency and
million appropriated in 1993 to support the professionalism will not necessarily mean
Governors Island Accord), and has con- an end to involvement in local and na-
vinced other international contributors to tional politics. It will be difficult to quickly
provide funds. However, full implementa- instill the importance of non-partisan be-
tion of U.S. and U.N. programs depends on havior in the new security personnel, par-
the reliability of U.S. financial commit- ticularly if they are dedicated supporters of
ments beyond FY 1995. Congressional sup- Aristide. Such a transformation is more
port is not assured, given broad bipartisan likely to succeed, however, if the Haitian
legislative opposition to the decision to in- government does three things. The first is
tervene. U.S. casualties or the appearance to develop an institutional framework em-
of organized Haitian opposition to the U.S. powered to control the security forces and
presence could lead to strong political to shield them from outside political ma-
pressure, particularly from the new Repub- nipulation. The second is to recruit person-
lican majority, to cut short U.S. support for nel from the entire political spectrum. And
the Aristide Government. the third is to abjure subverting military

* Haitian society may not be ready and police officials for its own political
for reconciliation, and random violence purposes.
does continue despite peacekeeping opera- Moving Cuba Closer to Democracy.
tions. For most Haitians, the face of the Governments in both Washington and Ha-
state has been the uniformed and paramili- vana are profoundly divided on the issue of
tary bullies who have used state-sanc- U.S.-Cuba relations between officials who
tioned power to terrorize, repress, and im- favor conciliation and those who reject
poverish them. The fire of this memory compromise. The U.S. goal remains a
will burn for a long time. With the return peaceful transition to free-market democ-
of President Aristide, the opportunity for racy in Cuba, and current policy is based
retribution, behind the shield of foreigners on the long-standing hope that isolating
who will not disarm the Haitians, may pro- Cuba economically will bring about this
long domestic violence. President Aris- change. However, Washington is feeling in-
tide's public commitment to reconciliation creasing pressure to modify this policy by
may go unheeded, and efforts by U.N. easing its trade embargo, offering incen-
peacekeeping forces may prove insufficient tives for taking steps toward democracy,
to assure the stability necessary to attract and generally increasing the flow of West-
the overseas investment needed for Haiti's ern ideas to the island. The Cuban govern-
economic recovery. ment, on the other hand, remains intent on

* The objective of creating separate, defending its revolution but is in the midst
non-partisan, professional military and po- of an internal debate concerning the coun-
lice establishments under civilian control try's severe economic crisis, which some
in a short span of time may be unrealistic, analysts believe could lead to uncontrolled
Rooted in Haitian culture is a strong tradi- crises at almost any time. Internal pressure
tion of partisan relations between civilian may cause some measure of reform and
officials and security forces. The power of moderation of the regime's authoritarian
this relationship can be seen in the mili- behavior. The September 1994 New York
tary's suspicion in 1991 that President Aris- accord on immigration reflects this mutual
tide was creating a countervailing security ambivalence, and suggests that the atmos-

phere surrounding Cuban-American rela-
tions in both countries is beginning to
change.
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The latest mass exodus from Cuba governments become more honest, effec-
forced both sides to make trade-offs. For its tive, and responsive, thereby increasing
part, the U.S. successfully negotiated an trust in public institutions. Indeed, govern-
end to an immigration crisis without hav- ment reform is at the top of the political
ing to discuss lifting its economic embargo agenda throughout most of the region, and
of thirty-two years. The Clinton Adminis- the U.S., working with the OAS, has been
tration agreed to grant entry to at least active in helping elected leaders to im-
20,000 Cubans a year. In reaching this prove public administration. But political
agreement, the U.S. abandoned its three- and economic conditions in several neigh-
decade-old practice of admitting all boring countries may seriously challenge
Cubans and instead sent the latest boat the immediate future of their representa-
people to the Guantanamo Naval Station tive democracy. The Dominican Republic
and Panama (for six months), a decision and Venezuela are the countries of greatest
that angered many Cuban-American concern in late 1994.
groups. To placate them, Washington 0 The Dominican Republic is the
stepped up sanctions against Cuba, includ- fourth-poorest country in the hemisphere,
ing tighter restrictions on travel and a ban and is plagued by labor strikes, violent
on almost all remittances to Cuba. crime, government corruption, a flourish-

The exodus has forced Castro to admit ing drug trade, and a considerable migra-
to errors in the structure of Cuban eco- tion of Haitians (estimated at 750,000), who
nomic plans and mismanagement in their primarily work in slave-like conditions in
implementation. Scenes of scattered chaos the sugar industry. Despite a recent surge
have suggested a degree of political weak- in economic growth, thousands of poor
ness. The Cuban leadership also has had to Dominican refugees enter the U.S. annu-
acquiesce to U.S. pressure to stop the boat ally through Puerto Rico. The country is
people. However, Castro has made ruled by 87-year-old Joaquin Balaguer,
progress diplomatically. He has in essence whose 1990 and 1994 electoral victories are
compelled the U.S. to reverse its Cold War believed to have been fraudulent. Neither
Cuban immigration policy, which in turn the OAS nor the U.S. has drawn attention
has given voice to considerable opposition to the matter, presumably because of the
to the policy of isolating Cuba. Castro also country's key role in Washington's policy
gained a guaranteed pressure-release valve on Haiti.
for 20,000 dissatisfied Cubans a year, a bet- 0 As in the Dominican Republic,
ter agreement than in 1984, when the Venezuelan citizens have little say in how
20,000 figure was considered an annual the nation is run between elections. Rule is
ceiling. Finally, the Cuban leadership may based more on power than law, and politi-
have gained some political advantage al- cians are rarely held accountable for their
lowing it to continue to portray itself as the behavior-although the 1993 ouster of Pres-
victim of unwarranted economic bullying. ident Carlos Andres Perez for corruption is

The U.S. is becoming increasingly iso- a significant exception. Venezuela is the
lated from some of its staunchest allies and richest nation in Latin America and has one
trading partners over its policies toward of the longest constitutional traditions, yet
Cuba. For instance, when the U.N. General political leaders have failed to confront
Assembly voted in 1993 in favor of ending many long-standing problems, such as inef-
the U.S. trade embargo, only Albania, Is- fective national institutions, government
rael, and Paraguay joined the U.S. position. corruption, and extreme income disparities.
Both of Washington's NAFTA partners There is no branch of public service-edu-
carry on extensive commerce with Cuba. cation, health, housing-that is not in crisis.
(Cuban trade with Mexico totalled nearly President Perez faced two military uprisings
$200 million in 1993; with Canada, about in 1992 that had widespread popular sym-
$250 million.). pathy. A near collapse of Venezuela's cur-

Sustaining Democracy Elsewhere in rency during the spring of 1994 was fol-
the Caribbean Basin. As noted earlier, lowed by a massive bank failure and a
progress in both political and economic re-
form is in danger unless the hemisphere's
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financial emergency in the insurance indus- 0 The U.S. Justice Department took
try. In response, the new Venezuelan Presi- strong exception in public to plea-bargain-
dent, Rafael Caldera, has reversed free-mar- ing with drug traffickers worked out by
ket policies implemented only a few years Colombia's Prosecutor General Gustavo de
ago and established so many "temporary" Greiff. Many in Colombia, possibly includ-
controls that the government's discretionary ing de Greiff, are more concerned with
power over the economy ranks behind only ending narcotrafficking violence than with
that of Cuba. However, Venezuela remains putting a stop to the drug trade itself. The
the third-ranking destination for U.S. ex- traffickers who surrender in return for re-
ports in Latin America after Mexico and duced sentences are not being required to
Brazil, and the second-largest foreign source inform on their colleagues. It is not entirely
of oil after Saudi Arabia. clear if they will actually leave the drug

business in the future.
Optimizing Near-Term 0 The Colombian and Peruvian gov-

Counter-Drug Operations in ernments were outraged at the April 1994

the Hemisphere U.S. decision to cut off, on short notice, in-
telligence on drug flights, which U.S. gov-

As set out in the 1994 National Drug ernment lawyers said was required by U.S.
Control Strategy and the November 1993 and international law against aiding those
Presidential Decision Directive 14, U.S. who may shoot down civilian flights. The
policy on counternarcotics in the West- Clinton Administration is pressing to rec-
ern Hemisphere emphasizes efforts in tify this situation by December 1994.
four areas: destroying the narcotraffick- 0 The atmosphere for working with
ing organizations; assisting institutions Ernest Samper, elected president of Colom-
in nations that show the political will to bia in June 1994, is not good. Taped conver-
combat narcotrafficking; increasing inter- sations played on Colombian radio were
national cooperation; and interdicting the seen by many in the U.S. as indicating he
flow of drugs in both the source and tran- accepted money from the drug cartels. Al-
sit countries. legations have surfaced in the past of a

The key issue at this juncture is how to connection between Samper and drug
apply increasingly scarce resources to lords, which he vehemently denies.
where they will have the greatest impact. Some U.S. experts suggest that Colom-
One issue is interagency coordination. The bia is tiring of the anti-drug battle and that
scope and quality of agency teamwork has the narcotraffickers have been successful at
steadily improved at the embassy and integrating themselves into the Colombian
Washington levels. However, there remain elite. Colombian elite and public opinion fe-
cases of uncoordinated and scattershot ef- rociously reject this interpretation. Colom-
forts. It is difficult to integrate country- and bians emphasize that they have suffered at
agency-specific strategies, plans, and re- the hand of the drug lords more than any
sources into a single campaign with other country, including the deaths of more
achievable objectives. The pooling of lim- than a thousand policemen, two presiden-
ited assets in fields such as intelligence has tial candidates, and numerous cabinet
not been easy to achieve, nor has the U.S. members and supreme court judges. Many
learned to think and organize regionally, as Colombians suggest that it is the U.S. which
the narcotraffickers do, instead of country is tiring of the anti-drug effort. This will be a
by country. difficult atmosphere for cooperation.

Second, elected Latin American gov- On a more optimistic note, the poten-
ernments are concerned about the effect of tial for combatting narcotrafficking in Peru
counter-drug programs on national sover- has improved. The economy is growing
eignty. In the past, differences have again, after a 30 percent drop in per capita
emerged between the U.S. and host gov- income from 1980 through 1993 that drove
ernments about how to integrate their tens of thousands into the drug business.
counter-drug plans and resources. Coun- The hold of guerrilla movements, espe-
ternarcotics relations with the source coun- cially the Maoist Shining Path, over the
tries, especially Colombia, badly deterio-
rated in 1994 over three episodes:
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main coca-growing area in the Huallaga the implementation of the treaties is a
Valley has been broken, following the Sep- sound strategic step supporting Washing-
tember 1992 capture of the Shining Path's ton's Latin American policy as it is envi-
leader. At the height of the revolt, it was sioned at the turn of the century. The De-
challenging the government for control fense Department has begun to execute its
over much of the country, including neigh- plans to draw down forces over the next six
borhoods of the capital. Many Peruvians, years and return property to the Panaman-
including many in the military, felt then ian government, although Secretary of De-
that the government's first priority should fense Perry has suggested that the presence
be the elimination of the Shining Path. For of a smaller military force beyond 2000 is
some, that meant doing little to discourage possible if Panama initiates the dialogue.
coca-leaf growing in order to win the On the U.S. side, this is not an issue that can
growers' hearts and minds away from the be deferred. Units are being deactivated as a
Shining Path, which promised to protect part of the overall downsizing of the armed
them from police raids. Now that the forces, and budgetary decision windows af-
forces of order are able to control the coca fecting construction and relocation are
growing regions, enforcement of drug laws about to close. Washington must decide
has moved up on the priority list. How- soon if U.S. foreign policy and security in-
ever, the coca growers have responded by terests require a continued military presence
shifting to more remote areas, so the battle in the hemisphere outside the United States.
continues, despite the considerable reduc- If forces are withdrawn completely, there is
tion in U.S. assistance. little likelihood that U.S. military units will
Defining the U.S. Security again be stationed in Panama.

gef inda Adapting Defense and Military Rela-
Agenda in the Americas tionships. The full significance of the shift

Will Forward Presence in Panama in focus of U.S. interests in the hemisphere

End? Unless there is a change in current pol- on the Defense Department's relations

icy, the U.S. will honor the 1977 Panama with Latin American and Caribbean mili-

Canal treaties and completely withdraw all tary establishments is not yet clear. DOD is
U.S. military forces from the country by slowly recalibrating its thinking in this
U.S. military frcesbfro the c99oury bs area. Charting an operational role for the
noon on December 31, 1999, or perhaps armed forces in the promotion of democ-

even before this date. A protocol in the Per-
racy has proven particularly difficult, asmanent Neutrality Treaty of the Panama has determining a U.S. position on arms

Canal, however, does allow negotiation of a

forward U.S. presence after 2000 if both and technology transfers in the region.

sides express an interest. To date, there has Washington's support for a cooperative ap-

been no serious discussion about whether proach to hemispheric security relations
Miraflores Lock of the also has only just begun.
Panama Canal Today's changing military relation-

ships are complicated by drastic budget
cuts affecting DOD's standard means of in-
teracting with other military establish-
ments, such as security assistance offices,
grant aid, education and training pro-
grams, and combined training exercises.
Service-to-service programs continue, but
on a reduced scale. Only anti-drug pro-
grams currently have adequate resources.
Nevertheless, DOD is moving forward in

its search for new and better ways to work
with Latin American and Caribbean coun-
terparts at all levels.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Sub-Saharan
Africa

t has been noted that the traditional long-term needs. But it is not at all clear that
Third World is disappearing. Many either the public or the national political
former Third World countries are consensus presently exists to support such a
moving toward successful integration policy of peacetime engagement-even if it
with the industrialized world. Others, could be pursued relatively inexpensively.

particularly those in Africa, find them-
selves adrift and in need of economic re- Defining Trends
structuring as well as political realignment.
Much of sub-Saharan Africa now lies shat- On balance, the prognosis for Africa
tered, and many basic trends are in the over the next few years is far from good.
wrong direction. Many African states will fail to achieve

Demands for U.S. involvement and as- democracy, stability, good governance, or
sistance-including help in controversial development. With some possible excep-
peacekeeping and humanitarian interven- tions-such as Ghana, Eritrea, Uganda, and
tion missions-are growing, even as the re- especially Southern Africa-the climate for
sources and political will necessary to un- investment will become increasingly risky.
dertake such involvement are shrinking. Much of the continent is likely to be charac-
Further, the fact that U.S. national interests, terized by widespread turmoil, pestilence,
especially security interests, are minimal in and suffering-accompanied by poignant
sub-Saharan Africa militates against such albeit spotty media coverage and emotional
involvement. This dilemma seems likely to calls for ad hoc intervention and assistance.
intensify in the years ahead. In the absence of substantial external

The policy quandary for the U.S. is that assistance resources, the combination of
it wants the international community to deal these negative trends is likely to lead, in
effectively with these crises, but does not some states, to the acceleration of economic
wish to take the lead and carry the major and political collapse amidst turmoil and
share of the burden. One solution would be bloodshed. In acute cases, the surviving ele-
for Washington to promote measures to ments of organized society may not have
build the capabilities of African nations and the ability to reconstitute effective civil and
organizations-and of the U.N.-to better
deal with Africa's emergencies as well as
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political life, thus leading to failed states. and minimum standards of education. As
Unfortunately for Africa, and for its friends these young, frustrated, and volatile popu-
and donors, this nightmare scenario has al- lations swell in urban shantytowns, they
ready come to life in Somalia and Liberia, also pose a threat to the stability and even
and potentially threatens Angola, Rwanda- the viability of affected regimes. Another
Burundi, and Zaire. Whether Mozambique serious effect of poor economic conditions
will in fact recover from its disastrous civil is a continuing "brain drain," as thousands
war, and whether Kenya and Nigeria can of Africa's most educated and talented
avoid one, also remain to be seen. For people find better opportunities abroad.
American policymakers, and for the inter- As noted, Africa suffers under a mas-
national community at large, these prob- sive debt overhang, and in fact Africa's re-
lems are real, immediate, and serious, payments each year on its official debts (bi-

lateral and multilateral) essentially balance
Africa Is Experiencing all new foreign aid inputs. For many
Alarming Economic Decay African countries, foreign financial aid is

On the economic front, the general being recycled into repayments to Western

trends remain somewhere between bad creditors. Even this aid, however, is often

and catastrophic. Africa continues to stag- accompanied by stringent demands from
donors for economic reform and restruc-

ger under the burdens of economic stagna- dongorst r. egic reformiand truc-
tion, ruinous foreign debt, a severe short-imple-
aeof domestic and international capital, ment these because of the political pres-
age osures that such reforms create, at least in
depressed commodity prices, and endemic the short term. At the moment, there is a
corruption and inefficiencies. lack of agreement on how best to revitalize

Making matters considerably worse is lacklof ment onfow be to revital
a rapidly increasing population (3 percent developmental efforts, aside from a general

consensus to move toward free market eco-per annum, the highest growth rate in the nmcwt rd n netettkn

world) that is causing severe environmen- the place of reliance on developmental as-

tal degradation, putting extreme pressure sistance. In any case, no increase in such

on land and water resources, and produc- assistance is now forecast.

ing populations with an unusually young A relatively new but increasingly im-

average age (in many countries, now less
than seventeen) that are increasingly bereft portant factor is the spread of AIDS. From

its presumed inception somewhere in
of reasonable expectations for health, jobs, Africa around 1960, the disease has dou-

Young Tutsi soldiers of the

Rwandan Patriotic Front. bled inexorably around every eighteen
months. By 1994, over ten million Africans
were believed to be infected, but because
of the long time between infection and the
appearance of symptoms, the full extent of
the AIDS pandemic is only beginning to be

sensed. With infection rates running as
high as 30-40 percent among many na-
tional political, business, and military
elites, a leap in mortality rates and the col-
lapse of government health services in
some countries is to be expected by the end
of the century. This will have a ripple effect
on national economies and institutions as
many sectors, both public and private, find
themselves short of technical and manage-
ment personnel to accomplish essential

9Owork.
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Africa's Wars and Conflicts 1980-94 and displaced persons, disrupted agricul-
ture, poisoned the atmosphere for foreign
investment, and produced massive finan-
cial deficits that have stifled plans for seri-
ous domestic investment in long-term de-
velopment. In many cases, large refugee

WESTERNA populations have had negative effects on
entire regions, creating an adverse eco-
nomic ripple effect. The humanitarian di-

NIGE Emensions of these conflicts have also de-
SR-manded huge interventions by an

"SUDAN DJIBOUTI increasingly reluctant and frustrated inter-
national community, with the cumulative

LEONE \ETHIOPIA bill running into billions of dollars.LIBERIA "

oo OM IAPerhaps the most serious consequence
O 0 ... KENYA of all, however, has been the progressive

o- RWA erosion of a climate of accommodation
ZAIRE .. UND, within the affected populaces, and the

Sio asgrowth of skepticism that peaceful
Mo Ws progress is even possible. The inability of

(100,000+Casualties) African states to control violence among
competing internal parties and communi-

S° Wties is abetting a widespread perception of
failure of governance at its most basic
level, and in some cases is contributing to
the threatened or actual collapse of the au-

LOTHo thority of the organs of the state. This phe-
nomenon is neither universal nor in-
evitable, but it substantially increases the

SOURCE: Adapted and updated from Raymond W. Copson, Africa's Wars and Prospects for Peace. complexity and raises the stakes for all in-
volved in attempting to devise effective

Disorder and Conflict Are policies and approaches to build a stable

Becoming More Intractable and developing Africa.

The economic and social difficulties The Islamic Revival Is
plaguing the continent contribute to, and Spreading to Sub-Saharan
in turn are aggravated by, accelerating civil
strife and disorder, often of an ethnic or re- Africa
ligious nature. Post-colonial Africa has Islam has been a major force in sub-Sa-
been marked by a number of disastrous haran Africa for a full millennium, spread-
wars and violent upheavals, sometimes in- ing century by century, especially down
volving a substantial international inter- the coast of East Africa. Substantial Islamic
vention; early examples include the Biafran minorities can be found as far south as
War in Nigeria (1967-70), the Sudanese Mozambique, and smaller populations
civil war (1956-72), and several outbursts exist even in South Africa. Recent years
in the Congo (Zaire) (1960-64, 1977, 1978). have witnessed the spread of Islamic re-

Africa's propensity to war has not vivalism into sub-Saharan Africa, both
abated with the passage of time-indeed, from the North and the East. The Islamic
quite the contrary. A recent scholarly re- revival may spread into the Sahel, West
view of Africa's wars and their conse- Africa to some extent (especially Nigeria),
quences identified six major wars, five and East Africa in particular (Kenya, Soma-
lesser wars, and eighteen related conflict lia, Tanzania, Ethiopia, and Eritrea). The
situations since 1980. For the affected na- challenge for the U.S. and its allies is to de-
tions, these violent conflicts have inflicted velop policy guidelines that seek peaceful
considerable damage upon physical infra-
structure, generated millions of refugees
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U.S. Military Assistance accommodation with Islam, but also con- Third World military entanglements that

Programs' to Africa, sider how to respond to Islamic regimes characterized the Cold War. In Africa, the
PY a19 tofrithat reject peaceful accommodation with result is a tolerance for only the most mini-FY 1984-95 their opponents and with the West. mal military assistance programs, and the
($ millions) The spread of radical anti-Western Is- most modest of military-to-military rela-

lamic regimes may become a major prob- tions. Although this policy thrust may be
lem for Africa-and for the U.S. and Euro- appropriate as a "Cold War corrective," it
pean nations involved in Africa-within sets sharp limits on Washington's ability to
the decade of the 1990s. If the U.S. is drawn influence African militaries to demobilize
into this issue (which appears possible- or downsize, reform and professionalize

82 consider the allegations of Sudanese links themselves, and engage more effectively in
to the bombing of the World Trade Center), legitimate security and peacekeeping mis-

59.0 there is also a prospect for serious terrorist sions. With few carrots and sticks to wield,
incidents, perhaps extending into the Washington will have difficulty achieving
United States itself. Of all the issues related its policy goals. However, with Soviet bloc

S33.9 to Africa, this is perhaps the most politi- military aid gone and European aid also in
cally delicate and threatening to the U.S. sharp decline, even modest U.S. aid could

S36.9 The West's Commitment have considerable influence.
The evidence suggests that the private

S37.72 to Africa Is in Doubt sector's interest in Africa is also wavering.
Substantial new investment has thus far

16.9Another important trend affecting not materialized. A mixture of bad percep-
Africa is extrinsic, namely the growing tions about the region and greater opportu-

S23.42 pressures in the West, and especially in the nities elsewhere threatens to starve Africa
U.S., towards disengagement and limita- of the foreign capital and technical exper-

94 3.9 tion of commitments. There is a significant tise essential to the continent's recovery
lack of congruence between Washington's

95 (Request) 5.1 stated policy interests (for extensive in- The Best Prospects in the
volvement in Africa) and actual security Region Are Mostly in
interests (virtually nil), and a growing gap

Includes FMS credits, MAP/FMF grants, between supportive official statements and Southern Africa
IMET.

2 $15 million earmarked for biodiversity the actual commitment of resources to ad- Despite Africa's formidable difficul-
projects. dress Africa's basic needs and emergencies. ties, there have been several modest suc-

SOURCE: Data collected from various DOD
sources. Africa's most important sources of grants cess stories. Sound policy and good gover-

and loans have been France, the World nance, hopefully rewarded and reinforced
Bank, and the U.S. But all of these donors by substantial foreign assistance and in-
are growing weary of committing funds to vestment, can help African states onto the
Africa, and their commitments are path to stability and growth.
presently stagnant. Botswana is a model of stable and en-

Publicly stated U.S. goals for Africa in- lightened government and prudent expen-
clude promoting democracy, good gover- diture, and the result has been annual
nance, free enterprise, a climate conducive growth on the order of 10 percent since
to private investment, respect for human 1980. Ghana has apparently turned the
rights and political liberties, and other economic corner, discarding earlier statist
noble ends. But to date, there has not been experiments to achieve recent annual
any consensus in the U.S. government or growth rates of 4-5 percent. In the Indian
among the public to commit the substantial Ocean, Mauritius is in the process of be-
additional resources which would be re- coming a minor economic "tiger," and is
quired to back up efforts to implement now beginning to export its rapid private
these publicly expressed policy interests. In sector growth to neighboring Madagascar.
part, this reflects the general and continu- Such examples certainly give reason for
ing shrinkage of foreign aid resources. some hope.

With regard to the U.S. military's role
in Africa, which was never large, bud-
getary pressures for retrenchment are am-
plified by a desire to disengage from the
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On a much vaster scale, Southern necessarily peaceful. At least in the short
Africa, with a reinvigorated and democra- run, pressures are often unleashed that
tic South Africa leading the way, could be a lead to increased violence and social un-
dramatic and very important exception to rest. The U.S. has a strong long-term inter-
the generally unfavorable forecast for the est in encouraging-through diplomatic
continent. If South Africa is able to consoli- support, advice, and perhaps even finan-
date its democratic transition and generate cial assistance-the transitions of states
a regional economic revival in collabora- that have begun their journey down the
tion with its fellow members in the South- path to democracy and free markets.
ern African Development Community, the The present U.S. administration has
prospects for all of Southern Africa will supported-and on numerous occasions
brighten, and may spill over to favorably has proclaimed from the highest levels-a
influence events in Central and East Africa. doctrine of enlargement and a commitment

Southern Africa should also be least to assist struggling states in the process of
affected by tensions between Islamic and democratic transition. Africa has received
non-Islamic communities. U.S. policy al- particular attention, including an unprece-
ready acknowledges the critical role played dented White House conference on Africa
by South Africa, and is focusing on a num- in June 1994. Indeed, the U.S. has been en-
ber of initiatives to increase the prospects gaged for several years in seeking to apply
for success. Also essential for regional these principles in Africa, with some suc-
progress will be the successful consolida- cess. Washington has encouraged and sup-
tion of the peace process in Mozambique ported successful democratic transitions in

Africa's area is 11.7 million square and the achievement of peace and reconcil- South Africa, Namibia, Benin, Niger, Mali,
miles compared to 3.1 million for iation in Angola. These too are significant Zambia, and Malawi, and is encouraging
the contiguous U.S. U.S. policy objectives in the region. continuing political reform and progress

towards fully democratic systems in
SAMP.. U.S. Interests Ethiopia, Eritrea, Uganda, and Mozam-

II m [lplbique. In perhaps one-third of Africa's
During the Cold War era, the U.S. mili- states, democratic prospects are either al-qrn.... . tary had a number of geostrategic ready bright or improving, which is a

interests in the African continent: major improvement over the situation a4•i rnk d protection of U.S. sea lines of com- decade ago. Encouragement of this trend
munication, fending off a real or remains an important policy objective.

• imagined Soviet plan to capture Addressing Pressing
Africa's strategic minerals, prying

Cuban surrogates off the continent, Humanitarian Concerns
• 4 A preventing the establishment of So- Whether approached from a practical

viethehe basesche andm litnn postcanoth
_ viet bases and listening posts, and oth or an idealistic perspective, the U.S. has an

ers. None of these interests survived important humanitarian interest in Africa:
the end of the Cold War. The U.S. has es- namely, reducing the violence and chaos
sentially no serious military/geostrategic that are currently engulfing a number of

interests in Africa anymore, other than the African nations.
inescapable fact that its vastness poses an From a practical perspective, humani-
obstacle to deployments to the Middle East tarian efforts are useful in order to curtail
and South Asia, whether by sea or air. the growth of Africa's claims on the U.S.,

Enlarging the Community of other affluent states, and international in-
Market Democracies stitutions for assistance and intervention.

Arguably, intelligent interventionism in the

An important, if not critical, U.S. na- short run can help create a set of conditions
tional interest in the African continent is in Africa that make it less necessary to
the intangible but real value of adding ad- mount similar types of interventions in the
ditional friendly states to the Western future. At present, it may therefore be ad-
sphere of stable, democratic, and free mar- visable to consider a policy of paying now
ket nations. However, successful democra-
tic transitions are not cheap, easy, or even
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Sub-Saharan Africa: Status of Democratization, 1994

VERDE IS MAURITANA

SE'NEGAL" NIGER CHDEREA

*THE GAMBIA DIOT

GUINEA BURKINA
BISSAU

/ NIGERIA

SIERRA LEONE OGO CENTRAL EHOISIERRA MEON! AFRICAN REPUBLICnMI

LBRA GHANA 
I

LERAEQUATORIAL GUINEA• .. : DA lna

SAG TOME • A AE. R .W "

,UNDI SEYCHELLES IS.S~TANZANIA

SCOMOROS

Elected government in place; ZAMBIAnational multipart contests completed 1•'
•NAI IMBABWMOMIQE

Various stages of struggle, resistance, NAMIBIA MAURITIUSelections, and planned transition1 AN OT M AG S

No recognized central authority

SNo multiparty transition planned

. Presidential election process seriously flawed

* Democratic government ousted by military

1 Broad categories do not distinguish degrees of commitment to or extent of democratic reform.

SOURCE: Adapted from CIA.
Note: Multiple political parties permitted in all except: GAMBIA, SIERRA LEONESUDAN, SWAZILAND (monarchy), and UGANDA.

in order to reduce the chances of having to U.S. investment and the encouragement of
pay more, later. a climate for further investment, develop-

From a more idealistic perspective ing mutually beneficial trading links, and
(and in line with administration policy pro- safeguarding the stability of supplies of
nouncements), deeply-held U.S. principles African oil and minerals. In the near term,
concerning the need to assist the suffering substantial investment opportunities seem
and prevent genocide impel Washington to concentrated in South Africa, major projects
address Africa's humanitarian concerns to of the SADC, and further development of
the extent that this is possible. Further, oil production in West and Central Africa.
Washington faces a political imperative to South Africa stands in a class by itself
show some seriousness of purpose in meet- when viewed from a commercial perspec-
ing at least the most urgent humanitarian tive, with Nigeria a distant second but also
needs of the ancestral homeland of some 12 in a class by itself. However, if sub-Saharan

percent of America's own population. Africa could achieve even modest growth
and stability, this region of 600 million

Seeking Economic Advantages could become an increasingly significant

Other U.S. interests in Africa are eco- market and trading partner for U.S. firms.

nomic in nature: the protection of existing
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Mustering Support in take drastic action in such places as Soma-

International Fora lia or Rwanda, there is as yet no general
agreement on the right or obligation to in-

Sub-Saharan Africa's forty-eight states tervene in such situations, nor are there
comprise a powerful voting bloc in the policy mechanisms for dealing with such
U.N. and other international bodies, and interventions in a systematic way. The ef-
the U.S. frequently turns to its African fort to build workable approaches to
friends for support in these fora. African Africa's problems is more likely to be suc-
political support and cooperation will re- cessful if it rests firmly on a national-and
main critical to the U.S.'s policy agenda on ultimately, international-policy consensus
such issues as peacekeeping operations, that has yet to emerge.
environmental concerns, and international The resources available for military
human rights, peacetime engagement activities in Africa

have declined in recent years. The tradi-
Key |ssues tional programs of military assistance-

FMS credits and FMF grants-have been

Creating a Consensus about terminated, and in FY 1994 even IMET was

the Degree and Forms of U.S. cut by more than 50 percent. While funds
for some new initiatives have developed,

Involvement in Africa primarily in the realms of democratization

As noted earlier, traditionally-defined and peacekeeping, it is not clear that these

U.S. geostrategic interests in Africa have programs address the need for African

greatly diminished with the end of the Cold states to build appropriate military capa-

War. At the same time, the sensibilities of the bilities, and to successfully implement pro-

U.S. public have been increasingly rattled by jects and interventions that require the

media reports and pictures of catastrophes skillful use of those capabilities. Another

in less developed-very often African-na- important resource constraint has recently

tions. The climate for the spread of U.S. eco- emerged as a result of sharp across-the-

nomic and political values in this region is board cutbacks in personnel assigned to

increasingly poisoned by continuing, mainly Africa. Levels of Defense Attache and Se-

man-made, catastrophes. Yet despite Wash- curity Assistance staffing in Africa are

ington's announcement of an abiding inter- dropping rapidly, as are the levels of ana-

est in fostering democracy and development lytical staffs devoted to Africa in regional

in Africa, the resources that would be re- and Washington headquarters. This threat-

quired to have any substantial effect on this ens to create serious gaps in knowledge

dire situation will be difficult to find in the and expertise on Africa.

current tight budget environment. Avoiding an Event-Driven
As an important example, there con-

tinues to be a vigorous debate in the U.S. Approach to Intervention
about the appropriate extent and modali- Experience to date suggests a pattern
ties of U.S. involvement in peacekeeping of action that is far from effective: A crisis
and peacemaking operations, even with re- emerges in Africa that provokes public con-
spect to endorsing and supporting U.N. in- cern and stimulates debate over the appro-
terventions. The experience of Somalia ap- priate extent of U.S. involvement. Soon, im-
pears to have raised substantial portant reservations against intervention
psychological and political barriers to mili- are advanced. It is argued that there are few
tary involvement-even in a non-combat- if any vital national interests at stake. Re-
ant capacity-on the ground. Nor is there cent experiences in Liberia, Angola, and So-
any present policy consensus on the malia are cited to suggest that U.S. involve-
broader issue of the U.S. responsibility, if ment seldom yields positive and lasting
any, to make extraordinary efforts to deal results, and therefore similar involvements
with failed states. While media images of are to be shunned. The argument is made,
death and suffering can create public pres- based on past experience, that involving
sures that ultimately oblige Washington to
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U.S. Marines searching
Mogadishu's Bakara Market for
weapons during the 1993
intervention in Somalia.

forces in preventive actions might begin the usefulness of early and vigorous preven-
journey down the proverbial slippery slope tive diplomacy to forestall crises. Another
to unwanted entanglements. is that internal conflicts cannot be stopped

The force of these arguments per- without either the consent of the parties in-
suades many in the policy community in volved, or a commitment on the part of the
Washington that the U.S. should not be- international community to use sufficient
come involved in the crisis-indeed, that it force to separate or disarm the parties. Fur-
does not need to engage in detailed plan- ther, in stopping or preventing a conflict,
ning, make preparations, or take major pre- intervening nations must be prepared to
ventive action. Eventually, however, the commit resources over the long term to as-
crisis deepens, public and international sist the affected nation in rebuilding its
pressure to take action mounts, and the governing institutions and economic infra-
order to intervene is finally issued any- structure. Thus, an emotional belief that
way-only now, the forces involved have "something must be done" is no substitute
less time for planning and preparation and for a clear mission statement that defines
are faced with a worse situation than U.S. interests and objectives, and allows
would have been the case had Washington prudent and effective military planning
acted sooner. and execution.

Recent experience strongly suggests
that the actual probability for further in- Supporting Conflict
volvement is much greater than strategic or Resolution and Peacekeeping
national-interests logic would suggest. In- Activities
stead, we can anticipate continued involve-
ment in largely unanticipated tasks for The array of conflict resolution and
which the military has not been prepared- peacekeeping operation (PKO) support ac-
sometimes unilaterally, often in coalition tivities is wide, and includes U.S. financial
with other interested states, or through the and logistical contributions to U.N. peace-
U.N. or other international bodies. keeping operations in Africa, which have

However, from the experiences in So- multiplied in recent years. In the case of So-
malia, Rwanda, Liberia, and Angola, the malia, the U.S. chose to lead the UNITAF
U.S. and the international community humanitarian intervention, and provided a
learned several valuable lessons. One is the
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substantial troop component to the follow- from Uganda and Tanzania. The next year,
on nation-building efforts of the U.N. (UN- FY 1994, this support continued at a level
OSOM II). The U.S. military spent about of $11 million (from non-assessed PKO
$1.5 billion in Somalian FY 1993-94. In funds); another $2 million in such funds
Liberia, a lower cost military approach was plus $1.5 million in ESF were allocated to
adopted. The U.S. has extended financial the OAU to continue to build its conflict
and logistical assistance to the West African resolution and PKO capabilities. For FY
force deployed by the Economic Commu- 1995, the Clinton administration has re-
nity of West African States (ECOWAS), and quested $5 million in PKO funds for the
especially to the Senegalese contingent, OAU, and another $10 million for African
which received $15 million in FMF and regional peacekeeping activities. Addition-
506(a) "drawdown" support. U.S. military ally, use of drawdown authority was ap-
personnel were not, however, deployed on proved to support relief operations associ-
the ground in Liberia (except to provide ated with the Rwanda crisis.
local security to the U.S. Embassy and to This pattern of expanding PKO-re-
evacuate U.S. and foreign nationals). In the lated activity has been endorsed by the
case of Rwanda, the U.S. provided modest concerned Africa subcommittees in the
support to the Organization of African Congress, and a recently passed Congres-
Unity (OAU) observer mission early on, sional initiative would confirm a five-year
was extensively engaged in the peace nego- program of focused support to build con-
tiations (which ultimately failed), and then flict resolution capabilities at both the OAU
intervened substantially in mid-1994, after and sub-regional levels, as well as channel
some delay, with military support units to substantial funds into demobilization of se-
help deal with the hundreds of thousands lected African armies. Coupled with U.S.
of refugees and displaced persons fleeing support to the U.N., these initiatives por-
the ensuing atrocities and disorder, or being tend a deeper, continuing U.S. involvement
used as pawns in political machinations, in this type of activity in Africa well into

Institutionally, the U.S. has tentatively the future.
embraced the concept of helping build To date, African states have generally
Africa's own conflict resolution and peace- welcomed this new and expanding U.S. role,
keeping activities, in part to avoid the neces- which supports an OAU initiative. At the
sity of getting involved so often and so same time, several countries have expressed
deeply in these dangerous and controversial reservations about the willingness of the
operations. In the final quarter of FY92, Pres- U.S. to work with and listen to its African
ident Bush signed a Presidential Determina- friends-many of whom have had extensive
tion making the OAU eligible to receive U.S. experience in U.N. PKO operations-in the
military goods and services, with the intent planning and conduct of these operations
of focusing such contributions on peace- and programs of assistance.
keeping support. One million dollars in for-
eign aid funds were immediately transferred Using Military Assistance
to this project, half reserved for support of to Foster Progress in Africa
the U.N. observation mission to Rwanda Considerable interest and talent at the
and half for helping the OAU build its insti-tutional conflict resolution capabilities, operational level, ready and in some cases

In a related action, the U.S. allocated, eager to deepen involvement in Africa, ex-
from availabled FMFceou, mheU.S.alodest p ists in the four geographic unified com-

from available FMF resources, modest pro- mands with responsibilities for Africa-
grams of support to several of the nations EUCOM, CENTCOM, LANTCOM, and
that were at that time contributing troops PACOM-as well as at SOCOM and else-
to the ECOMOG peacekeeping force in where in DOD.
Liberia. In the following fiscal year, FY By the early 1990s, smaller, usually
1993, the U.S. expanded its direct support non-lethal projects designed to foster na-
of ECOMOG, allocating $19.83 million in tion-building and improved relations be-
current and prior year Economic Support tween Africa's armed forces and citizens
Facility (ESF) money, mainly to support
new "expanded" ECOMOG battalions
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had essentially displaced the earlier ap- items, trucks, engineering equipment, and
proach of larger-scale, often lethal projects. other items. In some cases, these have been
These programs include: sent in response to emergency situations,

* A number of smaller programs that such as natural disasters or caring for de-
have since FY 1993 dried up from lack of feated or demobilizing troops (as in
funding, such as African Coastal Security Ethiopia and Angola). In other cases, the
(ACS), which helps security forces protect deliveries were intended to deal with long-
their marine resources; Military Civic Action standing needs and requirements, as in the
(MCA), which assists Africa's armed forces case of the delivery of excess DOD field
undertake small local development projects; hospitals. The recipients are private agen-
and Military Health Affairs (MHA), which cies or civil government agencies; Africa's
aims to improve medical conditions within militaries cannot themselves receive items
Africa's militaries themselves, under this program.

* Biodiversity projects, funded with • Exercise programs. Of the many
$15 million provided at Congressional ini- such programs, perhaps the most popular
tiative in FY 1991 and a similar sum in FY are the Joint Combined Exercises for Train-
1993, aim to protect marine resources and ing (JCETs) conducted by special forces per-
wildlife in government game preserves- sonnel. These are generally small in scale,
for example, through controlling smug- with the U.S. contingent ranging from a
gling and poaching. few dozen to at most two hundred person-

* International Military Education nel, and usually focus on light infantry,
and Training (IMET). In the 1980s, with an- Ranger, or special-operations type training.
nual funding generally in the range of $8 to Other exercises involve small engineering
$10 million per year, several dozen English or medical projects, such as simulated dis-
language labs were established, several aster relief or mass casualty operations.
"mobile training teams" to conduct in- 0 Military Academies Program. Since
struction on the ground were deployed the mid-1980s, a number of sub-Saharan
each year, and up to six hundred African African countries have been invited to pro-
military personnel per year were trained in pose candidates for admission to the U.S.
the U.S. From 1991 on, the IMET program Military Academies. Candidates must com-
was expanded to include civilian officials: pete with applicants from other foreign
the U.S. Navy Justice School provided in- countries for only ten openings per year at
struction in military justice and the obliga- each academy. Fourteen African students
tion to respect human rights, U.S. Coast are enrolled in 1994.
Guard personnel educated African forces 0 West African Training Cruise. Each
in proper maritime law enforcement, and year, one or more ships, plus a P-3 aircraft
U.S. Defense Resources Management Insti- with a flag officer and "show band," are
tute professors conducted seminars in re- dispatched to the west coast of Africa to
sources management and the role of the conduct port visits in a number of coun-
military in a democracy. Competition to tries, engage in activities to build goodwill,
participate in the IMET program is keen. and in a few cases to conduct small naval
By late 1994, forty-seven of sub-Saharan exercises or activities with host nation
Africa's forty-eight countries had agreed to naval units.
participate, with only Angola on hold,
pending resolution of its civil war.

* DOD humanitarian assistance de-
liveries, with substantial shipments of sur-
plus food, clothing, medical and health
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Oceans
and the Law

0

n fall 1994, the Clinton administration Defining Trends
submitted to the Senate for approval
the 1982 U.N. Convention on the Law Oceans, Especially Coastal
of the Sea, as well as a 1994 agreement Waters, Are Being Used With
reforming chapter XI of the treaty, deal- Incr

ing with seabed mining, which for over a easing Intensity
decade had been the primary impediment With the growth of human popula-
to U.S. adoption of the Convention. The De- tions and the advance of technology, the
fense Department has been a longstanding oceans are used ever more intensively, and
supporter of the law of the sea treaty. Secre- in new ways. In the twentieth century,
tary of Defense William Perry described problems of overuse and unsustainable ex-
U.S. interests in the treaty as follows: ploitation have become more common, par-

We support the Convention because it con- ticularly in near-shore areas. Although
firms traditional high seas freedoms of navigation ocean activities are gradually moving fur-
and overflight; it details passage rights through in- ther out to sea with the advance of technol-
ternational straits; and it reduces prospects for dis-
agreements with coastal states during operations. ogy, they nonetheless remain concentrated

In addition to strongly supporting U.S. in the littoral regions. Navigation routes lie

interests in freedom of navigation, the Con- primarily in coastal waters, and often pass

vention provides an effective framework through strategic waterways, including in-

for serious efforts to address land and sea- ternational straits that link one ocean area

based sources of pollution and overfishing. to another. Seaborne commerce accounts
Morever th ageemnt povies he .S. for over 80 percent of trade among nations,Moreover, the agreement provides the U.S.

with an opportunity to participate with and today exceeds 3.5 billion tons per year.

other industrialized nations in a widely ac- Whether for recreation, commercial trans-

cepted international order to regulate and port, or military navigation, near-shore

safeguard the many diverse activities, in- areas are heavily used. Newsworthy events

terests, and resources in the world's oceans. such as collisions, tanker spills, or ground-
ings are vivid reminders of the problems
faced in coastal zones.

Another time-honored use of the
oceans-fishing-is likewise concentrated
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Straits, Transit Regions, and U.S. Lifelines
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in coastal waters. While tuna and salmon resources and excessive dumping were first
can be fished in the open ocean, most fish- visible in enclosed seas such as the Mediter-
eries are found within 200 miles of the ranean and the Baltic. Increasingly, there is
coast. World fish catches have grown as concern with the overall health of the oceans
fishing gear has become more sophisti- as scientists better understand the oceans'
cated and expanding populations search critical role in moderating the world climate
for new sources of protein. From 1950 to and weather systems.
1970, the total world catch tripled to Newer uses of the oceans have added
roughly 70 million metric tons a year. It to the prospects for crowding in the coastal
reached as high as 100 million metric tons waters. Recovery of offshore oil and gas
in the early 1990s, but has since begun to from the continental margin (that part of
drop. With careful management, the take the continent that extends underwater to
from this renewable resource could be sus- the deep seabed) has proceeded with the
tamned. However, the creation of 200-mile march of technology. By the 1980s, as much
exclusive economic zones has not been as 30 percent of commercial oil and gas
generally accompanied by restraint or at- production came from offshore areas. As
tention to the long-term growth of stocks, technology advances, more offshore areas
and depletion of important fish stocks has will be susceptible to commercial recovery.
increasingly occurred.

Another coastal activity that must be New U.S. Maritime Strategy
reconciled with other resource uses is re- Calls For Increased Near-
liance on the oceans for waste disposal. Of a Shore Operations
world population of 5.6 billion, 3.5 billion
live in coastal regions. These populations Three important events or develop-
use adjacent waters to accommodate the dis- ments have driven today's naval strategy.
posal of waste from industry, river runoff, or First, the end of the Cold War marked a
direct disposal. Over 80 percent of ocean turning point for overall U.S. defense strat-
pollution today comes from land-based egy. The absence of a single dominant
sources. The impact of intensive use of ocean threat called for a total rethinking of mis-

sions and objectives. Second, Operation
Desert Storm provided a powerful exam-
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ple of the kind of regional warfare that the Navigation and safety codes and shipping
military should be prepared to handle in a lanes are examples of such coordination. In
post-Cold War world. It precipitated a full- other cases, the value of ocean resources
scale review of naval strategy, tactics, and has prompted coastal states to seek to ap-
weapons systems. Third, the President's propriate areas that were previously
approval in 1990 of the Base Force concept viewed as global commons, primarily
indicated that the Navy would share in the through coastal states' extension of their
budget reductions with the other services, national jurisdiction to ever-larger offshore
Shrinking resources had to be factored in areas. Ongoing efforts to establish rules to
to updated naval doctrine, govern ocean uses have resulted in an a

The Maritime Strategy which had pre- evolving legal regime, or "law of the sea."
vailed until 1990 focussed on a global war In the twentieth century, a succession
with the Soviet Union. It was a sea-control of international conferences has tackled the
or blue-water strategy that envisioned issue of which offshore areas could be
naval engagement of Soviet forces at sea. It claimed by coastal states. At these confer-
assumed that the central battle front in Eu- ence, coastal states have claimed rights
rope would rely on rapid reinforcement over larger offshore areas. In 1930, the de-
from the United States, which would re- bate focused on whether the territorial sea
quire securing sea lines of communication. should be three or four miles. (The territor-
Long-range air defense from anti-ship mis- ial sea is a zone of full national sovereignty,
siles was needed. Fleet defense was a fun- with the important exception of the right of
damental aspect of this doctrine, as was a innocent passage by foreign vessels.) In
certain independence of naval action. 1958 and 1960, the debate was on a six-mile

The new concept, detailed in the 1992 territorial sea and an additional six-mile
Navy and Marine Corps white paper, contiguous zone. Furthermore, the 1958
... From the Sea, is based on power projec- Convention on the Continental Shelf,
tion and crisis response in littoral regions. It granted coastal states "sovereign rights" to
recognizes that, for the foreseeable future, the resources of the seabed out to the depth
Navy control of the sea is not likely to be of 200 meters or to the depth at which ex-
challenged. Rather, the threats that the ploitation is possible.
Navy will be called upon to counter are ex- The Continental Shelf Convention
pected to be regional, not global, and the made obvious what had been implicit until
potential opponents are diverse, potentially then-that technology-driven appropria-
dispersed, and individually less powerful tion of coastal resources might continue in-
than the former Soviet Union. Rather than definitely until the oceans were fully di-
sea control, the new concept calls for con- vided among littoral states. Concern with
trol over littoral areas and support of land this prospect prompted the United States
activities through integrated operations in the 1960s to initiate discussions seeking
with the Marine Corps, Army, and Air a firm legal regime delimiting offshore
Force. The strategy in ... From the Sea calls claims. As the preeminent maritime power,
for the U.S. Navy to operate more actively the U.S. interest in preserving navigational
in coastal zones, precisely the area that is freedom was predictable. At the same time,
being used most intensively and the area to the Soviet Union was developing an inter-
which states are making increased claims. est in a blue water navy, and began to have
Coastal States Have Been similar concerns.

Neither the U.S. nor the Soviet Union

Claiming More Control Over was comfortable with the concept of a

Near-Shore Areas twelve-mile territorial sea, considering that
universal application of such a concept

As ocean resources have become would overlap more than 135 international
scarcer and crowding has occurred, gov- straits. The definition of "innocent pas-
ernments have tried to regulate or lay sage" in a 1958 convention did not allow
claim to these resources. Where possible, for overflight, and submarines were re-
"rules of the road" have been created to
regulate the activities of multiple users.
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Territorial Sea Claims, 1945-1993 quired to navigate on the sur- Additionally, the Reagan, Bush, and
face. Thus, Washington and Clinton administrations all continued the

Over 12 nm Moscow agreed that a world- Freedom of Navigation program under-
Swide twelve-mile territorial way since the Carter administration. The
12 nm sea would be acceptable only objective of the program has been to en-

4-11 nm if freedom of navigation sure that other states recognize the legal

3 nm through and over all interna- right to operate freely in international wa-
150 tional straits were guaranteed. ters and respect the navigational provi-

The Third UN Confer- sions of the LOS Convention. Since 1979,
ence on the Law of the Sea, U.S. military ships and aircraft have as-

* -. from 1973 through 1982, ad- serted navigational rights against excessive
100 *dressed both this issue and a claims of more than thirty-five countries, atS*wide variety of additional is- the rate of thirty to forty per year. The most

sues related to the oceans. It well-known of these operations was the
produced the December 10, 1986 challenge to Libya's claims to the Gulf50 1982, U.N. Convention on the of Sidra. In 1989, the U.S. came to an un-

Law of the Sea (LOS Conven- derstanding with the Soviets on a "Uni-
tion), which sought to provide form Interpretation of Rules of Interna-

0 a comprehensive legal frame- tional Law Governing Innocent Passage,"
45 58 65 74 79 83 93 work covering virtually all consistent with the LOS Convention.

uses of the oceans, and the at-
SOURCE: J. Ashley Roach and Robert Smith, Maintaining Freedom of tendant rights and obligations Changing International

the Seas of states. It achieved consen- Attitudes Toward State
sus on the extent of jurisdic- Control of Economic Activity

tion that states may exercise offshore: a ter- Have Made Possible An
ritorial sea of 12 nautical miles (with a
contiguous zone of an additional 12 miles Agreement on Seabed Mining
for customs, fiscal, immigration and sani- The LOS Convention did not, however,
tary regulation); coastal state jurisdiction manage to balance all different interests.
over resources in an Exclusive Economic Specifically, Chapter XI, dealing with min-
Zone (EEZ) of 200 miles; and coastal state ing of the deep seabed beyond national ju-
jurisdiction over the continental shelf in risdiction, was unacceptable to the United
cases where it extends beyond the EEZ. States and most other industrialized coun-

Within these offshore zones, the treaty tries. This part of the Convention was the
sought to balance coastal state rights with casualty of two forces: thethen-prevailing
provisions to preserve explicit rights of New International Economic Order debate
navigation and overflight. Passage through that pitted North against South, and the in-
and over archipelagos and straits used for terest of certain developing coastal states in
international navigation was guaranteed. protecting extreme offshore claims by
Further, guidelines were provided for the staving off a consensus treaty.
conservation of fisheries, the protection of Chapter XI provided for resource
littoral waters from all sources of pollution transfers from the North to the South, and
(including ships, dumping, seabed mining, created a cumbersome international bu-
and land based sources), and the conduct of reaucracy to control access to deep sea min-
marine scientific research in coastal areas. ing through a licensing procedure that

President Reagan announced in 1983 would require large fees up front, mandate
that the U.S. would act in accordance with transfer of technology to an operating en-
the LOS Convention. The U.S. began to ex- tity called "the Enterprise," and limit pro-
pand its offshore claims to those admitted duction in order to protect land-based pro-
by the treaty. President Reagan proclaimed ducers. Written over the objections of
an 200-mile EEZ in 1983 and a 12-mile ter- mining interests, this part of the Conven-
ritorial sea in 1988. tion promised to deter investment in

seabed mining even if it were to become
economically viable. Relying on their num-
bers and support from some developed
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LOS Convention: Structure of Sea Claims the sixtieth state agreed to be bound by the
treaty, the pressure grew to resolve out-

Contiguous Zone standing issues before the treaty came into
(Customs, Fiscal, force one year later-on November 16,

and Sanitation Enforcement) 1994. Consultations in May and June of

Territorial Sea 1994 completed work on the Agreement
(Innocent Passage) Relating to the Implementation of Part XI

- .of the U.N. Convention on the Law of the
Hi-ghI Sa (T-ansit) Sea, which responds fully to the concerns

.hreli 12 2420 350 A of the U.S. and other industrial countries. It
La.n n.m... .. n.... - will be applied together with the 1982 Con-
L i. Exclusive EconomicI4 vention, and where there is an inconsis-

"•HighSeas -tency, the Agreement is to prevail.'•' " '":i~(Fishing) , !I

. U.S. Security Interests
Maintaining Maritime

Continental Shelf1* Mobility
S(Seabed and Subsoil Resources) • The oceans have been tied to U.S. na-

tional security and defense throughout the
SContinental Shelf extends no less than 200 n.m. and no more than 350 n.m. from shoreline, history of the country. Initially, the oceans
2Area comprises seabed and subsoil resources beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. were a buffer from the military power and

the conflicts of European nations, allowing

countries, the developing country text was the U.S. to indulge in bouts of isolationism

imposed over the opposition of those coun- alternating with hemispheric expansion-

tries most likely to have an interest in-and ism. With the development of U.S. naval

to be capable of-mining deep seabed nod- capabilities in the late nineteenth century,

ules. Primarily because of deep objections the United States took to the oceans to pro-

to the provisions for seabed mining, the ject power to the shores of countries as dis-

U.S. refused to sign the LOS Convention. tant as Japan and the Philippines. Like ear-

Throughout the 1980s, the U.S. contin- lier maritime powers, the U.S. has relied on

ued to steadfastly oppose the seabed min- the concept of the freedom of the seas to

ing provisions of the LOS Convention, and maintain access and mobility.

urged its allies to do likewise. This consis- Even as the Cold War recedes, U.S. in-

tent policy began to pay off in the wake of terests and reach will remain global for

the large transformations that took place in the foreseeable future. The definition of

the international political system in the late Navy missions set out in ... From the Sea

1980s and early 1990s. The collapse of the reflects those interests, and includes a

Soviet system signalled the non-viability of broad and challenging array of peacetime

the statist economic models that had in- as well as conflict roles: presence, strategic

spired the seabed mining text. As Eastern deterrence, sea control, crisis response,

Europe moved to adopt market economies, power projection, sealift, embargoes,
the provisions of the treaty on seabed min- counternarcotics operations, and humani-

ing were increasingly recognized as tarian operations. The capacity to perform

anachronistic and unworkable. It also be- these missions depends on maritime mo-

came apparent to the developing countries bility-on free access to the world oceans,

that a law of the sea treaty without the including strategic waterways and inter-

major economic and maritime nations was national straits. That access cannot be

of little value to them. taken for granted.

Consultations to review Part XI of the Coastal state claims to broader areas

Convention were initiated in 1990. When and increased rights (such as the right to
control the entry of warships into territorial
waters) in offshore areas pose an ongoing
dilemma. In light of these claims, the
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United States has several options for pursu- Management and Conservation of
ing its freedom of navigation goals: (1) uni- Offshore Resources. The provisions of the
lateral demonstrations of resolve, including treaty dealing with living and non-living
use of force, (2) bilateral or regional deals resources, particularly as they deal with
and arrangements, and (3) comprehensive delimitation questions and dispute settle-
agreements generating international treaty ment mechanisms, also serve U.S. eco-
law. These are not mutually exclusive, nor nomic interests. The provisions for delimit-
are they equally effective. ing the fishing EEZ and the outer edge of

Particularly in an era of shrinking the continental shelf constrain further ex-
budgets, the U.S. will be increasingly hard tensions of state control, but also allow
pressed to devote the military and diplo- coastal state exploitation of offshore re-
matic resources needed to pursue bilateral sources with a degree of certainty, within
deals or unilateral demonstrations of force. set limits.
It is therefore easier and cheaper to resolve Equally important to the United States
conflicts in the context of a comprehensive are the provisions calling for sound envi-
international agreement. The Defense ronmental and management practices.
Department, in its 1994 DOD white paper, Coastal states are enjoined to manage their
National Security and the Convention on the fishery resources according to the norm of
Law of the Sea, makes the case that interna- maximum sustainable yield. Special provi-
tional law is the most effective approach: sion is made for protection of marine mam-

National security interests in having a stable mals and endangered species and their
oceans regime are, if anything, even more impor- habitats. Anticipating difficulties with the
tant today than in 1982, when the world had a migratory nature of living resources, the
roughly bipolar political dimension and the U.S. migrator re of livng resorst
had more abundant forces to project power to convention relies on regional fishing orga-
wherever it was needed. nizations to address conservation and

... Without international respect for the management details. Where difficulties
freedoms of navigation and overflight set forth in over straddling stocks and high seas fish-
the [LOS] Convention, exercise of our forces' mo- eries arise, dispute settlement provisions
bility rights would be jeopardized. Disputes with offer recourse.
littoral states could delay action and be resolved The non-living resources of the conti-
only by protracted political discussions. The re-
sponse time for U.S. and allied/coalition forces nental shelf are to be managed by the
based away from potential areas of conflict could coastal state with due regard to conse-
lengthen... Forces may arrive on the scene too quences for the environment. Provision is
late to make a difference, affecting our ability to made to reflect the international interest in
influence the course of events consistent with our the resources of the continental margin that
interests and treaty obligations, extend beyond 200 miles. As to the re-

Protecting Economic Interests sources that may eventually be exploited in
the deep seabed, the Convention will pro-

Commercial Navigation. The naviga- vide the security of tenure needed to at-
tion provisions of the LOS Convention are tract investment.
important to the United States for eco- Environmental Protection. The U.S.
nomic as well as security reasons. As a has an interest in a healthy ocean environ-
major trading nation, the U.S. depends on ment. The LOS Convention is perhaps the
access to shipping routes. The stability most comprehensive environmental treaty
and predictability afforded by the Con- ever negotiated. It sets out basic obliga-
vention will serve to keep shipping costs tions on all states to protect and preserve
low. Uncertainty regarding transit regimes the marine environment from all sources of
costs time (longer routes) and money (in- pollution. And it establishes a duty to en-
surance fees and fuel). For example, ships force detailed international environmental
passing from Japan to the Middle East protection regulations as they evolve in
that were unable to pass through interna- future negotiations in organizations such
tional straits controlled by Indonesia
would be forced to re-route around Aus-
tralia, adding 5,800 nautical miles and 15
days (assuming a speed of 15 knots) to
their journey.
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(IMO). That duty applies even if a state Capabilities must include defense against
does not participate in the process of de- theater ballistic missiles, mine countermea-
veloping the new international standards. sures, subsurface torpedo defenses, and

anti-missile defenses.

Key U.S. Security Since the anticipated focus of naval
operations is influencing the behavior of a

Policy Issues regional actor on land, naval missions
must be closely coordinated with the Ma-

Continuing to Reorient Naval rine Corps, Army, and the Air Force. While

Strategy and Capabilities to the Cold War maritime strategy relied on

Reflect New Missions carrier battle groups as the basic opera-
tional unit to control the sea and project

The Navy has adapted its planning to power ashore, the new strategy calls for
conform with the new doctrine of near- smaller force packages. These Naval Expe-
shore engagement. Fighting in the littoral ditionary Forces will integrate amphibious
poses different challenges than blue water forces, and are designed to work with
warfare. There are special problems in other services and with other nations.
coastal areas with acoustic and electromag- This major shift in Navy strategy has
netic sensing. The shallowness of the sea taken place at the same time as significant
bottom, the changing temperature and budget reductions. From the 600 ship Navy
salinity, and the radar impact of nearby of 1988, the Navy has been challenged to
land complicate surveillance, as does the reduce personnel and operating expenses
dense maritime traffic and activity in near by a third. By the end of the century, the
shore areas. Target identification becomes Navy is planning for about 330 ships which
more difficult where numerous civilian would be a 40 percent reduction. While
and third country vessels and platforms some savings may be achieved by better in-
are present. Weapons systems tailored to tegration of forces with the other services,
this more complex environment must be the bulk of savings are projected to come
more discriminating, and defensive sys- from the redesign of basic operations.
tems must be adapted to the shorter warn- The international scene will remain
ing times that characterize littoral warfare. unpredictable in the decade ahead. How

broadly or narrowly U.S. interests are de-
fined in the post-Cold War world will have
major implications for the Navy. The chal-

Alternate Transit Passages: lenge for the Navy is to stay flexible in
Middle East to East Asia. preparing for current missions and adapt-

S '\ )...... ing to new missions. Further, the Navy

. .; must retain the option to rebuild its forces
quickly, as the political situation could

V ,change significantly on short notice. A
" dominant threat could reemerge. A re-

gional power might acquire a deliverable
nuclear weapon. Or the Navy might find

"- its forces stretched thin if crises were to en-
" . gage important U.S. interests in several re-

gions of the world simultaneously.
The current U.S. advantage in sea con-

"trol will not last indefinitely. But with or
without this dominance, a stable law of the
sea regime will be critical for U.S. naval
strategy and operations.

- With transit passage rights e,

- Without transit passage rights Ratifying the LOS Convention
A near-term issue is accession to the

SOURCE: DOD white paper, National Security and the Convention on U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea.
the Law of the Seas.
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The Departments of State, Defense, and representatives of the coastal and distant-
Commerce are all solidly behind the treaty. water fishing and processing industries,
Opposition by groups that continue to fear offshore oil and gas interests, the shipping
a seabed mining regime may decrease industry, the mining industry, the marine
when the revised provisions of Part XI on science community, and environmentalists.
seabed mining are more widely publicized.

A more difficult problem will be deal- Shaping Evolving
ing with the concerns expressed in some International Regimes
quarters that the treaty represents a ceding Governing the Oceans
of U.S. sovereignty to global organizations.
In fact, it may well not be possible any A coherent and well articulated U.S.

longer for any nation, no matter how pow- ocean policy with a broad base of domestic

erful, to independently secure its interests support will facilitate U.S. efforts to garner

in the oceans. Furthermore, Washington is broad international support for its objectives

already enmeshed in a number of interna- for resource management, navigation, mar-

tional agreements on oceans issues, to itime safety, and pollution. While the LOS

which the LOS Convention provides a Convention provides a relatively detailed

framework. At the same time, the Conven- framework, regimes for ocean resources-

tion can constrain others from taking ac- including fisheries, environment, and

tions inimical to U.S. interests, safety-will continue to evolve in different
international fora. For example, the IMO

Enhancing Inter-Agency will be of central importance to all regimes

Coordination on Oceans dealing with navigation. While IMO stan-

Policy Issues dards apply to civilian navigation, they re-
flect concerns that apply to all vessels.

With Law of the Sea and ocean issues To ensure that evolving international
commanding renewed attention, the inter- standards for safety and environment do
agency coordination and public outreach not undermine naval claims to sovereign
mechanisms for managing these issues immunity, the Navy will have to anticipate
have gained prominence. Decisions taken public concerns. For example, nuclear
within one agency on maritime issues typi- propulsion will remain an issue, as will
cally have impacts on other agencies. The safety and pollution control. The Navy
coherence of U.S. policy on the oceans must factor in such concerns as it ad-
might therefore benefit from regular and dresses its own ship construction stan-
systematic exchanges and interactions dards and operations.
among a core group of interested agencies, The emergence of a widely accepted
such as the State Department, the Defense law of the sea regime will be the United
Department, the NSC, the National States's best protection against excessive
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, coastal state claims. There will, however,
Department of Interior, and the Environ- be states that remain outside the treaty, or
mental Protection Agency. Beyond the core that choose to ignore or reinterpret some of
group, an expanded group of all agency ac- its provisions. Therefore, the need for
tors with an interest in oceans issues-such maintaining the diplomatic representations
as the U.S. Trade Representative, the Na- and naval operations of the Freedom of
tional Science Foundation, the Depart- Navigation Program remains. Resources to
ments of Energy and Transportation, and carry out this program must be factored
the Office of the Vice President-might be into reduced Navy and State Department
briefed intermittently, budgets. However, U.S. adherence to the

Equally important, in an era of re- LOS Convention should diminish the costs
newed attention to the oceans, is the issue of the FON program.
of an advisory committee structure. Private
sector advisors might be drawn from all
sectors of ocean industry, as well as non-
government organizations-for example,
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CHAPTER NINE

Weapons of SI

Mass Destruction

mary concern with weapons of to the military obtaining adequate resources.
mass destruction focused on the The U.S. is not developing any new nuclear
large holdings of nuclear weapons weapons and the last U.S. strategic missile
of the Soviet Union and the United program was cancelled in the early 1990s.

States. Considerable debate and deliberation The number of countries capable of ob-
went into the development of an appropriate taining weapons of mass destruction
strategy and force structure to deter a mas- (WMD)-nuclear, biological, and chemical-
sive attack by the Soviet Union. From 1960 is growing. Despite several notable successes
through 1990, close to 15 percent of total U.S. in impeding and, in some cases, reversing
spending on national defense went toward WMD proliferation, the post-Cold War envi-
building and maintaining a strategic nuclear ronment is characterized by an increasing
posture. While several other nations openly number of states with the capability to ac-
developed nuclear weapons and long-range quire such weapons and their delivery sys-
delivery systems, their holdings were a small tems. For this reason, nonproliferation is one
percentage of those of the two superpowers. of the United States' highest national priori-
Efforts to limit deployed nuclear weapons ties. Diplomatic reassurance and dissuasion
were almost exclusively conducted in bilat- and the strengthening of multilateral control

eral negotiations between the U.S. and the regimes to prevent further proliferation are
Soviet Union. central components of the administration's

With the end of the Cold War, the situa- security policy.
tion has changed. British, French, and Chi- Given these changes, U.S. policy mak-

nese nuclear forces are being modernized ers are faced with a new set of challenges.
and may grow in numbers over the next A strategy to deter a nuclear first strike
decade. The U.S. and Russia, on the other against the U.S. is still critical, but no
hand, are reducing their strategic nuclear ar- longer sufficient. As Moscow and Washing-
senals to about one third of their holdings in ton implement the Strategic Arms Reduc-
1990. Russia continues development of new tion Treaty I (START 1) and move toward
strategic missiles, althougn its progress in START 11 levels of nuclear forces, it is nec-
modernizing strategic nuclear forces and essary to consider the implications of no
maintaining the full complement of war-
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longer having a force that dwarfs those of elimination of strategic nuclear weapons.
medium-sized powers. Moreover, posses- All parties have signed and ratified START
sion of WMD by new regional powers will I.
greatly complicate the United States's abil- On the other hand, neither the U.S.
ity to deter such countries from aggressive Senate nor the Russian Duma has begun
actions, as well as its ability to deploy consideration of the START II agreement.
forces to those regions. The Persian Gulf This treaty, signed by Presidents Bush and
and Korea are examples of places where Yeltsin in January 1993, limits the two sides
weapons of mass destruction in the hands to between 3,000 and 3,500 strategic
of hostile regimes put U.S. forces at risk in weapons and, most significantly, eliminates
crises or conflicts. Likewise, possession of all MIRVed ICBMs, including the heavy SS-
WMD and the prospects for covert deliv- 18. Although the future of this agreement is
ery by rogue states or terrorist groups pre- open to question, Presidents Clinton and
sent new security threats to the U.S. home- Yeltsin agreed in September 1994 to pursue
land. the prospect for accelerated implementation

of the START II reductions. The U.S., for its
Defining Trends part, is keeping its future strategic force pos-

ture consistent with START II limitations.

Deep Reductions in U.S. and Demand For Nuclear Weapons
Russian Nuclear Weapons Are Is Growing
Underway On the demand side, the trend toward

The implementation of the Intermedi- further proliferation is decidedly negative,
ate Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty and with a few notable exceptions. The relative
the two START agreements has resulted in discipline and general predictability of the
the first real reductions in the nuclear bipolar Cold War relationships have been
forces of the U.S. and Russia. replaced in several key regions of the

President Reagan and General Secre- world by the expansion of regional arms
tary Gorbachev signed the INF Treaty in races, including the aggressive pursuit of
December 1987 at the Washington Summit. WMD and missile delivery capabilities. In
This agreement prohibited the United States several regions, for example the Persian
and the Soviet Union from developing and Gulf and Northeast Asia, there appear to
deploying ground-launched missiles with be no limits on the ambitions of unstable
ranges between 500 and 5500 km. As a re- actors to acquire the most advanced and
sult, the United States eliminated its Persh- deadly weapons available, either through
ing and Ground Launched Cruise Missiles internal or external sources. Increasingly,
(GLCM) and the Soviet Union destroyed its the currency of power for these countries is
SS-20, SS-12 and SS-23 missiles. While the a WMD capability. These weapons are per-
total numbers of INF weapons were small ceived as both a status symbol and an in-
compared to strategic forces, the treaty was strument of political and military power
important for two reasons. First, it repre- for the pursuit of hegemonistic objectives.
sented the first time both sides had actually In some regions, however, the trend is
agreed to eliminate nuclear weapons, rather positive. Argentina and Brazil have appar-
than just control their growth. Second, it ently resolved their security concerns and
created an intrusive verification regime that abandoned their nuclear programs. South
led to a high degree of confidence on both Africa has agreed to dismantle its nuclear
sides, thereby paving the way for the deep weapons program and the six nuclear
cuts in strategic forces contained in the weapons it already possesses, and to join
START agreements. the Nonproliferation Treaty as a non-nu-

At the July 1991 Moscow Summit, clear weapons state.
after years of posturing and negotiating, Despite these successes, at least
Presidents Bush and Gorbachev signed the twenty countries have or are seeking the
START I agreement. In expectation that the capability to produce and deliver nuclear
treaty will be implemented fully by the
parties, the U.S. and Russia have begun the
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addition to Russia: Belarus, Kazahkstan,START Counting Rules Applied to and Ukraine. In these three countries, pro-
Notional Force Structures liferation was not the result of a deter-

1991 mined effort to acquire weapons. Follow-

U.S. Russia ing independence, both Belarus and

10563 11586 Kazahkstan expressed their intention to
de-nuclearize and join the NPT as non-nu-
clear weapons states. Ukraine, on the other

SLBMS hand, pursued a more ambiguous course.
While allowing the return of "non-strate-

Bombs gic" nuclear weapons to Russia, Kiev re-
S Bombers sisted the transfer of strategic forces

START I (SS-19s, SS-24s, and air-launched cruise
U.S. Russia missiles), pending some special security
5910 5973 assurances. By the fall of 1994, Kiev had

received the necessary assurance and all
START II three countries had ratified the NPT.

U.S. Russia States With Established Nuclear
3492 3 Weapons Programs. Several states, includ-

ing Iraq and North Korea, have established
nuclear weapons programs that can pro-'I duce weapons-grade fissile material. Al-

.2353 though the Iraqi program has clearly been
1274 1054 1110 1312 776 dealt a major setback by Iraq's defeat in the

Accountable Warheads Gulf War and the imposition of U.N. in-
spections, few believe the program has

SOURCES: INSS from various sources. been permanently abolished. The leader-
Note: Russia has stated it may not deploy more than 3,000 warheads ship has not changed, and Iraqi nuclear ex-

when STARTl 1is fully implemented, pertise remains intact. The fact that the

Iraqi nuclear weapons program was dis-
covered to be much more advanced than

weapons. These states can be divided into had been believed prior to the Gulf War

several distinct groupings, listed more or sounds a cautionary note for those seeking

less in the order of how advanced their nu- to ev auteothe s ta o r pro grams,
clea weaonsprogams re:to evaluate the status of similar programs,

clear weapons programs are : such as North Korea's.

States With Undeclared Nuclear Ca- States With Basic Expertise and Infra-

pabilities. Several states are judged to pos- structure. Potential proliferators such as

sess either fully developed nuclear Algeria, Iran, and Syria appear to be ac-

weapons or the capability to assemble and quiring the basic expertise and infrastruc-

deliver ýsuch weapons in short order. Israel qurine to proide a nu ras
is n t I frstcatgoy, nd s elivedto ture needed to provide a nuclear weapons

is in the first category, and is believed to option, often through the acquisition of nu-
possess a large and sophisticated stockpile clear power reactors for ostensibly peaceful
of nuclear weapons. India and Pakistan are puos.Whlsmecntisavex

in the second category, with both believed purposes. While some countries have ex-in he ecod ctegrywit boh blieed plored the nuclear weapons option and

to possess relatively crude weapons, but to backed off-for example Taiwan and South

be acquiring greater capabilities over time. Korea-dothers have decided to move for-

All three countries have or are acquiring ward on a weapons program. Even those

the ability to deliver WMD warheads with that have not gone forward could quickly

ballistic missiles; in the cases of Israel and tat a weapons poram if the cbli
Indi, tese issles re evelpedand restart a weapons program if they believed

India, these missiles are developed and their security interests demanded it.
produced domestically. States With the Necessary Expertise

Instant pro liferators. The dissolution and Infrastructure. A number of non-nu-
of the Soviet Union resulted in the creation clear-weapons states possess the necessary
of three de facto nuclear weapons states in scientific and industrial infrastructure to

initiate a weapons program and rapidly
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Status of Nuclear Weapons Capability
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field an effective weapons system. Coun- weapons-grade nuclear material have led to
tries such as Germany, Japan, and Sweden fears that organized crime elements could
are in this group. The only factor which begin to traffic in nuclear materials as they
prevents such states from acquiring nu- have already done in other arms.
clear weapons is the political decision to
eschew nuclear weapons. Many have felt Chemical and Biological
more secure without national nuclear Weapons Offer Advantages to
forces, relying for their security instead Potential Proliferators;
upon regional alliances and the U.S. strate- Missiles Are The Delivery
gic deterrent force. Others, especially the
neutrals, have judged the financial and se- System of Choice
curity costs of going nuclear to far out- Some potential proliferators are pursu-
weigh the perceived advantages. ing chemical weapons (CW) and biological

weapons (BW) programs, often at the same
In addition, concerns about nuclear time they are pursuing nuclear weapons.

weapons coming into the possession of ter- CW and BW offer a number of advantages
rorist groups and organized crime have in- over nuclear weapons for such states:
tensified in recent years. The end of the Cold First, while nuclear weapons are very
War has heightened fears that terrorists expensive, CW and BW provide a much
could acquire such weapons, threaten their cheaper route to WMD capability. Al-
use, and perhaps even be prepared to use though the expense of producing and
them under certain circumstances. More- weaponizing large quantities of chemical
over, as discussed in the chapter on transna-
tional threats, concerns about a loss of con-
trol over the former Soviet Union's stocks of
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choice. More than a dozen of these coun-
tries have operational ballistic missile pro-
grams. Although the missiles possessed by
today's proliferators are generally limited
in range to about 600 km, much longer
range missiles are being pursued. Iraq, for
example, was able on its own to signifi-
cantly increase the range of its Soviet-sup-
plied SCUDs. North Korea is actively ex-
porting longer range SCUDs, has
flight-tested the 1,000 km NODONG, and
reportedly has under development missile
with a range of 3,500 km or more, the TAE-
PODONG II. Potential buyers for these Ko-
rean missiles are numerous. Similarly, as
cruise missile technology becomes avail-
able with growing access to navigational

A member of the 353rd Special aids such as the Global Positioning System
Operations Group dons chem gear (GPS), cruise missiles will become more at-
during a simulated chemical weapons can be substantial, a small arsenal tractive as a low-cost but highly effective
attack at Taegu Air Base in Korea. can be acquired relatively inexpensively. WMD delivery system.

Biological weapons are also a relatively
low-cost option, in part because their suit- Multilateral Regimes Are
ability for unconventional delivery can re- Creating Norms Against
duce the delivery cost. BW is much more
lethal than an equal quantity of CW. A WMD Proliferation
small stockpile of biological warheads can NPT and IAEA: The primary interna-
have a devastating effect across a broad tional mechanism for addressing nuclear
area, provided the problem of fratricide proliferation is the Treaty on the Nonprolif-
can be resolved. eration of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) and its

Second, almost all of the technologies associated monitoring arm, the Interna-
and materials required to produce CW and tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
BW are dual-use in nature, and are widely Since its entry into force in 1970, the NPT
available for commercial purposes. For ex- has been the basis of an agreement within
ample, fertilizer production can be ad- the international community to prevent the
justed to produce chemical weapons, and further spread of nuclear weapons: non-
pharmaceutical production techniques can nuclear states voluntarily abstain from ac-
be adopted to produce biological agents. quiring nuclear weapons, in exchange for
Similarly, defensive CW and BW programs, assistance in peaceful nuclear technology
which are allowed under the various con- applications and a pledge by the nuclear-
ventions that seek to control such weapons states to work toward disarma-
weapons, can be used as ready cover for ment. The NPT obligates nuclear-weapons
offensive CW and BW programs. parties not to transfer weapons, control

Third, CW and BW programs are over weapons, or weapons technology,
much easier to conceal from international while non-nuclear-weapons parties agree
inspectors, and are much more secure from not to receive any such transfers and to ac-
airstrikes. Production facilities for CW and cept safeguards on peaceful nuclear pro-
BW do not have the unique signatures of grams to prevent any diversion. The IAEA
nuclear facilities, and can be concealed in is a U.N.-sponsored organization charged
relatively small spaces-perhaps within le- with insuring compliance with the NPT
gitimate chemical or pharmaceutical indus- through a series of safeguards and inspec-
trial plants. tions. It is also chartered to facilitate the

Finally, the majority of potential WMD transfer of nuclear technology for peaceful
proliferators see missiles, and especially purposes to developing countries.
ballistic missiles, as the delivery system of
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The NPT is widely regarded as the cor- weapons and precursor/dual-use chemi-
nerstone of the international nonprolifera- cals, storage locations, and production fa-
tion regime, and is the basis on which many cilities. Finally, the CWC obligates all par-
arms control and anti-proliferation agree- ticipating parties to destroy their chemical
ments are built. However, some key nations weapons within ten years of the treaty en-
have not signed the NPT. For example, India tering into force. The CWC will be verified
rejects the NPT bargain struck between by neutral third-party inspection teams in
weapons and non-weapons states as dis- a series of routine, intrusive inspections of
criminatory, and has therefore refused to join declared CW facilities, both private and
the NPT-as have Israel and Pakistan, two government. Additionally, short notice
other states widely reported to possess nu- challenge inspections of sites suspected of
clear weapons. Not only does the non-par- illegal activities are allowed. The CWC is
ticipation of such nations in itself undermine one of the most intrusive arms control
the treaty, but it adversely affects current agreements negotiated to date, reflecting
NPT members. Israel's lack of participation an increasingly broad-based desire for
causes Egypt's support for the indefinite ex- greater transparency in arms control.
tension of the NPT to waver. This in turn en- The 1972 Biological Weapons and Tox-
hances the possibility among security plan- ins Convention (BWC) comprehensively
ners elsewhere that the NPT will ultimately bans biological weapons and their associ-
fail, and that they must conduct worst-case ated technology and infrastructure. It has
planning, always keeping the WMD option been signed by most of the countries of the
open. Also undermining the NPT are the ac- world. However, Washington considers the
tions of such countries as Iraq and North treaty to be inadequate owing to a lack of
Korea, who are NPT signatories but never- effective verification procedures. As agreed
theless appear to be engaged in violations of by the BWC states at the third review con-
their pledged commitments. ference in September, 1991, an ad hoc group

Moreover, a 1994 U.S. agreement with of experts reported on possible measures to
North Korea that essentially provides enhance verification at a special conference
money and oil in return for stopping pluto- in September, 1994. The experts reported
nium production (without requiring IAEA that additional verification measures could
inspection access) has the unintended side be useful in enhancing confidence, primar-
effect of appearing to reward intransigence. ily through transparency. However, the

The CWC and BWC: The Chemical protection of sensitive commercial and na-
Weapons Convention (CWC) and Biologi- tional security information is an ongoing
cal Weapons and Toxins Convention concern. After considering twenty-one po-
(BWC) are the codification of international tential verification measures, the experts
efforts to stem the development of these concluded that reliance cannot be placed on
two types of WMD. any one measure, but some combination of

The CWC, opened for signature in measures could improve the possibility of
July 1993, is the latest international treaty resolving ambiguities about compliance.
addressing WMD. It has now been signed
by over 155 nations. While several nations Regimes To Control Exports of
have ratified the treaty, the majority of the WMD Technology Are
global community is waiting for the U.S. to Helpful, But Not Watertight
ratify the CWC before they embrace the
treaty. The U.S. Senate held ratification On the supply side, the diffusion of ad-
hearings on the treaty in 1994, but had not vanced technologies has become exception-
voted on it at this writing. By agreement, ally difficult to control, despite the strength-
the treaty will enter into force after 65 ening of export control regimes directed at
countries ratify it, but no sooner than Janu- preventing WMD and missile proliferation.
ary 1995. The emergence of alternative suppliers, the

The CWC bans the production, use, development of greater indigenous capabili-
possession, and transportation of chemical ties, and the consequences of the collapse of
weapons, and requires states possessing
CW to declare their stocks of chemical
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Agreed the Soviet Union make it unlikely that those and through illicit trade with companies

U.S. Government countries determined to acquire such from states that are members of export con-

Definitions weapons can be stopped. trol regimes. As with arms control treaties,
Many of the technologies and materi- export controls are an important nonprolif-

Proliferation is the spread of als used for WMD production are also eration tool but, by themselves, will not
nuclear, biological and chemical used for legitimate non-weapons purposes. stop determined proliferators.
capabilities and the missiles to Such dual-use technologies are increas- In sum, while control regimes can be
deliver them. ingly available on the open market and, helpful in retarding and raising the costs

Nonproliferation is the use of where they cannot be openly bought or of the development of WMD, states with
the full range of political, bartered, appear to be increasingly avail- strong motivation to proliferate and at
economic and military tools to able through illicit channels. In this con- least moderate resources will, in time,
prevent proliferation, reverse it text, the exponential growth of organized probably succeed.
diplomatically or protect our
interests against an opponent crime in Russia and the possible leakage of
armedwithweaponsof mass formerly tightly controlled nuclear U.S. Security Interests
destructionormissiles,should weapons materials are indicative of a
that prove necessary. larger problem. While a decade or more Maintaining Strategic
Nonproliferation tools include: might be needed to acquire nuclear Nuclear D trren c
intelligence,globa Nuclear Deterrence
nonproliferation norms ad weapons, a determined leadership with
agreements,diplomacy,export sufficient resources is likely to succeed. For While U.S.-Russian relations have
controls, security assurances, chemical and biological weapons, the time been fundamentally altered by the end of
defenses and the application of and costs are significantly less. the Cold War and while common interests
militaryforce. The majority of industrial nations are growing and areas of rivalry are declin-

Cnteoliteration refers to have actively supported the establishment ing, Russia remains the only nation with
the aivitieof theDepartment of multilateral export control regimes de- the ability to destroy the United States.
ofDefenseacrossthefullrange signed to deny potential proliferators ac- Thus, it is in the U.S. interest to monitor
of efforts tonbLt cess to sensitive technologies and materials closely Russian implementation of the

needed for WMD and missiles. These in- START agreements, and to promote greater
clude the Nuclear Suppliers Group, the transparency regarding the entire nuclear
Australia Group for chemical and biologi- stockpile-including reciprocal exchange
cal weapons, and the Missile Technology regarding numbers, locations, and other in-
Control Regime. Washington has also formation, as well as greater security for

p sought to re-orient the former COCOM, nuclear material. Washington must be pre-
which was designed to prevent the transfer pared to adjust force structure planning if
of strategic technologies to the Eastern relations sour, if Moscow decides that fur-
bloc, to a nonproliferation mission. Domes- ther reductions are not in Russia's interest,
tically, the U.S. has enacted national legis- or if the U.S. is prevented from verifying
lation to control trade with, and provide Russian compliance. Further, Washington
sanctions against, proliferators and those has an interest in monitoring the progress
who support their programs. Under such of China's currently modest forces.
legislation, Washington has imposed sanc-
tions against Russian and Indian firms, and Preventing Any WMD Attack
more recently against China for its assis- on U.S. Citizens
tance to Pakistan's missile program. The substantial reduction in the threat

The strengths and weaknesses of ex-
port controls were vividly illustrated in the of strategic nuclear war with a peer nuclear
case of the Iraqi nuclear weapons program. p y
Clearly, export controls succeeded in delay- cure from WMD. The bombing of the World

ing and increasing the cost of this program. Trade Center may portend future terrorist

Nevertheless, post-Gulf War discoveries attacks on soft unprotected targets such as

about Iraq's nuclear program revealed it to cities. In time, U.S. cities will become di-

be much more advanced than most analysts rectly vulnerable to attacks by long-range

had suspected. Iraq acquired critical dual- delivery systems of new nuclear powers. A
use components both on the open market more immediate concern is that U.S. forces

deployed abroad are increasingly at risk

from WMD and missile proliferation.
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Secretary of Defense William J. -

Perry (dark fur hat) inspects an
SS-24 silo in Ukraine.

04I

Because it bolsters deterrence, it is in the task is becoming more daunting. Wash-
the U.S. interest to maintain a credible abil- ington will continue to pursue a range of
ity to respond decisively to WMD attacks, international agreements and mechanisms
The logic of the Cold War still applies here to control future WMD proliferation, with
to some extent: if those who would con- the 1995 NPT extension conference being
template the use of WMD against U.S. tar- the most notable. The ability of the U.S. and
gets know that this is likely to result in like-minded nations to develop a broad
swift, sure, and devastating retaliation, support for the treaty, either by agreement
they may well consider the price of such or confrontation, underpins nearly every
actions to be unacceptably high-which is open issue pertaining to WMD.
the essence of deterrence. (In many cases,
an overwhelming conventional response Key U.S. Security
may be the preferred option, if it can be
swift, sure, and decisive. For example, if Policy Issues
the leaders of a rogue regime understand
that the employment of WMD against U.S. Maintaining Strategic
forces engaged in a limited military action Deterrence While Furthering
will result in the expansion of that action's U.S.-Russian Relations
objectives to include the destruction of the
regime in question, this may be sufficient It is proving difficult to establish a
to deter the regime from using WMD, even consensus on a new strategic framework
in the absence of a threatened in-kind which can be used to determine how
counter-strike.) strategic nuclear forces fit into the overall

U.S. security strategy now that the global
Inhibiting the Spread of WMD competition with the Soviet Union is over.

Even though the U.S. government has The September 1994 Nuclear Posture Re-

made preventing the proliferation of nu- view (NPR) establishes a rationale for U.S.
clear weapons and minimizing the avail- nuclear forces. As discussed in the chapter

ability of weapons-grade nuclear material
one of its top national security priorities,
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Approximate Nuclear Warhead Holdings of France and Great Britian process of modernizing their SSBN forces.
France plans to have the first of its Tri-
umphant class SSBNs operational in 1996.
Four are planned, each carrying 16 mis-

384 384 384' siles with 6 warheads each. The United
France Great Britian

Kingdom plans to build 4 Trident sub-
marines. The decision has not been made
on how many warheads their missiles will
carry. A loadout of between 3 and 6 is
likely, which in either case would give the
U.K. a larger amd more capable SLBM

144 force. China continues to modernize and
100 100 expand its force. Chinese nuclear forces

are more a problem for neighboring na-
1 1.tions such as India and Russia. They have

-8 18 1 0 0 7,:i only a handful of ICBMs with a range ade-

ICBMs/IRBMs SLBMs Bombs ICBMs/IRBMs SLBMs Bombs quate to reach the U.S.

SOURCES: Francois Mitterand speech, 5 May 1994; Nuclear Weapons Databook, volume V. Assisting the Destruction
I Assuming 6 warheads per missile and 16 missiles per submarine, Actual deployment may be different with fewer per of WMD in the Former

submarine or fewer warheads per missile, e.g., could be 192 missiles. Soviet Union

on the U.S. force posture, the NPR outlines Perhaps the most important nonprolif-

the U.S. post-START II force structure for eration initiative currently underway is the

2003, maintaining the triad of submarine- assistance being provided to Russia and

launched ballistic missiles, heavy bombers, Ukraine under the Nunn-Lugar program,

and silo-based ICBMs. The recommenda- which assists in the de-nuclearization of the

tions of the NPR resulted from a combina- latter and helps the former meet its obliga-

tion of factors, including START limits, tions to destroy its CW stockpile. However,

budgetary constraints, and a desire to pre- questions continue to be raised about

serve manufacturing expertise in key areas. Moscow's capability and, in some cases,

However, the NPR raises but does not commitment to comply with its CWC and

answer some key questions relating to the BWC obligations. Unconfirmed but persis-

future U.S. nuclear posture. For example, it tent public reports of continuing offensive

mentions the possibility of negotiating new and CW and BW programs in Russia un-

agreements for deeper reductions than dermine support for Nunn-Lugar funding

START II, and intimates that Washington and could, if not convincingly countered,

will explore whether unilateral reductions do serious harm to U.S.-Russian relations.

to levels below those prescribed by START The future success of the U.S. coopera-

II could still yield a sufficient nuclear force. tive reduction initiatives is far from certain.

Yet another set of issues, also ad- Progress has been made with Ukraine,

dressed in the NPR, relates to the ability of most notably in the January 1994 Trilateral

the U.S. to maintain a credible nuclear Agreement on de-nuclearization. However,
weapons capability without nuclear testing a variety of problems have arisen with

or fissile material production. For example, Russia and Ukraine in implementation of

how might the U.S. maintain the capability the Trilateral Agreement, as discussed in

to design, fabricate, and certify new war- the chapter on transnational threats.

heads under a Comprehensive Test Ban Extending the NPT
Treaty? The future of the U.S. nuclear infra-
structure and national weapons laborato- The U.S. wants to secure an indefinite
ries are central issues in this context. extension of the NPT at the April 1995 re-

Another change in the strategic envi- view conference. The period of extension is
ronment is the growth in the holdings of perhaps the key issue. The U.S. wants the
France, the United Kingdom, and China.
France and the United Kingdom are in the
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treaty made permanent, while some non- Finally, the health and effectiveness of
nuclear states want extension for a fixed pe- the International Atomic Energy Agency
riod as short as five years, as part of their (IAEA) is key to the NPT regime. The
effort to speed implementation of the arms IAEA has suffered some setbacks in the last
control measures set as targets when the few years, with the post-Gulf War discov-
NPT was first negotiated, such as a Coin- ery of Iraq's extensive nuclear weapons
prehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). Other program (despite the fact that Baghdad
issues will also affect the outcome of this was an NPT signatory with an active IAEA
conference, including regional issues such safeguards agreement), and North Korea's
as the South Pacific Nuclear Weapons Free refusal to allow the IAEA's first attempt to
Zone, the willingness of nuclear powers to exercise its undeclared site inspection pro-
give legally binding security assurances, cedures. However, the IAEA did gain
and the perceived effectiveness of the IAEA greater access to North Korean sites as a re-
in enforcing the NPT. sult of the 1994 Geneva agreement, though

A number of countries are closely access to the two suspect waste sites con-
tying their position on the extension of the tinues to be a contentious issue. A strength-
NPT to progress toward achieving a CTBT. ened IAEA with the authority to conduct
While Washington resists such a linkage, robust inspections of both declared and
arguing that each agreement should be suspect locations will be critical to the
considered on its own merits, the fact re- credibility of the NPT.
mains that many countries see these two
agreements as closely intertwined. Many Pursuing Policies to Reduce
non-nuclear-weapons states see the CTBT Demand for WMD
as a long-overdue, concrete step toward The U.S. has attempted to develop in-
disarmament on the part of the acknowl- centives for potential proliferators not to
edged nuclear powers, and the prospects pursue for pot enti ves for to
for a CTBT at the time of the NPT exten- pursue WMD and disincentives for thosesion conference will have a strong impact who do. One element has been diplomatic

dissuasion, which has been a consistent el-
on the fate of the NPT. Progress on discus-sions to establish nuclear-weapons-free ement of U.S. policy. It has in some cases

made a major contribution to U.S. nonpro-zones will have an impact upon the confer-znceas will, inhsov f an im t upon tare be- liferation efforts; for example, Argentina's
ence as well, in so far as these too adecision to end its CONDOR ballistic mis-
lieved to be a harbinger of further commit- sile program may have been influenced by
ment to nuclear disarmament.Several nations have also raised the Washington's entreaties.

Another approach involves encourag-
issue of security assurances, both positive ing regional stability through greater dia-
(commitments by the nuclear powers to logue and transparency among regional
the security of non-nuclear states) and neg- states, including confidence-building andative (pledges by the nuclear powers not to security measures in such areas as the Mid-
use their weapons against non-nuclear na-
tions). Egypt, for example, has long called dle East and South Asia. Such diplomatic
for updating the 1968 positive and 1978 approaches represent a low-cost, non-negative security assurances associated threatening app roach to containing the
wegatith tecuit andscauringctese incatd spread of WMD. In the case of nations that
with the NPT, and capturing these in a have chosen to remain outside the regimes
legally binding vehicle. Washington, how- for controlling the diffusion of WMD,
ever, does not perceive this to be a particu- diplomatic dialogue is sometimes the only
larly troubling issue, believing it to be eas-
ily resolvable through a protocol associated option for Washington.A more direct approach to preventing
with the NPT or a U.N. Security Council proliferation is through security assur-
Resolution, either of which would be poieaini hog euiyasrlegally binding, ances, either in the form of positive secu-

rity guarantees to individual states (for ex-
ample, South Korea) or negative security
assurances, such as those associated with
NPT membership. However, positive secu-
rity guarantees have potentially serious
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An additional issue is the U.S. ballistic
missile defense program. When President
Reagan launched the Strategic Defense Ini-
"tiative in 1982, the focus of the program
was defense of the U.S. and its allies against
a massive attack by Soviet strategic nuclear
forces, with potentially thousands of war- a
heads. By 1990, relations with Moscow
were easing and clear progress was being
made in the START negotiations. The threat
of a much smaller attack, for example from
an accidental launch, or by a regional
power with limited holdings, was seen as
more likely. Accordingly, the program
shifted to an emphasis on global protection
against limited strikes (GPALS), designed
to handle up to a few hundred warheads.

S, Since the arrival of the Clinton administra-
tion, the program has focused on land-
based interceptors designed to provide cov-

erage to U.S. forces deployed in regions
where they may face weapons of mass de-

BI Bomber-Plans are to struction mounted on ballistic missiles.
incorporate precision strike
munitions into this long range implications, and it is not in the U.S. inter- Whether these programs will be suc-
counter-force weapon system est to take on such commitments lightly cessful and sufficient will be determined

by several factors. For instance, the rate of
Strengthening technological progress in BW detection and
Counterproliferation in development of non-nuclear weapons to

kill deep underground targets are control-
Experience and prudence dictate that, ling factors for success in these areas. An-

ultimately, some proliferators will succeed other factor is resource limitations, in par-
in their quest. In addition to strengthening ticular whether, if the DOD budget
efforts to prevent WMD and missile prolif- continues to decline, the U.S. will be able to
eration, the United States is undertaking a afford the massive conventional superior-
number of measures to protect against ity necessary to deter the use of WMD.
such proliferation when it occurs. The 1993 Finally, where active missile defenses
Counterproliferation Initiative is designed are concerned, arms control policy may
to ensure that the necessary defense acqui- hamper U.S. plans. For example, some be-
sition, doctrine, and training are in place to lieve the ABM Treaty would undercut the
provide the U.S. and its forces wherever military's ability to develop and deploy
deployed with the ability to deter and de- missile defenses able to counter longer
fend against the WMD and missile threat. range theater missiles, such as those being

To achieve these objectives, the De- developed by North Korea.
partment of Defense is pursuing enhanced
and, in some cases, new capabilities in a Preparing For Regional
number of areas, including: Instability Resulting From
"* Detection and assessment of nuclear, chemi- WMD Proliferation

cal, and biological weapons development
programs, as well as tactical detection of CW Some analysts argue that proliferation
and BW use; of WMD capabilities-particularly nuclear

"* Active missile defenses such as an improved weapons-may actually serve U.S. inter-
Patriot system and the more-capable ests by moderating the behavior of poten-
THAAD; tially antagonistic states. Two examples

"* Counter-force capabilities designed for use often cited are India and Pakistan and,
against WMD targets, such as deep-penetra-
tion precision munitions for destroying un-
derground WMD facilities.
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more recently, Russia and Ukraine. Such Stable deterrence also requires rational
ideas are largely derived from the Cold leaders on both sides who, while hostile to
War strategic experience, in which the bal- each other, hold essentially limited and
ance of terror imposed by nuclear weapons pragmatic objectives, and are unwilling to
provided stability by deterring the super- commit national suicide for religious, ideo-
powers from conflict, logical, or personal purposes. This condi-

However, stable deterrence requires tion also may not hold for a number of as-
more than the deployment of nuclear piring proliferators. For example, a stable
weapons. On the hardware side, it requires deterrence relationship between Iran and
sophisticated command-and-control Iraq may not be possible, given the highly
arrangements and technologically chal- erratic and unpredictable leadership of
lenging measures to ensure weapons sur- both nations. Similarly, Washington should
vivability. Absent such capabilities, adver- not expect the leadership of a nuclear-
sarial relationships can be rendered more, armed and desperate North Korea to nec-
not less, unstable as a result of nuclear essarily see deterrence in the same rational
weapons. This is a major concern regarding light as the Soviet leaders of yesteryear.
nuclear weapons on the Asian subconti-
nent, where "use it or lose it" considera-
tions provide both sides with an incentive
for first use.
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CHAPTER TEN

U.S. Force
Structure

he collapse of the Soviet Union operations-have cast doubt upon the

most stressful mission: global for in the Review.
competition with a peer military

srtosuperpower. Coupled with pres- Defining Trends
sureto rducethefederal budget deficit,

this has led to a steady drop in the defense U.S. Defense Spending Has
budget, with the concomitant reduction in DroppdSedl hog
the size and equipment purchases of thepedS ailThog
armed forces. The Past Decade

While the bipolar competition be- The defense budget declined steadily
tween Washington and Moscow is clearly after the Vietnam War until the late 1970s,
no longer a relevant framework in which when the Carter administration decided
to plan a military force, there is no consen- that continued growth in Soviet military ca-
sus on an alternative planning framework pabilities required a response. This trend
to take its place. The Defense Depart- was accelerated during the first term of the
ment's 1993 Bottom-up Review, commis- Reagan administration, and the defense
sioned by the Clinton administration's budget peaked in FY 1985 at $401 billion (in
first Secretary of Defense, Les Aspin, upon FY 1995 dollars). Pressure to reduce discre-
his arrival in that office, focused on the tionary spending, intensified by the
need to fight two major regional conflicts Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit reduction
nearly simutaneously. But since the Re- act, led to steady reductions in the defense
view's completion, a number of events budget through the remainder of the Rea-
have occurred that are forcing a re-think- gan administration.
ing of the force structure that emerged During the Bush Administration, the
from it. Continued nressure on the defense Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) and
budget and unanticipated expenses-such START I and Il agreements were concluded.
a increased demands for U.S. forces to en- The Warsaw Pact dissolved and the Soviet
gage in peacekeeping and humanitarian Union splintered into fifteen separate na-

tions. With the Cold War over, a growing
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DOD Outlays as a budget deficit, and a Congress and adminis- the size of U.S. armed forces. By the end of

Percent of Federal tration unwilling to make deep cuts in do- the 1990s, U.S. troops in combat formations

FY 1985-94 mestic entitlement programs, the pressure will have declined by about 40 percent.
Outlysfor reductions in the defense budget intensi- Overall, active duty military personnel will

30 fied. Even Iraq's invasion of Kuwait and the have been reduced from 2.1 million to 1.45
subsequent Gulf War did not ease the pres- million. This is the smallest force since the
sure to reduce the defense budget. In 1991, days preceding World War 11.

25 the Bush administration completed a study The Bottom-up Review suggested an
defining a "base force"-the prudent mini- overall force requirement based upon analy-
mum force level below which the nation sis of three types of military operations:

20 would be putting its national security at risk. fighting major regional conflicts, maintain-
Pressure to reduce defense spending ing overseas presence, and peace enforce-

has continued into the Clinton administra- ment and humanitarian interventions. The
15 tion. Entitlement expenditures continue to major regional conflict is the most demand-

grow and the defense budget, by far the ing of the three, and was therefore the pri-
largest element of discretionary spending, mary determinant of the size of force struc-

10 is a natural target for federal budget cuts. ture requirement that emerged from the
The administration's budget plans for the Bottom-up Review. The force is designed to
Department of Defense projected contin- fight successfully two major regional con-

5 . ued gradual decline in budget authority flicts that occur nearly simultaneously. If not
through the end of the decade. President engaged in two major regional conflicts si-

0Clinton, however, has recently announced multaneously, the military force recoin-
85 88 91 94 an increase in that plan of $25 billion mended by the Review would be able to con-

spread over the coming six years. The Re- duct the less-demanding missions of
SOURCE: Secretary of Defense, Annual Re- publican Congressional leadership has in- forward presence, peace enforcement, and

port to the President and the Congress, dicated that it favors a larger increase, intervention operations of limited scope.
1994coe

Prospects are good, therefore, that the de- A comparison of the Bottom-up Re-
fense budget will stabilize or even increase view's recommended force, the Bush ad-
modestly after ten years of decline, ministration's base force, the actual U.S.

force structure of 1990, and the force de-
U.S. Forces Are Programmed ployed in the Desert Storm operation is

to be About 40 Percent Smaller shown in the figure opposite. This juxtapo-
in FY 1999 than in FY 1990 sition indicates the degree to which U.S.

forces have been reduced. The active
Reductions in defense spending since ground and air forces recommended by the

the late 1980s have led to deep decline in Review will be only slightly larger than the

forces actually deployed in Desert Storm.
Working to offset this decline in sheer

DOD Budget Authority, FY 1985-95 numbers, however, are U.S. force enhance-

(constant 1995 $ millions) ment initiatives in the areas of strategic
mobility, advanced munitions, and C31,

Total which will make remaining units more ca-
390,478Of Which, Procurement pable than they were in 1991. Still, while

373,215 359,185 the Bottom-up Review analysis indicates that
304,5 37 39 the U.S. could win a major regional conflict

279,563 304,536 with less forces than were deployed in
2953254,445 252,153 Desert Storm, Washington will have less of

a margin for error in its future force de-
ployments, should it face a comparable

challenge.
:132,6 122,820

6 31 0 2 ,8 4 8 9 8 , 7 9 1 94 ,4 5 3 9 3,6 7 1 0 1 7 6 , 8
80,187 88,488 55,888 45,761 43,274

85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95

SOURCE: DOD Budget Estimates, 1995
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U.S. Active Force Weapons Procurement is would lead to a serious aging of that fleet in

Structure Not Sufficient to Maintain a the coming decade as well.
Spending on operations and mainte-

Steady Pace of Modernization nance, on the other hand, has stabilized,
1990 Total of the Planned Force following a steady but modest drop after

Base Force The drop in the defense budget is Desert Storm. In the FY 1995 defense bud-

Bottom-up Review sharpest in the area of procurement, which get, the allocation on operations and main-
has declined by 64 percent in the past tenance actually increases slightly. Coupled

Desert Sthrm decade. Moreover, the trend is toward with the continued drawdown of active
smaller numbers of higher unit cost sys- force structure, this will result in an in-

Army tems that incorporate advanced technolo- crease of about 10 percent in spending over
818 temthticoporte.dvacetehnoo FY 1994 on operations and maintenance8... gies such as stealth technology and ad--

gved sens and feconolof atures- per active duty unit. This increase, coupled12 vancd swith the decrease in the rate of introduc-
10 Considerable spending on procurement of tion of new weapon systems into the active

weapon systems from the late 1970s forces, has led to enhanced readiness of
Air Force through the late 1980s resulted in a wave of some has Hed workin g adinss

10 22 modernization throughout the force struc- soe is heverwkng againstth
5 .ture. The Army upgraded its front line trend is the increasing number of limited

13 forces with new Abrams tanks, Bradley operations in which U.S. forces have been
fighting vehicles, and Apache attack heli- engaging. Operations such as those inNavyThe ts feet rom northern Iraq, Macedonia, Haiti, and

Navy copters. The Navy expanded itsRwanda are not separately budgeted, and6i • .........13, 12 to 15 aircraft carriers and expanded its Rwandire nom te opeted, and
12__ battle forces from 479 to 574 ships. The Air meirectoperations and

11 Force completed modernizing its tactical maintena e ac ntan havec intofigher leetwit F-i, F16, -band funds intended to maintain forces in a highfighter fleet with F-15, F-16, A-10, and st eofr ai s .
Marines F-117 aircraft. Considerable investment in

anAs the force structure gets smaller, the
intelligence and communications systems infrastructure (bases and overhead opera-

37; with a focus on space yielded an expanded tions) needed to support it decreases as

3 tactical C31 network as well. Most of these w eldOd to reduceate s
systems had been procured and introducedreduce the size of

SOURCE: Secretary of Defense, Report on into the force structure by 1991, when they its base infrastructure through the Base Re-
the Bottom-up Review, October 1993 by . alignment and Closure (BRAC) process. A

were employed in Desert Storm. BRAC commission is working to identify

Fewer systemsent budg e d of the re- bases that can be closed or consolidated. Itduced procurement budgets of the late 1980s is a slow process. Domestic military bases

and early 1990s, and this has resulted in a

sharp drop in the number of weapon sys- are almost always a key element of the local

tems coming into the force structure in recent economy in the area where they are located.

years, a trend that will continue in the imme- Members of Congress therefore tend to

diate future. Inevitably, the military's inven- fight hard against base closings in their
yof equipment is beginning to age. The own districts or states. To overcome this po-

tory a t is beapon to are be litical obstacle, the BRAC commission sug-
rate at which new weapon systems are being gests a list of bases for closure and realign-
procured is in most cases well below the re- ment that can only be voted for en bloc,

placement rate. In about ten years, the ser-

vices will be facing widespread obsolescence which provides a measure of political cover

of a number of traditional military equip- for Congress. Still, the results have been
ment items--notably attack helicopters, limited. Despite the overall reduction of
bombers, airlift aircraft, and submarines, some 40 percent in the defense budget in

bombrsairift ircaft andsubaries, the past decade, reduction in spending on
This trend will be further exacerbated if the bae iastructuredhasidecreasediby on

services are forced by lack of funds to delay base infrastructure has decreased by only

or cancel major weapons purchases, as recent about 15 percent. The bulk of this decrease
guidance from the Office of the Secretary of has come from closing overseas bases, most
Defense has suggested. For example, delay notably in Europe and the Philippines-
or cancellation of procurement of the Co- which is far more palatable to the domestic
ormanchellation ofrecocurenent ohelicop electorate. Meaningful additional savings
manche armed reconnaissance helicopter will have to come from the more painful
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with little or no warning to the other side.
Moreover, because the loss of a single silo
meant the loss of up to ten warheads, there
was a strong motivation to launch on
warning, before a full appraisal of an at-
tack could be made.

With the eased relations between
Washington and Moscow, the START I and
II agreements were concluded. Two key
provisions of the latter are a limit of 3,000 to
3,500 warheads on either side, and a limit
of one warhead on any land-based ICBM.

The treaty calls for reaching these ceil-
. .ings by 2003. The U.S. is now in the process

of implementing the treaty, largely elimi-
Comanche helicopter prototype nating older, obsolescent delivery systems.Other strategic nuclear delivery systems

process of closing and consolidating bases will either be retired or, in the case of the
in the U.S., with the loss of employment B-1 bomber, configured to deliver conven-
and the dislocation that this entails. tional weapons. Washington has no plans

A commission on Roles and Missions to procure any delivery systems beyond
has been established to examine more effi- those already programmed. Spending for
cient and effective organization and sup- strategic nuclear forces has fallen from $47
port for the armed forces. While its charter billion in FY 1985 (12 percent of the DOD
does not focus exclusively on cost savings, budget) to $12 billion in FY 1995 (5 percent
it too is investigating ways of minimizing of the DOD budget).
the overhead costs of maintaining the pro- Strategic nuclear forces were not part
jected force structure. of the primary focus of the Bottom-up Re-

oMore ICBMs, Ballistic view. A separate study, the Nuclear Posture
No MReview was commissioned to perform a

Missile Carrying Submarines, separate in-depth analysis of strategic nuclear
or Strategic Bombers Will Be forces. This review, completed in September
Ordered 1994, recommended a force structure de-

scribed in Chapter 9, that maintains the
By the late 1970s, the U.S. and USSR triad-a mix of land, air, and sea based strate-

had built up their arsenals of deliverable gic nuclear delivery systems-while reducing
strategic nuclear warheads to over 10,000 the number of warheads to bring the U.S. into
each. In the 1980s, both sides modernized compliance with the START II provisions.
the arsenals. The core of the Soviet forces
were land-based ICBMs carrying multiple
warheads (MIRVs), while the U.S. force U.S. Security
was more balanced between land-based Interests
ICBMs, submarine launched ballistic mis-
siles (SLBMs), and strategic bombers, with Maintaining the Ability to
the largest number of warheads carried on Deploy Adequate Combat
the SLBMs. Either side was capable of Power on a Timely Basis
launching thousands of warheads in a sin-
gle salvo to strike the homeland of the to Defend U.S. Interests
other. In turn, either side would have had Wherever They Are
ample force remaining to retaliate with a Threatened
devastating strike on the attacker.

The most destabilizing of the systems This report identifies a considerable
were the highly MIRVed, land-based, fixed number of U.S. interests. Many are vulner-
ICBMs. They could be launched quickly, able to military aggression or coercion of

the type that could require the threat or use
of military force in response.
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For example, ensuring a reliable flow those interests that are held in common with
of oil from the Persian Gulf enjoys a broad the other market democracies. Not only is
consensus in the U.S. as an interest that operating in a coalition often a political im-
must be defended with military force if perative, but the number of instances requir-
necessary. Overt aggression against or ing military action is increasing, and U.S.
threats to friendly oil-producing nations forces are being stretched thin.
could occur with relatively little warning, It is impossible to predict in advance
as was the case in Iraq's invasion of which nations will be willing to join a
Kuwait in 1991. A key element in deterring coalition to participate in a specific opera-
such threats and aggression is the capabil- tion. Nevertheless, by maintaining al-
ity of the U.S. to respond with adequate liances with like-minded nations that in-
force to repel an aggressor. This requires clude an element of military cooperation,
that the U.S. military maintain the combat, the U.S. will remain familiar with the mili-
support, and transport capabilities to de- tary operations of a number of potential
ploy quickly and effectively a large force coalition partners. This will facilitate coali-
far from U.S. territory. This requirement tion operations if and when deployment of
was the key focus of the Bottom-up Review. a combined force takes place.

U.S. alliance networks with European
Maintaining Strategic and Pacific nations provide a powerful
Nuclear Forces Adequate to hedge against the re-emergence of a re-

Deter a Nuclear Attack on the gional aggressor. They also provide a

U.S. or Its Key Allies forum for the alliance members to discuss
security issues openly, to help prevent the

During the Cold War, a key component emergence of disputes or to resolve those
of national security strategy was the main- that do arise.
tenance of adequate strategic nuclear forces The presence of U.S. forces with sub-
to deter the Soviet Union from a nuclear at- stantial military capability makes U.S. se-
tack on the U.S. The conclusion of the curity commitments in Europe and in
START II treaty and greatly improved rela- Northeast Asia credible. The periodic pres-
tions with Moscow have made the threat of ence of U.S. naval forces in other regions,
a massive nuclear attack on the U.S. less such as the Persian Gulf, also promotes
likely than at any time in decades. Never- U.S. influence. Would-be aggressors in re-
theless, thousands of nuclear weapons are gions where the U.S. maintains a presence
still deployed on the soil of the former So- must factor a potential U.S. military re-
viet Union, and even after the START II sponse into their calculations.
treaty is implemented, Russia can retain
some 3,000 deliverable strategic nuclear Key U.S. Security
warheads. Since the consequences of a mas-
sive nuclear attack on the homeland are so Policy Issues
severe, the U.S. must never be without ade-
quate deterrence against such an attack. Modernizing Equipment in
Maintaining a Network the Planned Force Structure,
of Military Alliances with Given Budgetary Constraints
Friendly, Like-Minded Nations Barring some severe threat to U.S. na-

tional security that demands a militaryWhile the traditional role of U.S. post- build-up, the defense budget will continue

war alliances-to provide a check on Soviet bu nd erp conside rable prsue thr ug

military power-is no longer critical, they the end of the decade. At the levels of pro-

still serve important military and diplomatic curement funding currently planned, there
ends. U.S. interests span the globe, but is not enough money to maintain a rate of
Washingtoncannot bear thesole responsibil- replacement of the equipment in the
ity for responding militarily to threats to planned force structure. Further, the mili-

tary services have been explicitly in-
structed to focus on quality of life, training,
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years, or even 30 years with adequate main-
tenance and refurbishment, the effects of de-
ferring modernization will not be felt in
most classes of equipment for another
decade.

But there are a number of risks associ-
ated with allowing the military's equip-
ment to age without plans to renew it on a
steady basis. First, when block obsolescence
does hit in 10 to 15 years, the procurement
bill will be prohibitive, forcing the services
to either shortchange other accounts or
hold on to equipment beyond its useful life-
time. Second, if the Defense Department is
not buying new equipment, the U.S. de-
fense industry has no incentive to continue
to develop new and better materiel and to
keep skilled personnel in place. When the

F-22 Fighter prototype time arrives to begin a new round of pro-
curement, the industrial infrastructure will

and readiness of forces, and to look to the be diminished. It will then be necessary to
procurement accounts first if additional pay more to re-establish production lines,
savings are needed. and to live with the consequences of years

This is not an immediate problem. Large of inattention to designing and manufactur-
inventories of equipment were procured in ing new military equipment. Finally, if a se-
the 1980s, and much of it has years of useful rious adversary should arise, the dearth of
service remaining. The question of equip- operating production lines will make build-
ment modernization cannot be avoided in- up of U.S. forces slower and more expen-
definitely, however. The Clinton administra- sive.
tion recognizes this and intends that a Reduce the Planned Force Structure. Re-
portion of the additional $25 billion it plans ducing the size of the force structure would
to add to the FY 1995-2000 defense budget help restore the balance between force size
will go toward procurement. The Republican and modernization in two ways. First, less
leadership has indicated that it will seek ad- materiel would be needed to equip the force,
ditional funds to address this issue. Still, if so smaller buys would be required to main-
the trend toward reduced procurement is not tain a steady pace of modernization. Second,
reversed, DOD faces difficult choices. Each the money saved on personnel and on oper-
carries considerable risk either to the capabil- ations and maintenance costs with a smaller
ity of U.S. forces in the near term or to the force structure could be freed up to increase
military's ability over the longer term to the procurement budget.
maintain the edge U.S. forces currently enjoy The risk in this option is that the U.S.
over present or emerging adversaries. Three may sacrifice present capabilities in order
options are outlined below: to invest in the future. In the interim, the

Stick With the Present Program, There- U.S. could find itself without an adequate
by Deferring the Problem. The equipment active force structure to implement the
introduced in the 1980s through the early strategy articulated in the Bottom-up
1990s still represents the most modern and Review. Further reductions in force struc-
capable military equipment in the world. ture would carry the risk that two major re-
There is no serious challenge to U.S. leader- gional conflicts could not be fought simul-
ship in military hardware, and those nations taneously, at least not without considerable
currently developing technically advanced assistance from allies.
military hardware are traditional U.S. allies Find Ways of Operating That Are Less
in any case. Since most capital military Manpower and Force Structure Intensive.
equipment enjoys a useful life of some 20 The experience of Desert Storm has been

influential in shaping analyses of U.S. force
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structure needs for the coming decades-in ficed to make resources available to ensure
particular, for assessing the forces required strength in the future.
to fight two major regional conflicts.

A critical part of the advantage that Deciding Whether to Pay the
the allied forces gained over Iraq came Price of Maintaining a Large
from their technological edge, which was Overseas Presence
on display in such highly-specialized sys-
tems such as stealth aircraft, precision As the overall U.S. force structure de-

guided munitions, and superior battlefield Clines, it will become more difficult to

surveillance and intelligence. A straightfor- maintain a robust, permanently-stationed
ward count of divisions, tactical fighter U.S. force overseas. Currently, a forward
wings, and aircraft carrier battle groups presence of about 100,000 troops in both

tells only part of the story. An approach to Europe and the Pacific rim is envisioned.

force planning that focused on the contri- The U.S. deployment in Europe has en-
butions made by such specialized systems dured for four decades as part of a strategy

on the modern battlefield might allow sav- to contain aggression by the Soviet Union.
ings on traditional weapons platforms However, now that the Cold War is over

such as tanks, planes, and ships, and pro- and none of Washington's European allies
vide the resources to exploit the opportuni- faces the threat of invasion, it might seem

ties that advances in technology offer to safe, from a strictly military point of view,
U.S. armed forces. to return these forces to the U.S. This

The risk of this option is that, because would result in considerable savings. With-
fielding such specialized, high-leverage, drawn forces could be maintained in a

high-technology capabilities is preceded by high state of combat readiness in the U.S.,
years of expensive research, development, and, should a crisis break out, could still be

and procurement, finding the funds for an dispatched nearly as quickly as if they
investment strategy that focused on such were sent from their in-theater casernes.
capabilities would require cutting force However, apart from the political ques-
structure now. Once again, a measure of tion of maintaining a U.S. presence in Eu-
present capability would have to be sacri- rope as a stabilizing force, this option car-

ries two risks: that deterrence would be
reduced because the U.S. presence was no

Weapons Systems Procurement longer be visible to a potential aggressor,
and that coalition operations would be
hampered because U.S. forces were no
longer present to train and exercise with al-

1985 1990 1995 Steady
Replacement lies. The first risk has diminished greatly in

Rate Western Europe, where concerns over an
29 332 720 invasion threat have generally vanished.

300 Concerns of intimidation by Russia are
greatest in the Central and Eastern Euro-
pean nations of the former Warsaw Pact;

20 here, considerable support for U.S. military
S448 presence remains. The second risk is more

of a concern, as NATO begins to emphasize
152 out-of-area peace enforcement operations,

273 and coalition actions to address emerging

crises multiply. Close, ongoing coordina-
6 tion, information exchange, and exercises

28 fgreatly facilitate the integration of U.S.

I hp FIhe/tc A1crf Tank forces with those of NATO and some po-

0 tential Eastern European coalition partners.

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.
NOTE: The steady replacement rate estimate is the number of weapons DOD needs to buy each year, on average, to support

planned 1999 forces.
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In addition, U.S. forces in Europe are in- the battlefield far beyond that available to
tended to be the keystone to the Partner- Iraq. Allied forces could deploy in secret,
ship for Peace program of joint training and and with full knowledge of the disposition
exercises with Eastern European nations. of the main elements of the Iraqi forces.

Korea presents a much more concrete The allies could monitor the movement of
challenge. There is an immediate and pre- Iraqi combat aircraft and attack and de-
sent military threat to South Korea, and stroy them almost at will. Stealth aircraft
until the tension on the peninsula is re- were able to fly deep into Iraqi territory to
solved, the risk of withdrawing U.S. strike heavily defended, high-value targets
ground and air forces is considerable. U.S. in Baghdad and its environs. Precision
deployments in Japan provide a reservoir guided munitions also struck high-value
of rapid reaction reinforcements in case of a targets, decimating Iraq's command, con-
crisis in Korea, as well as serving to under- trol, and communications network and de-
pin the U.S. security alliance with Japan. stroying bridges across the Euphrates. This
Moreover, savings from base closures in the virtually isolated the Iraqi troops from the
Pacific would not be substantial, as the leadership in Baghdad, destroying morale
Japanese and Korean governments cur- and making a coordinated response to
rently pay about 70 percent of the costs of coalition attacks impossible. This list, while
maintaining bases in their nations. not exhaustive, is indicative of the way

warfare has already changed. As technol-
Assessing the Appropriate ogy progresses, the U.S. will have to invest
Force Structure in promising areas of military technology,

The programmed force structure is and develop the required doctrines, com-

based on the Bottom-up Review, and focuses mand and control resources, and organiza-

on fighting two nearly simultaneous major tion to exploit these opportunities.

regional conflicts. Some sources of conflict This does not mean ignoring tradi-

envisioned in the Review may in the next tional military formations. As effective as

decade work their way toward resolution. the systems used in Desert Storm were in

Further, it will be difficult to find the re- destroying key parts of Iraqi defenses, a

sources to modernize the equipment in the ground combat force remains essential to

programmed force without squeezing out taking and holding territory. But a focus on

resources needed to maintain readiness incorporating advanced technology more

and to invest in high-technology, high- rapidly and more broadly into the military
does mean a smaller force structure thanleverage military systems.

An alternative method of planning called for in the Bottom-up Review, to free

would be to drop specific scenarios and up the required resources.

focus defense resources on the military ca- Operating in Coalitions
pabilities the U.S. will need in the long term.
Washington cannot predict with precision In the Bottom-up Review, adequate con-
the next conflict it will face, but it can make ventional force structure was programmed to

a fair assessment of the types of capabili- ensure that the U.S. could meet its goals uni-
ties-in terms of new technologies, informa- laterally. However, the margin of error was

tion dominance, and new doctrinal con- not great. Moreover, the demand for U.S.
cepts-that the military will have to bring to military intervention in peacekeeping or hu-
the next battlefield. The starting point is to manitarian operations is proving to be heavy.
recognize that the classical units of armed In 1991-1994, there were eleven occasions in
forces such as divisions, tactical fighter which the U.S. deployed 300 or more troops

wings, and carrier battle groups are no to provide peacekeeping or humanitarian re-
longer the only way to bring firepower to a lief overseas. This places a considerable
battlefield. Small numbers of specialized, strain on the U.S. ability to maintain the

highly capable systems can provide the readiness of its forces to fight two major re-

edge over large classical forces in a conflict. gional contingencies nearly simultaneously

In Desert Storm, superior reconnais-
sance, surveillance, and intelligence sys-
tems gave the allied forces knowledge of
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An alternative approach would be to Determining the Appropriate
accept that most if not all of the missions Structure for U.S. Strategic
envisioned for the military-meeting major
regional contingencies, providing forward Nuclear Forces
overseas presence, and peacekeeping and The Nuclear Posture Review was con-
humanitarian relief-will be done with ducted over the course of 1994 to deter-
coalition partners, and to configure the mine the appropriate strategic nuclear
U.S. contribution to the coalition accord- force for the United States in 2003, when
ingly. The U.S. brings to the field unique the START II limits must be reached. The
capabilities that are key to the execution of study group examined a number of key is-
an operation. These include: sues including:

"* Intelligence and surveillance systems that U How many of the 18 Ohio class ballistic mis-
can be focused on a local area. sile submarines (SSBNs) should be config-

"* Command, control, and communications sys- ured to carry the Trident II missile?
tems that can be deployed to remote areas. E Can the silo-based ICBM (Minuteman) force

"* Strategic mobility-particularly airlift for be reduced or even eliminated?
heavy cargo. The Trident SSBN Force. The SSBN

"* Nighttime operating capabilities, force was programmed to consist of eigh-

For high intensity warfare, the list also in- teen Ohio class submarines, the most mod-
cludes: ern ballistic missile carrying submarine.

"* Broad area naval power. Ten were programmed to carry the Trident

"* Deployable air defense networks, including an 11 missile that carries the highly accurate

evolving anti-tactical ballistic missile capability. D-5 warhead and has a longer range than

"* Long range precision strike systems. the Trident I missile. The accuracy of the

"* Stealth combat aircraft. D-5 warhead would give it a hard-target

"* Long range bombers that can carry large con- kill capability comparable to land based
ventional payloads, missiles. The remaining eight boats would

continue to carry the Trident I missile that
The U.S. might then rely on coalition carries the less accurate C-4 warhead.

partners to bring to the field a larger por- Neither of these capabilities, hard tar-
tion of the classical military formations get kill or extended range, is as critical to

that are still needed in a broad range of the force today as it was when the D-5 pro-

military operations, from the high-intensity gram was introduced in the mid-80s. The

warfare prosecuted in Desert Storm to the enhanced accuracy of the D-5 warhead was

humanitarian relief operation in Rwanda. efhen argn b of had tas
The isk hoeve, i tht US. arters useful when large numbers of hard targets

The risk, however, is that U.S. partners in the Soviet Union had to be held at risk to
may not be there when they are needed- deter a nuclear strike on the United States.
However, this problem is probably man- Even if the U.S. should return to adversarial
ageable. The political imperatives for en- relations with Moscow, there will be fewer

gaging in overseas operations in a coalition high value hard targets to cover when

are so strong that, in almost every case, the START II is implemented. The extended

U.S. would expect to deploy with partner range of the Trident II missile is useful if the

forces anyway. Moreover, the security in- rans are faing a challe isu bma-
terets f te maketdemcraces re ery SSBNs are facing a challenging anti-subma-

terests of the market democracies are very rine warfare threat. This is not the case
similar, and these nations-hparticularly today, nor is Russia building anti-submarine
those of Western Europe--have forces of warfare systems at a rate sufficient to re-

sufficient size and competence to effec-
cover, let alone exceed, the threat the Soviets

montiveny suppletrolling U.S.doynts. Fr were able to pose to U.S. SSBNs in the 1980s.
monitoring and patrolling functions in The Nuclear Posture Review con-
peacekeeping operations, many nations cluded nonetheless that it was important to
have infantry units with adequate skills. proceed with the retrofit of an additional
Finally, the coalition approach also gives four of the eight boats not yet configured
the U.S. the option of participating in oper- to carry the Trident II missile. This keeps
ations with a lower profile. the missile production line open through

the end of the decade, thereby preserving
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.. " .. With the drop in Russian open ocean anti-.......... ....... ........ .. submarine warfare capability, prompt com-

munication with the SSBNs is possible with-
out so serious a compromise of their safety.

:.... .. The issue was sharpened by the need
_ 6. to invest several billion dollars in the aging

Minuteman force to keep it serviceable.
The missiles' rocket motors are due to be
refurbished and the guidance system needs

:. • to be overhauled.
That said, the conclusion of the Nu-

clear Posture Review was that the Minute-
man III force does provide a prudent and
relatively inexpensive hedge against the
breakdown of good relations with Russia,
with a subsequent halt in implementation
of the START II treaty. A dispersed force of
single warhead missiles in hard silos di-

Trident Submarine minishes the advantages of a pre-emptive
strike. An attacker would have to expend

the technical and industrial infrastructure several warheads on each silo to achieve a

needed to build ballistic missiles. Should high confidence of destroying it, making
the U.S. be forced to reconstitute this capa- the Minuteman force into a large set of low-

bility, a cadre with the requisite expertise value targets. Moreover, a force of 450 to
in re-entry vehicle design and fabrication 500 Minuteman missiles presents a target

and guidance technologies will be in place. set well beyond the capability of nations

Silo-based ICBMs. A key recommenda- with small holdings of nuclear missiles to

tion of the Nuclear Posture Review was to eliminate. Further, the decision to overhaul

maintain three wings of silo-based Minute- the missile's guidance system and refurbish

man III ICBMs, a total of 450 to 500, down its rocket motor will preserve the industrial
from a total of 1000 before the START agree- and technical base of these weapons for an-

ments. The remaining Minuteman missiles other decade.

will be converted from three warheads per Finally, two unique characteristics of

missile to one warhead per missile to comply the Minuteman force were deemed worth

with the START II provision that bans land preserving. Even with only a single war-

based ICBMs that carry multiple warheads head, they are the least-expensive basing

(MIRVs). Any consideration of reducing the mode per warhead on station. They also

force further or eliminating the land based provide the greatest safety and most secure

leg of the triad was deferred until after the command and control.

full implementation of START II provisions.
Before coming to this decision, the

question of whether the SLBM and strategic
bomber force would suffice in the changed
strategic environment was raised. A num-
ber of converging factors led the Nuclear
Posture Review task force to reexamine the
contribution of the silo-based portion of the
force to overall deterrent strategy:

"* With the threat of a massive short-warning
nuclear strike greatly diminished, the need
for a triad to complicate the attacker's plan-
ning has diminished.

"* The accuracy of the D-5 warheads on the Tri-
dent II submarine-launched ballistic missiles
give them an accuracy comparable to silo-
based ICBMs.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Arms Transfers
and Export Controls

Just as the end of the Cold War has the one hand, the imperative to avoid con-

forced a major policy review of in- tributing to regional arms races and arming
ternational and regional security people who might turn out to be adver-
objectives, a major re-evaluation of saries in the future, and, on the other hand,
U.S. arms transfer and export con- the desire to help friendly countries defend

trol policy is also underway. Much of U.S. themselves, as well as to retain high quality
arms transfer policy over the past four jobs, maintain a defense industrial base,

decades revolved around helping to arm and hold down unit costs of systems pro-
friendly countries whose neighbors were cured for one's own military.
within the Soviet sphere of influence. This
policy sometimes resulted in arming one Defining Trends
faction in a civil war against another. In
cases ranging from Vietnam to Nicaragua There is a widespread public perception
and Angola, the U.S. simply armed that, with the end of the Cold War, defense
whichever side lacked a Soviet sponsor. companies are frantically looking for new

Export control policy is also in transi- markets, and that arms transfers to the less-
tion, but at a slower rate than the market developed world have exploded. Also,
that it attempts to regulate. In this unruly many have the impression that U.S.-based
world, with regional animosities and ethnic companies have been more successful than
rivalries reasserting themselves, there are most, and that U.S. arms transfers are rising.
also more arms exporting countries, thus These perceptions are only partly accu-
complicating efforts by supplier countries rate. It is true that competition is heating
to control arms sales. up in world markets as defense firms in the

Some argue that it is now appropriate U.S., Europe, Russia, and the industrializ-
for arms producing countries, on moral ing countries see exports as more impor-
grounds, to sharply reduce their participa- tant than in the past. However, world arms
tion in the arms market. However, in the transfers have been shrinking steadily for a
major arms exporting countries (the U.S., decade, and this is particularly true of arms
Europe, and Russia), the more pressing transfers to developing countries.
issue is the growing tension between, on
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United States Foreign Military Sales and Construction that country, because internal production

Agreements, FY 1986-95 capacity varies dramatically among nations.
(constants, 19959 $billiThe world's arms transfers are gener-
(constant 1995 $ billion) ally analyzed in terms of "agreements" and

40 "deliveries." Agreements refer to signed
contracts. Data on agreements reached
during a specific year give an indication of
future arms shipments, but do not tell

World much about actual arms deliveries during
that year. Furthermore, agreements can be

- of which Near EastlSouth Asia
announced, but later cancelled or altered.
Arms deliveries or shipments, on the other
hand, refer to actual exports of defense

20 equipment from one country to another
during a specific year.

Sources on international arms transfers
include the Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute (SIPRI), which publishes
figures for the rest of the world based on
public sources, and data series published
by the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency (ACDA) and the Congressional Re-

01 search Service (CRS), which look at both

86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 941 951 public and internal U.S. government
sources. SIPRI data tends to focus on trans-
fers of major weapons platforms, while

SOURCE: Defense Security Assistance Agency ACDA and CRS figures include all military
equipment, and in some cases, training and
support services as well. The CRS data base

In short, a scramble for export markets slightly understates U.S. sales because it ex-
is taking place in a declining marketplace. cludes commercial transactions. Although
U.S. arms deliveries have been more or less the State Department knows the value of li-
constant for a decade. But as the market censes it issues each year for commercial
has declined while U.S. exports have not, sales-about $1 billion in FY 1994-data on
U.S. market share has increased, whether the licenses were actually used

Data on Arms Sales Do Not and shipments made is spotty.
Interpreting arms transfer data is also

Reveal Much About the complicated by production licensing agree-

Military Importance of the ments in which one country provides an-

Arms Trade other with the technology needed to manu-
facture a weapons system. Production

In assessing the impact of arms trans- licensing agreements are not included in
fers, serious analysts do not focus on finan- arms transfer data, nor are shipments of
cial measurements because prices vary rad- commercial equipment which might be
ically with circumstances, and many sales used for military production. As defense
are not meaningful in terms of combat ef- establishments increasingly turn to off-the-
fectiveness. A good example of the mis- shelf commercial products in areas such as
match between quantitative and qualita- communications, surveillance, data pro-
tive valuations is the sale of the bulk of the cessing, encryption, and night vision, this
former East German navy to Indonesia at a will become a more important source of
fraction of its original value, weapons acquisition for importing nations.

Nor is there a good correlation between
a nation's military expenditures and the
dollar amount of arms transfers to or from
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Arms Deliveries World-wide by Supplier, 1986-93 Sales to Less-Developed
(constant 1993 $ millions) Countries Are Concentrated in 0

Asia and the Greater Near East X
80000 - Other About 38 percent of arms transfers 0

9 since the end of the Cold War (in calendar "
69913 Russia years 1990-93) have been among the arms

64136 producing countries themselves. The re-China X¢
60000 - mainder, classified by the CRS as deliveries "I LL

51091 Europe to the Third World, were valued at about (D
$89 billion in constant 1993 dollars. .

4521 us.Asia Pacific. Since the end of the Cold X

40000 War, the nations of this region accounted

for about 38 percent of arms purchase
30640 agreements by developing nations. Note-

25716 worthy agreements have included:22479 m m Taiwan's approximately $6 billion worth of ---

orders from the U.S. in 1993, including sales
of F-16 fighter aircraft, C-130 transports, and
Harpoon anti-ship missiles.

0 Indonesia's purchase of 39 second-hand war-

0 ships from Germany, including three sub-
86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 marines.

E Malaysia's acquisition of Russian MiG-29
SOURCE: Congressional Research Service fighters, making it the first country in South-

east Asia to acquire these aircraft, and its si-
multaneous purchase of F/A-18 fighters
from the U.S.

Arms Deliveries World-wide by Supplier, 1986-93 U Thailand's acquisition of E-2 early warning
(percent of value) aircraft, SH-60 Seahawk helicopters from the

U.S. for use on a new helicopter carrier to be

completed in 1997, and A-7 fighter aircraft.
100 -Greater Middle East. The Greater
90 Middle East retained its position as the' E - largest recipient of arms transfers, with
80 about 56 percent of the value of agree-

70 ments outside of the industrialized world
during the 1990-1993 period. Highlights in

60 this region since the end of the Cold War

include:

0 In financial terms-, Saudi Arabia has been the

40 - leading purchaser of arms in the Third
World, with agreements totaling over $35 bil-

30 lion covering high value items such as 72
F-15 fighters contracted for in 1993.

20 - 0 Kuwait ranked second in 1993, signing

1 agreements worth over $3 billion, including
10 buying 256 MIA2 tanks from the U.S.

0 - The number of naval combatants delivered86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 to this area-including two submarines to

Iran, and one major and 45 minor combat-
SOURCE: Congressional Research Service ants to others in the region-changes the

maritime situation there significantly

Western Hemisphere. Latin America has
accounted for only 4 percent of the value of
arms transfer agreements outside the indus-
trialized world since the end of the Cold
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War. Russia was the region's chief supplier, 1988-89 and bottomed out in 1992. This de-
with about 43 percent of deliveries. Europe cline was primarily related to the collapse
was second in deliveries, and the U.S. was of the Soviet Union and the subsequent un-
third, accounting for about 21 percent. willingness of Russia, and other former

Sub-Saharan Africa. This region has parts of the Soviet empire, to provide mili-
been on the receiving end of only 2 percent tary equipment to socialist regimes as a
of the value of 1990-1993 arms transfer grant or at bargain prices. Barter arrange-
agreements outside the industrialized ments, based on swapping military equip-
world. Russia and China together ac- ment for commodities priced far above
counted for over one-half of deliveries dur- prevailing world prices, also have fallen
ing the period. The U.S. provided less than out of favor.
6 percent. The drop in Soviet/Russian shipments

primarily affected developing countries
International Arms Sellers such as Afghanistan, India, Iraq, Cuba,

Face a Buyers' Market Vietnam, Angola, and Ethiopia that de-
Expenditures on defense equipment pended on Soviet/Russian weapons. The
havexppendi sone tdecline in Soviet/Russian shipments to

have dropped by more than 50 percent their clients has in turn meant neighboring

over the past decade in the U.S., most Eu- countries can reduce their arms purchases.

ropean countries, and Russia. Arms pur- However, even excluding Soviet/Russian

chases by the rest of the world have also salesere haslstin a vg Rua rin
drifted downwards. At the same time, sales, there has still been a gradual drop in
drite idowtrialiinw Atrhes ame attime- the less-developed world market. This is
most industrializing countriesoare attempt- presumably due to factors such as the shift
ing to increase their ability to produce, and to democratic governments in Latin Amer-
in some cases to design, their own ica and Asia that has resulted in reduced
weapons systems. This means they are defense budgets.

adding capacity, and in many cases will be The bues.

attempting to export some of their produc- The question of Russia's current arms

tio. Tusarms sellers are facing a buyers' relationship with Iran is a matter of some
tion. Thus, aconcern. Both President Clinton and Secre-
market, in which purchasers can demand tary of State Christopher have made clear
lower prices and greater offset. that the U.S. is troubled by Russia's deal-

Russia. The most important develop- ings with Iran, and that continuation of
ment of the past decade in the arms trans- those dealings is incompatible with the
fer realm is the precipitous decline in So- goal of creating a multilateral regime to
viet/Russian transfers, which began in deal with arms and dual-use technologies.

Concerns about political stability in
Russia-particularly the specter of count-

Major Items Transferred, by Region, 1990-93 less thousands of unemployed former de-

Asia Near Lati n Sub-Saharan fense workers being thrown into a civilian

Pacific East America Africa economy that is in turmoil-argue against

Tanks and Self-Propelled Guns 1,535 1,722 240 240 the rapid downsizing of the defense indus-
Artillery 1,426 1,868 140 1,540 try there. Washington's decision to spend
APCs and Armored Cars 26051 1,793 170 269 significant sums on defense conversion
APsanorSuced Comars 2517 1,9 10 29 abroad is a reflection of this dilemma. As
Major Surface Combatants 617 6 5 1 the President's National Security Strategy of
Minordisuae Comatts 61 69 2 2 Engagement and Enlargement report of July,
Guided Missile Boats 2 -- ---

Submarines 3 2 1 -1994, asserts:
cCombat Aircraft 388 365 20 40 Measures to reduce over-sized defense indus-Supersonic Cmtrial establishments. . . will also contribute to stabil-

Subsonic Combat Aircraft 44 20 104 30 ity in the post-Cold War world. The Administration
OtherAircraft 257 175 113 129 will also pursue defense conversion agreements
Helicopters 273 116 158 20 with [former Soviet Union] states, and possibly
Surface-to Air Missiles 3,685 2,635 60 30 China.

Surface-to-Surface Missiles 380 270 - -
Anti-Shipping Missiles 113 260 20 -

SOURCE: Congressional Research Service
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Top Ten Recipients of Soviet/Russian Top Fifteen Recipients of U.S. Arms
Arms Deliveries, 1987-91 Deliveries, 1987-91

1. AaautaEl $1.1ilo Ktt __ i.* ai

2. In i 10.2 12 2. r'

3. Iraq 7.4 9 3. fac5.

4. Cuba 6.5 8 4.

5. Vietnam 5.9 8 5. ited Kg 3.2 5

6. Syria 5.5 7 6. TaiwIan •.0t,, ;4i 5

7. Angola 4.1 6 7. South Korea 3.0 5

8. Ethiopia 2.9 4 8. Australia 29 5

9. Libya 2.4 3 9. Spain 2.9 5

10. Poland 2.4 3 10. Germany' 2.8 5

11. Egypt 2.6 4

SOURCE: World Military Expenditures andArms Transfers, 1991-92,
issued March 1994, ACDA. 12. Netherlands 2.2 4

13. Greece 1.8 3

The United States. Although the value 14. Thailand 1.3 2

of U.S. arms transfer agreements rose in
1991-1993, U.S. deliveries have held rela- 15. Italy 1.2 2
tively constant to both the world and to de-
veloping countries. The U.S. supplies a 1987-90 West Germany, 1991 the unified Germany.

much wider market than was the case of Source: World Military Expenditures andArms Transfers, 1991-92,
the Soviet Union, and most of its major issued March1994, ACDA.
customers pay cash. About half are indus-
trial countries, and most of the remainder
are either affluent developing countries around 20 percent to almost 50 percent at
(such as Saudi Arabia, South Korea, and the beginning of the decade. That market
Taiwan) or recipients of grant aid, as in the share is likely to increase to the extent that
case of Israel and Egypt. the sales agreements of 1991-93 become

New agreements jumped substantially real exports later in the decade.
in the 1991-93 period, as Saudi Arabia and The dependence of U.S. defense firms
Kuwait increased purchases during and upon foreign orders is also increasing. As
after Desert Storm, and the Bush Adminis- recently as 1986, for example, military ex-
tration agreed to a $6 billion sale of F-16s to ports accounted for only 7.5 percent of U.S.
Taiwan. In 1993, the U.S. was the leader by production of military aerospace produc-
far in new arms transfer agreements, signing tion. By 1993, the figure had doubled to 14
agreements totaling some $22 billion, or percent. If we look at specific systems, the
about 70 percent of the world total. This numbers are even more dramatic. In FY
jump in sales implies that actual U.S. exports 1995, the Pentagon will be spending around
will increase somewhat in the late 1990s, if $4 billion to design new fighter aircraft (the
the agreements are executed on schedule. F-18E/F and F-22), but only $1 billion to

The sharp drop in Soviet/Russian ex- acquire them.
ports-combined with a gradual decline in
the exports of other U.S. competitors, while
U.S. shipments held constant-resulted in
an increase in U.S. market share from
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Of the three fighter aircraft lines in the wait for the elimination of political obsta-
U.S., the F-15 and F-16 will be entirely de- cles to cross-border alliances among de-
pendent for new orders on foreign sales. fense companies, which will take time.
Similarly, the Apache and Blackhawk heli- Even if such arrangements are com-
copters, the Bradley and Abrams armored pleted, U.S.-based companies should retain
vehicles, and the Patriot missile lines are a competitive edge, as full mergers of man-
all being kept alive almost exclusively by agement in European partnerships are un-
exports. Such exports are critical if a de- likely. One reason true competitive mergers
fense infrastructure is to be kept in place to are unlikely is that some of the largest Eu-
enable new systems to begin production at ropean defense companies are government-
affordable cost on short notice. The alterna- owned. Instead of lean multinational com-
tive is to increase DoD purchases of equip- panies, unwieldy cooperative projects-such
ment it does not need and cannot afford. as the Eurofighter, Eurofrigate, Eurocopter,

Seeking export markets is only one and similar arrangements for a military
part of U.S. industry's strategy to adapt to transport aircraft and an armored person-
the shrinking defense market. Another sig- nel carrier-will continue to dominate the
nificant trend has been to reduce the over- European approach. Such projects are mod-
all capacity of U.S.-based military indus- eled on the Airbus consortium, which has
tries. Companies have shed workers and succeeded in grabbing market share from
facilities, and have sold off product lines U.S. civilian aircraft producers, but only at
and divisions that they could not domi- a considerable cost in high overhead and
nate. Dramatic mergers and acquisitions, government subsidies.
such as the marriage of Lockheed and Mar- Recently, European defense manufac-
tin Marietta, are also taking place. turers have begun to recognize that they

Defense companies are also undergo- are falling behind the U.S. competition,
ing the kinds of restructuring occurring in and calls for a "buy Europe" policy are
other manufacturing sectors. Layers of man- now being heard. French and German
agement are being eliminated, and contrac- companies, in particular, are seeking pro-
tor/subcontractor relationships are being tection. They have been heavily hit by the
converted to true partnerships, instead of reduction in the size of the export market,
the traditional arm's length relationships the success of their U.S. competitors, and
characterized by fierce price competition. the reduction in the size of the German

Europe. Both Russia and Europe are armed forces.
more dependent than the U.S. on foreign
sales to provide work for their defense in- Surplus Equipment Plays
dustries. Yet as domestic defense budgets A Major Role
decline in Europe and Russia, foreign sales The large inventories of equipment
by those countries are dropping as well- g q E
in contrast to the steady exports of U.S. that U ee a, and Russianfor c noprodcers Th U.S ha hisoriallyas- longer need, and cannot afford to maintain
srodumed s. Tha a .S. ston European y df se- in inventory, have had a significant impact

on the current international defense mar-dustry is in its interest, but this assumption ket. Some of this equipment is finding its
needs to be re-examined in light of overca- wa into international markets at bargain
pacity in global defense industries and the way is phenation mankes a rgain
effort to control global arms transfers. prices. This phenomenon began as a resultEuropean defense companies have of the Conventional Forces in Europe
been undergoing similar consolidation and (CFE) agreement, which limited major
haveessentialyred timitarconsolidatiof suh platforms for all countries west of the
have essentially reached the limits of such Urals. As a result, a cascade of older equip-
restructuring within national borders. Yet ment from wealthier countries to poorer
U.S.-based companies are able to take re- countries is underway. The end of the Cold
structuring further, so as to create rela- War has accelerated this trend.
tively low-overhead institutions that are
considerably larger than Europe's "na- The U.S. and European countries, for
tional champions." Further economies of example, are donating or leasing capital
scale in the European industry will have to
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-the U.S. has been a major supplier of
weapons to many countries since the late
1930s, the fact that U.S. forces have rarely
faced weapons produced or designed in
the U.S. demonstrates that this country has
been cautious in supplying such weapons.

_VP V However, it is not particularly relevant to a
14 U.S: soldier whether the weapons used

against him are of U.S. or foreign origin. In
recent years, the USS Stark was nearly
sunk by a French Exocet missile fired from
a Russian MiG; the worst casualties in
Desert Storm resulted from a hit on a bar-
racks by a Russian-designed SCUD missile;

Russan-egineredSCUDmissleand the helicopter downed in Somalia was
Russan-egineredSCUD missile.

almost certainly hit by a Russian rocket
propelled grenade.

ships to a number of countries. The Ger- However, some academic observers
mans are putting inherited East German have suggested that the emerging domi-
equipment on the market. Defense indus- nance of U.S.-based arms production and
tries in arms supplier countries are con- technology is so strong that the U.S. gov-
cerned that the availability of such excess ernment need not worry about conven-
equipment displaces potential orders for tional arms control efforts. Economic forces
new equipment, or at least depresses alone, according to this school, will cause
prices and decreases the bargaining lever- other producers to drop out, leaving the
age of sellers. U.S. in a position to dominate trade in

Finally, partly as a result of Desert state-of-the-art military equipment, and
Storm, defense establishments increasingly thus boosting Washington's ability to man-
realize that large weapons platforms can be age the conventional arms trade.
used effectively only if supported by a There are several problems with this
complex network of surveillance equip- theory. First, some arms production capa-
ment, intelligence integration, logistics net- bility is beyond the reach of purely market
works, and communications, command, forces, as in the case of Chinese producers.
and control. Therefore, a growing share of Second, some of the most important items
acquisition budgets is likely to be dedi- used in modern warfighting systems are
cated to such equipment. dual-use equipments that are widely avail-

able through international commercial
Controls Are Difficult To markets. Third, the danger exists that other
Establish governments may perceive such quasi-mo-

Obviously, the U.S. would like to limit nopoly power as a threat to their interests
and respond in some dangerous fashion-

the ability of aggressive countries to obtain for example, by turning their attention to
weapons, particularly if U.S. forces might the development of weapons of mass de-
one day have to deal with those countries. struction. Finally, the unfortunate reality is
This is all the more important in today's that too many conventional weapons are
world, where the U.S. will increasingly already available to allow easy manage-

find itself called upon to act as world po- ment of arms transfers at any time in the

liceman, or at least referee. But such a pol- foreseeable future.

icy is easier to enunciate than to carry out Attention inthea
in pratice.Attention in the arms transfer debate

inCpratc the problem is not simply one has generally focused on the transfer of

of keeping cutting-edge U.S. weapons sys- major weapons platforms and the weapons

tems from unpleasant regimes. While they carry. Aggregate values for weapons

being shot at by one's own weapons is po- agreements or sales, such as those included

litically embarrassing, this has not really
been a major problem to date. Given that
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in this chapter, are certainly skewed to- in the future. The U.S. also has a interest in
ward such equipment, as such platforms preventing regional arms races that could
account for the largest dollar figures in- lead to conflict, and could jeopardize the
volved in arms transfers. However, it economic growth and political stability of
should be recognized that, at least since the friendly countries.
Vietnam War, such large platforms have
caused few U.S. casualties. Encouraging Reliance on

The most consistent danger to U.S. U.S. Military Equipment
forces in recent years-particularly during Among Allies
interventions in failed states-has arisen
from portable weapons such as automatic The United States has a strong interest
rifles, mines, rocket propelled grenades, in promoting the transfer of U.S. weapons

and shoulder-fired anti-tank and anti-air- and technology under certain circum-

craft weapons. For example, the chances of stances. If the U.S. is to minimize its role of

a U.S. soldier being killed by Iraqi tanks, world policeman, it is important that

artillery, and missiles during Desert Storm friendly countries are able to defend them-

were many times smaller than his chances selves and to deter potential aggressors.

of being killed in Somalia, where the Further, the U.S. often wants other countries
largest weapons platforms were pickup to act collectively with the U.S. to prevent or

trucks with recoilless rifles welded onto turn back aggression, and such collective ac-

the bed. tion is possible only if security partners
Such weapons are furnished by at least have adequate military equipment. Further,

thirty to forty countries. Furthermore, they operations with allies are greatly eased if
are handled by many independent arms those allies are using U.S. (or at least inter-
dealers, and there are enormous stocks of operable) military equipment.

surplus small arms around the world. Con- As the defense budgets of the U.S. and

sequently, estimates about the production, many of its allies have shrunk in recent
transfer, and possession of such weapons years, the possibility of turning to coopera-
are usually so much guesswork. tive design, development, and production

of weapons systems has also become more
attractive. At a minimum, the rising impor-

U.S. Security Irnterests tance of off-the-shelf technologies and

Keeping Weapons Out of hardware from the commercial sector that
can be incorporated into weapons systems

the Wrong Hands guarantees greater internationalization of

The U.S. wants to keep weapons, and such systems.

the technology to make them, away from Finally, for the first time in its history,
countries that might use them against U.S. the U.S. finds that many of its defense pro-

forces or in ways that jeopardize regional duction lines are dependent on exports.

or global stability. Washington thus has an interest in promot-
In his National Security Strategy of En- ing arms transfers to responsible regimes

gagement and Enlargement, President Clin- in order to maintain a healthy defense in-

ton makes clear that this objective and the dustrial base at home.

related global military spending issue are
paramount: Key U.S. Security

We will continue to seek greater trans-
parency, responsibility and, where appropriate, re- Policyissues
straint in the transfer of conventional
weapons.... The executive branch has spent two

The main issue for the U.S. is reducing years attempting to formulate a conven-
the transfer of conventional weapons, and tional arms transfer policy for the post-
the technology to make them, to countries Cold War period, and the 104th Congress is

that might become international aggressors likely to attempt a rewrite of the Arms Ex-
port Control Act. The most important ques-
tion for both is how to keep certain
weapons from aggressive or irresponsible
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states. At the same time, it is in the U.S. in-
Arms Deliveries to the Third World by Supplier, 1986-93 terest to e age fien govern t o

terest to encourage friendly governments to
(constant 1993 $ millions) provide for their defense needs by cooper-

60000 Other ating with Washington in developing new

52272 Russia systems or purchasing their equipment
from U.S.-based companies.

50000 -47103 477China
Eu00Cie Pursuing World-wide

4 -urope Control Efforts
34426 Almost all weapons systems and tech-',0 nology are available from non-U.S.

30000 sources. Thus, only multilateral efforts to
22373 control arms transfers can be effective in

20000 - 18329 the long run.
14975 The first multilateral approach is to in-- mcrease the transparency of trade in arms so

10000 as to bring greater pressure on suppliers
and purchasers to limit such trade. The sec-
ond is to stimulate all significant suppliers

86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 of weapons systems to agree on what will
and will not be made available to purchas-

SOURCE: Congressional Research Service. ing countries. The third is to encourage re-
gional groups of countries to oppose the
introduction of certain classes of weapons

Arms Deliveries to the Third World by Supplier, 1986-93 into the region.
Increasing transparency. As already

(percent of value) noted, only the U.S. makes available large

amounts of information about its exports

100 of defense equipment. The U.S. has
strongly supported an effort to provide the

90 world more information through a U.N.
80 -register of conventional arms. The first edi-

80/ tion of the register, covering trade in 1992,

70 I was published in late 1993.
However, the U.N. register has some

60 serious limitations. It collects data only on

50 trade in seven weapons categories: battle
tanks, armored combat vehicles, large cal-

40 -iber artillery systems, combat aircraft, at-

tack helicopters, missiles and missile
30 launchers, and warships. It does not in-

20 clude data on small arms, transfers of pro-
duction technology, or domestic produc-

10 tion of defense systems.

0 Thus, this register does not cover

86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 many of the weapons often used in civil
wars, nor does it provide information on

SOURCE: Congressional Research Service. efforts to increase domestic weapons pro-
duction. And the register lists transfers
only after they are completed, when it is
too late to affect the event itself. As such,
the register reveals little new information,
although it may highlight to the interna-
tional community those countries that are
accumulating weapons.
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While continuing to work with sup- Clinton's initiative, dating back to his dis-
plier governments on controlling the trans- cussions with President Yeltsin at Vancou-
fer and production of weapons platforms, ver about partnership in strategic trade. At
particularly surface-to-surface missiles, the G-7 Summit in Naples, Russia joined
Washington may wish to devote additional the political statement calling attention to
resources to monitoring trade in portable Iran's terrorism and President Yeltsin re-
weapons, and to examining new ways for marked publicly that Russia was attempt-
troops and equipment to defend against ing to limit trade with terrorist countries.
such systems. Problems With Multilateral Arrange-

Supplier agreements. A suppliers' ments. The biggest obstacle to these efforts
group could cover most major weapons has been the differing interests of arms
systems. For example, the five permanent suppliers. First, the U.S. is one of the few
members of the U.N. Security Council ac- global powers that must worry about fac-
count for roughly 85 percent of all arms ing transferred weapons in any part of the
transfers. Alternatively, multilateral efforts globe. Supplier states that are less likely to
can focus on specific classes of weapons face such a problem-China, for exam-
systems and their suppliers, as has been at- ple-are likely to take a more relaxed view
tempted with such multilateral approaches toward arms transfers.
as the Coordinating Committee for Multi- President Bush, in conjunction with the
lateral Strategic Export Controls (COCOM), effort to establish a U.N. register of conven-
which lapsed in April, 1994. tional arms, launched an effort in May 1991

In addition, there are some specialized to secure agreement among the five perma-
international regimes such as the Missile nent members of the U.N. Security Council
Technology Control Regime (MTCR), and to limit their weapons sales to the Near
the Australia Group on chemical and bio- East. This negotiation collapsed in late
logical weapons. These and other special- 1992, when China dropped out after the
ized arrangements are discussed in the large U.S. aircraft sale to Taiwan. World-
chapter on weapons of mass destruction, wide interests clearly tend to constrain the

After COCOM. The U.S. has proposed actions of the major suppliers, but regional
a far-reaching diplomatic strategy to its approaches are still on the agenda.
Western allies to engage Russia and other As already noted, defense industries
former Warsaw Pact members in a new in other countries are generally more de-
global arrangement for controlling trans- pendent on foreign sales, and frequently
fers of arms and dual-use technologies, less competitive than U.S. producers in
Two high-level diplomatic meetings were selling to noncontroversial countries.
held in the Hague in November 1993 and Hence, there is a greater reluctance by such
March 1994, which endorsed the U.S. ini- countries to limit sales. In fact, it is pre-
tiative and established the political frame- cisely those markets that have been out of
work for the new regime and a work pro- bounds to U.S.-based companies which
gram for bringing it into place. have provided much of the marketplace

Support for the initiative has broad- for other vendors.
ened from the original seventeen COCOM Generally, multilateral controls are
members to twenty-three states, with the more likely to be effective if only a modest
participation of neutral European countries number of carefully defined products are
and New Zealand. Consultations are un- controlled, and if the countries subject to
derway with Russia, Ukraine, and a num- controls are also limited in number. Further-
ber of Eastern European countries about more, countries are more likely to partici-
their membership. The National Security pate in supplier control mechanisms if they
Strategy of Engagement and Enlargement in- see benefits, as well as costs, for doing so.
dicates that a replacement for COCOM re-
mains a high priority objective. Developing Regional

The success of the new regime de- Approaches to Arms Control
pends on Russia's participation, and this Countries with sufficient financial,
has indeed been a central focus of President industrial, and human resources can even-

tually obtain most weapons systems they
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desire, either by purchasing the systems Similarly, the U.S. might work with
themselves or by obtaining the technology the producers of portable ground-to-air
needed to produce such weapons. For this missiles to design imbedded software or
reason, the most effective means of keep- hard wired devices that would render mis-
ing certain weapons out of a region is to siles inoperable unless the original pro-
convince all the countries in that region to ducer, or the purchasing government, per-
abstain from acquiring such systems. Coer- formed some function on it at regular
cion by the supplier countries has not intervals. This would at least reduce the
proved to be very effective, hazards of such weapons falling into the

The National Security Strategy of En- hands of terrorists. Similar approaches
gagement and Enlargement notes: might be examined for other classes of

The U.S. is prepared to promote, help negoti- weapons systems.
ate, monitor, and participate in regional arms con-
trol undertakings compatible with American na- Dealing With
tional security interests. We will generally Cooperative Programs
support such undertakings but will not seek to
impose regional arms control accords against the The U.S. government has, over the
wishes of affected states. years, provided considerable rhetorical

The U.S. might, for example, encour- support for cooperative programs. Finan-
age countries in Latin America and South- cial and program support have generally
east Asia to reach agreements on prohibit- not matched the rhetoric.
ing the importation or production of Such programs can be of two types.
certain weapons systems such as surface- They can be government-driven, in which
to-surface missiles, cluster weapons, and case governments collectively identify and
certain types of mines, administer programs, awarding contracts

In order to make such agreements to participating firms. Or they can be com-
more attractive, countries might be told pany-driven, in which case firms identify
that foregoing certain destabilizing partners for a variety of reasons-technol-
weapons systems would make the U.S. ogy, risk sharing, financing, or access to
more amenable to providing other markets, for example. The C-130J transport
weapons systems that are more defensive aircraft program, involving a number of
in nature and less threatening to regional British companies, is a good example of
balance. In Latin America, for example, the this latter type.
U.S. might indicate a willingness to pro- The theoretical advantages of coopera-
vide, replace, or upgrade fighter aircraft in tive programs are clear. Countries may
a fashion designed to maintain, not desta- save money by using technology already
bilize, the regional military balance. available in another country rather than

Safeguarding Weapons reinventing the wheel. Alternatively, devel-
opment costs can be held down if two or

It may be impossible to stop the more countries pay for or participate in the
spread of some weapons. However, more research. Economies of scale can be gener-
can probably be done to limit the danger of ated if a common weapons system is pro-
such weapons falling into the hands of ter- duced, rather than each country producing
rorists or unfriendly governments, and to its own system.
limit the long term damage done by such The drawbacks associated with coop-
transfers. For example, the U.S. is pursuing erative programs are also apparent. Costs
ongoing negotiations to stem the trade in for cooperative projects often exceed those
and production of land, sea, and anti-per- for a single national project, although they
sonnel mines, booby traps and similar de- are usually less than the costs for two sepa-
vices that are not equipped with a self-neu- rate national projects. Partners must com-
tralization device. The U.S. might also promise on the performance characteristics
consider making such self-neutralization of a system. Politics rather than technology
technology available to all producers in ex- and economics can determine work share.
change for an agreement to incorporate
such technology into all mines.
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One of the partner governments may such as export finance and tax incentives
change its mind in midstream about some for exports.
aspect of the project. From an arms transfer All other U.S. manufactured products
perspective, prior agreements may have to have access to official U.S. export credits or
be reached on sales to third countries, export credit guarantees through the Export
which can create friction between parties. Import Bank. Yet that institution is prohib-
Licensing of technology may slow the pro- ited from providing credits or guarantees
ject, and at times cripple it altogether. for defense items. While military assistance

Nevertheless, it is likely that compa- programs were never intended as export
nies will seek out more cooperative ap- promotion devices, there was a time when
proaches in the future if they are allowed they did serve the function of providing
to do so, both for reasons of obtaining credits or grants for military purchases to a
needed technology and as a means of wide range of countries. Today, for all prac-
gaining political access to other countries' tical purposes, only Israel and Egypt receive
procurement processes. If U.S. companies grants for military acquisitions, and only
are to be successful at this tactic, close co- Turkey and Greece receive loans.
operation will be needed among compa- Industry and Congress have explored
nies, the uniformed services, and the arms various possibilities to provide some form
transfer bureaucracies. of export credit guarantee system for de-

The Executive Branch may wish to re- fense products. In 1994, a $1 billion credit
view the circumstances under which com- guarantee facility to be administered by
pany-initiated cooperative programs will the Department of Defense was autho-
be supported, and their implications for ex- rized, but the $25 million subsidy element
port licensing policy. Such implications in- required for the program was not appro-
clude questions related to national disclo- priated. Industry associations are currently
sure policy, how to treat proposals for examining whether such a facility could be
foreign government funding of a new sys- structured so that loan origination fees
tem by U.S. companies, and how to reach paid by the buyer and/or vendor could be
advance agreement with foreign partners used for the subsidy element. In such a
on third country transfers. scheme, Congress would not need to ap-
Promoting Upropriate monies in order for the guarantee

gU.S. Defense Sales program to begin.
How much government support Similarly, a tax incentive program

should be provided for the marketing ef- known as the Foreign Sales Corporation
forts of defense contractors? This has been (FSC), which provides some tax relief for

a controversial area in both the Executive profits related to export sales, provides
Branch and the Congress for years. Some only half benefits to profits from sales of
argue that any support whets the appetites defense products. Most industrial coun-
of would-be purchasers and makes it more tries rely much more heavily on a value
difficult to convince other defense produc- added tax (VAT) for revenue than on cor-

ers to pursue responsible defense sales porate income tax. When products are ex-

policies. This was essentially the formal ported, the VAT is rebated, allowing com-

position of the Carter Administration, panies to price lower in international
which prohibited government support for markets (or make higher profits) than in
defense contractor sales efforts, and the home market. The FSC is intended to
erected a number of generic policies which offset that advantage. Defense exporters
inhibited all arms exports. are at a unique disadvantage relative to all

Industry, on the other hand, argues other exporters in using this tax incentive.
that once the executive branch has made a The administration may wish to review
decision that the sale of a defense system such legal and administrative practices
to a certain country is consistent with U.S. that discriminate against defense exports.

foreign policy interests, it is inconsistent to
treat the ensuing sales effort less favorably
than any other major export sales cam-
paign, as is currently the case in some areas
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Other financial issues unique to de- There may be ways to make excess
fense exports deserve attention. For exam- equipment available to foreign customers
ple, for both financial and legal reasons, without undercutting U.S. marketing ef-
defense firms generally do not own de- forts. DOD may wish to consider a major
fense equipment. Thus, when equipment is review of this subject, including the ser-
needed for demonstrations to potential for- vices, procurement agencies, and industry
eign customers or for trade shows, such in the process of examining various options
equipment must be obtained from the mili- to make positive use of excess equipment.
tary. Until recently, the military required
commercial lease rates, plus the company Exploring Organizational
had to transport and insure the equipment. Alternatives
The bill to industry can be substantial. Ob-
taining an F-18 or F-16 aircraft for aDuigteClWacnniolarms transfers were treated as a foreign
demonstration in Finland, or an M1A2 policy issue and, because of their relatively
tank for a demonstration in Saudi Arabia, small size, were generally irrelevant to pro-
each cost the companies involved roughly curement or industrial base concerns. DOD
$1 million. organization still reflects that period. The

Resolving the Disposition of Defense Security Assistance Agency and

Excess Equipment the Defense Technology Security Adminis-
tration are both administered by the Under

The issue of how to dispose of defense Secretary of Defense for Policy, while coop-
equipment in excess of U.S. service require- erative programs and industrial base ques-
ments is a complex one. Storing, transport- tions fall under the Under Secretary of De-
ing, converting to civilian purposes, or fense for Acquisition and Technology. The
scrapping military equipment all cost military services have a similar pattern.
money. Selling such equipment to foreign Yet today only two countries receive
customers can be an attractive alternative, substantial military assistance. All other
However, such sales may undercut market- countries are paying cash, and many de-
ing efforts of U.S. firms, thereby reducing mand technology transfer and licensed
industrial base capacity and increasing unit production as part of the sale. Equipment
costs of new equipment purchased by U.S. sales have an increasing impact on the
forces. For example, if excess F-16s are dis- price and even the availability of equip-
posed of in a way that substantially re- ment for U.S. forces. New programs and
duced or eliminated new F-16 sales, and upgrades for existing U.S. systems increas-
the line were shut down, the cost of new ingly involve foreign technical or financial
F-16s would surely increase if and when participation. Decisions on national disclo-
more were needed, as would the cost of as- sure policy, technology transfer, and for-
sembling a contractor base for F-22 aircraft eign participation will increasingly have an
production. impact on the viability of defense firms

Industry and DOD have already held and weapons programs both in the U.S.
discussions on this subject, and some ef- and overseas.
forts at coordination are under way. More DOD may wish to review whether the
recently, the Air Force has explored the current administrative structure for deal-
idea of selling surplus F-16s to foreign cus- ing with conventional arms transfers is ap-
tomers and using the receipts to finance propriate for the post-Cold War period.
the purchase of new aircraft for the Air
Force. Furthermore, upgrades of the used
equipment are often required, most of
which would be undertaken by U.S. firms.
In a recent campaign to sell new MIA2
tanks to Sweden, the Army agreed to
throw in a number of older MIA1 tanks to
sweeten the deal. The Germans did some-
thing similar and won the contract.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Information
Technologies

nformation is central to the conduct of munications systems, doing so would have
both peace and war; spectacular recent been more difficult and costly.
advances in how quickly and cheaply Information technology and space is-
it can be generated, transmitted, and sues are increasingly finding their way
processed promise to alter both radi- onto the national security agenda. Tech-

cally. In one sense, these advances are ex- nologies that were once limited to the rich
ogenous phenomena to which all interna- nations-particularly space technologies-
tional actors must be prepared to adapt. are swiftly becoming available to all who
However, government policy decisions do can afford them. From a national security
affect the precise direction in which infor- perspective, the most salient trend in the
mation technologies advance, the channels new information environment is that the
through which they are allowed to flow, capabilities that DOD spent billions to
and the speed at which they spread from build in the 1980s are increasingly available
the technologically advanced nations to for other nations to buy or rent at a fraction
other societies. of that cost. DOD is continuing to refine its

Information technology and space are capabilities, but the difference between U.S.
closely linked. Most uses of space are infor- gold-medal technology and the bronze-
mation-oriented: navigation, surveillance, medal technology of others may be shrink-
communications, and science. Space is an ing inexorably. True, the ability of the U.S.
element of the emerging Global Informa- military to assimilate and integrate infor-
tion Infrastructure (GII) with special rele- mation technologies will not be surpassed
vance for national security; it is a medium anytime soon; but the U.S. defense commu-
through which information crosses national nity may yet be unpleasantly surprised by
boundaries with or without the consent of how well others can adapt such technolo-
sovereign governments. Space has also gies to their particular strategic environ-
been accorded its long-awaited due as a ments. One of the following conclusions
force multiplier. The Gulf War has been may be drawn from such trends:
called the world's first space war for good * This trend is unacceptable, and the U.S.
reason; although the allies surely would should do everything in its power to slow the
have won without their massive domi- diffusion of dual-use space/information
nance of space-based surveillance and com- technologies.
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"* This trend is worrisome, but staying ahead
requires U.S. mastery of dual-use technolo- Cellular Telephone Subscribers
gies; if a vigorous export sector is necessary (in millions)
to maintain such mastery, so be it.

"* This trend is beneficial, because information
technologies open up authoritarian regimes 35
to Western information flows, thus increas-
ing such nations' interdependence, trans- 30 Wl
parency, and permeability to Western World
ideals-all of which bolster global security. 25

Not coincidentally, this trifurcation of U.S.

attitudes is mirrored in the three interests 20
associated with the issues described below.

15

Defining Trends 10r
New Communications 5

Architectures Are Spreading m
The cornerstone of the GII is the 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93

world's interconnected telephone system.
In rich nations, phones can be found in al- SOURCE: Department of Commerce and Cellular Telecommunications In-

most every home and office. In poorer na- dustry Association
tions, phone ownership is rising fast, NOTE: No data available on foreign subscribers before 1990.

thanks in part to large infrastructure pro-
jects, such as those underway in Central for new services, three merit description
and Eastern Europe, Russia, China, India, because they cross national boundaries: di-
Indonesia, the Arabian Peninsula, and rect-broadcast satellite (DBS), global cellu-
Mexico. Although the world phone system lar, and the Internet.
is still largely analog, it supports not only 0 DBS already serves European,
voice transmissions, but increasingly fax Japanese, and other Asian audiences; wit-
transmissions, data transfers, and-indi- ness, for example, Ruport Murdoch's
rectly-corporate, military, and other StarTV. True U.S. service started in late
global networks. Such services are rapidly 1994. Hitherto, DBS has been held back by
growing in importance; for example, voice the limited number of channels available
transmissions now make up less than half and the large size and cost of the dishes re-
of all trans-Pacific traffic. quired for reception. Refinements in sig-

Broadcasting, which comprises the nals compression have multiplied the
balance of the GII, is internationalizing number of channels available from each
much more slowly, and in its traditional transponder by roughly six; spot-focussing
forms continues to be predominantly an and other satellite technologies allow the
intra-country affair, except for stations lo- next generation of DBS dishes to be just
cated near national borders and a smatter- eighteen inches across, and to cost just
ing of political and pirate stations. seven hundred dollars (in the U.S.).

Although today's architectures will * Global cellular communications,
continue to play a predominant role for supported by large constellations of satel-
some time, new architectures are spreading lites, will offer services not only to remote
rapidly. The world's phone and broadcast- locations, but also under circumstances not
ing systems are becoming digital, possibly dictated by local phone systems. Among the
convergent (for example, phone service candidate systems are Motorola's 66-satel-
over cable), and unquestionably richer lite Iridium constellation, Loral's 48-satellite
with new services. Digitization makes in- Globalstar, the Inmarsat-P constellation (20
formation more fungible and manipulable; to 36 satellites), plus others proposed but
data reduced to bits and bytes can be more further from being financed. Supplemental
easily acquired, indexed, referenced, and
transformed within and among sources. As
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Number of Internet Hosts, 1981-94 data-only services are triple-DES (data encryption standard), can

(in thousands) being developed by sys- produce unbreakable codes, but require
tems such as the 36-satellite covert ways of passing keys around. A

4000 Orbcomm constellation. newer technology, PKE (public-key encryp- I
Satellites are already being tion), keeps information secure even if

3500 employed for truck fleet lo- locking keys are passed around in public,
cation, and for maritime since unlocking keys are private. True,

3000 - communications. codebreaking mainframes and supercom-
* The Internet is a puters are getting better every year, but

2500 - quarter-century old, but it codemaking computers-including PCs
has only recently been and workstations-are improving even

2000 - made generally accessible. faster, enabling the creation of ever longer
Rapid growth overseas, and thus more secure keys with the same

1500 - coupled with the systems's amount of effort. Thus, codebreaking is
ability to handle large data getting harder all the time.

1000 •i flows, portends greater ac- - v tcess to Western data by U,.S. Superiority in Navigation "

500i countries otherwise poorly Communications Remains,
0 lserved by scientific and But May Diminish

0technical facilities. OwingO-81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93tehiafcltesOwn
7/94 to the chaotic nature of the U.S. superiority in navigation arose in

10/94 Internet, it may well be- large part from a $10 billion investment in

SOURCE: Mark Lottor, Internet Domain Survey. come a conduit for sensi- the global positioning system (GPS). GPS
tive data flows-such as offers two services, one for civilian use

software imports and exports-beyond the (originally accurate to 54 meters; since se-

reach of sovereign authorities. lective availability went into effect-a de-
liberate decision intended to give U.S.

Codebreakers Are Having forces a larger edge-accurate to 100 me-

Difficulty Keeping Up ters), and the other for military users (accu-

With Codemakers rate to 18 meters). The latter enabled U.S.
forces to operate effectively in Iraqi desert

One area of historic U.S. superiority is that was previously considered virtually
signals intelligence-the ability to extract untrackable. GPS receivers, initially costing
information from an opponent's radioelec- a few thousand dollars, can now be bought
tric signals. This superiority is based on the
quantity, strength, and placement of U.S.
listening devices, plus the computational Speed of Primary Personal
power behind U.S. codebreaking efforts. Computer Chips
Allied code-breaking skills may well have (in million instructions per second)
decided Midway and D-Day, the key bat-
tles of World War II's Pacific and Atlantic
campaigns, respectively.

Historically, the contest between code- Intel Pentium (100 MHz)7,

makers and codebreakers has alternately 100 4"'

favored first one side then the other. In the Intel Pent4W(64 MHz)
last decade, this contest has broken in .. inte1 80486

favor of codemakers. Signals, for example, 10 . i

are becoming harder to pick up thanks to . Inte180386
digital technology, frequency-hopping and ntel 80286
spread-spectrum technologies, plus the re- 1

placement of microwave with optical fiber 0 Intel 8088

for long-distance communications.
New technologies will also confound 80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94

those who can manage to catch such sig-
nals. Common techniques, such as the SOURCE: Intel.

NOTE: Date is when introduced in PCs.
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for a few hundred. Over the next three to both Koreas are also contemplating systems.
five years, receivers are likely to become French-built satellites are improving: its mili-

faster, cheaper, smaller, and capable of tak- tary Helios satellite, slated for 1995 launch,

ing data from several systems simultane- boasts 1 meter resolution capability.
N Concerns over global warning and other

ously. They already have been integrated large-scale environmental phenomena are
into the world's maritime, air, and ground prompting a slew of environmental moni-
transportation infrastructure. The comput- toring satellites. Although most feature
erized in-vehicle mapping systems that broad coverage and very low resolution,

soon be available in automobiles are others-such as the Japan Earth Resources
may sSatellite (JERS) and Europe's Earth Remote
but one innovative new application. Sensing (ERS)-offer militarily useful 20

Differential GPS (DGPS) developed by meter resolution via synthetic aperture
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) radar. Canada's forthcoming Radarsat goes
permits measurements accurate to within down to 10 meters.

two meters or less. Russia's Glonass sys- N Finally, within the last few years, several U.S.

tem, due for completion in late 1995, will companies have requested permission to
launch surveillance satellites capable of 3-

provide an alternative or complement to meter and even 1-meter resolution; overseas
GPS; receivers capable of picking up six competitors from France and Russia are un-
GPS plus six Glonass satellites have al- likely to allow U.S. companies the market to
ready been introduced. Still more signals themselves.
capability will become a feature of pro- Technologies driving progress in
posed future constellations of low-earth space-based surveillance include electro-
orbit communications satellites. optics similar to those found in cam-

For the time being, few if any potential corders, and software that can sharpen
U.S. military opponents have the ability to fuzzy pictures and compress imagery. Re-
destroy GPS satellites. At the same time, cent launches by the Ballistic Missile De-
commercial signals are easier to jam than fense Office (BMDO) of Clementine and
are military signals available only to U.S. Multiple Sensor Technology Integration
and other friendly forces. This is due to (MSTI) have shown that light, medium-res-
anti-jam protection in the signal itself (e.g. olution (5-30 meter), multi-spectral satel-
encoding) as well as in the receivers used lites can be launched in less than eighteen
(e.g. directional antennas). months for under $80 million.

The U.S. Lead in Space-Based G Combining space-based imagery and
SureiU.lanLea is Spar e- d GPS makes precision strikes easier and less
Surveillance is Eroding expensive than would be the case with

Similar, if less extensive levelling, is other technologies, such as the digital
taking place in space-based surveillance, scene recognition that is employed by the
for many reasons: U.S. in cruise missiles. While such tech-

"nologies do not offer a perfect substitute* With the Cold War's end, the U.S. is some- for the complicated guidance systems used
what more willing to show allies, for exam-
ple, the Israelis, its imagery. in U.S. precision guided munitions, the dif-

"* The resolution of commercial imagery is con- fusion of access to such technologies does
tinuing to improve (see chart). Landsat 7 is put U.S. fixed assets at increased risk. To be
scheduled to triple the resolution of the ill- safe from such threats and to recover the
fated Landsat 6, which itself represented a secrecy it enjoyed during the Gulf War, the
doubling of the resolution of Landsat 5 from U.S. would somehow have to prevent all
30 to 15 meters, (panchromatic). France's
Spot 5, due for launch in the late 1990s, will third-party imaging satellite data from get-
also feature 5 meter resolution, down from ting to anyone unofficial; once such data
10 meters. leaves secure hands, the U.S. military

"* Russian imagery, some of which can resolve might as well assume that an enemy can
details down to 2 meters, is coming onto the get it.
market; however, its images are historical The number of nations capable of
rather than near real-time.

"* Several nations are hoping to join the U.S., launching significant payloads into space
Russia, France, and China in owning their has also increased. Ten years ago, only the
own surveillance satellites. Israel, Japan, and
India are three recent examples. Taiwan and
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Civilian Satellite Ground Resolution policies would find universal approval in
this country. In practice, this is rarely possi-

(Resoiution in meters) ble. Further, such technologies-unlike,

100 0 Landsatl say, the technologies of nuclear weapons *

production-have many legitimate civilian
applications. As a result, tradeoffs must be
made, and tricky questions must be an-

80 swered. Can judicious release of some ser-
vices such as satellite imagery dissuade
other nations from developing the tech-

60 nologies that make such services possible?
Would restricting the exports of one prod-
uct (say, satellites) in order to inhibit ven-
dors of another (rockets) in fact encourage

40 - the proliferation of both? Should the U.S.
Landsat 4 Proposed attempt to control the export of technolo-

CTA system
Proposed gies for which foreign substitutes might be

20 Litton, Lockheed readily available? What are the possible
system economic costs to U.S. firms associated

with over-regulating such exports? Finally,
,X Kawhy must the export of dual-use technolo-

oyuz 8a 819 gies carry an implied moral onus, when
such technologies have many innocent,

even beneficial uses?
SOURCE: Office of Technology Asessment

Maintaining the U.S. Lead in
U.S., the Soviet Union, and France could put Core Technology Competencies
a communications satellite into geosynchro- If U.S. firms cannot export certain
nous orbit. In the mid 1980s, China joined technologies freely, they may be deemed
the club. In 1993, Japan followed, and India unreliable by potential customers, who will
is only a few years behind. Many more na- turn to others. Lost sales mean lost re-
tions-Israel, Brazil, South Africa, Korea- sources for product R&D, with the atten-
could loft medium-sized, several hundred- dant risk of falling behind in technology.
pound payloads into low-earth orbit within Many analysts are coming to the conclu-
five years, if they chose to do so. sion that dual-use, high technology exports

are crucial to U.S. economic health in an in-

U.S. Security Interests creasingly competitive world economy.
Therefore, many dual-use technologies

Inhibiting Proliferation (GPS, space imagery, cryptography) cannot

of Militarily Relevant be denied to overseas customers without
Technologies undermining economic growth and the

U.S. technological lead-the bedrock of

The U.S. security interest in slowing U.S. national security.
the spread of advanced information tech- Promoting the Global
nologies is straightforward. Precise naviga-
tion and imagery in the wrong hands can Information Infrastructure
imperil U.S. forces. Space-based communi- The elimination of political and tech-
cations reduces the U.S. advantage in mili- nological impediments to the free ex-
tary command-and-control. Cryptographic change of information is likely to hasten
capabilities could permit terrorists to plan the international dissemination of U.S. po-
havoc undetected. Space launch capabilities litical and economic values, and therefore
can lead to ballistic missile proliferation
that destabilizes regions. And so on.

If it were possible to deny such tech-
nologies to potential adversaries only, such
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to enhance U.S. national security. The satellites, has publicly mulled selling one-
growth of the GII and the diffusion of meter imagery on the commercial market in
dual-use information technologies does competition with U.S. providers. Russia's
foster such a world-despite the security reaction is more difficult to assess. Moscow
concerns raised by the latter. dislikes proliferation, but reportedly the

same country whose inquiry prompted

Key U.S. Security Lockheed to ponder selling one-meter satel-
lites has turned to pursue a better deal (.8

Policy Issues meter resolution) with Russian sources.
How long and at what cost could U.S.

Controlling the Spread of policy inhibit the flow of surveillance in-

Surveillance Satellites formation? Many sensors ostensibly built
for environmental monitoring have mili-

How far will U.S. producers be al- foeninm tamntrnghvml-
Howed fa woill UffeSg pr erts be im- tary uses. Surveillance satellites are becom-

lowed to go in offering satellites or ima- ing more accurate, easier to control,

agery with one-meter resolution? From the cheaper, and more available. Would for-

defense perspective, it would be best if eign access to U.S. image streams inhibit

such capabilities were unavailable outside other countries from launching their own
the U.S. The next best outcomes, in de- satellites? It appears probable that military-
scending order of preference are: relevant satellite imagery will become in-

"* Sales of individual images from satellites creasingly available; U.S. forces will have
owned and operated by U.S. firms. to learn to operate in an environment

"* Sales of real-time bit streams-increased where they do not have a monopoly on
timeliness means greater military applicabil- such capabilities.
ity-from such satellites.

"* Satellites owned by third parties (who could, Managing Global
unless otherwise limited, sell to whomever
they close), but operated by U.S. firms. Navigation Systems

"* Satellites owned and operated by third par- As commercial users come to consti-
ties that rely on support from U.S. firms. tute the bulk of the GPS system's beneficia-

"* Satellites owned and operated autonomously ries, many have expressed nervousness
by third parties. about relying on a DOD-controlled system.

The Commerce Department has li- Might such worries inhibit beneficial in-
censed four U.S. groups to sell surveillance vestments that take advantage of GPS in
bitstreams. The first, Worldview, offers areas such as transportation safety? In De-
three meter resolution. The other three cember 1993, a joint DOD/Department of
groups-led by Lockheed, Litton, and Ball, Transportation (DOT) task force dealt with
respectively-offer one-meter resolution. two key issues: who would manage and
The licenses permit the U.S. government to fund the system, and how the needs of
prevent the capture and transmission of civilian users would be met.
data in emergencies. Although financing The task force recommended that
remains an issue for each group, Lock- management-as opposed to operational
heed's consortium is set to receive majority control-of the GPS be shifted to a joint
funding from Arabian sources. DOD/DOT executive board that would re-

U.S. policy on surveillance satellites is solve issues that normal interagency coor-
not made in a strategic vacuum. French offi- dination could not. DOD agreed to pay for
cials recognize that one-meter imagery the normal cost of operating and maintain-
could not only imperil French forces, but ing the system (roughly $400 million a
also threaten the commercial viability of year, mostly for replacing satellites ending
their Spot satellite, which they were allowed their useful life). DOT would pay for aug-
to offer only over the initial objections of the mentations to the system to support civil
French Defense Ministry. Although French navigation needs (such as differential GPS
government sources have reiterated their beacons).
opposition to the sale of imagery finer than
the five meters that Spot 5 could offer,
Matra, which builds France's surveillance
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In common with other areas in this
section, trends point to the eventual diffu-
sion of the technologies in question. As
other navigation systems emerge, GPS will
lose its exclusive place, and U.S. policy will
have decreasing relevance over navigation
systems investments. Controls can slow
down proliferation, but they cannot re-
verse deep-seated trends.

Collecting Signals Intelligence
Issues here concern the fall-out from

the possible widespread deployment of
PKE technologies.

Encryption: Encryption helps to pre-
serve vital national secrets, limit attacks on
the nation's information infrastructure, and
eliminate security and authentication obsta-
cles to electronic commerce. In the wrong
hands, however, it can be used to plan or
cover up domestic crimes or overseas mili-
tary operations. The Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation and the National Security
Agency seek to preserve their ability to in-

Navstar Global Positioning System tercept and decode domestic and interna-
(GPS) satellite, tional communications, and thus would like

to inhibit the use of PKE to generate un-
The accuracy issue was thornier. Al- breakable codes-stopping it altogether may

though 100 meter resolution suffices for be technically impossible and may raise con-
some purposes, such as preventing airlin- stitutional issues. Yet neither wishes to im-
ers from drifting into hostile airspace, it pede government use of such technologies.
cannot support close operations such as Their solution is embodied in silicon
guiding aircraft into runways, governing as the Clipper chip, an encryption device
port traffic, or intelligent vehicle/highway attached to telephones. Each chip carries a
system applications, which require DGPS. law enforcement access field; this informa-
The outcome permitted the Coast Guard to tion is divided into two parts, each part es-
install local correction services that will crowed by a separate federal agency. Upon
cover coastal and inland waterways, while court order, the pair could be recombined,
the FAA will install similar services for air- thus enabling government decryption. If
port use. The issue of global correction ser- established as a standard, the Clipper chip
vices remained unresolved, would let government users encrypt and

In early 1994, the FAA announced that decrypt at reasonable cost, without worry-
it would replace most current microwave ing about interoperability. Moreover, if the
landing systems with DGPS systems. Will Clipper chip sells well, its cost will drop,
other nations follow? If so, they would making it the most cost-effective route to
have to overcome misgivings about depen- encryption in the private market as well-
dence on a system run by the U.S. govern- albeit one with a legal back door.
ment, which retains the right to degrade The Clipper proposal has been con-
even civilian signals in emergency. If not, troversial. Escrow arrangements have
however, they face the considerable cost of failed to win complete public confidence;
maintaining their own systems, and inter- fears of "Big Brother" dominate the media
national aircraft would have to maintain debate on this issue. DES, the previous en-
two systems: one for domestic use, the cryption standard, was extended for five
other for use overseas.
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years, but its fixed key-length means that Preserving U.S. Commercial
it can eventually be broken, and thus is Space Launch Capabilities
not a reliable guarantor of private encryp-
tion in the long run. The history of commercial space

Will the Clipper policy work? Govern- launch is a story of continually increasing
ment sales may permit sought-after competition. Although the first technologi-
economies of scale for the Clipper chip, but cal rival to the United States, the Soviet
the ferocity of private opposition dims the Union, was not initially active as a com-
prospects of the Clipper chip coming into mercial vendor, the U.S. monopoly on com-
widespread commercial use. Foreign gov- mercial launch services was breached by
ernments may likewise shun an encryption France in the early 1980s, China in the late
technology for which the U.S. government 1980s, Russia after the Cold War ended,
retains a key. Even so, any data communi- and, within a few years, perhaps also by
cations technology needs standards to en- Japan and India. Only a third of the global
sure interoperability; two users with differ- commercial launch market is now held by
ent encryption methods cannot talk to each U.S. firms.
other. With the adoption of the Clipper The U.S. has, however, taken advan-
chip, government users have a standard tage of the fact that it supplies over two-
but commercial users do not, thus poten- thirds of all commercial payloads-essen-
tially slowing the development of univer- tially communications satellites-to
sally acceptable, interoperable encryption persuade China and Russia to restrict their
methods. Whether such a delay is good or launch rates and limit their price discounts.
bad depends on whether the virtues of China agreed to sell launch services only at
commercial encryption outweigh the possi- market prices, and Russia's Proton-based
bility of the diversion of such capabilities launches go for 92.5 percent of market
into the wrong hands. price. The success of such agreements is

Export Controls: Similar controversy open to question. Reports have surfaced of
surrounds export controls on encryption unofficial 30 percent discounts on Chinese
software. Legally exportable software with launches. In August 1993, the launch pic-
40-bit keys is 16,000 times less capable than ture was further complicated when the
what is sold at home, where the legal limit U.S. slapped a two-year moratorium on ex-
is 56 bits. Vendors argue that such controls port of U.S. payloads to Chinese launch
hurt the competitiveness of U.S. software sites in retaliation for Chinese sales of pro-
(or forces the quality of domestic software hibited military material to Pakistan, (al-
down to the legal limit on exported soft- though two satellites were released to ex-
ware), a protest that has stirred Congres- port in early 1994). Attempts to renegotiate
sional calls for relaxing export restrictions, further restrictions may be politically com-

Few doubt that the U.S. in general, plicated by the large number of joint ven-
and the NSA in particular, retain a marked tures being put together between U.S. and
edge in information security technologies, foreign companies, such as the recent pact
particularly in codebreaking. However, the among Boeing, Russia, and Ukraine to use
rest of the world is catching up fast and, Zenit rockets.
particularly through the Internet, has been The U.S. has also taken steps to inhibit
able to access codemaking technologies- Russia's sale of rocket equipment to India.
such as Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)-as As a result of U.S. pressure, Russia agreed
good as if not better than what is available to sell only finished cryogenic engines to
here. (All but the most recent versions of India's space program, rather than the
PGP violate U.S. but not overseas patents.) technology itself. Without Russian help,
Forcing the global electronic network to India is considered unlikely to produce
take detours around U.S. export prohibi- such engines indigenously until after the
tions may not necessarily be in the larger year 2000.
interests of the United States. Although the management of U.S.

space facilities could be altered to better
serve U.S. launchers, otherwise how stren-
uously should U.S. trade policy serve to
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bolster the market share of raises potential national security issues be-
domestic firms? The consis- cause it challenges state sovereignty over
tent reliability of the French communications by bypassing national
Ariane, the low wages earned communications monopolies. Affected na-
by Russian and Chinese tions may respond aggressively, and per-
rocket workers, the subsi- haps pursue policies hostile to the world's
dized determination of Japan lines of communications.
to become a commercial The advent of DBS, notably AsiaSat
launch player, the prospect of (with one footprint over China and the
India's entry, and the large other over South/Southeast Asia), por-
stocks of military rockets fac- tends the proliferation of media whose
ing conversion, all dim the content cannot easily be regulated by na-
prospects for U.S. producers tional authorities. How have states in fact
of launchers. The idea of reacted? Some, including Persian Gulf
using export controls over states, China, and Singapore, have banned
satellite payloads to stabilize private satellite dishes outright, forcing

c- markets for launchers may be broadcasts to be channelled through a local
Scounterproductive in the long cable provider, and thus subjecting them to

g run by casting doubt on the government control. In China, particularly
Sreliability of U.S. suppliers of in the south, the ban is routinely flouted.
2 satellites. True, U.S. satellite Malaysia and Thailand, on the other hand,
£ makers have kept European seek to launch their own DBS systems,

Titan IV launch, competitors locked in a small hoping that few consumers will opt to pay
niche, and serious competition from Japan extra for access to unrestricted systems if
has yet to emerge. Nevertheless, the situa- they can get most of what they want from
tion is subject to change; for example, at sanctioned ones.
least two studies predict Japan may DBS broadcasters are, of course, not
emerge as a competitive supplier of satel- immune to pressure from national govern-
lites by the year 2000. ments. StarTV (which uses AsiaSat), for in-

Can the U.S. launch industry be saved stance, dropped BBC service from its
by radical technological changes in rockets northern footprint over China. Although
or satellites? If technology comes to favor the owners deny it, pressure from the Chi-
small satellites for some missions-as may nese government may have been a factor
be the case for land-mobile communications contributing to this decision. Even Canada
and surveillance-then small, quick-turn- has pressed for more Canadian content in
around launch vehicles may be preferred transmissions from Hughes's new DBS, by
over large ones. U.S. companies such as Or- threatening to restrict access to cable for
bital Sciences Corporation, CTA, and Lock- stations that transmit via DBS. Intelsat's
heed have a comparative advantage in the plans for DBS service to Latin America
technology of small vehicles, despite com- were deferred, in part due to concerns over
petition from Russia's SS-25 and Israel's the impact of such service on the cultures
Shavit. Alternatively, the development of a of targeted countries. If national govern-
completely reusable launch vehicle could, ments or political groups see DBS as
according to its proponents, reduce the cost spreading unwanted social, cultural, or po-
per unit mass of lofting a payload into orbit litical messages to their population, it may
by as much as a factor of ten. This, too, is increase their hostility toward the West.
likely to favor U.S. suppliers. How long can governments control ac-

cess to DBS? Tomorrow's antennas can in-
Coping With the National creasingly be blended into walls and other

Security Dimensions of background, thus frustrating bans on their
Civilian Communications possession. Electronic focussing can frus-

Satellites trate terrestrial jamming. Video compres-
sion, which multiplies the number of chan-

Direct Broadcast Satellite: As is the nels that any satellite can host, enhances
case with global cellular telephony, DBS
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the economics of narrowcasting. A billion- In response, aspiring vendors have
dollar investment can yield well over a been making deals with various countries
hundred digital stations, which in turn for permission to broadcast within their
could be profitably leased for perhaps $2 borders. But when countries are close to-
million a year. At that price, any of several gether, it is impossible to service one with-
aggrieved national or political groups- out draping signals into another. The Euro-
Kurds, radical Shiites, Sikhs, Burmese pean Union, which does not have an
mountain tribes-could afford to broadcast aspiring global cellular vendor of its own,
propaganda twenty-four hours a day to has nevertheless been hinting that it objects
wide swaths of territory, to systems such as Iridium. If other nations

Allocating the Spectrum for Commer- follow, equipment usable in the United
cial Satellite Services: If spectrum is not al- States could be prohibited overseas, and
located in an orderly fashion, signals the prospects for any global cellular system
would interfere with each other, and radio- would be substantially reduced. European
based services would be impossible. objections may reflect a zero-sum mental-

For geosynchronous satellite systems, ity concerning economic opportunities,
orbital space must be allocated at the rather than spectrum allocation per se: with
global level, and methods have already each U.S. system up, the prospects for the
been worked out to resolve disputes. An future European systems are reduced.
international organization, the ITU, assigns Military Use of Commercial Satel-
satellites to orbital slots that are separated lites: With declining defense budgets, and
by one-and-a-half degrees, thus allowing spare commercial transponders available,
240 distinct geostationary slots for satellites the logic of putting more U.S. military traf-
of a given type, which are accessed by di- fic on commercial satellites is becoming
rectional antennas. For the most part, con- compelling. U.S. commanders already con-
troversies are avoided although a few cede that they cannot run operations in re-
rogue cases persist. For instance, Tonga, a mote areas in the absence of commercial
small Pacific island, has tried to reserve far satellite transmission capability. The Navy
more orbital slots than it needs, and is is mulling the use of commercial DBS for
working a thriving business in the resale broadcasting non-critical information to
market. More seriously, China has maneu- ships. NATO has reportedly decided to get
vered a satellite into a space where it could out of the business of owning satellites, of
interfere with some Japanese transmis- which it has two at the moment. However,
sions; a similar dispute between Tonga and commercial satellites are not inherently se-
Indonesia was resolved in late 1993. cure, even though source-level encryption

Global cellular communications satel- can reduce the threat of hostile intercep-
lites, on the other hand, move across the tion. More important, commercial satellites
earth, with the result that the total spec- have little protection against jamming and
trum itself must be allocated. Despite the destruction; this has kept DOD's Milstar
existence of an international conference- program going despite its high cost.
the World Administrative Radio Confer- A more serious long-term problem
ence (WARC)-that metes out broad spec- may arise should it become necessary to
tral bands for various uses, the allocation target satellites used by hostile forces.
of spectrum to competing satellites has Knowing U.S. military traffic is being car-
been left for countries to negotiate. This ried by commercial satellites, the best way
presents few problems if all vendors aspir- for a hostile force to preserve its own trans-
ing to provide global cellular services come mission capacity would be to lease a
from the same country, as is now the case transponder on the same craft. With en-
for the two most likely vendors: Motorola's cryption ubiquitous, it may be difficult to
Iridium and Loral's Globalstar are both of ascertain that any one transponder was
U.S. origin. However, once another coun- being used for hostile purposes.
try-such as France or Russia-sponsors a
system, controversy can start.
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packetizing, and encoding, to message for-
matting, to data-base definitions. For ex-
ample, the ability of new sensors to see the
battlefield in novel ways may be outstrip-
ping the ability to communicate these vi-
sions in standardized formats.

Establishing system-to-system links
can force communications systems with
good security to share secrets with less se-

/ cure systems. It also reveals what com-
... / mand-and-control systems and their asso-

ciated sensors are capable of-which, in
turn, suggests the strategic imperatives
and assumptions that went into their de-

Z. -sign. Such information may be comfortably
shared with established allies, but some

Imembers of today's ad hoc coalitions may
T be tomorrow's opponents. Hence, the case-

Satellite communications by-case need to weigh operational effi-
dish in Somalia. ciency against security arises.

If there is going to be a GII, the vari-Improving Communications ous national communications structures

Interoperability in must find ways of passing information

Multinational Coalitions back and forth. Although international or-
ganizations are busy developing standards,

The growing tendency for U.S. forces to too often the world bifurcates between the
engage in multi-national coalitions, coupled U.S. way of doing things and the interna-
with the transition to computer-based infor- tional way of doing things. Does this mean
mation systems, suggests that the ability to that the U.S. is out of step with the world,
transmit information among dissimilar sys- or possibly that-given that U.S. compa-
tems will be a growing concern in such mis- nies sell twice as much software as the rest
sions. This leads to a series of issues at the of the world combined-the world is out
tactical, security, and global level, of step with the U.S.? The Clinton adminis-

Tactical intelligence coordination has tration has put harmonization of the
always been a problem in coalition organi- world's telecommunications infrastructure
zations. The primary barrier remains trans- high on its agenda, as evidenced by the
lating languages. Today's coalitions have February 1995 conference of G7 nations on
developed very structured ways of han- this topic. Whether other nations view
dling official messages, such as liaison offi- such efforts as the high road of promoting
cers. The transition from human language global communications or the low road of
to systems translations will make some pushing U.S. exports remains to be seen.
tasks easier, and others harder. On the one
hand, English has become the lingua Maintaining Information
franca of the computer world, permitting Dominance Over the
at least informal communications among Longer Run
systems operators; progress on automatic
language translation is also proceeding DOD's 1994 Annual Report holds that
apace, although only the major languages "the exploitation and control of space will
are being studied in this capacity. On the enable U.S. forces to establish information
other hand, computers are more finicky dominance over an area of operations.., the
than people. To get two systems to interact key to achieving success in future crises or
requires common protocols at all levels conflicts." All agree that the U.S. will enjoy
from radio-electronic, to bit-sequencing, considerable information superiority over

any potential foe even five years hence-but
how well will this superiority translate into
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dominance on the ground? How well will it However, to the extent that others can
hold up beyond the short term? piggy-back on commercial, third-party, or

Events of the last five years suggest even U.S. military capabilities, the U.S. may
that the rest of the world has come to ap- be limited in its ability to deny others access
preciate the importance of space and infor- to such assets. So armed, others may be able
mation, and many nations are striving to to do considerable damage to U.S. interests,
improve their capabilities in these media. even if they cannot prevail in a conventional
In the interim, a combination of easy access military sense. If the United States cannot
to data from U.S.-operated systems-sur- ultimately prevent the diffusion and use of
veillance, navigation, meteorology, and such assets, the U.S. military will have to
early warning-coupled with a stand-by learn to operate in a transparent environ-
ability to deny such flows in an emergency, ment that it could hitherto impose upon
may forestall the proliferation of uncon- others, but could avoid for itself.
trolled systems.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Peace Operations

In an environment in which the de- Defining Trends
mand for peace operations has dra-
matically increased, a principal issue is Demand for U.N. Peace
to how to make use of international or- Operations is Growing
ganizations for crisis prevention and

crisis resolution. Another challenge is to The post-Cold War international secu-
determine where and when the U.S. should rity environment has led the U.N. to take
become involved in peace operations-rec- on expanded responsibilities for which it
ognizing that, in some instances, such oper- has not been properly organized or fully
ations will require putting U.S. forces in prepared. Prior to 1988, the U.N. confined
harm's way. most of its peacekeeping activities to con-

Peace operations embrace a wide flict resolution interventions between
range of activities, purposes, and goals. states, which typically involved dispatch-
Within the U.N., the following terminology ing truce observers or interposing U.N.
has been adopted: forces between contending armies once a

"* Peacemaking generally means using media- cease-fire had been negotiated. During this
tion, conciliation, arbitration, or diplomatic period, extending from 1948 to 1988, thir-
initiatives to resolve a conflict, teen operations were undertaken. Such op-

"* Peacekeeping traditionally involves using erations were based on the premise that
military personnel under restricted rules of peacekeeping was an impartial, consent-
engagement as monitors once a cease-fire has based activity.
been negotiated. The U.N. has since been requested to

"* Peace-enforcing refers to using military force undertake a wide range of new, highly
to complete a cessation of hostilities or to ter- calnigmsinicuig
minmate acts of aggression. calnigmsinicuig

"* Peace-building involves rebuilding institu- M Preventive diplomacy.
tions and infrastructure within a country to U Relief and protection for victims of violent
create conditions conducive to peace. conflict, often by establishing safe havens.

* Potetiv enageentmeas uingessn- Supervision of transfers of political power and
tially defensive military measures to provide esalhmnoffecienttuosofgv
safe havens or a secure environment for hu- eminent.
manitarian operations.
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Growth in Number of U.N. Peacekeeping Operations, 1948-94 missions was $439 million in 1982-83; by
1986-87, it had risen to $819 million; in
1992-93, it stood at $3.6 billion. Each new
mission is now started from scratch; the
Secretary General must, in effect, solicit
contributions each time a mission is de-
ployed or expanded. Delays in financing
the start-up costs of new peacekeeping
missions have been met by borrowing
funds from other accounts. The U.S. was $1
billion in arrears and, as of mid-1994, Con-
gress had refused to allocate $300 million
for a special Department of Defense FY

, ýr , o , :-q- i: 7:V : C")i Zr [• .•'ni r- C, co ,7 1--1995 funding request for peace operations.
"- While the 1994 assessment was fully paid

".. LO" O • to in October1994, U.S. arrears were expected
. , LO t- to be $700 million. The whole question of

S. .. .. . .the U .S. governm ent's financial contributu-

SOURCE: U.N. ion to the U.N. is certain to come up for re-
view in the next sesion of Congress, with

"* Organization and monitoring of elections. the new majority already on record with a

"* Creation of secure environments to ensure critical perspective. Other important
safe delivery of relief supplies to displaced donors such as Russia and Spain also have
populations. been deeply in arrears.

Much of the U.N.'s burden stems from Insertion of civilian and military per-
the need to devote huge resources to the sonnel into hostile environments has led to

crisis of failed states. The U.N. estimates greater risks and, in recent years, to a dra-

that nine more failed political systems may matic rise in casualties. Over the period

join Liberia, Somalia, Rwanda, and the for- 1948-88, approximately 800 U.N. military

mer Yugoslavia in the next few years. personnel were lost, some through acci-

The demands placed on the U.N. are dents and misadventures unattributable to

reflected in the number and geographic hostilities. By comparison, in the former

reach of operations-UNIKOM along the Yugoslavia and Somalia alone, over 200

Iraq-Kuwait border, MINURSO in the deaths were reported by late 1994 as a re-

Western Sahara, UNPROFOR in former Yu- sult of local conflict situations, and the fig-

goslavia, UNOSOM II in Somalia, and ure is rising. Indeed, the U.N. reports that

many more. The strain on U.N. resources deaths in November 1994 were at the rate
has been severe. The organization has been of one every two days. In the former Yu-

called upon to deploy over 70,000 military goslavia, Britain, France, and Ukraine ac-
personnel in various field operations. U.N. counted for the largest number of casual-
Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, ties; in Somalia, it was the U.S., Pakistan,
surveying the 17 operations that the U.N. and Nigeria. These casualties have led sev-
was undertaking in mid-year 1994, was eral countries that traditionally have sup-
compelled to note that the U.N. was at plied personnel for peacekeeping missions
"system overload." to review their policies and to develop a

more guarded approach toward sending
Human and Financial Costs their forces into conflict situations.

of Peace Operations are The U.N.'s Mandate for
Exploding Involvement Is Broadening

The increase in peacekeeping activities Through the 1980s the view had pre-
has generated rising operational costs with vailed that international law did not per-
respect to budgets and personnel. Financial mit intervention in a state to save citizens
costs have risen spectacularly. For example,
the annual budget for traditional peace
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Major Financial Contributors to U.N. Peacekeeping Operations, from their own rulers. The Gulf War weak-
1993-94 ened this conviction. After Iraqi forces

were driven from Kuwait by the U.S. and
($ miiiions) its allies, Baghdad turned its fury on rebel-

Contributions Payments Contributions lious Kurd and Shiite populations in north-

Country Payable '93 Received '93 Payable '94 ern and southern Iraq, respectively. More

North America USA $ 915 $ 722 $ 869 than two million Kurds were forced to flee.

Canada 81 81 85 The U.N. Security Council responded by

Europe Germany 259 245 243 adopting Resolution 699, which con-

France 205 205 207 demned Baghdad's repression of its civil-

UK 172 172 173 ian population and characterized its ac-

Italy 147 132 117 tions as a threat to international peace and

Spain 68 29 54 security in the region. Coalition forces

Netherlands 39 39 41 were mobilized to provide a secure envi-

Sweden 30 30 30 ronment for Kurds in northern Iraq and to

Belgium 30 22 29 provide humanitarian assistance, and Iraqi

FSU Russia 530 46 231 troops and aircraft were forbidden from

Ukraine 77 3 51 entering protected zones.

Other Japan 395 369 339 The U.N. Secretary General, in his

Australia 41 41 41 1992 report, An Agenda for Peace, suggested

All Others 286 132 202 that the U.N. may be compelled to inter-
vene in the domestic affairs of member
states in some circumstances, most notably

SOURCE. U.N. when there is a breakdown of governing

authority, when domestic turmoil is accom-
panied by displaced populations or gross

Major Military and Civilian Personnel violations of human rights, or when devel-
Contributions to U.N. Peacekeeping opments within a state pose a threat to in-
Operations ternational peace and stability.
(as of July 31, 1994) In August 1994, Security Council Res-

olution 940 authorized the adoption of "all

N. America necessary measures" by member states to

Canada 71680 3.7% secure the removal of the military rulers of

Europe Haiti and -to restore President Jean-
Bertrand Aristide to the office from which

France 3,6 8.5 he had been deposed by a military coup.

U.K. T•;668 5.0 On September 23, U.S. forces entered Haiti
Netherlands 2,203 3.0 and the Haitian military stepped aside

Poland E2.122 2.9 shortly thereafter. This success, without

Spain 1,597 2.2 U.S. casualties, helped to offset in part at
Norway [1,575 2.2 least negative impressions created by the

Former USSR Somalia operation.
Russia ['1,582 2.2 The Complexity of Operations

Other Pakistan 9,210 12.6 is Increasing

India 6,411 7.4 The existing international security en-
Jordan 3,33 4.8 vironment has presented challenges that

Bangladesh 3,227 4.4 far exceed the bounds of traditional U.N.

Malaysia 2,786 3.8 peace operations. The organization is grap-

Egypt 2,222 3.0 pling with:

Nepal 2,042 2.8 E An inability to raise and equip military con-
All Others [•l !i•31.! tingents for rapid deployment.A U.N. Security Council resolutions that U.N.

Total 73,210 forces lack the means, and governments lack
SOURCE:U.N. the will, to fully implement.
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Major World Peacekeeping Operations
(Estimates for cost and personnel strength are of October, 1994)

U.N. Operations, with actual or 8. U.N. Mission in Georgia (UNOMIG).
planned U.S. participation: Established: August 1993. Personnel:
1. U.N. Protection Force (UNPROFOR). 55. Estimated 1994 cost: $28 million.

Established: February 1992. Personnel: Mandate: Observer force charged with
38,715. Estimated 1994 cost: $1.57 facilitating a negotiated settlement of
billion. Mandate: Buffer force and the Georgian conflict.
humanitarian assistance in Croatia, U.N. operations, without U.S.
Bosnia, Macedonia. participation:

2. U.N. Operation in Somalia II (UNOSOM II). 9, U.N. Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP).
Established: March 1993. Personnel: Established: March 1964. Personnel:
18,673. Estimated 1994 cost: $947 1,221. Estimated 1994 cost: $30
million. Mandate: Buffer force and million. Mandate: Buffer force
humanitarian operations, promotion of monitoring ceasefire and OMZ between
national reconciliation. Turkish and Greek Cypriot forces.

3. U.N. Truce Supervision Organization 10. U.N. Observer Mission in El Salvador
(UNTSO). Established: May 1948. (ONUSAL). Established: May 1991.
Personnel: 218 Estimated 1994 cost: Personnel: 198. Estimated 1994 cost:
$32 million. Mandate:'Observer force in $36 million. Mandate: Buffer force,
West Bank deployed after first Arab- police functions, humanitarian
Israeli war. assistance, and monitoring

4. U.N. Mission for the Referendum in implementation of peace accord.
Western Sahara (MINURSO). Established: 11. U.N. Angola Verification Mission II
April 1991. Personnel: 299. Estimated (UNAVEM II). Established: May 1991.
1994 cost $30 million. Mandate: Buffer Personnel: 78. Estimated 1994 cost:
force and election monitoring. $25 million. Mandate: Observer force

5. U.N. Operation in Mozambique tasked with helping to reactivate
(ONUMOZ). Established: December suspended peace accords. 1
1992. Personnel: 5,427. Estimated 1994 12. U.N. Assistance Mission to Rwanda
cost $296 million. Mandate: Buffer (UNAMIR). Established: October 1993.
force, humanitarian operations, election Personnel: 3,764. Estimated 1994 cost:
monitoring, and civil administration. $120 million. Mandate: Buffer force, 14. U.N. Disengagement Observer Force

6. Iraq-Kuwait Oberserver Mission humanitarian assistance. (UNDOF). Established: May 1974.
(UNIKOM). Established: April 1991. 13. U.N. Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL). Personnel: 1,043. Estimated 1994 cost:
Personnel: 1,139. Estimated 1994 cost: Established: March 1978. Personnel: $33 million. Mandate: Monitoring of
$40 million. Mandate: Observation and 5,240. Estimated 1994 cost: $145 ceasefire between Israel and Syria in
buffer force assigned to monitor DMZ million. Mandate: Buffer force to monitor the Golan Heights.
between Iraq and Kuwait. withdrawal of Israeli forces and assist 15. U.N. Military Observer Group in India

7. U.N Mission to Haiti (UNMIH). Established: government of Lebanon in exercising and Pakistan (UNMOGIP). Personnel:
September 1993. Personnel: 1,300 control over southern Lebanon. 38, Estimated 1994 cost: $8 million.
(authorized). Estimated 1994 cost over Mandate: Monitoring of ceasefire in
$80 million. Mandate: Human rights Jammu and Kashmir.
monitoring, humanitarian assistance,
institution building, and infrastructure
development.

SOURCE: Stale Department.

"* Problems in organizing effective communica- and 1,390 other civilian staff. These indi-
tions and command-and-control arrange- viduals served in job categories ranging
ments, which have produced serious fric- from senior leadership positions to admin-
tions between U.N. authorities in Bosnia and
NATO commanders responsible for close air istrative support, and come from agencies
support for U.N. forces. ranging from UNHCR, UNDP, UNICEF,

"* Difficulty in integrating military operations and the World Food Program to UNESCO.
with humanitarian assistance programs, and The effective integration of these different
other civilian programs such as human rights, U.N. agencies and organizations with the
electoral campaigns, and economic rehabilita- political and military components is a
tion, which proved troublesome in Somalia
during the mid-1993 period when U.N. forces major problem facing U.N. peace opera-
came under attack by the forces of Somali tions.
warlords. Delegation of Responsibility

The complexity of contemporary is Becoming the Norm
peace operations also arises from the num-
ber of non-military personnel and agencies With the proliferation of conflict situa-
involved in such U.N. operations. At the tions, the U.N. leadership has sought to
end of April 1994, over 9,921 civilians were share responsibilities with regional organi-
serving in field missions: 1,264 as civilian zations and to encourage the formation of
police, 2,550 as international staff, 4,717 ad hoc coalitions. For example, in the
hired locally in operational mission zones,
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Non-U.N. Peacekeeping
Operation, with U.S.
participation:
16. Multinational Force and Observers in

the Sinai (MFO). Established: 1982.
Personnel: Less than 2,000. Estimated
1993 cost: $53 million. Mandate:
Monitoring provisions of peace treaty
between Israel and Egypt.

Rwanda crisis of 1994, the Organization of history of diplomatic intervention and me-
African Unity (OAU) was requested to diation. However, the complexity of new
form a military force of 5,500 men to inter- crisis situations calls for the development
vene and restore order. However, the OAU of new intervention capabilities. Further,
deferred to the U.N., which organized a regional organizations have distinct limits
small contingent. Similarly, the United based on resources, politics, and organiza-
States was authorized to organize a multi- tional factors. In the case of Europe, for ex-
national force to intervene in Haiti. The ample, regional organizations overlap in
U.N. Secretary General appears to have ex- stated missions and purposes, leading to
tended recognition to the Commonwealth confusion and necessitating closer integra-
of Independent States as a regional organi- tion or at least consensus on an appropri-
zation, tacitly accepting Russian troop in- ate division of labor.
volvement in neighboring republics of the
former Soviet Union. U.S. Security Interests

Some sub-regional groupings such as
the Economic Community of West African Increasing Global Stability
States (ECOWAS) in West Africa and
ASEAN in southeast Asia have potential There is broad agreement in the U.S.

that requires strengthening. Others, such as that chaos in the international system can in

the OAU and the OAS, have an established many cases have a detrimental impact on
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U.S. interests and citizens. The United States Key U.S. Security
will back peace operations when they are
initiated in support of democracy or conflict Policy Issues
resolution. Washington is also committed to
assist in efforts to contain local conflicts be- Coping with Strains on
fore they become a threat to international Department of Defense
order requiring a military response. Resources

Strengthening International The growing demand for military in-

Organizations tervention in the internal conflicts of other
nations has raised concerns in Washington

The U.S. has an interest in enhancing that peace operations are placing a heavy
the capacity of international organizations burden on some U.S. forces. For example,
to cope with crises confronting the interna- Marine and Naval units were operating at
tional community. Support for the U.N. Se- a high tempo in 1994 in order to meet the
curity Council as an instrument for consen- demands of various peace operations. In
sus-building among major powers remains addition, concerns have been raised about
a primary U.S. objective. The U.S. also sup- budgetary strains and the possible adverse
ports the strengthening of regional organi- consequences of excessive attention to
zations such as the CSCE and OAU. peace operations on training, morale, and

Relieving Large-Scale Human combat force readiness.
Furthermore, peacekeeping requires

Suffering the development of new skills. Traditional

Emergency food, shelter, medical care, combat training has proved in many cases
and security for victims of natural and inappropriate for the current genre of mis-
man-made disasters, both at home and sions. Training forces to exercise restraint
abroad, cannot always be provided on a and to negotiate, as well as to maintain
timely basis in sufficient quantity by relief crowd control and engage hostile forces, is
organizations. The U.S. military, with its a growing need. New doctrines and tech-
unmatched capabilities in airlift, logistics, niques are being incorporated in U.S. mili-
and medical assistance to stricken commu- tary training programs to meet this need.
nities, will continue to be a key player in On the other hand, some peace mis-
responding to many humanitarian crises sions do provide opportunities for units
throughout the world, performing support functions, such as lo-

gistics and medical aid, to hone skills that
they will need in the case of a major re-
gional conflict. Still, assuming continued
growth in international peace operation
demands, decisions will have to be made
with respect to priorities, funding, and
training needs associated with non-tradi-
tional military activities.

U.S. spending on peace operations has
soared in recent years. As new crises de-
velop, special funding is needed. Congress
initially appropriated $50 million in FY 1994
for refugee relief work in Rwanda, while ac-
tual expenditure was substantially higher.
An additional $170 million was in the FY
1995 Department of Defense appropriations
bill. In the Caribbean, the Cuban and Hait-
ian refugee problems are expected to gener-
ate funding needs in the range of $1-3 bil-

... J! lion between fiscal years 1994 and 1995.
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The U.S. government faces two major peace and security," defined as interna-
funding issues: tional aggression, a humanitarian disaster

0 Whether the Department of Defense should within a violent conflict, the interruption of
fund certain U.N. assessments. an established democratic system, or gross

O How to reduce the U.S. share of contribu- violations of human rights within a violent
tions for peace operations. conflict. Additional considerations are:

For FY 1995, the Administration re- N Whether the presence of U.S. troops is essen-
ing wquested $300 million in DOD appropria- tial to an operation's success.

tions to pay for U.N. assessments. How- U The degree of risk to U.S. forces.
ever, Congress refused to approve this N Whether the will exists to commit sufficient

- Op o hs request. While the U.S. struggles to catch forces to achieve clearly defined objectives.
bjetiv up on arrears and to secure a major reduc- The Directive has not settled the de-

poeenf entoper- tion in its percentile contribution to U.N. bate over the circumstances and condi-

n peace operations, there is little prospect at tions under which U.S. forces should be
- present-given rising costs associated with committed to peace operations. The

a eavailabl existing operations and future contingen- Rwanda crisis exposed the complex forces
- Inaconjudgedtoresultinun- cies-that either matter will be quickly that drive intervention in such crisis situa-

tabrought to satisfactory conclusion. Indeed, tions. Huge refugee flows resulting from a

Opera ration istiedto by the end of 1994, Congress was contem- campaign of genocide impelled Washing-
clear objectives and realistic plating a 50 percent reduction in the U.S. ton to deploy logistics personnel on an
criteria. share of the $1.6 billion peace operations emergency basis prior to a decision by the

Factors for Participating in budget. National Command Authority concerning
Peace Operations the objectives of the mission and the issue
* Participating advances US in- Defining the Circumstances o hte h udlnsli oni
terests. Under Which the U.S. May of whether the guidelines laid down in
- Risks to American personnelPDD-25 had been met.

l Intervene The ABLE SENTRY II mission in
Personnel, funds, and other Macedonia could become a model for some

resourcesare available. In 1993, President Clinton initiated a
US participation deemed neces- wide-ranging review of factors to be con-

sary for operation's success. sidered in supporting U.N. operations, in- operations under U.N. auspices. Autho-
* Role of US forces tied to clear cluding circumstances under which Ameri- rized by a 1993 Security Council resolution
objectives. as an extension of UNPROFOR, the Mace-
, Endpoint of US partiCipation can forces are to be provided and the issue

authritydonia mission has a special mandate-tocan be identified. of command authority over these forces.
US public and US Congress The extended review resulted in Presiden- maintain a military presence on the Mace-

support operation. tial Decision Directive 25 (PDD-25), Re-
a Command and control forming Multilateral Peace Operations, signed Albania and to report "any developments"
arrangements are acceptable. othat could threaten stability or the territor-on May 3, 1994, which provides a policy iainertofMcdi.AUS.ocef
Factors for Participating framework to guide U.S. support for and ial integrity of Macedonia. A U.S. force of
When Operation is Likely to 525 men is deployed along the eastern half
involve Combat involvement in U.N. and other multina- of an undemarcated sector, while a Nordic
a Clear determination to commit tional peace operations (see chart). Factors btain coversate st. Thir misionis
sufficient forces to achieve to be considered include the following: battalion covers the west. Their mission is
clearly defined objectives. to provide comfort for a strained Macedon-
, Plan to achieve objectives U The objectives of an operation must be ian government, an informal demarcation
decisively, clearly defined, in the U.S. national interest, zone where none currently exists, an mdi-
* Commitment to reassess or and assured of continuing public and con-
adjust size, composition, and dis- gressional support. cation to regional neighbors that the U.N.
position of forces if necessary. U The commitment of U.S. troops should not seeks to preserve an independent Macedo-

Source:AdaptedfromPDD-25. be open-ended. nia, and a symbolic deterrent against Ser-
* An exit strategy must be in place. bian military incursions. Several factors
* Operations involving U.S. forces must in- could threaten the existing stable situation,

volve command and control arrangements notably political-military upheavals in
acceptable to the United States. neighboring Kosovo that generate uncon-

The Directive offers as a primary con- trolled inflows to Macedonia, political tur-
sideration for U.S involvement in peace moil in Macedonia due to Greece's eco-
operations the question of whether "there nomic embargo, and the low training level

is a threat to or breach of international
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tion of command is less likely to cause dif-
ficulties if the purposes of the overall mis-
sion are clear and mutually agreed-upon-
as when they are directly derived from
Security Council resolutions-and when
there is adequate coordination among na-
tional militaries.

The issue of command and control is
most likely to be addressed on a case-by-
case basis. When the United States is the
lead nation, as in the 1991 Gulf War, it will
assume primary responsibility for plan-
ning and coordinating operations with mil-
"itary representatives from other nations. In
such situations, negotiating skills and ap-
preciation of differing military traditions

are crucial. In circumstances where the U.S.
is not the leading partner, however, plan-

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of ning and command-and-control arrange-

Staff General Shalikashvili greets ments may prove more contentious from
British Lt. General Rose, of Serb units in the border sector. If it can the point of view of the U.S. military. That
Commander of U.N. forces in be sustained while the U.N. and other or- is not to say, however, that the U.S. will al-
Sarajevo, March 1994. ganizations seek to develop effective ways seek to assume the leading role.

strategies to contain potential upheavals in
the southern Balkans, ABLE SENTRY II Improving Headquarters
would provide an enduring standard for Operations
comparable missions in the future. The There is general agreement that the
failure of ABLE SENTRY, on the other U.N. management system for peace opera-
hand, might well generate widening con- tions requires strengthening. Currently, the
flict in the southern Balkans and adjoining organization does not have the capacity to
regions. direct peace and humanitarian operations

Addressing Difficulties With in a coordinated fashion. Nor has the U.N.
Command and Control demonstrated that it can provide effective

guidance for NATO, WEU, or similar enti-
The participation of U.S. forces in ties. A number of measures have been pro-

peace operations has also led to debate posed to improve performance, including:
within the national security community N Creating a planning division to deal with the
about whether U.S. troops should serve major problems associated with peace opera-
under the command of foreign officers. tions.
PDD-25 notes that while the United States N Strengthening of real-time information and
will not place U.S. troops under the "coin- communications links to field operations.
mand" of foreign officers, it may cede "op- 0 Contracting out logistical support require-
erational control" on a case-by-case basis. ments on a competitive basis.
This means that U.S. forces may serve N Establishing a rapidly deployable headquar-

ters team, logistical support units, and a
under a foreign commander--as has indeed trained civilian reserve corps to assist in the
been the case in places such as Macedonia administration, management, and execution
and the Sinai-but only on a temporary of U.N. peace operations.
and tightly circumscribed basis, for the pur- Such measures will require leadership
pose of accomplishing a specific mission. and willingness to alter traditional bureau-

The issue of unity of command in U.N. cratic roles. This may be difficult; most
and regional organization peace operations agency heads are resistant to efforts to redi-
has proven difficult to resolve. Washing- rect their goals and operations. Further, it
ton's reluctance to place its forces under a
foreign commander is shared by other na-
tions with regard to their forces. The ques-
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Current and Recent US International Peacekeeping Commitments 1995. The intent of the founders of the
United Nations was fairly clear with respect
to Chapter VIII-regional organizations are

Country US Force under US Force under to serve as "courts of first instance" for con-
US Command UN Command flict resolution. However, several obstacles
as of 12/1/94 as of 12/1/94

stand in the way of the Secretary General's
Ex-Yugoslavia intentions:

Bosnia "Deny Flight" No-Fly Zone 1,740
Bosnia "Provide Promise" Humanitarian Aid Airlift 1,650 U Regional organizations often have limited re-
Adriatic "Sharp Guard" Blockade 760 sources with which to cope with Chapter VII

UNPROFOR (Macedonia, Croatia, Bosnia) 654 requirements.
0 There exists little consensus among them re-

Iraq garding doctrinal and operational guidelines
"Provide Comfort" Kurdish Relief Humanitarian Aid 1,110 for peace operations.
"Southern Watch" No-fly Zone 352 U Such organizations are prone to fall under
UNIKOM/UNSCOM 15 the influence of regional hegemons.

Middle East Some specialists believe that the Secre-
MFO (Multilateral Force and Observers in the Sinai) 1,000 tary General cannot on his own fully dele-
UNTSO 16 ayGnrlcnoonhsonflyde-L

Somalia gate authority to regional organizations,
SMarine Asince Chapter VIII makes clear that no en-
Marine Amphibious Force 2,340 forcement action should be initiated by re-

South Korea gional agencies without the authorization
CFC (Combined Forces Command) of the Security Council, and that the Coun-

MINURSO 30 cil is to be kept informed of peace opera-
tions undertaken or contemplated by re-

Mozambique gional agencies. The force of these
provisions, however, is being de facto di-

Haiti 10,000 luted as a result of the welter of interna-
UN Headquarters 9 tional crises. For example, Russia is already

TOTALS 19,009 731 involved in operations in Azerbaijan, Tajik-

SOURCE: D0D istan, Moldova, and Georgia under the
NOTE:: Forces shown are deployed abroad for a mission in the country cited but are not necessarily in that country (e.g., Iraq). auspices of the Commonwealth of Inde-

pendent States, and hardly appears in-
is not clear how much financial and other clined to provide comprehensive reports
types of support U.N. member states re- on its actions for the approval of the Secu-
gard as appropriate. At present, there is lit- rity Council.
tle support in Washington, or in the U.N. The most likely area for meaningful
membership generally, for the creation of a involvement of regional organizations is at
standing brigade-sized U.N. rapid deploy- the low end of the scale, that is, preventive
ment force. Nor has the Secretary General diplomacy and small-scale U.N. peace-
achieved much success in securing mem- keeping operations. Nevertheless, the prac-
bers' agreement to earmark some of their tical limitations of regional organizations
forces for future peace operations. remain a major obstacle. In Africa, for ex-

Encouraging a Constructive ample, the OAU has limited trained man-
power, equipment, and money at its dis-

Role for Regional posal. Washington is providing modest

Organizations assistance to the Organization to
strengthen its mediation capabilities but, asAn issue of mounting importance is the thRwnacisamldeotre,

intention of the Secretary General to dele- the OAU cannot rapidly mobilize, equip,

gate responsibility for peace operations to tran and supply large n ume o
reginalorgniztios uner he erm of transport, and supply large numbers of

regional organizations under the terms of troops for crisis intervention. There has
Chapter VIII of the Charter. He called a been talk of making equipment available
meeting of representative regional organiza- for a brigade-sized force under the terms of

tion on this subject in August 1994, and is

slated to present a paper (and possibly pro-
posals) to the Security Council in January
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the U.S. security assistance program. For a secure and stable environment; profes-
the present, however, regional organiza- sionalizing the Haitian armed forces and
tions in the less affluent parts of the globe creating a separate police force; and ensur-
are limited in their capabilities and often ing an environment conducive to the "or-
dependent on material support from the ganization of fair and free legislative elec-
industrial nations. tions." The resolution does not specify

A debate is looming on the horizon which states will participate, nor does it
about whether Washington should accept bind the restored president to observe all
the emerging reality of a "spheres of influ- standards associated with participatory
ence" approach to peace operations. This democracy. Such nebulous mandates raise
would mean, for example, acknowledging a number of issues:
a Russian sphere of influence in several of N Can the U.N. can complete its mission by
the republics of the former Soviet Union. February 1996, as stipulated in Resolution

940?
Establishing a Basis for N What criteria will be used to determine when
Intervention in the Domestic a stable environment has been established?
Affairs of Sovereign States U To what extent will operations to secure a

stable environment overlap with subsequent

Over the past several years, the U.N. stages of the operation?

has expanded the legal basis for military U Is the U.N. expected to serve as a mediator

intervention in local crises. Civil wars, the should conflict or violence erupt between
contending political factions over power

failure of governments to protect popula- sharing?
tions from large-scale violence, and the col-
lapse of governing institutions have gener- Washington confronts three vexing

ated humanitarian concerns that cry out challenges when faced with Haiti-type in-

for intervention. Prominent examples in- tervention situations. The first relates to

clude the protection of Iraqi Kurds and consistency. In late 1994, there were eigh-

Shiites, the provision of protection and re- teen civil wars in progress, all with numer-

lief to Somalis caught in the anarchy of that ous civilian casualties and little immediate

country's famine and civil wars, and ef- prospect of conclusion through a negoti-

forts to reign in contending forces in ated settlement. It does not seem likely that

Liberia and to bring that civil war to a ne- either the international community or the

gotiated settlement. U.S. will intervene in all these conflicts.
Legal warrant for intervention has What are to be the criteria for selecting

been found in Chapter VII of the U.N. where to intervene?

charter. U.N. Security Council Resolution A second problem is the likelihood that
940, which was adopted in July 1994 and armed intervention will be viewed by one

authorizes the use of force to restore or more of the contending parties as lacking

democracy and order in Haiti, provides a legitimacy or prejudicial to their interests-

good illustration of this doctrine in action. as in Somalia and Bosnia. In due course, the
When authorizing this action under Chap- intervening forces become targets for local

ter VII, the Council noted that it was to be militias. Time and casualties frequently erode

regarded as an extraordinary situation. the will to continue such a U.N. mission.

Nevertheless, such situations are multiply- Finally, there are no quick fixes for the
ing rapidly. overwhelming majority of internal con-

Resolution 940 also authorized a sec- flicts. Once armed intervention occurs, the

ond stage of multilateral action in Haiti, challenge becomes one of avoiding inter-
following removal of the dictatorial regime minable entanglement in the conflict, pro-

and the reestablishment of the democrati- tecting peacekeeping forces, and ensuring
cally elected president. This called for a fol- a modicum of stability and order. The lat-
low-on U.N. force charged with sustaining ter requirement, however, may lead to the

temptation for intervening powers to try
their hand at institution-building, particu-
larly when dealing with failed states-a
process often dubbed "mission creep."
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Transnational
Threats

A significant and increasing threat military is the appropriate agency to handle

to U.S. security comes from a such tasks, however, remains open.
wide range of transnational
problems, including those caused Defining Trends
by malefactors (drug traffickers,

nuclear smugglers, and terrorists), imper- Illegal Drug Use, After
sonal forces (pollution, resource shortages, Declining for a Decade,
population growth), and humanitarian dis-
asters. The unifying element in the broad is Stabilizing
range of issues covered in this chapter is Illegal drugs are the most lucrative and
that none are due primarily to the actions of violent part of the international crime
governments. scene. While many estimates of the illegal

In some form, transnational threats drug trade exist, a study for the Office of
have been around for as long as there have National Drug Control Policy, What Amer-
been nations. From its very inception, the ica's Users Spend on Illegal Drugs, indicates
United States has had to deal with issues that U.S. consumers spent $49 billion on
such as piracy on the high seas, epidemics heroin, cocaine, and marijuana in 1991.
transmitted from abroad, and unwanted About half of the 900,000 Americans in
immigration. However, in recent years, the state and federal prisons are there for drug-
acceleration of technological advances and related offenses, and there were 1.1 million
the diffusion of liberal values have created arrests for drug-related violations in 1992.
some urgent new transnational threats, as The illegal drug problem can be
well as exacerbating some longstanding viewed from three perspectives, each tied
threats-or at least making them appear to one part of the counter-narcotics effort:
more pressing. Consumption. After reaching a peak in

During the Cold War, the notion that the the late 1970s, the number of U.S. drug con-
military might have a role in addressing sumers fell steadily for more than a decade.
transnational threats rarely surfaced. Since the The low point was reached 1992, when the
demise of the Soviet threat, however, the U.S. National Household Survey on Drug Abuse
armed forces have become free to address found that 11.2 million Americans had used
other tasks, such as disaster relief and quasi-
police functions. The question of whether the
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illegal drugs in the month before the sur- with the steepest increase in the youngest
vey, less than half the 24.3 million users in groups. Drug experts have been worried
1979, although that may partly be ac- since the early 1990s that heroin consump-
counted for by the decreasing social accept- tion may be increasing; emergency room
ability of admitting to drug use. However, visits for heroin problems rose 44 percent in
the number of those who use cocaine and the first half of 1993 compared to 1992. Fac-
heroin at least weekly has stayed more or tors contributing to this upswing in con-
less constant at about 2.1 million and sumption include economic and social de-
600,000 respectively, despite treatment pro- spair among the underclass, a resurgence of
grams that accommodate 1.4 million users favorable images of drugs and drug users
per year. Since hard-core users account for in media appealing to the young, and the
the vast bulk of the drugs consumed, the development of smokeable heroin.
total amount of cocaine and heroin used Given current trends, the most likely
has not significantly changed for at least prospect is for increasing drug consump-
ten years. tion in the next few years.

In 1993-1994, drug demand seems to Production. The best estimate of
have picked up. The 1994 Household Sur- worldwide illegal drug production poten-
vey showed an increase in the number of tial, developed by U.S. intelligence services
consumers from 1992 (11.7 million com- from satellite photos of crops, maintains
pared to 11.2 million). More troubling, the that production held approximately steady
University of Michigan's annual surveys of from 1988 through 1993, aside from a drop
high school students reported sharp in- in coca leaf output in 1993 due to a fungus
creases in marijuana consumption in 1994, outbreak. Production is highly concen-

trated. In 1993, 88 percent of the world's
opium came from two countries (Burma
and Afghanistan), as did 88 percent of coca

Potential Drug Production, 1988-93 leaf (Peru and Bolivia) and 72 percent of
(in metric tons) marijuana (Mexico and Colombia).

Crop eradication has been a major ele-
4000 ment in marijuana control, with 38 percent

3000 - Opium of the planted area destroyed in 1993, pri-
marily by defoliants sprayed from the air-

2000 and that understates the effect, since the
vigorous Colombian spraying program has

_ _ _ _ _ _contained that country's planted area to a

0 mere fraction of what it would otherwise
be. On the other hand, eradication of

400000 opium poppies and coca bushes has been
300000 -oca Leaf largely unsuccessful and, in the Andean

C9,, L-. v nations, intensely unpopular. The U.S. gov-

200000 - ernment's International Narcotics Control
Strategy Report estimates that in 1993, 7

100000 - percent of the area planted with opium
0 poppies was destroyed, as was 2 percent of

the coca leaf area.

40000 The most likely scenario is for little
change in world output of illegal drug

30000 / crops, with some diversification to new
20000 .areas, such as more opium poppies in the

Andes and more coca bushes in areas of
10000 Marijuana Peru where it was not cultivated for sale

SM W until recently. Opium cultivation is becom-

88 89 90 91 92 93 ing more common in ex-Soviet Central
Asia, but it is unclear how large a problem
this will be.

SOURCE: State/INM, International Narcotics Strategy Report
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Trafficking. Whereas drug crop culti- nium could be stolen from the former So-
vation has remained highly concentrated viet Union and sold internationally. Several
in a few countries, the high-profit business seizures in Germany during the summer of
of international drug trafficking-smug- 1994 raised concern that such diversions
gling drugs from where crops are grown to may have begun. However, it is not clear
where consumption occurs-is spreading that a black market in fissile material has
into new regions. Trafficking has mush- yet developed. Most of the material offered
roomed in countries suffering from sharp for sale to undercover agents has turned
economic contraction or crises of govern- out to be useless for bombs, if radioactive
ability, especially Nigeria and the states of at all. The quantities of actual bomb-qual-
the former Soviet Union. Trade through ity material that have been intercepted
Nigeria, which the U.S. government sus- were very small-perhaps because they
pects enjoys some protection from Niger- were samples, but perhaps because that
ian government officials, accounts for one- was all that criminals could smuggle out of
third of the heroin entering the U.S., Russian facilities. The latter explanation
according to some estimates. At the same seems supported by the physical character-
time, drug trafficking continues unabated istics of the material seized in the two 1994
in its traditional strongholds. In Latin German plutonium-239 cases; this material
America, the violent Medellin cartel effec- was of a grade thought to be found only in
tively ceased functioning with Pablo Esco- research, as opposed to weapons, facilities.
bar's death in a December 1993 in a Despite concerns about the involve-
shootout with police, but trafficking con- ment of Russian organized crime in the
tinues at comparable levels under other smuggling of fissile materials, none of the
equally dangerous-if somewhat less vio- cases detected by late 1994 had been shown
lent-drug lords, such as those from Cali, to involve Russian mafia gangs. Nor is

Counter-narcotics efforts aimed at traf- there any evidence that material has been
ficking have several elements. One is drug smuggled out of Russian military facilities,
seizure programs, the success of which is where the vast bulk of fissile material is
often underestimated. For instance, in kept. Furthermore, no evidence has
1992, 338 tons of cocaine was seized by law emerged to suggest that agents of rogue
enforcement agencies, out of a global esti- states or terrorist groups have been trying
mated production potential of 1,000 tons, to purchase fissile material-although there
according to the 1994 National Drug Control have been numerous attempted purchases
Strategy. That means more cocaine was by journalists, police, and intelligence
seized globally than was consumed in the agents from various Western countries.
United States (300 tons). In addition, the
intelligence gathered by monitoring drug International Terrorism Comes
organizations feeds into an increasingly to U.S. Shores
vigorous program to go after drug money, The data on international terrorism
through money-laundering controls. To show no clear trend up or down from 1988
date, the principal effect of these controls through 1993, despite the collapse of the
has been to raise the cost of doing business Soviet Union, which is now known to have
rather than to seize assets, in part because provided more aid for terrorists than was
of civil liberties concerns posed by seizing hitherto recognized.
assets that cannot be directly linked to From hged.

drug profits. ino the U.S. perspective, the major
change in international terrorism in the

Despite Worries, Little 1990s has been that terrorists no longer shy

International Criminal away from acting on U.S. soil. In the 1980s,
the U.S. was the scene of few international

Smuggling of Nuclear terrorist actions, and most of these were

Material Has Been Detected aimed at foreigners in the U.S.-for exam-

The main national security worry as- ple, a plot by Sikhs to assassinate an Indian

sociated with international crime has been official. Although U.S. citizens were often

that plutonium or highly-enriched ura-
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International Terrorism Incidents and of Iran, Syria, and Libya, as well as the
PLO. Therefore, caution is needed in evalu-
ating what appears to be a trend towards

terrorism independent of state sponsor-
1800 -ship. It is possible that hostile governments

are secretly backing the seemingly au-
1O00 tonomous radical movements that account

SCasualties for much present-day terrorism. For in-
1400 Incidents stance, Iran has largely avoided blame for

the actions of its Revolutionary Guard sol-
1200 diers in supporting Lebanon-based

Hezbollah. Learning from this practice,
1000 Hezbollah is establishing its own chain of

semi-plausible deniability, in order to par-
800 ticipate in Lebanon's politics of reconcilia-

tion while still organizing terrorist at-
600 tacks-as it appears to have done in

Buenos Aires and London in July 1994 with
400 bombings of Jewish and Israeli targets that

killed more than ninety persons.
200 In those cases where state sponsorship

can be demonstrated, the U.S. and the in-
0 ternational community tend to respond

88 89 90 91 92 93 vigorously against the offending govern-
SOURCE: U.S. State Department ment. For example, following a determina-

tion that the Iraqi government was respon-
sible for an April 1993 plot to kill former

victims of terrorism, that was primarily a re- President Bush during his visit to Kuwait,
sult of attacks abroad. Perhaps the fear of the U.S. launched cruise missiles against

U.S. retaliation was sufficient to deter the the headquarters of the Iraqi intelligence
states that sponsored international terrorism, service. In November 1993, in response to

The protected status of the United Tripoli's refusal to extradite suspects in the
States has largely disappeared in the 1990s. bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 and UTA
The February 1993 bombing of the World Flight 772, the U.N. Security Council
Trade Center in New York City, for which toughened the sanctions imposed on Libya
four radical Muslims were convicted in in March 1992.
March 1994, killed six and injured one Terrorists who lack state sponsorship
thousand. Other examples of the spread of increasingly use criminal activities to fi-
international terrorism in the U.S. include nance their movements. For example, cap-
the 1994 conviction of Abu Nidal support- tured documents and defectors suggest
ers for a Saint Louis murder and the 1993 that Peru's Shining Path collected tens of
arrests for a plot to bomb several New York millions of dollars from the cocaine traf-
buildings. The most likely prospect is that fickers. Some Colombian guerrillas appear
international terrorist episodes on U.S. soil to have become bandits, supporting them-
will become more common. selves with kidnappings and industrial

In retrospect, it is clear that the inter- blackmail, such as threatening to blow up
national terrorism of the 1970s and 1980s facilities unless paid off. According to the
generally had a state sponsor, with the So- British government, the Irish Republican
viet Union often providing indirect sup- Army is in the murder-for-hire business,
port. This was not necessarily known at the with the Iranian government paying to kill
time, however. For instance, shadowy Mid- Iranian dissidents living in Britain. The
dle Eastern groups frequently claimed re- most likely prospect is that political terror-
sponsibility for various hijackings, kidnap- ism and ordinary crime will increasingly
pings, and murders that are now known to
have been sponsored by the governments
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International Terrorism by Region, o Pollution Control Agreements. Many

1988-93 of the most pressing pollution problems of
the 1990s involve the "global commons"-
areas like the oceans and the atmosphere

Incidents that are in some sense owned collectively

Africa Casualties by all, rather than being the sovereign ter-
ritory of any single nation. The problems of

758 the global commons have been addressed
Asia by several international agreements negoti-

ated in the last decade, notably the 1987
1172 .. Montreal Protocol on Substances that De-

Eurasia plete the Ozone Layer and the 1992 Frame-Er22 work Convention on Climate Change. A

10 challenge in the 1990s will be implement-
ing the pollution-control targets in theseLatin America agreements. Some governments will no

doubt attempt to be "free riders" on the
76.9 pollution control efforts of other nations.

Mideast Others will prefer to wait for the global
community to induce their cooperation

•783 with various types of incentives.

North America Disputes Over Transborder Resources.
I 10 While the general trend is towards interna-

...008..tional cooperation on global pollution
West Europe problems, there has been less progress to-

wards peaceful resolution of disputes over
806 transborder resources. The principal prob-

lems involve conflicting claims to offshore
oil fields in disputed waters (such as the

SOURCE: U.S. State Department South China Sea) and, most emotionally,
water resources. Of the latter, the most
acute disputes are in the Middle East, over

meld, with terrorism becoming a particu- the waters of the Euphrates, Jordan, and
larly nasty sort of organized crime. Nile rivers. A water dispute was a major

factor in the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, and the
Environmental Initiatives Kurdish separatist movement in Turkey

are Increasingly on an would not have become such a major

International Rather Than threat had it not been for Syrian aid in re-
taliation for Turkish dam construction onNational Scale the Euphrates.

Environmental issues are a growing The outlook for agreements to share
factor in international and security affairs. water is not particularly good. The institu-
While part of the reason for this is that less tions for controlling water use are products
attention needs to be devoted to the threat of an era when water was not considered
of conflict among great powers, at least as scarce. Cultural and religious considera-
important is that environmental issues that tions often cause water to be viewed as too
were previously seen as purely domestic important to allow its use to be determined
matters are increasingly understood to be by markets or diplomatic haggling. Inter-
international problems. The 1992 Rio Earth national law supports both the doctrine of
Summit was a milestone in forging a con- unlimited territorial sovereignty, which states
sensus that international coordination is that a country has exclusive rights to the
needed for such problems as acid raid, loss use of waters within its territory, and the
of forest resources, and excessive popula- contrasting doctrine of unlimited territorial
tion pressures on the natural resource base. integrity, which states that one country can-

not alter the quantity and quality of water
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available to another. In practice, the Mass Refugee Flows and
strongest, most clever, and best-positioned Humanitarian Disasters Are
countries often use water resources with
little concern for the impact on others. Becoming More Common,

Population Pressures. Population con- Straining the Will to Respond
trol programs have won widespread accep- While the U.S. military will continue
tance around the globe. (The controversies to be involved in responding to natural
at the September 1994 Cairo U.N. Interna- disasters abroad, humanitarian interven-
tional Conference on Population and Devel- tions increasingly will be in response to
opment primarily concerned abortion and civil wars, ethnic conflicts, and other forms
sexual freedom issues, not contraception.) of violence in the troubled states. Relatedly,
Owing to increases in the availability of there has been an alarming increase in
birth control and the education of women, refugees, from 2.5 million in 1970, to 8.2
the global birth rate has been falling. By the million in 1980, to over 19 million in 1994,
late 1980s, fertility in most of the developing according to the United Nations High
countries, regardless of levels of develop- Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).
ment or cultural background, was in sus- Some governments incite a flow of
tained decline. On average, birth rates in the refugees. Assaults on food supplies have
developing world have declined by one been a key military strategy in some
third since the mid-1960s: women formerly African conflicts, and are used to deprive
had six children on average, but only four rebel movements of recruits and to force
by the beginning of the 1990s. the exodus of civilians from conflict zones.

Despite the decline in fertility, annual Famine also brings international relief, the
world population growth has not slowed diversion of which became a source of
perceptibly, owing to the demographic mo- funds for financing wars in Ethiopia, So-
mentum of the youthful populations of the malia, Sudan, and Mozambique. Some
developing world. A major population rebel groups have also encouraged the
control challenge for the 1990s is to slow rl groups h ecalso enuged thethismometum hrogh prsuaing flight of refugees, because refugee camps
this momentum through persuading provide fertile grounds for propaganda
women to delay childbearing, and recruitment. It is therefore inappropri-

Population pressures in the 1990s may
come less from swelling total numbers and ate to assume that local political elites will

more from changes in the composition of always cooperate with international efforts

populations. In some countries, the main to prevent refugee crises or to alleviate

problem will be changes in the relative pro- refugees' suffering.

portions of ethnic groups, which may The U.S. military is most likely to be-
heighten tensions among groups. Other come involved when refugees leave a coun-

states will be more concerned with the try in a mass exodus, particularly when the

breakdown of social order in megacities country is near U.S. shores. Such sudden

where services cannot keep up with the in- waves are likely to occur with increasing

flow of migrants from the countryside. Per- frequency in the coming years. Not only is
haps the most severe problem facing mostcreateshapsthe ostsevee poble faing ost such exoduses on the rise, but increased ac-
of Africa and parts of Asia and Latin Amer-

ica is the prospect of mass unemployment cess to modern communications allows

among young people, as large numbers of large groups to learn quickly of impending

youth enter the labor force in the next political troubles, and therefore to flee en

decade. If this challenge is handled well-as masse, often overwhelming controls in the

in China, which faced the labor force boom Rwanan Hutuseflee in to e and Ia

earlier than most nations-the result can be Rd s fleeing to Turey and fr
rapid economic growth. If handled poorly, Kurds fleeing to Turkey. Candidates for
rapid economic grth . Ifst handled poghyor, producing new large-scale refugee waves
as in Algeria, the result can be high youth in the approaching years include Cuba,
unemployment that feeds social unrest. Haiti, Algeria, a number of African nations

with simmering ethnic tensions, and the
Kurdish areas of Turkey and Iraq.
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Refugees fleeing fmm genocide in
Rwanda.

Washington's response to refugee Global Refugees, 1976-92
flows, as well as other humanitarian disas-
ters, often appears to be driven by public (millions)
opinion, which is at least partly aroused by 20
television coverage that emphasizes hor-
rific images. Yet public opinion toward
military intervention in such situations is
notoriously ambivalent. Public sensitivity
to images of widespread suffering may 15

lead to pressure to intervene, but public
sensitivity to the loss of U.S. lives and
money in non-essential operations fre-
quently results in pressure to disengage. 10
The evolution of the Somalia operation
from late 1992 to the fall of 1993 illustrates
this cycle well.

While the U.S. does not have a nar-
rowly-defined security interest in respond- 5

ing to every humanitarian disaster, Wash-
ington is finding it increasingly difficult to 1
resist the public and international pressure
to intervene that such suffering elicits. For 0
example, the U.S. government's initial lack 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92

of response in April and May 1994 to the
slaughter in Rwanda led some to argue that SOURCE' UNHCR, State of the World's Refugees, 1993.

Washington was insufficiently sensitive to
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the suffering of Africans, Somalia being in drugs-through interdiction, lab destruc-
this view the exception that proved the tion, crop eradication, and the provision of
rule. In the end, the U.S., France, and other economic alternatives to those who cultivate
market democracies found themselves drug crops-is not the most effective way to
compelled to intervene, using a larger force reduce illegal drug use, and that more effort
than might have been necessary had action should be devoted to reducing demand.
been taken earlier. Based in part on this ex- Further, most observers believe that the U.S.
perience, the international community is military is not well suited to take the lead in
moving towards a consensus favoring the any part of the supply control effort.
provision of relief in humanitarian disas-
ters, including refugee mass exoduses and Controlling the Borders,
even civil wars, whenever this is feasible. Especially Containing Large,

Sudden Population Flows
U.S. Security Interests to the U.S.
Preventing Terrorist A broad political consensus is emerg-
Violence in the U.S. ing that, however unfortunate the circum-

stances in their home countries, those flee-
For terrorist episodes in the U.S. to ing political turmoil or economic

date, the law enforcement system has been deprivation cannot be allowed to enter the
successful at what it does best-namely, de- U.S. in unlimited numbers. The U.S. is sim-
termining responsibility after a crime has ply not willing to extend refugee status to
been committed. The challenge, however, is every person fleeing from a dictatorship,
to find ways to prevent terrorists from car- such as Haiti under the junta or Cuba
rying out their plans. The U.S. government, under Castro. As a result of the increasing
including the military, will continue to de- concern about the impact of immigration
vote substantial efforts to preventing terror- in general, more priority is likely to be as-
ist attacks, particularly at major events such signed in coming years to containment of
as the 1996 Atlanta Olympics. migrants claiming refugee status.

Preventing Diversion of Responding to Humanitarian
Nuclear Material Disasters Abroad

Criminal diversion of fissile material The U.S. public is moved by heart-
might well be the single most worrying pro- rending televised images of political and
liferation problem. A rogue state could, natural disasters in remote corners of the
upon acquisition of a few kilograms of plu- world, and often insists that the govern-
tonium or highly enriched uranium, de- ment join with charitable organizations in
velop a nuclear bomb within a few years. providing disaster relief. Given its trans-
Furthermore, unless the U.S. learned about port and communications capabilities as
the diversion of nuclear material, Washing- well as its ability to deploy quickly, the
ton would have more difficulty detecting military will often be called upon to assist
such a nuclear weapons program, since it such efforts, particularly when time is of
would not require the large facilities and ex- the essence.
pense involved in producing fissile material.

Reducing the Flow of Key U.S. Security
Dangerous Drugs to the U.S. Policy Issues

The U.S. has a vital public health inter- Interdicting Drug Trafficking
est in reducing dangerous drug use. The
question is whether to focus on illegal drug After a seven-month review by the
inflows or domestic demand in order to National Security Council, the U.S. govern-
achieve this interest. The majority viewpoint ment decided in 1993 to change the empha-
in policy circles at present holds that at- sis in the counter-drug effort to controlling
tempting to control foreign supplies of
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U.S. Drug Control Budget, FY 1981-95 will be to target declining resources more
effectively on the major traffickers.

(S millions) During the late 1980s and early 1990s,

the Defense Department's counter-drug ef-

15000 . fort was overwhelmingly in the area of in-
Total' terdiction. In 1994, less went to interdiction

Interdiction by non-DOD agencies than to other Defense Department counter-

12000 drug programs, such as aid to states and
Interdiction by DOD local communities (primarily aid to law en-

forcement) and drug prevention and treat-

9000 ment programs for DOD personnel. The
Defense Department's overall counter-
drug funding fell 30 percent from FY 1992

to FY 1994, and is not likely to increase in6°°°I IIreal terms.

Protecting the Homeland
30 o n lAgainst Terrorism

The world trend is to redefine terror-
0 1 1 ism as a domestic crime, rather than an act

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 of undeclared war. In part, this reflects the

apparent decline in state sponsorship of
1 Most expenditures are for corrections, drug abuse prevention, and treatment, terrorist acts. It also reflects the political ac-
SOURCE: Office of National Drug Control Policy, National Drug Control Strategy Budget Summary ceptability of police-to-police and court-to-

court cooperation, which depoliticizes co-
demand through measures such as treat- operation between governments that may
ment programs, rather than reducing sup- have poor relations, but can agree that
ply through measures such as interdiction, those responsible for violence against the
The funding for interdiction, which had in- innocent should be punished. Thus, the
creased from $350 million in FY 1981 to trend is to insist on judicial proceedings to
$2.2 billion in FY 92, has been reduced to a demonstrate individual culpability for ter-
requested $1.2 billion in FY 1995. This re- rorist acts.
duction was based on the judgement that The focus on individual responsibility,
interdiction is not cost-effective compared the time required to gather evidence that
to other counter-drug programs. A 1994 establishes guilt beyond a reasonable
RAND study, Controlling Cocaine: Supply doubt, and the concern for following judi-
versus Demand Programs, estimated that to cial procedures all make military retalia-
reduce U.S. cocaine consumption by one tion a less feasible option. However, in
percent would require $366 million in in- cases where state sponsorship can be
terdiction expenditures, while the same re- clearly demonstrated in a court of law,
sult could be achieved by spending $34 there is likely to be considerable pressure
million on treatment. on the U.S. government to take military ac-

Striking a balance between demand tion against the state in question, as
reduction and supply reduction is a diffi- demonstrated by the attacks on Baghdad
cult issue. Each approach has a positive in August 1993, after a Kuwaiti court find-
impact, and the two can be complemen- ing of Iraqi involvement in the Bush assas-
tary, although they are often viewed as sination attempt.
competitors for scarce funds. During the Though retaliation on the model of the
decade to 1992 when supply reduction got 1986 bombing of Libya is less likely, the
priority in allocation of funds, demand for military will continue to play a key role in
illegal drugs did in fact drop-perhaps a counter-terrorism. One important contribu-
coincidence, perhaps not. However, the tion will be in intelligence gathering, in-
prospect is that the interdiction budget will cluding satellite and signal intelligence. The
not grow, and may even shrink further, in
the next two to five years. The challenge
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A crewman of the Navy hydrofoil opinion about how difficult this will be
U.S.S. Taurus prepares to board a w

merchant vessel as part of the and how to go about the task.

Navy's drug interdiction efforts. Attitudes towards fissile material
stocks left over from the Cold War are dra-
"matically different in the U.S. and Russia.
The U.S. position, as stated by Energy Sec-
retary Hazel O'Leary, is that "plutonium
we no longer need for weapons is a global
security risk and an economic liability."
The Russian attitude, on the other hand, is
that their 1,000 tons of highly-enriched ura-
nium and 170 tons of plutonium are highly
valuable and should be used to produce
electricity. Russia's powerful Minister of
Atomic Energy, Viktor Mikhailov, insists
that "[the] 21st century belongs to nuclear
power... We have spent too much money
making this material just to mix it with ra-
dioactive waste and bury it."

The Russian view is reinforced by the
example of Japanese and French breeder
reactors, which generate plutonium, as
well as by the British program for repro-
cessing uranium. The Russian view-
shared by many in western Europe and
Japan-is that, if countries with successful
nuclear electricity programs such as
France and Japan decide to invest billions

civilian U.S. intelligence community has in plutonium, then U.S. objections are
had some setbacks recently, including pub- probably expressions of commercial con-
lic interagency disputes (especially over the cerns, rather than genuine counterprolifer-
Ames spy case) that some worry could af- ation concerns, from a country widely seen
fect cooperation between the CIA, which as unsuccessful at economical nuclear elec-
has lead responsibility abroad but is not al- tricity generation.
lowed to collect intelligence domestically, The U.S. government and U.S. expert
and the FBI, which has lead responsibility opinion nevertheless offer a host of techni-
domestically and is expanding its efforts cal and economic reasons why civilian plu-
abroad. Another role may be military retali- tonium production and uranium reprocess-
ation against ideological terrorists operat- ing are economically unsound and
ing out of headquarters in troubled states environmentally inappropriate. However,
whose governments have little control over the U.S. has not decided how to dispose of
such activities. In this case, military retalia- its own plutonium, which complicates ef-
tion could take the form of strikes against forts to persuade Moscow to dispose of its
terrorist bases and headquarters using spe- stocks rather than preserving them for use
cial operation forces, rather than air strikes in electricity generation.
against key facilities of the state from which One encouraging precedent for the de-
the terrorists operated. struction of leftover fissile material is the

Tripartite Agreement among the U.S., Rus-
Preventing a Black Market sia, and the Ukraine. This agreement calls
in Nuclear Bomb Material for blending Ukrainian weapons-grade

uranium with less enriched uranium into a
Whilensusabout ther ismaostrong i ronl p mix that will be used in civilian reactors.consensus about the importance of pre-

venting a black market in nuclear bomb
material, there are sharp differences of
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This acknowledges Ukrainian and Russian any terrorist organization that could con-
attitudes that the material is valuable, vert such material into a nuclear weapon
while also addressing U.S. concerns that it without the assistance of a state sponsor.
be destroyed economically. The focus on rogue states as objects of con-

So long as stocks of fissile material cern therefore seems appropriate.
exist, all sides agree that a rigorous pro-
gram is needed to prevent diversions. The Incorporating Environmental
Russian government argues vigorously Concerns into Military
that its security program is excellent, but Operations
cooperation on this issue will remain diffi-
cult so long as the Russian Ministry of Environmental problems are unlikely

Atomic Energy is concerned that coopera- to be the proximate cause for conflicts that

tion with Washington will draw the fire of would involve the U.S. military in the next

Russian nationalist politicians. The U.S. is few years. Most pollution, resource, and

likely to encounter continuing problems in population problems take decades to un-

implementing the parts of the Nunn-Lugar fold. Their effect also depends upon the

legislation aimed at safeguarding fissile adaptive capacity of nations and societies;

material stocks and providing research it would be inappropriate to jump from en-

funds to keep CIS nuclear industry experts vironmental trends to predictions about
productively engaged. impending conflict. In most cases, environ-

Western governments face a quandary mental problems aggravate existing politi-

in their efforts to detect and prevent fissile cal disputes, rather than being the immedi-

material smuggling. Some German prose- ate cause for conflict. An exception to this

cutors and lawyers publicly complain that rule could arise from water disputes in the

undercover police operations aimed at un- Middle East, such as a conflict over the Eu-

dercovering such activities may attract phrates River involving Turkey, Syria, Iraq,
copycats who would not otherwise have or Iran.

considered smuggling bomb material. If Resolving environment problems also
nothing else, the large number of would-be requires decades. International agreements

purchasers from news, police, and intelli- will be the main means of addressing

gence organizations could drive up prices, global environmental concerns. Washing-
making such smuggling more attractive. ton will continue to be actively involved in

On the other hand, it would be irresponsi- promoting international commitments in
ble for police and intelligence agencies to this area, such as those made at the 1992
ignore those who claim to be offering nu- Rio Earth Summit or the September 1994
clear material for sale. The problem of bal- Cairo International Conference on Popula-
ancing detection efforts against inadvertent tion and Development.
encouragement of such diversion is likely The U.S. military's role in such inter-
to grow. national agreements will be minor. One im-

Another approach to the problem of portant issue, however, will be the reorien-

diverted fissile material is to reduce rogue tation of existing intelligence-gathering
states' temptation to purchase such mater- systems to collect environmental data, as
ial. All the states that are thought to want envisioned by the Strategic Environmental
nuclear weapons but lack the means to Research and Development Program spon-
produce fissile material are currently NPT sored by Senator Sam Nunn (D-Ga). For

signatories. An international consensus fa- example, the Navy's Sound Surveillance
voring vigorous action against any NPT System (Sosus) network of 1,000 underwa-
state found to be purchasing diverted fis- ter microphones linked by 30,000 miles of

sile material might have an impact on undersea cables is regarded by oceanogra-
these states. Some also fear that diverted phers as a unique resource for gathering
fissile material could be sold to a terrorist information on currents and other ocean
group. However, it is difficult to identify phenomena. At the same time, Sosus is less

important to the Navy now than it was
during the Cold War, when the Soviet sub-
marine force was a major worry.
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Defense Environmental Restoration Expenditures, FY 1984-931 be implemented, at a cost that would re-

(S millions) quire a substantial funding increase. Pre-
sent expenditure levels are woefully insuf-

2,124 ficient to implement cleanups at the pace
mandated under the agreements with the
Environmental Protection Agency. Further,
laws passed in recent years authorize pri-
vate citizens and environmental groups to

1,670 take legal action against the Defense De-
partment if it does not honor its agree-
ments with the EPA. It will therefore be

1,369 difficult to implement plans to cap such ex-
penditures at the current annual level.

The initial expectation was that
cleanup of closed bases could be financed
through revenue from selling these bases.
That has turned out to be entirely unrealis-
tic. Communities have become skilled at ac-

601 quiring valuable base land for free under
503 the public benefit conveyance provisions-

314 361 3 404 for example, the use of Fort Ord for a uni-
3 I Iversity campus. Because of the high

150 cleanup costs, the closure of additional
bases expected to be mandated in 1995 may
actually increase DOD costs during the next

84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 five years. There is reluctance in the mili-
tary to see more of the declining defense

1 Including base closure clean-up. budget devoted to cleaning up bases-es-
SOURCE: Office of Asst. Dep. Undersecretary of Defense for Environmental Cleanup pecially those being transferred for free to

other public agencies. To many in the mili-
tary, this seems to be more of a public

The principal impact of environmental works program than a military program.
concerns on the military will be growing re-
strictions on peacetime military operations. Preventing Mass Exoduses
Examples include demands to curtail train- of Refugees
ing in order to reduce noise from low-flying
aircraft, limit damage to fields and forests While the principal responsibility for re-
from ground exercises, and reduce land de- sponding to humanitarian disasters, includ-

voted to firing ranges and exercise facilities. ing mass refugee exoduses, will continue to

The Defense Department spent about fall to non-government organizations, sup-
$5.5 billion on environmental programs in plemented by the office of the U.N. High
FY 1994, including $2.0 billion on compli- Commissioner on Refugees and the U.S. Of-

ance with environmental regulations. The fice of Foreign Disaster Assistance, the U.S.

most costly environmental problem facing military will be called upon to assist such ef-
the U.S. military is cleaning up bases. The forts. The military has instant access to a

cost of base cleanups out of the earmarked range of material and logistical resources in

Defense Environmental Restoration Ac- transportation, communications, and med-

count (DEAR) and the Base Realignment ical services that are simply not available to

and Closure (BRAC) accounts mush- humanitarian organizations. In fulfilling this

roomed from $.6 billion in FY 1990 to $2.6 relief function, the U.S. military will confront

billion in FY 1994. Much of the funding several issues.

through FY 1993 went for preliminary Working with Humanitarian Organi-

studies on programs that are now ready to zations. The military will inevitably be
working with civilian agencies and charita-
ble non-government organizations. Rela-
tions with these groups pose a challenge.
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Refugees as of December 31,1992 aid and to retrain personnel to be more ef-
fective in aid missions could erode the(millions) forces' fighting edge. However, in the past,

Latin the U.S. military regularly balanced con-
NoArh America Africa ventional military operations with relief

Ame.r0c and quasi-police operations. Indeed, those
Malaw 1 1functions were the central role of the U.S.

military during peacetime before World
Othe War II. That pattern might reassert itself.

Europe 2.1 iBalance Between Disaster Relief and
Other Preventing Conflicts.Europe •Africa 3.6

EuroeCroatia None of the options for dealing with
4.4 1refugee flows are attractive:

Boni s .... Forceful interception sits poorly
with the U.S. self-image as a land of refuge
for the oppressed. Even when interception

Other• > commands widespread popular support,
Asia 1.5 i as in the cases of mass exoduses of

Iran 4.2 ' Asia Haitians and Cubans to Florida in summerPakistan 1.6 1994, such actions typically generate public

and legal challenges.
* Providing permanent resettlement

SOURCE: UNHCR, State of the Wrld's Refugees is not practical, given the public's reluc-

tance to accept large numbers of immi-

Such groups' objectives and working meth- grants; further, the experience with Viet-
namese boat refugees demonstrates that

ods differ from those of the military. Hu- offering resettlement can encourage even
manitarian organizations are often present more refugees.
in country for years before disaster strikes, 0 Temporary asylum is not popular in
and expect to stay involved long after the industrial countries either, because of con-
crisis has subsided. That in itself gives them cerns that refugees will stay for the long
a different set of concerns from the military, term-as illustrated in European reactions
whose principal responsibility ends when to refugees from the former Yugoslavia.
disaster relief is delivered. Furthermore, in 0 Establishing refugee camps in bor-
some cases, the charities' personnel are not der zones often results in a race against
well disposed towards the military, death, with masses of frustrated people liv-

The military is improving its ability to ing at close quarters in unhygienic condi-
work with civilian development and relief tions, and entirely dependent upon outside
agencies, including those of foreign gov- sources for food and potable water-as so
ernments, international organizations, and tragically demonstrated in the case of
the private sector. Detailed procedures Rwandan refugees in Zaire.
have been developed for working with 0 Repatriation is the only way to re-
such groups. Exercises with observers and verse the build-up of refugees. In 1992, 2.4
participants from these agencies are being million refugees returned home, including
held to practice relief operations. 1.5 million to Afghanistan and 178,000 to

Balance Between Humanitarian and 1.milotoAgasannd7800oMozambique. However, voluntary repatri-
War Operations. The military has to be ation must usually wait for a change in the
concerned with the balance between prepa- domestic conditions that generated the
ration for humanitarian relief operations flow of refugees in the first place. Further-
and its other responsibilities. U.S. military more, a continuing international military
procedures and equipment are not de- pre, a bentin uing to reassurysignd wth elie misios inmin, wich presence may be required to reassure re-
signed with relief missions in mind, which turning refugees that they will be safe from
means that the military must spend more violence and persecution. For example,
per ton to deliver aid than do charitable
agencies. To reorient the military's proce-
dures to make them more cost-effective for
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that impel refugees to flee their homes. Ex-
amples of steps that might be taken at the
source to stanch the flow of refugees in-
clude providing assistance to victims of
ethnic conflict as close to their homes as
possible, creating safe havens or secure
areas where displaced persons can get
help in relative safety, deploying troops to
protect civilians from violence or expul-
sions in some areas, and protecting relief
workers caught in the crossfire between
opposing sides.

The problem is how to bottle up
refugee flows in the short term while re-
solving the crisis that created refugee
flight, in a manner that avoids entangle-
ment in the deep-rooted conflicts of trou-
bled and failed states. If too little is done,
the military and relief agencies can become

U.S. medical personnel checking bogged down in protracted humanitarian
on Somali patients at a U.S-run operations. If too much is attempted, the
medical facility in Mogadishu. consider the case of Rwandan Hutus, who U.S. and its forces might be perceived by

have been reluctant to return to their coun- one side as intervening in a conflict on be-
try after the departure of their French pro- half of the enemy, which can result in U.S.
tectors for fear of reprisals by the new casualties and a loss of public support for
Tutsi-dominated government. Forcible the intervention. Of course, resolving a cri-
repatriation, as with Vietnamese boat peo- sis may at times be possible through purely
ple in the late 1980s and Haitians in 1994, is diplomatic means or through the actions of
generally not favored by the market de- actors other than the U.S.-for example,
mocracies, and has been on a smaller scale. coalitions assembled by regional organiza-
Overall, increasing the return flow of tions. Nevertheless, there are certain to be
refugees to their countries of origin may re- times when the U.S. military finds itself in-
quire providing logistical assistance for the volved on the ground in failed states in
move, setting up on-site reception centers order to prevent refugee flows.
at the resettlement locations, and furnish-
ing help in reintegrating refugees.

* Preventing mass refugee flows at
their source usually requires maitaining a
presence on the ground in troubled or dis-
integrating states, often in conjunction
with efforts to mediate (as in Bosnia) or
force (as in Haiti) the resolution of crises
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Trends in the
Sovereign State

uring the late 1980's when au- Defining Trends
,thoritarian governments were fi i g ie u
collapsing en masse, some com-
mentators insisted that an era The Spread of Democracy and
of world peace was beginning, Respect for Human Rights is

based on near-universal acceptance of in- Proceeding Unevenly
dividual freedoms, national self-determi-
nation, and the triumph of free market During the late 1980s, the global ad-
capitalism. The twin principles of the vancement of democracy and respect for
1975 Helsinki Accords-the territorial in- human rights made notable strides. The
tegrity of sovereign states and govern- number of states under democratic rule
ment respect for popular rights, including nearly doubled between 1973 and 1990,
political rights-appeared to have gained while the total number of states barely in-
wide acceptance. Adam Smith had re- creased. The percentage of the world's pop-
placed Karl Marx as the universal eco- ulation enjoying democratic freedoms also
nomic prophet. rose-the most widely used data, from

By the mid-1990s, however, it was evi- Freedom House, understate this shift in our
dent that the trend toward democracy had view. Democracy and freedom spread
faltered or even reversed in some coun- thanks to two factors. One was dramatic:
tries. Nationalism had revealed its ugly the sudden collapse of Soviet communism.
side. And the most serious world eco- The other resulted from slow accumulative
nomic downturn since the Great Depres- increases in literacy and levels of educa-
sion had disillusioned many recent con- tion, as well as from greatly expanded ac-
verts to the faith of capitalism and cess to communications technologies.
economic globalization. But from the vantage point of the mid-

1990s, the global trend toward more
democracy, respect for human rights, and
individual freedom is making uneven
progress. In the next few years, the further
advancement of democracy and human
rights will probably vary substantially in
three different groups of states.
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The first group is composed of certain mocratic states, such interests will fre-
states in Central Europe, Latin America quently resist such changes, sometimes
and East Asia. The rapid rise in the stan- with violence. Under such circumstances,
dard of living of some East Asian countries democracy may collapse under the weight
over the past two decades has greatly in- of political conflict or civil war.
creased the attractiveness of their economic Thus, in contrast with the heady opti-
and political systems. That model includes mism of the late 1980s, there are now
open embrace of free market economics grounds for concern about the worldwide
and general access to modern technologies, future of democracy and respect for human
followed by the establishment of democ- rights. But cases of failure or backsliding
racy. Such a model is inspiring the new should not distract us from the reality of
Central European and Latin American overall progress. Great struggles lie ahead
democracies. The chances for their ultimate before all mankind is free. But compared to
success as market democracies seems high, the situation of twenty years ago, democracy
based on the ongoing progress of the East and respect for the individual have become
Asian forerunners. the acknowledged norm toward which the

The second group is made up of states countries of the world are aspiring.
making the transition from authoritarian or The difficulties in democratic transi-
totalitarian rule to democracy. By the early tion being experienced by the transition
1990s, professions of allegiance to democ- states should not offer serious alarm about
ratic ideals became the international norm. the bright future of democracy over the
However, in some countries, these declara- long run. History suggests that the creation
tions are presently no more than pro forma of fully secure and deep democratic sys-
bows to world opinion. In others, democ- tems can take decades. Even in the United
racy is under severe pressure. Many new States, some fifty years passed between the
democracies have discovered problems in Declaration of Independence and the cre-
reconciling group rights and individual ation of Jacksonian democracy, which was
freedom with political stability. Severe con- still limited to white males. The democratic
tractions of national economies have fre- spark of the First and Second French Re-
quently turned public opinion against de- publics was soon snuffed out, and France
mocratic reformers who were raised to only acquired a stable democratic system
leadership in the wake of the Soviet
Union's disintegration, most notably in Democratic States and
Russia itself. Total Number of States,

It seems possible that, in the next few 1922-90
years, a number of recently established
democracies will slip backward to one or Total
another form of authoritarian rule. It is im- Non-Democratic
possible to predict which transitional states
will fail to sustain democractic institutions Democratic 129
in the short term. But important indicators 111

of potential challenges to democracy are
human rights abuses, limitations on free-
dom of the press and of assembly, abuses
of police and judicial powers, and harrass-
ment of opposition political parties. 64 61

The third group is troubled states.
Democracy depends on the establishment
and survival of the institutions of civil soci-
ety. These democratic foundations are
proving painfully hard to maintain in
poorer states, including many African
countries. Since the introduction of democ-
racy and respect for human rights threat-
ens many entrenched interests in pre-de- SOURCE: Samuel P. Huntington, The Third

Wave, 1991.
NOTE: Covers only countries with a popula-

tion of over one million.
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Percent of World Population Living in Free, Partly Free, and states with direct cultural links to the Re-PNot oFre Wounrlds, Populan Lformation, the Enlightenment, the Ameri-
Not Free Countries, 1980-93 can and French Revolutions, and the strug-

100 gles for civil rights.
Not FEven within the West, there is dis-

agreement about the meaning of democ-
80 racy. In Italy, for example, the neo-Fascists

(who prefer to call themselves "post-Fas-

60: cists") claim to espouse democracy, yet also
insist on policies and principles that many
others see as incompatible with democracy,

40 such as the idea that public order is a
higher priority than individual freedom,
and that the rights of the state take prece-
dence over those of the individual. Similar
notions have been put forward by some

0 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 political leaders in France, Austria, Croatia,
Hungary, Russia, and Japan.

Globalization Has Weakened
SouscE: Freedom House, with India 1991-93 reclassified as free. Old Concepts of State

Sovereignty

in the last quarter of the nineteenth cen- Late twentieth-century economic, so-

tury. Even under the favorable conditions cial, cultural, and technological develop-

created by developments stretching back to ments-including huge concentrations of

Classical times, many other nineteenth and capital in multinational corporations, the

twentieth century European democracies allure of Western popular culture and mass

have floundered-Spain, Italy, Germany, consumerism, the ubiquitous reach of in-

and Russia all endured decades of authori- ternational television broadcasting, the

tarian rule. spread of international criminal organiza-

One factor which may assist democra- tions, movement of people on an unprece-

tic forces is the more active pro-democracy dented and sometimes unmanageable

stance being taken by the community of scale, the transnational impact of environ-

states, whereas military corps were once mental changes and disasters, and the

common in Latin America, the 1991 mili- growing power of international organiza-

tary overthrow of an elected government tions-have frequently overwhelmed the

in Haiti created a situation that was judged power of states based on eighteenth-cen-

by the Organization of American States tury ideas of sovereignty.

and the United Nations to be a threat to This weakness is particularly acute for
.The U.N. Security Council autho- multi-ethnic developing countries that in-peace. heritedNinppropriatynation-sateamodel

rized the use of military force to restore the herited inappropriate nation-state models

democratically elected government, of organization from their colonial masters.

With the global diffusion of democ- Much of the population of such states,

racy, it has become clear that what is meant lacking strong allegiance to governments

by "democracy" varies from state to state with which they share little sense of iden-

as a result of differing cultural influences. tity and from which they receive nothing,

When democracy was largely confined to are easily attracted to other power centers.

North America and Western Europe, it had But even for successful countries based on

a relatively unambiguous definition based the nation-state system and with close ties

on the values of the North Atlantic com- between citizens and government, global-
ization has often unleashed forces that

munity. But in states outside of this com-

munity, the greater importance attached to overwhelm sovereignty.

religion, ethnicity, or group consensus
gives democracy a different flavor than in
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The response of populations with a The near-universal broadcasting of
strong sense of nationhood has frequently American-produced television programs
been xenophobia aimed at the supposed has saturated the developing world's view-
source of transnational interference in na- ers with seductive images of the U.S. stan-
tional affairs. The increasing antipathy of dard of living. This has created a gigantic
many Western Europeans toward Eastern market for Western goods and services, but
European and North African immigrants, it has also raised expectations to unrealistic
and the hostility of many Islamic popula- levels among many populations, which
tions toward Western popular culture, are may result in social unrest in places where
two striking examples of this phenomenon. governments and economies are unable to
In states suffering from ethnic or regional meet such demands.
divisions, the effect of globalization has
frequently been to nurture divisive tenden- Ethnic, Regional, and
cies, which tend to grow in parallel with a Religious Tensions Have
sense of rage or disdain for the impotence Become More Acute
of central governments.

Trouble often arises when less devel- Divisive regional, ethnic, and national

oped countries attempt to acquire or emu- tensions have promoted war and violent

late aspects of Western society and culture conflict within and among states in areas

that are realistically beyond their grasp at ranging from the Balkans and the Cauca-

the moment. For example, less developed sus to Sub-Saharan Africa, Central Asia,

nations may be unable to provide the and South Asia.

waste disposal necessary for the safe re- In general, nationalism enjoys more

moval of the by-products produced by the strength as an ideology than ever before.

use of Western goods, and many of the Thanks to the spread of modern communi-

cities in the poorer countries of Latin cations and formal education, nationalist
America and South Asia are now badly
polluted by petroleum by-products.

Democracy and the Market in the World

7- -qr

IA 
I

El Democracy and the Market E: Transition to Democracy and the Market
0 Imperfect Democracy and the Market E] Absence of Democracy and the Market
M The Market (more or less evolved) without - Areas of Instability

Democracy (or with controlled democracy)

SOURCE: Instituto per Gli Studi di Politica Internazionale, Which Capitalism: Markets and Democracies in the New World Disorder. Reprinted with permission. INSS does not necessarily agree with the classifi-
cation of every country.
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stirrings have awakened among popula- new nation states. Clearly, not all national
tions who have been denied national self- aspirations can be fulfilled, lest the interna-
determination, but were previously pas- tional order dissolve into interminable
sive. Emigrants at great distances from chaos and division. But neither should na-
their lands of origin are now able to agitate tionalist demands be categorically dis-

for the independence for their ancestral missed as threatening or irrational. Many
homelands. Modern broadcasting and in- existing states with a history of domestic
formation technologies allow easy pene- peace and progress were created from very
tration of borders by ideas and propa- small populations on quite limited national
ganda. The huge increase of global territories, some quite recently. Ireland,
population has increased the size of many Denmark, Portugal, Greece, Israel, and Sin-
groups to the level where national inde- gapore are some examples.
pendence has become possible for these
groups for the first time. Without suggest- The Prospects for Progress
ing that such ethnic groups will actually Toward Democracy and
gain their independence, one might cite Stability Vary From Region
the Chechens of the northern Caucasus or to Region
some indigenous peoples, such as the
Greenland Eskimos. Movement toward the fulfillment of

Another aspect of nationalism in devel- democratic and national ideals may be
oping countries is its frequent expression in slow in the transitional states and erratic at
religious terms. The use of religion to ad- best in the troubled states. People generally
vance a political agenda was the norm require social stability, a minimal level of
throughout the Western world until the education, and a degree of prosperity be-
emergence of modern mass political parties fore they can develop a secure sense of na-
in the nineteenth century. In many other tional identity and a respect for human
parts of the globe, such an overlap of reli- rights and democratic processes.
gious and political movements is still com- In the transitional states in Latin Amer-
mon. The combination of fundamentalist re- ica, much of East Asia, and Central/Eastern
ligious attitudes with hyper-nationalist Europe, the preconditions for progress to-
politics has proven highly appealing in cer- ward a system of stable, democratic nation
tain developing countries, including Algeria, states have, with a few notable exceptions,
Egypt, Sudan, Iran, Afghanistan, Tajikstan, been established in recent years. It is rea-
Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, and Indonesia. sonable to expect the growth of healthy

Unfortunately, religious nationalism sovereign states throughout those areas in
often threatens the safety of religious mi- the next few decades. The concept of na-
norities, the survival of multi-religious tional self-determination is generally re-
states, and the security of neighboring spected in these regions. But the movement
states. If successful, religious nationalist toward the stability of democratic, sover-
movements might seek to redraw many of eign states will almost certainly experience
the borders in the vast swathe of territory temporary setbacks in at least a few transi-
stretching from the North African-Mediter- tion states. Some of those states could slip
ranean region across the Middle East to into the troubled category.
Southeast Asia. Favorable conditions for building na-

The appearance of new nations and tional consciousness do not prevail in trou-
the fracturing of existing multinational bled states, and appear unlikely to do so
states is likely to continue over the for decades. Between the Sahara and the
medium term, though not necessarily in Kalahari, many states are losing their grip
the next few years. Governments of exist- on internal peace and effective govern-
ing states are often reluctant to promote ment, and a number of them are mired in
the ideal of national self-determination for or approaching a state of chaos. Some of
fear of conflict and upsetting of interna- these states simply may not survive within
tional order. There are no easy solutions to their present borders. In fact, over the next
the vexing challenges presented by de-
mands for the creation and recognition of
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few years, Africa is almost certain to pre- Coping with Globalization
sent the United State with its most pressing
challenges regarding human rights, indi- Globalization offers many opportuni-

vidual liberties, and the territorial integrity ties to expand markets for U.S. products

of recognized states. and services, and to increase U.S. political
and cultural influence. However, the
United States is not immune from the nega-

U.S. Security Interests tive influences of globalization, such as the
diminution of U.S. sovereignty and auton-
omy in an increasing number of areas. The

For both idealistic and practical rea- role of international broadcasting in influ-
sons, the U.S. has long been committed to encing both world and U.S. public opinion
the spread of democracy worldwide, aim- during the Gulf War offers both positive
ing toward the day when it becomes the and negative examples of these phenom-
universal political system. ena. On the one hand, CNN news broad-

casts presented much of the Middle Eastern
Supporting Legitimate ruling class with more effective arguments

National Aspirations for U.S. intervention against Iraqi aggres-
sion than any old-fashioned propaganda

Since the First World War, the U.S. has could have provided. On the other hand,
also advocated the right of peoples to de- Saddam Hussein and his spokesmen were
termine their own future. But U.S. support able to address the English-speaking world
for legitimate national aspirations is more without interference from the governments
qualified than the U.S. commitment to the of the anti-Iraq coalition.
spread of democracy. Carried to an ex- To a large degree, the globalization
treme, the ideal of self-determination can process represents the attainment of U.S.
promote divisive regionalism, interethnic ideals of free flows of trade, persons, and
warfare, and the fragmentation of states ideas. Furthermore, the U.S. is isolated by
into ungovernable subunits, all of which its surrounding oceans and protected by its
endanger peace and democracy. As a re- strict environmental laws and large terri-
sult, the U.S. has been more cautious in ad- tory. It boasts a large and rich domestic mar-
vocating universal application of the prin- ket, political stability, and well-enforced
ciple of national self-determination, laws governing financial and corporate ac-
Indeed, as illustrated by U.S. support for tivity. Thus, the United States is less threat-
the European Union, the North American ened by the negative aspects of globaliza-
Free Trade Association, and the unity of tion than most other countries. Therefore,
multi-national states such as India and globalization offers considerably more ad-
South Africa, Washington for practical rea- vantages than disadvantages to the United
sons has often encouraged or accepted States. While recognizing the threats inher-
supranational units. ent in globalization, the U.S. appears likely

On the other hand, Washington usu- to continue to support its development.
ally opposes the repression of legitimate
national aspirations. U.S. protection of
Macedonia and the Kurds of Northern Key U.S. Security
Iraq, pressure on Israel to allow a measure Policy Issues
of Palestinian self-rule, recognition of
Slovenia, and decades-long advocacy of Weakened by globalization that
the restoration of the independence of the
Baltic Republics are cases in point. The undermin e eth or re d
challenge for Washington will be to deter- by destructive ethnic or religious
mine precisely how to differentiate be- radicalism, the troubled states run the risktween legitimate expressions of national of turning into failed states. Humanitarian

twee legtimte epresion ofnatinal disasters will occur repeatedly, and the
aspirations and destructive tribalism, and
to thus promote national self-determina-
tion but discourage factionalism and inter-
group intolerance.
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effective action, due in part to disagree-
ments among the major powers and in part
to problems with the U.N. as an organiza-
tion. Furthermore, when the U.N. does act,
it usually does so through economic sanc-
tions that are slow to show results.

When the U.N. takes no effective ac-
tion or when public opinion grows impa-
tient and demands results, Washington has
shown some willingness-particularly in
its own hemisphere-to use force in the
cause of democracy and human rights. Al-
though military actions that primarily aim
to support or restore democracy are still

-•. . <7 ~quite rare, recent interventions in Panama
' and Haiti seem to fit this description.
"�" But it is one thing to achieve consensus
Swithin the international community to use

i' force to defend democracy and human
Voting in South Africa's first rights against the actions of a relatively
multiracial election, weak state and another to confront a power-

U.S. military will often be tasked to assist ful state, such as China, over the same is-
sues. On another front, the U.S. may have to

with disaster relief and restoring order. The dce how tonce tse for goo re-

issues related to the military's involvement dationshw to maj or p e-s and

in humanitarian disasters are discussed in China-git the principleosupport for
the transitional threats chapter. China--against the principle of support for

the national rights of minorities in areas
such as the Caucasus and Tibet, not to men-

Balancing the Goals of tion the issue of Taiwan's status. Over the

Democracy, Human Rights, next few years, the United States is likely to

and National Self- face other painful choices between paying a

Determination With Other high price for standing up for its principles
or avoiding conflict but being perceived asU.S. Interests hypocritical, dishonest, or weak.

During the Cold War, the American Promoting Militaries that
government could take refuge in the
knowledge that it sometimes had to bend Respond to Civilian Control
or compromise its principles for the greater and Respect Democracy and
good of defeating Soviet communism. Human Rights
Thus, Washington often formed alliances
with or provided aid to governments that In this new era, the United States will

abused the rights of their own people. It be required to cooperate with the armed

also backed away from war rather than de- forces of ex-authoritarian states, whose over-

fend the Hungarian Revolt in 1956 or the riding purpose has been-and in some cases

"Prague Spring" in 1968. But following the continues to be-preservation of the institu-

collapse of the Soviet Union, Washington tion itself. In these situations, the U.S. mili-

no longer enjoys this shield against criti- tary can play an important role by engaging

cism of failures to live up to its ideals. these institutions and striving to convince

One policy direction is for the United them that support for democracy requires
States to deal with challenges to democracy more than just a modicum of tolerance for a

and human rights through the United Na- free press and elected government.
tions. But in the few years since the end of In those cases where armed forces
the Cold War, a number of instances have have already made a commitment to en-

already arisen in which the U.N. has shown courage the institutionalization of the

itself to be either unwilling or unable to take
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democractic process, this cooperation takes U.S. military authorities have also
the form of military-to-military contacts, been assisting in the formation of cadres of
joint training exercises, and the integration civilian government security specialists
of military education systems. In nations who can earn the respect of their military
such as Argentina, Venezuela, Thailand, counterparts. Without such civilian special-
South Africa, and Ukraine, this process has ists, ministries of defense risk being over-
proceeded relatively smoothly, and has run by active and retired military officers
proved mutually beneficial. who function without the checks and bal-

However, in other cases, the superfi- ances afforded by the presence of compe-
cial nature of change within the military tent civilian watchdogs. The U.S. military
makes such interaction more challenging has also been active in training military
and contentious. In such militaries, the dis- personnel to work under civilian oversight.
tinction between internal security and ex- For example, in August 1994, courses on
ternal defense has been blurred for genera- this issue for East European military per-
tions. In some cases, armed forces sonnel began at the Marshall European
routinely performed police functions, often Center for Security Studies in Germany,
compiling a long history of human rights part of the U.S. European Command.
abuses and lack of respect for civilian au- In sum, the U.S. military will continue
thority. Such ingrained attitudes will not to play a vital role in reshaping the mili-
change overnight. taries of ex-authoritarian states, so that

A central ingredient of U.S. policy to- these militaries come to see themselves as
wards such military establishments has the supporters and protectors-not the vic-
been to encourage the separation of inter- tims-of democracy.
nal security and police functions, and their
placement under distinct civilian depart-
ments. Once this separation is accom-
plished, the most pressing need for the
armed forces in question is normally to
gain a measure of legitimacy in the eyes of
their own people. U.S. military cooperation
teams can support this goal by offering
training and education in civic action pro-
jects and initiatives aimed at shoring up
the reputation and prestige of military
forces at the local and regional levels. For
example, local armed forces have derived
great benefit from the deployment of over
63,000 men and women of the U.S. military
in over 4,000 projects in Latin America in
FY 1994. The personal example set by U.S.
armed forces has done much to convince
many foreign militaries that respect for the
law, protection of the environment, care
and consideration for citizens, and sub-
servience to civilian authority are critical to
the building of true democracy.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Economics

teadily increasing flows of goods, For the United States, the share of GDPSservices, technologies, and capital represented by exports of goods and ser-

across borders are generating vices has more than doubled since 1965,
growth and raising incomes, and from less than 5 percent to almost 12 per-
may produce some measure of be- cent, for a total of $460 billion in 1993. Im-

nign integration among nations. But there ports have also grown in importance to the
are worrisome prospects as well that could U.S. economy, rising to a postwar high of
threaten harmony among nations and pose 13 percent of GDP in 1993.
threats to the United States, unless they are Foreign direct investment (FDI) has
adequately countered or managed. grown even faster than trade. In the past

decade, FDI flows have expanded by 27
Defining Trends percent per year, or seven times faster than

the growth in output of the countries from

Economic Activity is Becoming which these flows originated. In terms of
Globalized the global stock of FDI, the U.S. occupies

first place as both an investor (accounting

A growing proportion of the world's for 25 percent of the global FDI stock) and

economic transactions consists of interna- as a recipient (hosting 22 percent of the
tional flows of goods, services, technolo- global FDI stock). The interaction between
gies, and capital. Since 1950, world mer- foreign direct investment and trade is be-
chandise exports have expanded at an coming increasingly apparent. In 1990 (the

average annual rate of approximately 6 most recent available data), multinational
percent, compared to 4.5 percent annual enterprises were responsible for more than
growth in world output. In the past three 75 percent of U.S. merchandise trade, with
decades, international trade in services has approximately 40 percent of that trade con-
grown more rapidly than merchandise ex- sisting of intrafirm transactions.
ports. In 1994, international trade in goods Technology has also been undergoing
and services will approach four trillion dol- a process of globalization. International
lars per year. comparisons of patenting, R&D expendi-

tures, and density of scientific and engi-
neering personnel show a dispersion of
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Exports and Imports of Goods and Services as Percent of GDP U.S. domestic manufacturing production
consisted of exports. Nor should one fall
into the trap of thinking that only exports

Imports/GDP are good, and imports are somehow "bad."
12 Imports provide new, better, or cheaper

products and inputs to satisfy consumer

and producer needs.
As for FDI, inward investment into the

United States has provided 4.7 million jobs
for Americans and generated $4.1 billion in
new domestic R&D. Outward investment

-Exports/GDP from the U.S. has, contrary to popular be-
lief, acted as a magnet for U.S. exports and
has generated more jobs at home than

would have otherwise been the case.

Regions Are Forming
0 Trade Blocs

65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83 85 87 89 91 93
Buried beneath the globalization of in-

SOURCE: Dept. of Commerce ternational economic activity is potentially

disturbing evidence of emerging regional

technical competence and technological re- preferences and exclusivities.

sources. The growth of trade in technol- The General Agreement on Tariffs and

ogy-based products has been faster than Trade (GATT) established a regime in

the growth of trade of resource-based or which each member accorded others the
labor-intensive products. Further, the post- status of Most Favored Nation (MFN), so

war historical pattern of predominately that all trading partners were treated
"one-way" flows of technology out of the equally. This was intended to avoid a re-
U.S. has been significantly altered. The Na- peat of the disastrous division of the world
tional Science Board has found that trans- into trading blocs in the 1930s. Yet GATT

fers of technology into the United States has always included an important excep-
have increased substantially in volume and tion to the MFN principle via Article 24; re-
importance over the past twenty years. gional groupings could form areas of freer

For the U.S., exports of advanced tech- trade among themselves as long as explicit
nology products have been rising at twice trade barriers against non-members were
the rate of total merchandise exports. (The not raised. In the 1980s, the trend has in
ten standard advanced technology product fact been toward greater regionalism. In
categories are biotechnology, life sciences, each of the three major economic areas of
opto-electronics, computers and telecommu- the world, there has been an increase in

nications, electronics, computer integrated intra-regional trade: from 23 percent to 29
manufacturing, material design, aerospace, percent in East Asia, from 27 percent to 29
weapons, and nuclear technology.) Over the percent in the Western Hemisphere, and

same period, imports of advanced technol- from 54 percent to 60 percent in Europe.
ogy products have been rising three times as Even after factoring out the impact of

fast as total merchandise imports. natural determinants of trade patterns
There is abundant evidence that this (such as geographic proximity and absolute

process of globalization of goods, services, size of the nations in question), as well as

capital, and technology has benefitted the the influence of common languages and

United States. The U.S. is the world's largest cultural affinity, it appears that such pat-
exporter. One in six U.S. manufacturing jobs terns do indeed indicate the emergence of
is devoted to exports, and export-related significant trade blocs in Europe, the West-

jobs pay wages that are approximately 19 ern Hemisphere, and the APEC region. The

percent above the U.S. average. From 1989
through 1993, four-fifths of the increase in
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greatest intra-regional bias is in the APEC or defense-related benefits above and be-
region, while the most rapid trend in this yond their strictly commercial value.
direction is in Europe. Since NAFTA has National authorities generally want to
only recently come into being, a fresh spurt ensure the presence of national firms in
of bloc-oriented activity in the Western strategic industries. For example, the U.S.,
Hemisphere may be seen in the near future. Europe, and Japan all want to be major
(There has been no attempt to measure the players in aerospace, telecommunications,
emergence of a ruble-bloc in the CIS area; microelectronics, and advanced materials.
however, recent attempts by Russia to rein- Yet the large economies of scale in these
tegrate the economies of parts of the former sectors mean that global markets will only
Soviet Union suggest that such a develop- sustain a few production sites. Conse-
ment may be underway.) quently not every country, even every

major country, can expect to have an exten-
Zero-Sum Rivalry in High sive presence in every key high-tech sector.

Tech Industries May Be This can lead to a beggar-thy-neighbor

Emerging duel of national policies that aim to sup-
port one's "own" firms in strategic sectors

In conventional economic analysis, the at the expense of competitors.
globalization phenomenon yields positive-
sum results. The gains to any nation from Foreign Investment in the U.S.
trade in goods and services, and from Has Led to Fears of Foreign
transfers of capital and technology, typi- Control and Domination of
cally outweigh the costs by a large margin.
New analytic concerns have arisen, how- Key U.S. Industries
ever, about whether free trade produces The U.S. has long preached the bene-

positive-sum outcomes in fits of foreign investment to host countries
what are known as "strate- around the world, and has urged that for-

U.S. Government Structural gic trade industries." (In eign investors be granted treatment equal
Budget Deficits this context, "strategic" in every way to that accorded indigenous

refers to the oligopolistic firms. This was a natural stance in the first
character of the industry, three decades after World War II, when

300 not its military signifi- U.S. multinational corporations accounted
Billion Dollars cance.) Examples of such for 40 to 50 percent of the total stock of

250 Percent of GNP industries include aero- global FDI. This perspective has come
space, advanced materials, under intense scrutiny in recent years,

200 - computers and supercom- however, as the U.S. has itself become a
4 .puters, semiconductors and major host for foreign investors. Whereas

150 microprocessors, and bio- the U.S. was the recipient of only about 11
2 chemicals. Strategic trade percent of the total stock of global foreign

2.1 2.1 theory focuses on indus- investment in the 1970s, the percentage has
2.1 2.1 tries where markets do not more than doubled today.

50- work perfectly-specifi- Forty percent of the stock of FDI in the
cally, those with a limited United States is concentrated in manufac-

o 92 93 9 number of large firms be- turing. In the aggregate this amounts to
91 9 94 95 96 97 98 cause of economies of scale, only about 15 percent of total U.S. manu-

high technological barriers facturing assets. However, using conven-
SOURCES: Council of EconomicAdvisers, Congressional Budget Office, to entry, and production tional U.S. accounting definitions of "con-

Office of Management and Budget, and Department of Commerce. From processes marked by a high trol" (ownership greater than 10 percent of
Economic Report of the President, 1993 and 1994. level of learning-by-doing, the voting securities), foreign corporations

NoTE: Datafor194-98 are forecastsexcluding health reform. From any country's point can be shown to control one-half of the

of view, strategic trade in- U.S. consumer electronics industry, one-
dustries are desirable not only because third of its chemical industry, 70 percent of
they incorporate a large proportion of its tire industry, 20 percent of its automo-
high-wage, high-skill jobs, but also because
they are likely to generate economic, social,
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Relative Size of Economic Blocs, 1992

23,061 5,483 3,575

GNP Population Exports
($billions) (millions) of Goods

($ billions)

2,492
1,454 .. . .

7,696 1,864
6,677

5,60 700 742

3,08E ' ~347 U
U.S.and Western Asia Pacific European Union Other World

Hemisphere

SOURCE: World Bank, World Development Report 1994.

tive industry, and almost 50 percent of its Keeping International
film and recording industry. Economic Interaction

Moreover, in "critical technology" in- Multilateral and Mutually
dustries, as defined by the Department of
Defense and the National Science Adviser, Beneficial
much of the foreign investment has oc- Efforts to lower barriers to the free flow
curred via acquisition of existing American of goods, services, capital, and technology
companies. According to the U.S. Depart- across borders will reinforce growth, raise
ment of Commerce, there have been in re-ment ofas Commre, thenure ha red b renign r living standards, and-if combined with ap-
cent years more than four hundred foreign propriate adjustment policies for those who
takeovers in microelectronics, aerospace, must absorb the costs of trade-produce do-
telecommunications, and a dvanced materi- mestic polities with an interest in stable rela-
als, totalling 46 percent of all case andver tions among states. Of particular impor-
percent of the total value. Thus, whatever tnei h edt nert h cnme

the eneits romforign nvetmen, tere tance is the need to integrate the economies
the benefits from foreign investment, there of Central and Eastern Europe and the for-
begin to arise questions of foreign control mer Soviet Union into the global economic
and domination of key U.S. industries, system by providing greater market access

for their products.
U.S. Security Interests But efforts at international economic

integration will have less salutary effects
Strengthening the U. S. should they lead to the creation of exclu-
Economic Base by Enhancing sive economic blocs that could result in ex-

Productivity clusive security alliances-or, in the worst
case, antagonistic security alliances.

The broadest economic national inter-
est for the United States is to strengthen Maintaining U.S. Leadership
the economic base in ways that provide a in High-Tech Industries
higher standard of living, enhance the eco- As indicated in the previous section,
nomic well-being of citizens, generate con- the United States must be careful that it is
fidence and support for U.S. engagement not left out, or forced out, of strategic in-
abroad, and increase U.S. stature and dustries by the policy actions of other
strength on the world stage.
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states. Clearly, there is some tension be- costs are greater, the U.S. no longer enjoys
tween pursuit of this interest-which could across-the-board industrial dominance, and
have zero-sum dimensions in some cases- the common bond of the Cold War is a
and the U.S. interest in fostering positive- thing of the past. A widespread hypothesis
sum international economic interactions, holds that the U.S. will now be less willing

(or able) to take the longer term vision of
Maintaining an Economic the common good and bear a dispropor-
Base for National Security tionate share of the costs of maintaining a

Interests harmonious international economic system.
Perhaps the single most important test

Further U.S. economic interests that of whether special-interest "low politics"
are more directly related to traditional secu- will supplant "high politics" in trade pol-
rity concerns include (1) managing U.S. de- icy will be on the issue of enhancing mar-
pendence on imports and foreign technol- ket access for exports from the former War-
ogy so as to minimize the potential for saw Pact countries. The U.S. has a major
foreign control and domination, especially national interest in seeing that trade and
in defense-related sectors; and (2) maintain- investment supplement and eventually re-
ing an appropriate defense industrial base place aid in underpinning market-based
in an era of declining defense budgets and reform in Russia, Central and Eastern Eu-
increasing dependence on foreign inputs, rope, and the rest of the former Soviet

Union. Yet so far, even modest initiatives to

Key U.S. Security ease protectionist barriers (particularly
anti-dumping barriers) against products

Policy Issues from these countries have aroused strong

The benefits of opening borders eco- opposition from the threatened industries.

nomically, however large in the aggregate, Promoting Power Through
are widely dispersed, whereas the costs Prosperity
are concentrated. Thus, those who suffer
the pain of adjustment have a larger incen- There is a national security rationale to
tive to bring political pressure to bear than take steps that will strengthen the competi-
those who enjoy the benefits. In short, the tiveness of firms and workers in the United
"low politics" of domestic interest groups States. Higher productivity (or enhanced
vying for protection may well predomi- "competitiveness," as some prefer to call it)
nate over the "high politics" of the na- not only creates prosperity at home, but
tional interest-even when the latter has also augments a country's power in the in-
security implications. ternational system by furnishing resources

In the aftermath of World War II, the and capabilities to meet external chal-
United States economy had not yet experi- lenges. Both international stature ("soft
enced globalization, and U.S. preeminence power") and concrete military capabilities
in almost all major industrial sectors gener- ("hard power") typically accrue to a coun-
ated a confidence that is much less evident try with greater industrial and technologi-
today. In this setting, the U.S. could toler- cal prowess.
ate a considerable degree of protectionist On the macroeconomic front, the most
and nonreciprocal behavior on the part of fundamental step to strengthen the U.S.
allies in Europe and Asia, while keeping its economic position would be to alter the
own incipient domestic pressures for spe- underlying balance between savings and
cial treatment under control in the name of consumption in the United States. This
Cold War solidarity. Economic tensions would enable the U.S. to invest a greater
among the major industrial powers, when proportion of its wealth in plant and
they did arise, could be tucked away under equipment, R&D, and human capital. As
the common security blanket. long as the U.S. consumes more than it

Today, the globalization of the U.S. produces, it will continue to run a trade
economy is more evident, the adjustment deficit and accumulate obligations to for-

eigners against U.S. assets. As long as it
does not save enough to reequilibrate this
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balance, it will have to rely on foreign horizon of most economists, let alone na-
funds to renovate its industrial base-or, tional security strategists.
worse, simply slow the rate of renovation. The most straightforward way to
A nation that is turning over the assets of counter the drift toward exclusive blocs is
the current generation to foreigners, or through persistent efforts to keep the liber-
mortgaging the assets of future generations alization of trade, investment, and technol-
to current consumption, is likely at some ogy flows on a multilateral track. The most
point in the future to find its freedom of ac- powerful multilateral impetus will come
tion and ability to influence events in the from implementation of the Uruguay
international arena constrained. Round. The Uruguay Round is the largest

While the U.S. is still out of macroeco- global trade agreement in history, reducing
nomic balance, the trends of recent years industrial tariffs by more than one-third,
are promising. The largest single contribu- imposing meaningful limits on subsidized
tor to national dissaving, the federal budget agricultural exports, and-for the first
deficit, is on a trajectory that will take it time-reducing trade barriers in services
from 4.7 percent of GDP in 1991 to 2.1 per- and intellectual property, where the U.S.
cent of GDP in 1998, if fiscal discipline can has a solid comparative advantage. It
be maintained. At the same time, invest- promises to add approximately one trillion
ment rates for plant and equipment, and dollars to world output, of which almost
for R&D, have been rising. New initiatives $200 billion will accrue to the United States.
to expand investment in human capital (es- There is some concern that the World
pecially in the area of vocational and work- Trade Organization (WTO), established
related training) have been launched. If the under the Uruguay Round GATT Agree-
trend towards human capital investment is ment to settle disputes arising from the
reversed, the evidence suggests that the new trade regime, may undermine U.S.
U.S. firms may substitute capital for labor, sovereignty. WTO rulings are not binding
that is, the U.S. may develop a more highly on any domestic legislature or agency, so in
automated economy with a more low- this sense, U.S. sovereignty and the force of
skilled workforce. This would exacerbate U.S. trade laws remain intact. However, in
the difficulties of maintaining domestic the case of an adverse ruling with which
support for constructive engagement in the the U.S. refused to comply, the nation that
international system and heighten the pres- lodged the complaint could retaliate via
sures for short-sighted protectionism, trade restraints against U.S. products.

A second method to counter the cre-
Avoiding the Creation of ation of exclusive regional economic

Closed Economic Blocs arrangements is to ensure an easy and

Avoiding the creation of closed eco- transparent method of accession into blocs.
n omicdblocs my require a f sursilevel- A key case in point will be the creation of

nomic blocs may require a surprising level accession procedures for NAFTA. For ex-
of subtlety in framing U.S. policy. If the ample, will NAFTA ultimately extend not
threat sprang from the construction of only to other nations in the hemisphere,overt walls of protectionism such as high but to countries in Asia (Singapore, Korea)
tariffs, as happened in the 1930s, national and elsewhere (the Visegrad countries of
leaders might find it easier to call forth Central and Eastern Europe) as well, as
concerted action to prevent it. But the poli- some have suggested? Equally important
cies that are pushing regional free-trade will be the question of whether accession
zones in the direction of exclusive blocs are
much more arcane-"rules of origin" spec- agreements and other market accessif i theamont o doesti cotentre- arrangements eliminate quotas on sensitiveifying the amount of domestic content re- industries, prohibitive anti-dumping regu-
quired for a product to qualify as an inter- in s, prohiitie ani-mping
nal product, obstructive anti-dumping lations, import surge mechanisms, and
regimes, preferential subsidies to particular other protectionist devices.
regions, government rewards for engaging
in local R&D, and similar policies. In short,
the devil is in the details, far below the
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U.S. Advanced Technology Trade appealingly rigorous justification for public
sector support for high tech industries with
large economies of scale and dynamic

1982-88 1989-92 learning-curve advantages, the prospects
for creating an effective national policy in

Total Merchandise Exports 49.0 28.3 this area may be less than favorable.
AdvancedTechnology 98.9 28.1 But perhaps the biggest obstacle to
Biotechnology 40.9
Life Science 37.6 using strategic trade precepts as a guide to

Opto-Electronics 10.8 U.S. policy is the beggar-thy-neighbor dy-
Computers and Telecommunications 23.4 namic inherent in the theory itself. A nation
Computer Integrated Manufacturing 11.1 that uses market intervention to capture
Electronics and Advanced Materials 234.8 vital markets for its own high-tech indus-
Aerospace 38.7 tries can expect other nations to follow
Weapons 18.5 suit. Cycles of public intervention, match-
NuclearTechnology 7.1 ing moves, escalation, and retaliation

1982-88 1989-92 would be endemic. Thus, a policy shift to-

Total Merchandise Imports 80.7 12.6 ward government intervention in strategic

Advanced Technology 226.3 28.7 trade industries by the U.S. would be cer-
Biotechnology 43.5 tain to generate new tensions among the
Life Science 61.7 major powers.
Opto-Electronics 173.6 But what of the fear that the United
Computers and Telecommunications 247.6 States is being systematically left behind in
Computer Integrated Manufacturing 214.5 high tech industries? This was a cause for
Electronics and Advanced Materials 37.3 widespread concern in the mid-1980s, as
Aerospace 38.0 the positive U.S. trade balance in high-tech
Weapons 23.2 sectors was dropping precipitously, from
NuclearTechnology 30.0 $25 billion in 1982 to $16 billion in 1986-a

SoURCE:Author's calculations. John SullivanWilson,"The U.S. 1982-93 35 percent decline in four years. By the
Performance in Advanced Technology Trade," Challenge, January-
February, 1994. early 1990s, however, the U.S. trade bal-

ance in high tech had regained all these

Finally, there might well be an effort to losses and was setting new highs. There is
harmonize, on a global basis, those ele- now no overarching evidence that the U.S.
ments of regional economic agreements is being left behind to such an extent as to
that are most distortionary, such as rules of require strategic trade intervention on a
thatin are mostidis tionapry cuc rues. o scale that would pose a risk to the stability
origin and anti-dumping procedures. of the international system.

Promoting High Technology Managing Dependence on
Industries Foreign Firms and Sources for

As indicated earlier, a theoretical case Key Goods
can be made for government intervention
to support national- participants in key Globalization results in greater depen-

high tech industries where simply allowing dence on foreign suppliers. This raises the
markets to work may be dangerous from a question of identifying the most appropri-

national security as well as from an eco- ate methods to deal with growing reliance

nomic point of view. on non-U.S. suppliers of critical goods, ser-
Objections to strategic trade interven- vices, and technologies.

tion arise first of all from practical consider- Unfortunately, doing nothing is not a
ations of implementation. There is the prob- sufficient response. The evidence that de-
lem, as in all industrial policy debates, of pendence on non-national suppliers for

devising criteria for picking winners and critical goods, services, and technologies
losers that work better than the market. In can pose a threat to national security is
addition, there is the issue of pork-barrel
and special-interest politics contaminating
the selection process. As a result, despite an
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clear. That threat may take the form of de- example, "Buy American" requirements on
nial, delay of delivery, blackmail, or the defense contractors have forced the U.S.
placing of conditions on access or use. The aerospace industry to use equipment that
U.S. has itself been a prime practitioner of was more costly and had less precise toler-
the manipulation of dependence in the ances than foreign-made products. In the
past. Today, others may be in a position to case of semiconductors, price support
exercise similar influence over the U.S., mechanisms designed to help the U.S.
and that influence is likely to increase as semiconductor industry saddled U.S.
the globalization of international economic avionics and computer companies with
activity continues, input costs much higher than those of their

However, for a threat of denial, delay, non-U.S. counterparts.
blackmail, or the placement of limitations Public subsidies to create or strengthen
on access or use to be credible, a necessary local producers is another approach to deal-
condition is the concentration of external ing with dependency on concentrated for-
suppliers. Whether for oil, semiconductors, eign suppliers. From a strictly economic
or flat panel displays, the fundamental issue point of view, such subsidies are more ap-
that determines the dependence of the U.S. propriate than trade protection. Neverthe-
on any particular foreign source is the avail- less, they raise nettling questions about
ability of alternative sources and the ease of how Washington should choose specific
substitution. This allows national security technologies to support, where to draw the
strategists to distinguish cases that are legit- line between precommercial development
imately worrisome from those that are not, and commercial production, and how to
and helps target industries of concern for reconcile such programs with commitments
national security. But the public policy tools to bring government assistance under a
for allaying such concerns-stockpiling, common multilateral discipline. The new
providing trade protection, awarding public U.S. program to support domestic flat
subsidies for domestic production-all have panel display producers, rather than forc-
important drawbacks. ing U.S. producers to rely on a handful of

To deal with dependence in standard- exporters abroad, may prove an interesting
ized products whose characteristics do not experiment.
change over time, stockpiles can offer an An increasingly important question in
important cushion to mitigate the onset of the dependency debate is what to do about
a crisis. For example, petroleum is one im- foreign acquisitions of U.S. companies in
ported commodity that is both critical and critical technology sectors. Once again, the
sufficiently concentrated externally that crucial test is whether the international in-
supply interruptions are plausible; thus, dustry is sufficiently concentrated, and not,
the U.S. maintains a Strategic Petroleum as is commonly supposed, whether the
Reserve. The disadvantages of this ap- company to be acquired is the sole remain-
proach include its high cost and the ten- ing domestic supplier (or one of a very
dency to maintain stockpiles after the ratio- small number). Once again, the logic is
nale for them has disappeared, as in the straightforward: no international concen-
case of U.S. stockpiles of magnesium, tration, no credible threat, and no reason to
chromium, and other minerals in the post- be concerned about the acquisition.
Cold War world. Difficulties arise when the interna-

Stockpiling of foreign-supplied prod- tional industry in which the U.S. company
ucts whose characteristics change over to be acquired is a rather tight oligopoly.
time is less feasible. An alternative is pro- Here, the national security strategist may
viding formal or informal trade protection have to face a choice of whether to block
to local producers. This may, however, lock the acquisition and then perhaps to prop
domestic purchasers into using inputs that up an inferior domestic supplier, or to
are higher in price or technologically infe- allow the acquisition to proceed, with
rior to what is available from foreign ownership passing to the hands of for-
sources. In the case of machine tools, for eigners who will then hold quasi-monop-

olistic control over access. In such circum-
stances, the emerging consensus is that,
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for civilian companies, the preferable path is to institute specific reforms to shrink un-
may be to permit the acquisition to take usually burdensome defense contracting
place while imposing requirements on the procedures in cost-accounting and auditing,
new subsidiary to maintain production enhance recoupment of R&D expenditures,
and R&D within the United States. For de- grant contractors greater proprietary data
fense contractors, on the other hand, the and technical rights on publicly-funded re-
calculus is different, as described in the search projects, and improve the progress
next section. payment system.

However, all of these measures may
Maintaining an Adequate fall short of the goal of preserving suffi-

Defense Industrial Base cient core capabilities for reconstitution in
gthe challenge of maintaining an emergency. Some specialized kinds of

know-how, facilities, and assets will have
an adequate defense industrial base in an
era of declining defense budgets is a vast Ao the i ssue isuhowto dealwh

Another issue is how to deal with the
subject. Three central issues arise: minimiz-

consolidation of defense-oriented suppliers
ing the loss of corecnstie whn ieeed into quasi-monopolistic industries. On theing the ability to reconstitute w hen needed; do e t c s e, he y a 20 0 i l k ly o
and providing for the consolidation of de- domeSt sith a 2000 sulikel
fense contractors worldwide. find the U.S. with a single submarine-

The adverse structural characteristics of building facility, a single carrier-buildingdefese ontrctig sgges tht may frms facility, a single tank producer, and per-defense contracting suggest that many firms haps two builders of military aircraft.
mywithdraw even more rapidly and more hastobidrofmlayarcf.may wUnder these circumstances, the challenge

completely from the defense business in the will be to ensure prices and rates of inno-
coming decade than would be predicted by vation comparable to those achieved under
declining defense budgets alone. These ad- tion competitive c nd e
verse structural characteristics include large the more competitive conditions of the
economies of scale and a high ratio of fixed past. With regard to quasi-monopolistic
to variable costs, which magnify the impact foreign suppliers of defense products, theof sriningproucton rns;a mnopon- preceding section offers some guidelines.
of shrinking production runs; a monopson- For some commodity-like products, stock-
istic buyer whose purchasing procedures piling might be the least expensive method
generate great risk and uncertainty for sup- to guard against the risk of a cut-off. For
pliers; a uniquely constrictive regulatory en- non-commodity products, trade protection
vironment; and a tendency to yield rela- or subsidies to domestic suppliers are op-
tively low profits. The consequent pressures
for withdrawal from defense contracting tions, although the disadvantages of both

will, if left unaddressed, exaggerate the loss approaches must be borne in mind.
of core capabilities and magnify the difficul- A special case of the problem of de-
ties of reconsaiitieaon pendence on quasi-monopolistic suppliers

The most straightforward path to main- will arise in the course of cross-border

taining a relatively vibrant defense indus- mergers and acquisitions in which foreign

trial base is to reduce the incentives for corporations seek to acquire U.S. firms

firms to exit, despite lower overall DOD ex- whose operations include defense contract-

penditures, by reducing the cumbersome- ing. An immediate consideration in any

ness of defense contracting and facilitating potential foreign acquisition of a defense

the integration of civilian and defense oper- contractor, of course, is the ability to safe-
ations within individual firms. The first step guard confidential material. A second con-

in this direction would be to eliminate barri- sideration is familiar from the previous

ers to incorporating civilian technology into section: how concentrated is the interna-

defense products by minimizing military tional industry of which the company tar-
geted for acquisition is part? If the industrystandards and specifications (MILSPECS) is not concentrated globally, the acquisition

and by turning over more maintenance and isn centratedgally, the acquisto
repair contracts to the private sector. A sec-
ond step might be to expand opportunities ing of confidential material is assured-

for multi-year procurement. A third option
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The Sea Wolf submarine is one
weapons program kept alive partly
in order to maintain the defense
industrial base.

without fear of denial or blackmail. But if Using Economic Sanctions
the industry is concentrated globally, what Effectively
is the appropriate policy response?

Some observers argue that the imposi- The dispersion of control over goods,
tion of requirements for R&D and produc- services, and technology among suppliers
tion to remain in the United States is suffi- around the globe means that Washington's
cient to protect U.S. interests. However, ability to coerce other states to abandon
while such requirements might ensure that disruptive patterns of behavior is becom-
the U.S. will not be denied access to the ac- ing more complex to organize and more
quired firm's products, they cannot guar- difficult to achieve. Even in past decades,
antee U.S. government control over dispo- economic sanctions have had a mixed
sition of the defense products in question, record of success. Since 1973, economic
especially as the acquired firm's know-how sanctions have achieved their specific goals
is dispersed throughout the foreign in only about a quarter of the cases in
owner's international operations. The for- which they have been deployed. When
eign owner might, for example, be free to success is defined more broadly, in terms
make sales that conflicted with U.S. gov- of exacting a significant economic cost or
ernment directives or policies-to Iran, for restraining undesirable behavior in gen-
instance. The only way to assure that the eral, their record improves somewhat.
quasi-monopoly power of the acquired Economic sanctions work best against
firm remained under U.S. jurisdiction small, economically dependent states. They
would be for Washington to deny permis- are most likely to be effective if they are
sion for the proposed foreign acquisition comprehensive, with multilateral support
and, if necessary, to find a U.S purchaser and strict enforcement. Further, sanctions
for the target firm or support it directly. are likely to be more effective against states

that are sufficiently democratic for their
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business communities to have some inter- better results than pressure. Third, the
nal influence. They are generally less effec- quick imposition of hard-hitting sanctions
tive against authoritarian regimes and dic- may provoke a spasmodic reaction on the
tatorships, particularly highly personalized part of the target state rather than a more
ones. In the case of South Africa in the rational act of submission-for example, an
1980s, and Guatemala in 1993, domestic attack by North Korea on the South in re-
business groups transmitted the pain of sponse to sanctions, rather than a capitula-
sanctions into inner political circles. A diffi- tion on nuclear reprocessing. A consider-
culty with the cases of Iraq, Serbia, and po- able disadvantage of this approach,
tentially North Korea, in contrast, is that however, is that the process typically takes
there are few such channels for translating place over such a long period of time that
economic hardship into policy changes. On the target regime can adjust and black mar-
the contrary, for many rogue regimes, eco- kets can be organized, while the costs to
nomic sanctions may produce what has front line states wear down these states' ap-
been called the "neutron bomb" effect- petites for maintaining the sanctions.
namely, destroying the soft targets in a na- Frequently, the only effective alterna-
tion's civilian economy while leaving the tive to sanctions is military force, an instru-
hard structures of the regime intact (or ment that the market democracies are even
worse, enriching the leadership against more reluctant to wield. The national secu-
whom the sanctions are directed). rity strategist's dilemma, therefore, often

Most sanctions regimes follow the path consists of choosing between a flawed ap-
of gradual escalation-sanctions are threat- proach to sanctions or simply doing noth-
ened, tentatively or partially applied, ex- ing. Thus, the use of sanctions to express
panded or strengthened as required-punc- displeasure and perhaps inflict pain is
tuated by demands for compliance at each likely to continue even in absence of any
stage. The advantages of this approach are, realistic expectation that they will deci-
first, that it can facilitate the formation and sively alter another state's behavior.
maintenance of multilateral coalitions,
which can only proceed at the pace of their
most reluctant members. Second, slow ap-
plication of sanctions may provide an op-
portunity to see if diplomacy can produce
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